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Abstract

The requirements to achieve and maintain high sophisticated and more complex qualification levels in less time faces
all modern educational and qualification concepts. One way to accomplish these seemingly incompatible aims is
through advanced qualification concepts, particular those that move training to the operational levels. Appropriate
qualification concepts in advanced technologies should consider knowledge transfer and skill development at the same
time, in order to provide expedient qualification and professional competence. While talking about operational levels
including knowledge transfer and skill development, the question arises how this can be covered by an appropriate
qualification concept from scratch to a high sophisticated and integrated approach.

To provide an answer to this question, it is first of all indispensable to have a closer look at the needs and requirements
of the industrial sector nowadays. Manufacturing practices and processes are constantly exerted to pressure regarding
global competition. Demand-driven factors such as improved customer service, improved quality, quicker response and
a much shortened time-to-market for new product introductions are challenging. Confronting these intense pressures,
manufacturers around the world are moving away from mass production manufacturing processes; instead, they are
turning to greater flexibility and speed in manufacturing practices.

Further on, adopting advanced technologies has changed the skill requirements of the manufacturing work force with
increased demands for improvements of shop-floor operators and their employability. As a matter of fact, the acceding
complexity of advanced technologies also has consequences concerning the qualification of the staff. The classical
education and further education models do not satisfy the demands of modern technical qualification. Working
in different technological fields is the reality nowadays when considering those industries with a higher degree in
Automation, Process Automation, Electrical Engineering and Mechatronics.

As aforesaid, considering the needs and requirements, it is therefore inalienable to move training to the operational
levels and implementing adequate qualification concepts. In overcoming the difficulties, such training should provide
a comprehensive learning programme corresponding to state-of-the-art in multidisciplinary topics of advanced
technologies, and modular equipment appropriate for training in a real industrial environment, from fundamentals
and basic technologies via the factory shop-floor level up to the management information system level. Having an
opportunity to operate, simulate and gather experience in such a learning arrangement, qualified people are later
on able to improve practices and processes, which has a great influence on any industrial development respectively.

Apart from technical skills and personal competence, it is of great importance to develop social skills and competencies
as well. Communication and teamwork are just two catchwords that give proof to this necessity. In coherence with the
development of the technical skills, it is therefore important to emphasis an integrated approach, when developing
qualification concepts in advanced technologies.

While discussing the matter of fact of technical trainings, higher education and skill requirements as well as qualification
in advanced technologies, it is of course important to provide a holistic concept in order to put competency-based
and demand driven training on firm footing. Therefore the idea of Teciam is, to provide a training centre offering an
opportunity of a holistic concept, starting from fundamentals and basic technologies up to high sophisticated and
totally integrated systems. Another accretion of Teciam is that such a centre is based on a modular structure, offering
training facilities for trainers, students and individuals from all levels of education, may it be university, technician or
vocational training level.
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Abstract

Teciam stands for Training and Excellence Centre in Industrial Automation and Mechatronics. On the one
hand side, Teciam offers an opportunity to establish a prestigious curriculum based educational training
centre for students (training for employability) offering the latest technology in the field of Industrial
Automation, Process Automation, Electrical Engineering, Mechanics and Mechatronics. On the other
hand side, due to its modular structure, it provides training facilities for training excellencies offering
short courses and seminars based on industrial needs and requirements (training for productivity). In
its current release on hand, Teciam describes altogether twenty-one laboratory concepts, starting from
fundamentals and basic technologies up to the level of complete teaching factory solutions.
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Teciam Definition

The abbreviation Teciam stands for Training and Excellence Centre in Industrial Automation and Mechatronics. The
Teciam conceptualisation on hand describes a holistic concept and approach in overcoming all difficulties putting an
industrial orientated training centre from baseline on firm footing.

Teciam stands for Training and Excellence Centre in Industrial Automation and Mechatronics. On the one
hand side, Teciam offers an opportunity to establish a prestigious curriculum based educational training
centre for students (training for employability) offering the latest technology in the field of Industrial
Automation, Process Automation, Electrical Engineering, Mechanics and Mechatronics. On the other
hand side, due to its modular structure, it provides training facilities for training excellencies offering
short courses and seminars based on industrial needs and requirements (training for productivity).

In its current structure, the Teciam concept comprises of altogether twenty-one laboratories covering all related
subjects in Industrial Automation, Process Automation, Electrical Engineering, Mechanics and Mechatronics in the
entire spectrum from the level of fundamentals up to the level of totally integrated systems. The following table, Table
A_01, provides an overview of Teciam.

Teciam Precis

Teciam Facts

Teciam Precis

State-of-the-Art

Teciam is a state-of-the-art training facility for industry-oriented training,
based on the integration of real industrial components, equipment, systems
and software within the range of Industrial Automation, Process Automation
and Electrical Engineering in the context of Mechatronics.

Training for Employability

Teciam focuses on developing students’ skills and knowledge of the key
technologies of Industrial Automation, Process Automation, Electrical
Engineering, Mechanics as well as Mechatronics and their ability to apply them
in a real industrial environment.

Training for Productivity

Teciam focuses on developing skills and knowledge of the labour force of the
key technologies of Industrial Automation, Process Automation, Electrical
Engineering, Mechanics as well as Mechatronics and their ability to apply them
in a real industrial environment by offering short courses and seminars.

Modular Structure

Teciam and its training facilities are based on a modular laboratory and course
structure focusing on competency based training as well as covering the needs
and requirements of the industry.

Demand Driven

Teciam and its training facilities provide an ongoing knowledge transfer
between educational institutes and the local industry and can therefore adopt
the current needs and requirements to provide expedient training.

Modern Training Approach

Teciam includes a modern approach of today’s training, in particular an
approach of so-called blended learning arrangements as well as simulation or
even Virtual Mechatronics wherever applicable.

Table A_01: Teciam Precis
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Industrial Automation

Automation or Industrial Automation is the use of electronics and computers to control industrial machinery and
processes. It is a step beyond mechanization whereby human operators are provided with machinery to help them
accomplishing given tasks. The most visible part of automation can be said to be industrial robotics, but the range
of automated parts and systems is for sure wider. By the middle of the 20th century, automation had existed for many
years on a small scale, using mechanical devices to automate the production of simple shaped items. However, the
concept only became truly practical with the implementation of information technology, whose flexibility allowed it to
drive almost any sort of task. Controllers with the required combination of power, price and size first started to appear
in the 1960’s, and since then have taken over the vast majority of stand-alone machines, assembly line tasks or even
completely and totally automated factories.

Types of Automation

In general, Automation is broadly classified into manufacturing automation, production automation, factory automation,
process automation as well as service automation. Further on, different types of automation are applicable, such as
‘Fixed Automation’ in the first case, whereby custom-engineered, special purpose equipment is used to automate a
fixed sequence of operations. Secondly, ‘Programmable Automation’ equipment is designed to accommodate a specific
class of product changes. Last but not least, ‘Flexible Automation’ is designed to manufacture a variety of products or
parts. Such types of automation are also applicable on various types of production, whereby a differentiation can be
made between serial production, parallel production and last but not least, multiple production. In particular flexibility
and also energy efficient types of production are nowadays in great demand, therefore several laboratories within
Teciam are designed to focus on such training aims and core competencies.

Factory Automation

As aforesaid, automation in general is the use of machines, equipment, control systems, electronics and any form of
information technology to optimise productivity in the production of goods and delivery of services. Since automation
in general describes a great variety of applications, Teciam focuses and differentiates mainly between two kind of
automation, which is on the one hand side Factory Automation and on the other hand side Process Automation. The
term Factory Automation describes mainly the production, handling, processing, machining or assembly of solid
materials, whereby the size, shape and design of the objects to be processed are known and clearly defined even
before production starts.

Process Automation

By Process Automation, Process Control, Instrumentation and Control or Process Engineering Technology all flowing
materials such as fluids, gas or powdery material, manual or automated processes, for example the production,
transportation, treatment and disposal, are being defined and described. In most cases there is no differentiation
between Industrial Automation Technology and Process Automation Technology regarding the technological point of
view, but instead, concerning the technical point of view. By means of, there are for example plenty of different sensors
needed in Production Automation as well as in Process Automation, but with different technical specifications. On
the one hand side, mostly analogue or intelligent digital sensors are used within Process Automation. On the other
hand side, mostly binary digital sensors are being used in the field of Industrial Automation. Closed-loop technology
is very often used within Process Automation, while direct control technology is mostly used in the Production
Automation. Therefore Process Automation covers all industries and technology applications in the vast set of discrete
manufacturing practices, and can be found within the chemical process industries, material process industries, food
and beverage production, agro industries, water and waste water treatment, biotechnological process industries and
many others.

A-4
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Mechatronics

Mechatronics has become a key to many different products and processes. Modern systems have reached a level
of sophistication, which would have been hard to imagine using traditional methods. Mechatronics integrates the
classical fields of mechanical engineering, mechanics, electrical engineering, electronics and computer engineering
or known as information technology as shown in the following graph, Graph A_01, to establish basic principles for a
contemporary engineering design methodology.

Graph A_01: Essential Parts of Mechatronics

A Mechatronics concentration area and the engineering curriculum would support the synergistic integration of
mechanical engineering, electronics control and systems thinking into design, commissioning, operation, maintenance
and repair of an intelligent product and process. The importance of Mechatronics will further increase due to consumer
demands, which will yield excellent job opportunities for skilled workers, technicians and engineers. As a result, many
vocational and engineering schools worldwide have introduced new Mechatronics Curricula to offer the relevant
courses already facing the demands nowadays and also in the future. It is important to point out, that a mechatronic
system is closed and intelligent. Thus, it needs sensors to measure physical values and actuators to intervene into
physical quantities of a technical process. The decisive question is how to intervene, and this task is carried out in
a computer by a software program. From this structure the essential contents for a tighter education are obvious.
Depending on the industrial environment the technical processes are defined accordingly. For example, they can be
chemical, electrical or biological processes. In the present case they are mechanical processes, which are dominating
daily life. Examples are robots, machines, car equipment, medical and optical devices, manufacturing facilities,
packing machines, component insertion machines or consumer electronics. Sensors measure physical values like
temperature, pressure, voltages, and distances and process them electronically. Actuators keep or change the states
of the process and intervene by devices like electric drives, switches, pneumatic or hydraulic valves. The computers
are stand-alone devices or microprocessors and micro controlled systems respectively, which are fed by sophisticated
software programs. At least the man remains. He is the most risky factor in the structure but indispensable, because
man is the only institution who can make the right decisions in an exceptional state of the process.
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Industrial Environment

Before composing a conceptualisation of a Training and Excellence Centre in Industrial Automation and Mechatronics,
it is first of all indispensable to have a closer look at industrial environments nowadays, in particular in the technical
and mechatronic manner, due to the centres’ approach offering training excellence as close to industry as possible.
While having a closer look at industrial enterprises, five different levels can be defined in dependence on each other,
as graphically shown in the following graph on the left hand side, Graph A_02. The lowest level can be derived as the
level of different technologies, followed by the so-called cell level, whereby different technologies cohere and interact.

Graph A_02: Levels of an industrial environment and levels of Teciam

This is for example a cell having the task to put empty bottles on a conveyor belt in order to be further processed.
The cell comprises different technologies such as pneumatic actuators, sensors, electrical drives and controllers
accomplishing its designated task. Several cells together form the next higher level, the level of processes. Taking the
process of the bottle as an example once again, the first cell for instance puts the bottles on the conveyor, followed by
a cell cleaning and filling the bottles. The last cell closes the bottles with a cap, provides a quality check whether the
bottle is filled accordingly and finalizes this cell task by labelling the bottle. Consolidating all cells together, a next level
can be designated as the level of processes. One entire process, as aforesaid, is filling a bottle as an example followed
by an entire process of packing all bottles. While talking about an entire production, all different kind of processes
is meant. And finally, reaching the fifth level, the entire production is being operated and observed by the plant or
production operator, respectively the plant management. Graph A_02 further on, expressed by the grey pyramid in
the background of the levels, symbolizes the amount of each levels’ necessity of technical skills development, which
is taken into account while developing the structure of Teciam. Following this structure, it is now obvious to have
profound skills and knowledge of fundamentals as well as basic technologies before being able to improve, maintain,
repair, operate or even design parts of a process or an entire production environment. Therefore the following chapter
provides further information regarding the conceptualisation of Teciam.

A-6
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Conceptualisation of Teciam

According to the previous paragraph, whereby five levels of an industrial environment are described in detail, the basic
conceptional idea of Teciam is to provide a prestigious training facility meeting all demands and requirements for each
different industrial level accordingly. Therefore Teciam comprises of five levels as well, whereby each level consists of
one or more laboratory, offering the latest state-of-the-art training equipment as close to industry as possible.

Obviously this conceptual approach differs from institute to institute, therefore it needs to be regarded
as a concept which is feasible in general, offering excellent training facilities which meets the major
needs and requirements of a wide range of industrial environments. All other approaches need to
be covered by training on the job, but this will be far too expensive and unrealistic to shift it into the
educational or laboratory based site. However, our main approach shall always remain the same: the
benchmark of training and skill development must be the satisfaction and confidence of the industry.

As already presented in Graph A_02, the five levels of an industrial environment are now being transferred to an
educational environment, resulting in five levels as further described in the following table, Table A_02. Like the
grey pyramid on the left hand side, the upside pyramid on the Teciam side (Graph A_02, right) expresses the level of
complexity.

Teciam Level

Level Description

Fundamentals

The level of fundamentals in the Teciam concept provides a wide collection of
Web Based Media tools related to technology, organisation and management.
Additionally, the part of Virtual Mechatronics provides simulation and
application software tools as a training facility without integrated hardware.

Basic Technologies

According to the definition of automation, trainees corroborate skills and
knowledge on basic technologies within this level such as pneumatics,
hydraulics or controller technology. Within this level, all major technical
subjects are covered by mainly so-called stand-alone technologies.

Partly Automated Systems

Whenever several basic technologies are being combined to build up a system,
but still operative interference is needed to operate them, the level of partly
automated system is reached. Fault finding, commissioning, maintenance and
further competencies are covered by expedient training equipment in Factory
Automation as well as Process Automation.

Fully Automated Systems

Within this level, the trainee gathers experience in the field of Factory
Automation as well as Hybrid Automation. The major core competencies
covered are centralized control intelligence and process data control, by
means of different network communication systems and software tools.

Totally Integrated Systems

The level of Totally Integrated Systems provides teaching factory solutions in
order to obtain skills and knowledge in subjects such as material planning,
logistics, production and factory organisation and process optimisation. The
core training aim focuses on system intelligence instead of single technologies.

Table A_02: Levels of Teciam
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Levels and Laboratories

As already described, Teciam comprises in its current structure twenty-one laboratories in the range from Fundamentals
up to Totally Integrated Systems. Each level further on is composed by means of two or more laboratories, offering core
industrial technologies and training excellencies in each subjects’ matter, as the following graphs, Graph A_03 and
Graph A_04 on the next page, present. Graph A_03 provides an overview of the Fundamentals and Basic Technologies
levels.

Graph A_03: Laboratories in the level of Fundamentals and Basic Technologies

As already mentioned in the previous chapter, the level of Fundamentals provides two laboratories, one covering Web
Based Media, the other laboratory covering the part of Virtual Mechatronics. However, even though Web Based Media
will be described and denominated as a laboratory, the main idea of the Web Based solution is that all contents are
also accessible using the intranet or internet. Therefore all contents within the concept of Web Based Media will be also
available from all other laboratories, may it be as part of the training program, or as a possibility of refreshing knowledge
whenever needed. The level of Basic Technologies provides altogether nine different laboratories, respectively at least
nine core technologies of automation. Since sensors are a major subject of automation in general, almost ever single
laboratory provides a wide range of sensor applications. Therefore the technology of sensorics is willingly not being
implemented as a separate laboratory solution.

A-8
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In addition to the first two levels as shown in Graph A_03 on the previous page, the overview as follows, Graph
A_04 provides an overview of the remaining three levels starting from Partly Automated Systems comprising two
laboratories, one with core subjects related to Factory Automation, another one referring to Process Automation. Skills
and knowledge obtained within the level of Basic Technologies are know being combined and applied to systems, as
defined and described in the paragraph of Mechatronics.

Graph A_04: Laboratories in the levels of Partly, Fully Automation and Totally Integrated Systems

After the level of Partly Automated Systems, the level of Fully Automated Systems follows. This level is being composed
of five different laboratories with core subjects of various different production scenario, such as serial production,
parallel production and finally multiple production, all related to Factory Automation. Additionally, one laboratory
focuses on a networked system in the core technology of Process Automation. Last but not least, the laboratory of
Hybrid Automation provides training aims and core subjects combining Factory Automation and Process Automation.
Such applications are derived from the industrial environment of food and beverage production but also textile,
chemical and related processes. The final fifth level of Totally Integrated Systems is composed out of three different
laboratories. As aforesaid, this level provides teaching factory solutions in order to obtain skills and knowledge in
subjects such as material planning, logistics, production and factory organisation and process optimisation. The core
training aim focuses on system intelligence and level intelligence instead of single technologies or partly automated
systems. Applications known as ERP - Electronic Resource Planning, CIM - Computer Integrated Manufacturing, DCS Decentralised Controlled System and others are part of the teaching factory solution. However, before finally defining
each laboratory equipment and training solution it is indispensable to evaluate the needs and requirements of the
industry, as of current needs and requirements, but also in regards of future technologies and demands.

© Festo Didactic GmbH & Co. KG • Teciam 3.0
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Analysing Needs and Requirements

As mentioned in the previous paragraph, before defining and finalising the conclusive equipment and system in each
laboratory, it is indispensable to analyse the needs and requirements of the industry. Such an analysis shall focus on
two major given factors. One is a pure technical approach, whereby current and future industrial demands are being
analysed. The other evaluation focuses on the needs and requirements towards qualification of existing employees but
also the standards of skills and knowledge concerning future employees in different levels of education and graduation.
Due to the given fact that Festo is in touch with the industry on a daily basis, the feedback regarding current and future
industrial demands supports Festo Didactic to develop and revise training materials, equipment, systems, software,
teachware, training aims and core competencies constantly, in order to meet the needs and requirements of the
industry, whether short courses and seminars need to be offered or entire curricula will be defined and implemented.
The following graph, Graph A_05, illustrates how such an analysis needs to be evaluated and accomplished.

Graph A_05: Analysing needs and requirements of the industry

Regarding the analysis itself, the first step to be accomplished is to evaluate the current technologies of the industry,
shown in Graph A_05 on the left side. Such technologies are for example fluid power systems, sensors, controllers,
networks, possibly already robot systems, handling devices, machining equipment and all other technologies which
are current standards of application within the industry. Those technologies used by the majority of the industry are
placed in the centre, having a dominant prevalence percentage wise among all evaluated industrial entities. All those
technologies which are hardly used by more than one or two companies are being placed at the side of the diagram,
which is then leading to the Gaussian bell curve as shown. Knowing the technologies having a higher prevalence is
then leading to a short term training and course program for existing employees, respectively training for productivity,
due to the fact that the actual workforce deals with all such equipment and machinery on a daily basis. However, it is
also important to focus on a core training and seminar program which shall address a maximum of 70% to 80% of all
existing technologies among the evaluated industries as further shown in the graph above. The reason is based on
the fact that the more one technology is in use, the possibilities of more participants is prevailing. Such technologies
which are only used by a minority of industrial entities need to be trained and covered by a training-on-the-job program.
Additionally, it is also important to evaluate so-called cross-sectional needs and requirements instead of a focus on
each individual technology, since an investment into too many different equipment for training reasons is on the one
hand side sumptuous, on the other hand side leading to an inhomogeneous training and therefore difficult to be taught
by a trainer. The training outcome therefore will not be sustainable, therefore inhomogeneity shall be avoided.

A-10
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Apart from the current needs and requirements it is also inalienable to evaluate future demands of the industry
whenever training for students is intended to be offered, respectively training for employability. This is shown on the
right hand side of Graph A_05. Therefore it is necessary to analyse the equipment and technologies companies are
intending to invest during the upcoming years, respectively to evaluate new developments by leading companies
providing industrial equipment and solutions. A standard time period for this shall be between three to five years, since
a regular technical study program lasts also between three to five years. Together with the current technologies having
a higher prevalence among industrial entities the future technologies influence the curricula development sustainable,
since graduation of students and implementation of new technologies in companies are being accomplished almost in
parallel. In other words, in case students are being taught on the latest but also on future technologies, the skill and
knowledge development will lead to a highly qualified potential new employee. While analysing the future needs and
requirements, it is likewise also important to define cross-sectional needs. By doing so, the student attains a wider
spectrum of skills and knowledge, which is then leading to a greater variety of possible employment. Whenever the
spectrum is too narrow, chances of possible employment are limited. Whenever new curricula are being composed,
it is also important to limit the technological range to 70% to 80% of all existing and future technologies. Any study
program shall not focus on 100%, since time wise it is not possible to transfer skills and knowledge, and further, it is not
possible to invest in all technologies as an institution. Last but not least, homogeneity will also support the instructors
approach in any technical study program, and is therefore leading to a sustainable skill and knowledge development.
The Teciam conceptualisation on hand is based on various industrial needs and requirements analysis worldwide,
therefore all laboratory equipment and technologies are following the approach as described within this paragraph.

Holistic Training Concept

As already mentioned, it is important and indispensable to consider a holistic concept while composing a training and
competence centre as close as possible to industry. In this context also so-called blended learning arrangements are
implemented in each laboratory whenever applicable, since this expression is widely used nowadays. As the name
already expresses, it is important to provide the right blend of media, ranging from hardware via software, to textbooks,
workbooks or any other appropriate media in each technical field respectively. Last but not least, it is also inalienable
to provide expedient train-the-trainer programs in each technological field accordingly.

Training, especially technical training including a hands-on approach, is only efficient with the right
blend of media! Therefore four major aspects need to be considered: real industrial equipment for
training purposes, appropriate software along with the blended-learning or web based media approach
and finally teachware in forms of textbooks, workbooks or any kind of print materials. Last but not least,
but most likely the most efficient and effective part is an expedient train-the-trainer program. Only well
trained instructors are motivated and encouraged to motivate students to develop skills and knowledge.

Providing a definition of blended learning which is generally accepted is difficult, due to the wide range of different
educational subject matters. But training, especially training in the technical field, cannot provide expedient
competencies by means of software and simulation tools and simulation tools solely. Therefore the right mixture of
using hardware equipment together with software media and other training material is essential. Simplifying this,
blended learning combines the advantages of the usage of electronic media with the advantages of hands-on training
on real industrial training equipment.
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Knowledge Transfer

One of the inevitable rudiments of the entire conceptualisation of Teciam is to provide training facilities for training
excellencies as close to industry as possible. In overcoming all difficulties regarding this accretion, one part is already
fulfilled by Teciam, due to the equipment in each laboratory, which is real industrial equipment built-up in an education
adequate manner, as it will be further described in the corresponding chapters. Additionally, each laboratory follows
an ongoing needs and requirements analysis as explained in the previous paragraph. Another aspect which should be
tracked is being expressed by the knowledge transfer, meaning that education and industry should work together as
close as possible. Therefore, one possibility to establish a closer cooperation between an educational institute and
the local industry is to offer short courses or seminars to the labour force, using the existing prestigious laboratory
facilities, as it is graphically expressed by the following graph, Graph A_06.

Graph A_06: Knowledge Transfer between industry and education

By offering short courses to the local industry, several advantages can be taken into consideration. First of all the
occupation capacity of each laboratory will be improved, whenever external training is being conducted as evening
classes, weekend modules or summer courses. Secondly, the participants from industry transfer their knowledge and
experience into the educational institute, meaning that the institute is constantly being aware of the current needs
and requirements, which will yield to better qualified graduates and the employability in particular. Vice versa, the
local industry is aware what is being educated and taught within the educational institute, and they can improve the
processes by means of applying state-of-the-art industrial equipment, respectively industrial solutions which Teciam
provides. In this case, the education site is transferring its expertise towards the industry. Another interesting idea is to
generate return-on-investment, by applicable fees while offering short courses for the industry, the so-called demand
driven training aspect, respectively training for productivity. Trainers may have an additional income as well and are
willing to do its best, which will have sustainable effects on the trainer situation in general. Last but not least, costs
of operation can easily be covered as well. Therefore, in the following, a description about FACT will further describe
the demand driven solution certified by Festo in more detail, due to the fact that external training may be considered
whenever Teciam is already put on firm footing.

A-12
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Train the Trainer Programs

One important aspect before conducting training in every single technology is to provide extensive training for trainers.
This has to be considered to ensure the right methodology attempt first of all. Further on, the right way of using the
equipment in its designated field of operation has to be corroborated.

Training, especially hands-on training in the technical field, is only efficient when all trainers involved
are extensively trained in their designated field and training approach. Only well trained and motivated
trainers are able to motivate students thereafter, therefore any kind of the so-called ‘train-the-trainer’
aspect should not be neglected. Upon necessity, revision training should be considered on a frequent
basis as well. For some technologies, even an industrial placement for instructors could be an advantage.

Therefore every laboratory description in the proceeding chapters comprises already installation and training
requirements. Upon necessity, revision training should be considered to provide a sustainable training quality. Last but
not least, well trained and qualified persons are the success factor of every countries industrial development, today,
as well as in the future.

Courses and Seminars

Whenever an industrial survey or a training needs and requirements analysis is being accomplished, one of the most
frequent statements of employers is a lack of well trained graduates as well as employees. Interesting wise, a lot of
employers do not train the labour force further, but rely on excellency of expatriates, or at least on foreign know-how
and expertise. Festo has recognized this a long time ago, and is therefore offering courses and seminars since more
than 45 years worldwide. Currently, more than 35 different languages are being covered. Giving proof to quality in
training, some 42.000 people are trained by Festo experts yearly, not counting trainees and students being trained on
Festo equipment in educational institutes or private training centres. Therefore, Teciam offers an opportunity to benefit
from Festo Didactics expertise and experience in the field of technical training by implementing courses, whenever
training is being accomplished following a curriculum, or implementing seminars, whenever external training is offered
to the local industry, as it is described in the aforesaid paragraphs of knowledge exchange or in the chapter of Festo
Authorized and Certified Training FACT in the following.

FACT

As already mentioned while describing the knowledge transfer or the paragraph about courses and seminars, a
new approach in overcoming all difficulties is FACT, Festo Authorized and Certified Training. Becoming a FACT Centre
requires a new way of thinking and acting to do the steps of implementation. As a FACT Centre, the educational or
private institution partners with Festo to offer combined expertise to industry and/or students, capitalising on the
strength of the Festo brand. This positions the institution offering courses and seminars at the front of the field. Every
aspect of the FACT Centre and its image underlines this. This applies for the partner institution, for Festo - and for all
customers. The concept of FACT is based on three pillars as shown in the overview as follows, Graph A_07 on the next
page. The importance of the first pillar - Identity, should not be underestimated, because it uses Festo branding to
create FACT corporate identity and design. Being linked to the Festo brand, FACT Centres have to conform to our finely
tuned Corporate Design. Potential customers and students immediately recognise it as a world-class laboratory that
conforms to Festo standards and expertise.

© Festo Didactic GmbH & Co. KG • Teciam 3.0
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Every aspect of design is the result of decades of innovative industrial automation and training. The middle pillar Know-how, comes along with over 45 years of experience of Festo Didactic. Experts of Festo Didactic usually start
with a market survey in order to define market needs and requirements. Based on the market demands, laboratories,
courses and seminars are being planned and realized by means of - expressed by the third pillar, the equipment itself.

Graph A_07: The three pillars of FACT - Festo Authorized and Certified Training

Training for Employability

Within a FACT Concept respectively a FACT Centre, two major groups of trainees are being differentiated. This is on the
one hand side the normal group of trainees, or students, following a course outline normally based on a curriculum.
This means, for the concept of FACT, that students will be trained according to the Festo experience and expertise,
and have the opportunity as well to be certified following international standards. All FACT instruments, such as lab
design, equipment allocation and even more, will be applied to the partner institute before being authorized to issue
certificates carrying the FACT logo. At the same time, marketing mix instruments will round up the topic of internal
training. By means of internal training, students can improve their skills and knowledge to be easier employed in the
labour market, therefore the expression ‘Training for Employability’, as used in several previous paragraphs.

Training for Productivity

Whenever an institute, or even a private training provider, wants to offer external training to the industry or individuals,
FACT for productivity training will be applied. Training for productivity stands more for short-term courses, summer
class or evening modules, providing the participant an opportunity to improve skills, knowledge, practice and expertise
within a specific topic or tailor-made course for the industry. Even long-term training can be conducted, but then
more related to a specific group of customers from industry. As an example, special training for food and beverage
production or tailor-made courses for CNC manufacturers. Since the participants are capable enough to improve
eventually existing production processes, Festo indicates this part of FACT ‘Training for Productivity’. In its current
structure, Teciam focuses first on internal training, but each laboratory offers enough possibilities to provide external
training as well.
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Festo and Festo Didactic

Festo is a holding company represented through independent Festo companies in currently 59 countries around the
world. On the one hand side, Festo AG is a world leader in industrial automation technology, providing and producing
industrial equipment in the pneumatics, process automation and electronics field with more than 15.800 employees at
present. Thanks to its revolutionary developments, technological lead and global thinking, Festo has become a trendsetter in the automation industry. Festo innovations, such as field bus connection technology or the fluidic muscle,
have continuously expanded the boundaries of pneumatics. The resulting combination of pneumatics and electronics
has opened up entirely new fields of applications. Festo has a decisive advantage in the size of its product range. With
over 30.000 catalogue items, Festo covers the entire field of pneumatics, process automation, control and electrical
engineering. Its products vary from system-compatible assemblies to complete systems, from micro-pneumatics to
complete solenoid valve cabinets - cylinders, valves, sensors, displays, converters, accessories, service units, control
units, vacuum devices, complete handling modules as well as bus-compatible and programmable valve terminals.
Festo Pneumatic products combine proven technology with innovative components. The result is an outstanding range
for tailor-made solutions in almost all areas of modern industrial automation. On the other hand, Festo Didactic uses
the industrial equipment to compose its learning systems for industrial automation and Mechatronics to meet the
needs and requirements of Festo clients, as an overview shows in the following table, Table A_03.

Festo Didactic Partners
Educational Institutions

Universities
Polytechnics
Vocational Schools
Governmental Academies
Private Training Institutions
Technical Institutes

Ministries

Ministry of Education and Ministry of Higher Education
Ministry of Youth
Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs
Ministry of Manpower
Ministry of Industry
Ministry of Religious Affairs
Ministry of Fisheries
Ministry of Transport
Ministry of Electricity and Power Supply

Industry

Industrial Training Centres
Training Departments
Tailor-made Courses
Demand Driven Training
In-House Training

Organisations

Financial organisations such as WorldBank, ADB, AFD, AfDB, KfW, USAid
Non-governmental organisations such as GiZ, iMove, Chambers, WorldSkills
Governmental organisations such as Unido, Unesco, Isesco

Table A_03: Festo Didactic Partners and Clients
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With its Learning System for Industrial Automation, Process Automation, Electrical Engineering, Electronics and
Mechatronics, Festo Didactic GmbH & Co. KG offers a coordinated, fully compatible training programme that provides
comprehensive knowledge covering all areas of Factory Automation, Process Automation as well as Mechatronics. With
authentic industrial training hardware, the latest learning media and corresponding range of courses, this learning
system represents a holistic educational concept for conveying knowledge efficiently as well as praxis-oriented,
as it can be further seen in laboratory description in the proceeding chapters of Teciam. As already explained, the
knowledge transfer works perfectly within Festo as well. Due to Festo partners and clients within the local industry,
Festo Didactic receives its feedback to be able to develop constantly equivalent training material as close as possible
to industrial needs and requirements. Vice versa, individuals trained on Festo Didactic equipment are able to improve
their existing industrial facilities.

More information about Festo Didactic can be accessed on the internet:

Festo and WorldSkills

www.festo-didactic.com

WorldSkills, a meeting place for young professionals all over the world. The concept of the WorldSkills Competition
emerged more than 60 years ago: to promote the comparison of performance at an international level and to support
international understanding. Gold, silver and bronze medals are awarded for the best work in each trade, for the world’s
best lathe operator, milling cutter, chef, IT technician and the world’s best mechatronics team. At the WorldSkills
Competition, mechatronics means industrial mechatronics. This is not simply a combination of the mechanical,
electronic and IT aspects of automation, but also demands the personal and team skills that industry needs to achieve
world-class standards of excellence. The mechatronics competition reflects reality on the shop-floor - people working
under pressure to design and implement solutions and to maintain and constantly improve production. Rousing young
people’s enthusiasm or careers in technology and the promotion of training have been core activities of Festo for
decades. For this reason, Festo Didactic has supported the Mechatronics Competition since its inception in 1991 - as
an official supplier of competition equipment and organizer of the Mechatronics and Mobile Robotics discipline. As the
need for training increases, so does the demand for greater sophistication of training methods. Innovative models are
needed to gain an insight into training methods and systems in various countries, make comparisons, get new stimuli,
and convert all this into Best Practices. The WorldSkills competition offers an international forum promoting peak levels
of achievement - because quality only becomes possible when there is a will to achieve exceptional performance. The
elimination contest gives talented young people from all over the world an incentive to demonstrate their capabilities
in practice-related tasks.

More information about WorldSkills can be accessed on the internet:

WorldDidac Quality Charter

www.worldskills.org

Recently Festo Didactic got awarded again with the WorldDidac Quality Charter, expressing Festo Didactic quality
and performance in training. WorldDidac is the premier independent international trade association whose members
provide educational products, services and solutions for all levels from early years to lifelong learning and training.

Further information about WorldDidac can be accessed on the internet:
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Introduction

Even though it is mentioned in the introduction part that the Teciam conceptualisation covers altogether twenty-one
laboratories, the Web Based Media part on hand, as the name already expresses, describes rather an online approach
and access of all web based media and e-learning tools instead of a static classroom installation. Therefore any
description of a laboratory within this chapter shall be willingly avoided, however, it shall be kept as a laboratory within
the overall concept. Further to this, only software media which does not require a fixed and hardware corresponding
installation, respectively media that can be accessed online and managed by using the so-called Classroom Manager
will be included and described accordingly. Apart from the fact that Festo Didactic usually approaches a blended
learning arrangement whereby software and hardware directly interfere with each other in particular, the level of
technical fundamentals can be very well trained by means of electronic based media, also known as e-learning tools
and programs. Apart from technical contents, other contents within this conceptualisation cover in addition the topics
of organisation and methods, lean management and lean production and finally management and teamwork. Since
Festo Didactic is constantly developing and improving web based tools, this description covers the current range of
available media, however, the website of Festo Didactic provides all up-to-date information of all media which are able
to be handled using the Classroom Manager. The advantages of e-learning are, that trainees are fostered to learn at
their own speed and can therefore repeat every single course part until the given exercises can be easily mastered,
which provides profound theoretical knowledge before hands-on training is taking place in other laboratories. Further
on, students can easily access all web based media tools whenever other laboratories are occupied, and may therefore
prepare themselves before continuing in the laboratories of other levels respectively technologies. Additionally, all web
based media contents can also be accessed from all other laboratories, therefore all tools can very well also serve as a
quick reference and library tool in case a short technical sequence needs to be repeated. Another accretion is achieved
by means of establishing and implementing a so-called Learning Management System LMS - or a Classroom Manager
tool as aforesaid, as it will be further described within this chapter, providing the trainers a tool to follow up each
students’ performance regarding all online contents and the use of other related tools such as chat-rooms or tutoring
messages. The picture as follows, Picture B_01, provides an idea of a Web Based Media Tutor situation.

Picture B_01: Web Based Media Tutor
© Festo Didactic GmbH & Co. KG • Teciam 3.0
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Conceptualisation

As already mentioned in the previous paragraph covering the introduction part, the major software tool apart from the
web based media contents forms the so-called Classroom Manager CRM. The Classroom Manager is normally installed
on a server within an institute, so that its contents can easily be accessed using the Intranet. However, an external
access, for example for teachers and students working from home, can easily be granted as well if administrative and
organisational circumstances allow such external server access. Once the Classroom Manager is being implemented
within an organisation or institute, users do not need to install any further software since all web based media contents
and licenses can be accessed using standard web browser applications. Since the Classroom Manager is therefore the
essential software part, one of the first proceeding paragraph will provide further information.

Diversified Contents

Within the range of software media which Festo Didactic is able to provide for the Classroom Manager, students
start stepwise discovering the subtlety of several background information regarding technology in general. The idea
is to awake their interest discovering fascinating assignments of everyday technology. Tools such as ‘History and
Automation’ or ‘Technology and Automation’ provide some further information about the historical development of
technology, society as well as the technology of automation.

Allowedly, several software tools as further described will be used in other laboratories as well, due
to the fact that whenever hands-on training is taking place, these media are to be used as a kind of
reference tool to recall data and already gathered theoretical knowledge. Further on, students may
prepare themselves beforehand practical training is taking place in other laboratories as previously
mentioned. Just according to their current needs and requirements of the given tasks to be completed.

Stepwise students fulfil more and more complex exercises by means of different software and diversified web based
media tools in several technical subjects, organisational matters as well as production technologies which will be
further described in the following paragraphs.

Classroom Manager

Computer and web-based learning environments are flexible and affordable alternatives to conventional classroombased training. Large companies have been using this type of employee training for many years, and it is becoming an
increasingly popular option among institutions and schools. The Classroom Manager is a quick and easy way to create,
manage and supervise training sessions and courses. It enables tutors to combine presence-based courses, e-learning
modules and many other training modules in order to compose complete training units. All the digital training media
are compiled in a central library. Direct access to training media further on greatly reduces course preparation time,
therefore the participants are provided with the right material for each session. Further to this, tutors can create
new tests, questionnaires or other training media whenever required for participants completing courses or training
sessions. The Classroom Manager defines course structures and sets time frames, dates for attendance, training
aids, access requirements and certification options. Participants and potential applicants can access this information
whenever required. Additionally, the Classroom Manager provides a clear indication of participants‘ success in training.
The training status monitoring system means that tutors or instructors always have an overview of course attendance
and the progress of the individual participants. Access rights can be defined to allow colleagues to use the library
and take a look at the available courses. The Classroom Manager also allows students to keep track on their courses
since the qualifications on offer are displayed and indicated clearly. The picture as follows, Picture B_02, provides an
appearance of the Classroom Manager including an overview of available courses at present.
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Picture B_02: Classroom Manager

Important User Functionality

Within the previous paragraphs certain functions and features of the Classroom Manager have already been mentioned
and described. However, the table as follows, Table B_01, provides an overview of some of the most important functions
of the Classroom Manager in short for the user.

User Functionality

Description

Personal Start Page

This is where the user sees the latest and most important information at a
glance: news, appointments, messages and learning progress in current
courses. A single click is all what is needed to continue with the course from
the point where the student left off, or to manage appointments and resources.
The user has the freedom to decide which information is displayed on the start
page and which is accessed via secondary links.

Forums

Any number of forums can be opened. A distinction can be made between
course-specific forums and general forums which are accessible to everyone.

News

Users can constantly stay up to date with the latest news. Like appointments,
messages and learning recommendations, news items can also be sent by
e-mail.

Appointments

Users and tutors can create appointments for classroom-based events
or community activities for example. The reminder function ensures that
appointments will not be forgotten.

Notes

The user can use the Notes function to write context-sensitive remarks. The
remarks can be categorised and forwarded to a tutor.

Table B_01: Classroom Manager Functionality for Users
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Important Administrator Functionality

Within the previous paragraphs certain functions and features of the Classroom Manager have already been mentioned
and described. However, the table as follows, Table B_02, provides an overview of some of the most important functions
of the Classroom Manager in short for the administrator and partly for tutors.

Administrator Functionality

Description

Courses

This function makes course administration quick and convenient for tutors.
Due to the integrated Course Wizard, courses can be set up and linked with
learning resources, users, tutors, live events and more. The invitation and
reminder functions serve to publicise the courses. With the Classroom Manager,
the success of training measures is finally measurable. Tutors can observe the
quantitative and qualitative success of the courses and participants.

Resources

The resource management view is the place to manage digital content such as
Web Based Media, PDF Documents, Power Point files, videos and animations.
A wizard supports administrators to upload different types of media.

SCORM Interface

The SCORM interface allows third party standardised course content to be
imported onto the platform. It also provides users with learning aids such as
the ‘Favourites’, ‘Notes’ and ‘Learning History’.

Appointments

Users and tutors can create appointments for classroom-based events
or community activities for example. The reminder function ensures that
appointments will not be forgotten.

Users

This function assists the course administrator with the administration of
participants and tutors. Each user can be assigned individual learning content
and rights. The users are organised into user groups and classes for optimum
efficiency. User groups can even be nested to mirror corporate structures.
Human resource management systems can be connected to the Classroom
Manager with the aid of the XML interface.

Groups

Users can be organised into groups to facilitate administration. Groups can
then be assigned to specific courses and tutors.

Clients

With the aid of the client administration, users can benefit from the full
functionality of the Classroom Manager available to their own customers or
sub-organisations over a web server. Full control is maintained at all times over
the client-specific usage of the platform and its content.

Analysis of Learning History

All user actions can be stored, anonymously if required. This captured data
enables the learning progress and learning behaviour to be analysed. This
optionally includes an analysis of the learning history so that the user can be
given even more detailed and personalised recommendations for learning.

Release

On the basis of the individual users’ learning status, the tutor can release the
appropriate courses and course chapters. Therefore tutors can process results
from online sequences in order to prepare for classroom-based training and
even organise exams.

Table B_02: Classroom Manager Functionality for Administrator
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Web Based Media Contents

As already mentioned in one of the previous paragraphs, the web based media contents cover areas such as technical
courses, but also lean management, lean production and management. The table as follows, Table B_03, provides an
overview of the web based training courses and programmes which are part of this conceptualisation on hand.

Web Based Training Programme

Training time (in hours)

Pneumatics

12

Electropneumatics

12

Hydraulics

12

Electrohydraulics

12

Electrical Engineering 1

4

Electrical Engineering 2

4

Electronics 1

4

Electronics 2

4

Electrical Protective Measures

4

Sensor Technology 1

2

Sensor Technology 2

2

Actuators - DC Motor

2

Electric Drives 1

4

Electric Drives 2

4

Open- and Closed-Loop Control

2

Fieldbus Technology

2

Machine Vision

4

Safety Engineering

4

Process Automation

4

The Fascination of Technology

6

Project Management

1

Time Management

1

Value Stream Analysis and Mapping

4

Poka Yoke

4

5S - Workstation Organisation

4

TPM - Total Productive Maintenance

4

Team Performance

3

Personnel Management

3

Table B_03: Overview of the Web Based Training Programmes

Based on the overview of training programmes above, which are all being accessible using the Classroom Manager,
the pages and paragraphs as follows will provide certain detailed information about most of the courses and contents.
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Pneumatics

The web based training program Pneumatics provides all necessary information in about twelve hours of learning. The
program is divided into technical knowledge as well as coursework. The part of technical knowledge covers the basics
of pneumatic control. Participants learn to find practical and theoretical solutions to the key tasks of a basic course on
pneumatics, for example as part of a basic vocational training course. In the coursework part, the theoretically acquired
technical knowledge is reinforced. A wide range of exercise types makes the course interesting and successful since
participants have to draw symbols and circuit diagrams, answer multiple-choice questions and set up and connect
circuits in PC-based video clips. The picture as follows, Picture B_03, provides an idea of the appearance.

Picture B_03: WBT Pneumatics and Electropneumatics

Electropneumatics

The Electropneumatics training program builds on the Pneumatics training program and reinforces material already
learned from practical projects in about twelve hours of learning as well. Starting with concrete industrial applications,
fundamental electropneumatic circuits are produced. With the help of numerous exercises, learnt material will be
revised, applied and further developed by the trainee. During an exercise, the programme reacts to each answer with
varying feedback. The trainee is supported by the basic knowledge module, which provides fundamental knowledge
on electropneumatics in a structured, systematic manner. In the components module, the structure, function and
application of typical electropneumatic components is described. Various supporting materials are available to
complete the exercise such as PDF documents, a variety of downloads and a comprehensive glossary. The picture
above, Picture B_03, provides an idea its appearance.

Hydraulics

The web based training program Hydraulics provides all necessary information in about twelve hours of learning. The
program is divided into technical knowledge as well as coursework. The part of technical knowledge covers the basics
of hydraulic control. Participants learn to find practical and theoretical solutions to the key tasks of a basic course on
hydraulics, for example as part of a basic vocational training course. In the coursework part, the theoretically acquired
technical knowledge is reinforced. A wide range of exercise types makes the course interesting and successful since
participants have to draw symbols and circuit diagrams, answer multiple-choice questions and set up and connect
circuits in PC-based video clips. The picture as follows, Picture B_04, provides an idea of the appearance.
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Electrohydraulics

The Electrohydraulics training program builds on the Hydraulics training program and reinforces material already
learned from practical projects. Starting with concrete industrial applications, fundamental electrohydraulic circuits
are produced. With the help of numerous exercises, learnt material will be revised, applied and further developed.
During an exercise, the programme reacts to each answer with varying feedback. The trainee is supported by the
basic knowledge module, which provides fundamentals on electrohydraulics in a structured, systematic manner. In the
components module, the structure, function and application of typical components is described. Various supporting
materials are available to complete the exercise. The picture as follows, Picture B_04, provides an idea its appearance.

Picture B_04: WBT Hydraulics and Electrohydraulics

Electrical Engineering 1

The Electrical engineering 1 training program is one of a series of new programs in the field of electrical engineering and
electronics. These programs are practically oriented and authentically structured. Case studies from practice provide
a concise illustration of the matters covered. All training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the
narrative text can be viewed on the sitemap. Trainees experience a regular exchange of input and output, with phases
of presentation and explanation alternating with phases of activity and interaction. This enhances motivation and
learning. Progress monitoring exercises are scheduled after a maximum of five pages of learning. The aim of this is
to have trainees repeat, apply and develop what they have learned themselves. Exercises are incorporated during
teaching, at the end of each learning step and within the case studies. During an exercise, the program responds
to each of the trainees’ answers with the appropriate feedback. Various tools are built-in to the training program,
such as Excel worksheets, an integrated calculator, PDF files and various downloads. The training programs include an
extensive glossary and a full text search facility as well.

Electrical Engineering 2

Electrical engineering 2 builds on Electrical engineering 1, likewise Electropneumatics on Pneumatics. The features
of this web based training part are exactly like Electrical engineering 1, which is further described in the previous
paragraph. However, contents vary and provide further learning experience by using more and new electrical
components, circuits and applications. Both programmes provide each about four hours of learning time.
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Electronics 1

The Electronics 1 training program is one of a series of new programs in the field of electrical engineering and electronics.
These programs are practically oriented and authentically structured. Case studies from practice provide a concise
illustration of the matters covered. All training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the narrative text
can be viewed on the sitemap. Trainees experience a regular exchange of input and output, with phases of presentation
and explanation alternating with phases of activity and interaction. This enhances motivation and learning. Progress
monitoring exercises are scheduled after a maximum of five pages of learning. The aim of this is to have trainees
repeat, apply and develop what they have learned themselves. Exercises are incorporated during teaching, at the end
of each learning step and within the case studies. During an exercise, the program responds to each of the trainees’
answers with the appropriate feedback. Various tools are built-in to the training program, such as Excel worksheets, an
integrated calculator, PDF files and various downloads. The training programs include an extensive glossary and a full
text search facility as well. The following picture, Picture B_05, provides an idea of its design.

Electronics 2

Electronics 2 builds on Electronics 1, likewise Electrical Engineering 1 and 2. The features of this web based training
part are exactly like Electronics 1, which is further described in the previous paragraph. However, contents vary and
provide further learning experience by using more and new electrical components, circuits and applications. Both
programmes provide each about four hours of learning time. The picture as follows, Picture B_05, provides an idea of
its design.

Picture B_05: WBT Electronics 1 and Electronics 2

Electrical Protective Measures

This interactive multimedia training program provides an introduction to the complex topic of protective measures. It
explains what electrical protective measures are and how they are classified. Trainees will also become familiar with all
the legal regulations in this area. The measures that are effective in preventing direct and indirect contact are outlined
using various specific examples and functional principles. Finally, there is an explanation of how protective measures
are tested and what actions should be taken in case of an accident involving electricity. This programme provides about
two hours of learning time.
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Sensor Technology 1

The first part of sensor technology focuses on sensors in pneumatics for about two hours of learning time. This training
program deals in detail with the sensors used to detect end position on cylinders and with pressure and flow sensors
in pneumatic systems. Based on a complex example from industrial practice, trainees are taught to select suitable
sensors. The necessary basic knowledge for this is provided in the technical knowledge and components modules, to
which trainees can refer at any time. All training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the narrative
text can be viewed on the sitemap. The picture as follows, Picture B_06, provides an idea its appearance.

Picture B_06: WBT Sensor Technology 1 and 2

Sensor Technology 2

The second part of sensor technology focuses on sensors for object detection for about two hours of learning time. This
training program deals in detail with the sensors used to detect objects in automated systems. Based on a complex
example from industrial practice, trainees are taught to select the suitable sensors. The necessary basic knowledge
for this is provided in the technical knowledge and components modules, to which students can refer at any time. All
training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the narrative text can be viewed on the sitemap. The
picture above, Picture B_06, provides an idea of its design.

Actuators - DC Motor

Using the everyday example of a car park access control system, the trainee learns the basics of a mechatronic system.
Building on this, the training program determines what function the actuators have in the controller. A DC motor is
then studied in more detail as an example of a typical actuator, for example its structure and the laws which govern its
operation. Further chapters cover speed control and the use of data sheets as well as the transmission ratios which can
be achieved by using a gearbox. This web based media provides about two hours of learning time.
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Electric Drives 1

The Electric Drives 1 interactive multimedia training program provides an interesting introduction to the world of electric
motors. The first section sets out the basic principles of electric drives. The second section illustrates the construction
and functioning of DC motors, while the third section deals with the special features of AC motors. All sections together
provide about four hours of training time. The picture as follows, Picture B_07, provides an idea of its design.

Electric Drives 2

The Electric Drives 2 training program further explores the material covered in Electric Drives 1 and also includes new
topic areas. This training program is suitable for beginners and advanced students. The first two chapters address the
topic of controlling DC and AC motors. The third chapter focuses on the energy efficiency of electric drives, looking at
economic and environmental aspects. This web based media provides about four hours of learning time. The picture as
follows, Picture B_07, provides an idea of its appearance.

Picture B_06: WBT Electric Drives 1 and 2

Open- and Closed-Loop Control

The training program uses practical examples to show the difference between open- and closed-loop control in
automation. Easy-to-understand tasks are used first to examine the overall process of a simple functioning system.
Later sections then look at different types of controllers, the different ways in which signals are represented and
processed and the ways in which programs are implemented. In total, this web based training program provides about
two hours of learning time.

Fieldbus Technology

The multimedia and interactive training program will teach trainees the basics of Fieldbus technology. It is suitable
for beginners who would like to get an overview of the subject. Animations are used to illustrate various practical
examples. All relevant terms on the subject of bus technology can be found in the integrated lexicon. In total, this web
based training program provides about two hours of learning time.
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Machine Vision

Machine Vision, the use of camera systems in production, is a relatively young, but swiftly growing area in automation
technology. This web based training unit deals with industrial image processing, from the creation of images up to
the evaluation of the information in the picture. Working from actual practical industrial applications, students can
follow all the steps in the image processing project in a practical manner. The basic knowledge required for this is
clearly explained in the individual chapters of the technical knowledge module. In the components module, cameras
and lighting systems are presented using examples. About four hours of learning time is provided by this programme.

Safety Engineering

This training programme provides an introduction to the complex subject of safety engineering in industrial machines
and systems. The aim is to make participants more aware of the problems in the design aspects of safety engineering
and help trainees understand safety engineering equipment and hazard analysis methods. The training programme
is based on an amended version of the EC machinery directive 2006/42/EC. How is the overall performance level of a
technical safety measure determined? The training programme explains concepts such as probability of failure (POF),
diagnostic coverage (DC), common cause failure (CCF), redundancy and diversity. There is also a detailed explanation
of all the components for safety equipment for about four hours of study time.

Process Automation

Basic principles of process automation are being covered by this web based media programme for about four hours of
learning time. The training programme deals with the broad spectrum of technical process automation in a concise way.
The characteristics and special features of process automation are conveyed in a simple manner via images from actual
real-life situations, graphic representations of physical technical processes and animated processes which trainees can
manage and control.

The Fascination of Technology

This exciting journey through the history of technology shows how inventions have changed the world. New forms of
work have been created like from the hunter to the engineer. The fascination of technology is an interactive journey
through the world of automation. The program contains many different multimedia components to help students
through the journey and further experience the excitement of discovery and learning. The programme consists of four
modules. The first module is Technology and automation. Every day humans come across technology and automated
processes. This introduction illustrates, with practical examples, just how much life is affected by technology, in earlier
times too but particularly today. The second module is the history of automation technology. Mankind has always tried
to make work easier through mechanisation and automation. Fascinating examples show how hard this development
has sometimes been and how impressive the results can be. The third part is fundamentals of automation technology.
This training module goes more deeply into practical examples. A manufacturing process previously carried out
manually is automated. Trainees learn about the parts (sensors, actuators) and processes (material flow, energy
flow, signal flow) involved in an automated process. Last but not least, the fourth module is technology and society.
Technology and society have always been closely interwoven. This training module uses easy-to-understand examples
to show how technology and society influence each other. The module also covers the limitations of technology and
possible negative impacts on society. All in all, the four modules provide a learning time of about six hours.
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Value Stream Analysis and Mapping

Value Stream Analysis and Mapping focuses on those who deal with value stream analysis and value stream mapping
in order to have one goal, to create production and production processes that achieve a true value stream. The purpose
of value stream analysis is to make all the processes (from the initial request through to the delivery of the product)
transparent. This can quickly highlight a significant potential for effective reshaping of processes. This first web based
training part in the field of lean management and lean production provides about four hours of training time. Further
below is a picture, Picture B_08, that shows an idea of its design.

Poka Yoke

The second part of lean management and lean production techniques is covered by the Poka Yoke interactive media
programme. Nowadays, Poka Yoke measures are an established part of quality assurance. Poka Yoke is a well known
principle, which originated in Japan. In Japanese, Poka Yoke means avoiding unintentional human error. Poka Yoke
describes a principle that includes technical measures and equipment for preventing errors as well as eliminating them
immediately. The training time for this part is about four hours. A picture further below, Picture B_08, presents an idea
of its design.

Picture B_08: WBT Value Stream Analysis and Mapping and Poka Yoke

5S Workstation Organisation

The objective of the 5S training programme is to become familiar with methods to create exemplary, well-organised
workstations (both in industrial and administrative areas), where work can be carried out without searching
unnecessarily, without long transport distances and without waiting times (i.e. waste free). The basic principle of every
high quality product or service is a clean and orderly working environment. Quality, as a basic customer need, has the
highest priority at such value-added locations and therefore contributes to securing the order. This third part of lean
management provides about four hours of training time.
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Total Productive Maintenance

Total Productive Maintenance, in short TPM, shall be taken into consideration as the fourth part of lean management
and lean production. It is always better to act than to react. Bearing this in mind, many businesses strive to stabilise
the performance of their plants and to introduce preventative maintenance. The following results were achieved in
industry processes thanks to the implementation of this method: a 40% increase in operating times, a 10% increase
in machine speed, a 95% reduction in the number of unexpected machine downtimes, a 90% reduction in the error
rate as well as an increase in productivity of up to 50% and an increase of almost 200% in return on investment.
However, in spite of the concept being very simple, many companies fail at the implementation stage. TPM requires
meticulous planning as well as interlinking with other methods of the value added system; it should also be targeted
at the specific conditions of employees and machines. 20% of TPM is therefore a technical challenge, while 80% of it
is an organisational challenge. The learning program imparts fundamental knowledge about TPM. Here trainees will
find out what TPM is and how this model in practice can be implemented. In total, the learning time is about four hours.

Training and Installation

One important aspect before conducting training using the Classroom Manager as well as the web based media
and interactive tools is to provide the right installation of the tools and the corresponding facilities. This will be
accomplished by Festo Didactic experts within the field of the Classroom Manager and software environments, having
a profound experience and being able to meet any local requirements. However, all contents of the web based media
as described shall be self explanatory and therefore training can be also accomplished by online tutorials.

Training, especially training in the technical field, is only efficient when all trainers involved are
extensively trained in their designated field and training approach. Only well trained and motivated
trainers are able to motivate students thereafter, therefore any kind of the so-called ‘train-the-trainer’
aspect should not be neglected. Upon necessity, revision training should be considered on a frequent
basis. In regards to the web based media conceptualisation on hand, also here well motivated tutors
will further motivate students to use and access the Classroom Manager and contents as frequently as
possible. This shall also taken into consideration in all other laboratories respectively.

Further Information

As already mentioned, since Festo Didactic is constantly further developing and adding new web based media contents
to its existing wide range, further and latest information can always be accessed using the website of Festo Didactic,
www.festo-didactic.com. This also includes further information regarding server and network requirements.
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Introduction

As the name of this laboratory conceptualisation on hand already describes, this chapter within Teciam focuses
on simulation and visualisation software tools. In contrast to the Web Based Media part, the Virtual Mechatronics
environment is however based on a fixed laboratory installation due to various software installation requirements as
well as the laboratory design elements whereby additional computer screens will be used in order to design, simulate
and program all software programmes being part of this laboratory conceptualisation. In its present configuration, no
additional hardware will be implemented, however, for any future expansion of this laboratory this may be considered.
Therefore the paragraphs as follows will only describe the various software applications being used within the Virtual
Mechatronics environment. The picture as follows, Picture C_01, provides an idea of simulation, here in combination
with hardware which shall not be taken into consideration as aforesaid.

Picture C_01: Simulation and Virtual Mechatronics

In recent years, the number and varieties of software applications for designing, modelling, simulation and related
applications tremendously increased, nowadays even three dimensional and more virtual reality tools have become
affordable. However, all such tools do not replace a profound hands-on-training approach respectively such tools also
require a well developed experience from real industrial applications. Since further laboratories within the Teciam
conceptualisation on hand provide such hardware as well as teaching factory solutions, any hardware within this
laboratory composition can be omitted willingly.

Conceptualisation

Within this laboratory conceptualisation on hand various different design, simulation and programming software tools
are being implemented. The first two software packages are design and simulation programs covering the topic of fluid
power systems as well as industrial control. Additionally, two more software tools focus on Mechatronics and Robotics
applications including programming and simulation. In the field of programmable logic controllers one major software
environment is used for programming and simulation, in addition to this one packages covers the part of visualization
together with the software for programmable logic controllers. In regards of Process Automation, one software tool will
also be part of this conceptualisation. Last but not least, a complete engineering design and planning tool covering
electrical engineering as well as fluid engineering will round up this laboratory environment within the overall topic of
Virtual Mechatronics.
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Diversified Contents

Even though this laboratory composition on hand does not include too many various software tools, however, it
provides umpteen opportunities to cover almost every single aspect of Industrial Automation, Process Automation,
Electrical Engineering and finally Mechatronics. Trainees will start with basic circuit design and first two dimensional
simulation parts as well as circuit design.

Allowedly, several software tools as further described will be used in other laboratories as well, due to the
fact that whenever hands-on training is taking place, these applications are to be used as programming
environments as well as visualisation tools. Further on, students may prepare themselves beforehand
practical training is taking place in other laboratories as previously mentioned. Just according to their
current needs and requirements of the given tasks to be completed.

Stepwise students fulfil more and more complex exercises by means of different software and diversified software
tools and applications in several technical subjects and technologies which will be further described in the following
paragraphs.

Technology Overview

The table as follows, Table C_01, provides an overview of the software tools forming this conceptualisation on hand.
Within this composition, software from Siemens will be solely used for PLC programming as well as visualisation and
described accordingly, however, for other regions and countries similar software applications such as Festo CoDeSys,
Allen Bradley, Mitsubishi, Panasonic and others can be implemented in order to train students as close as possible to
the industry reality, based on analysing needs and requirements.

Software Tool

Description

Festo FluidSim Pneumatics

FluidSim Pneumatics and FluidSim Hydraulics are the standard tools

Festo FluidSim Hydraulics

for circuit design, real-time simulation, but even to be used to be
connected to real hardware control. Additionally, various libraries and
video clips are provided to form an ideal training environment.

Festo FluidLab Process Automation

FluidLab PA covers all basic topics related to process automation as
well as open- and closed loop control. This software tool even allows a
connectivity to real hardware and equipment.

Festo Ciros Mechatronics

Ciros is a general three dimensional tool covering all aspects of

Festo Ciros Robotics

Mechatronics and Robotics in a virtual learning environment, but also
at a later stage to be connected to real equipment and hardware.

Siemens Step 7

Step 7 is one of the industrial references related to programmable

Siemens WinCC Flexible

logic controllers whereby WinCC Flexible is a visualisation tool, both
used widely among industries worldwide.

EPLAN Education

EPLAN is one of the market leaders in electrical and fluid engineering,
mainly with the focus on planning and designing. Even process plant
engineering is possible.

Table C_01: Virtual Mechatronics software overview
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Laboratory Design

Even though this laboratory composition on hand does not include any hardware, however, to be able to conduct
sustainable training it is indispensable to provide adequate training equipment and facilities for the trainer as well
as for students. Important within the laboratory concerning Virtual Mechatronics is, that instructors and trainees can
easily see each other, but at the same time can obtain a clear view on each two computer screens as well as on the
projection area of the instructor.

Virtual Impression

The picture as follows, Picture C_02, provides an idea of the laboratory design and appearance. The software tool which
is used to create such virtual laboratories is named LabCreator, and can be downloaded free of charge on the website
of Festo Didactic. The model for Virtual Mechatronics can also be obtained in case needed and required for individual
laboratory planning and design. Within this conceptualisation on hand, the laboratory is composed to host altogether
sixteen students.

Picture C_02: Virtual impression of Virtual Mechatronics

Software Descriptions

Based on Table C_01, the software tools being implemented to compose this conceptualisation on hand in the field
of Virtual Mechatronics will be described in the proceeding chapters and paragraphs in more details. However, a full
description shall be avoided and can be obtained upon request.
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FluidSim Pneumatics

One of the most powerful software tools within the range of Festo Didactic products is the fluid-power based application
called FluidSim. One version focuses on the part of Pneumatics, another version of FluidSim covers the entire range
of Hydraulics. FluidSim comprises several software tools in just one application: simulating in real-time, drawing
of circuits, preparing the training, controlling different kind of circuits up to digital technology as well as profound
documentation. Further on, FluidSim can be easily connected using the EasyPort to real applications, establishing the
idea of a blended-learning arrangement, however, as aforesaid, this could be an option for further expansion and will
not be further described within this concept of Virtual Mechatronics. The new FluidSim version further provides the
GRAFCET plans according to the standard DIN EN 60848. The picture and table as follows, Picture C_03 and Table C_02,
provides further impressions and features of FluidSim.

Picture C_03: FluidSim Pneumatics

Software Feature

Description

Dynamic Simulation

The new simulator, which rivals those found in much more expensive
professional programs, permits the simulation of dynamic effects
such as pressure build-up, inertia, acceleration, stiction and sliding
friction. Systems with open-loop and closed-loop control can also be
simulated.

Circuit Diagram Creation

The component library has been greatly extended in comparison with
previous versions. All the components are shown in clearly structured
trees. In addition to the enhanced valve configurator, a flexible cylinder
configurator is now also available.

Documentation

Flexible, highly detailed diagrams with automatic optimum scaling.
Automatic current path numbering, logic element tables, terminal
designations and terminal allocation lists in electrical circuits. Function
diagram editor and parts list generator.

Didactic Material

Extended and updated didactic material. Comprehensive descriptions
of the physical/-mathematical models of the components used in
FluidSim. A detailed learning training program makes it easier to get
started with simulation using FluidSim.

Table C_02: Features of FluidSim
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FluidSim Hydraulics

One of the most powerful software tools within the range of Festo Didactic products is the fluid-power based application
called FluidSim. One version focuses on the part of Pneumatics, another version of FluidSim covers the entire range
of Hydraulics. FluidSim comprises several software tools in just one application: simulating in real-time, drawing
of circuits, preparing the training, controlling different kind of circuits up to digital technology as well as profound
documentation. Further on, FluidSim can be easily connected using the EasyPort to real applications, establishing
the idea of a blended-learning arrangement, however, as aforesaid, this could be an option for further expansion and
will not be further described within this concept of Virtual Mechatronics. The new FluidSim Hydraulics version further
provides the GRAFCET plans according to the standard DIN EN 60848 as well as the new part of Mobile Hydraulics.
The picture and table as follows, Picture C_04 and Table C_03, provides further impressions and features of FluidSim.

Picture C_04: FluidSim Hydraulics

Software Feature

Description

Dynamic Simulation

The new simulator, which rivals those found in much more expensive
professional programs, permits the simulation of dynamic effects
such as pressure build-up, inertia, acceleration, stiction and sliding
friction. Systems with open-loop and closed-loop control can also be
simulated.

Circuit Diagram Creation

The component library has been greatly extended in comparison with
previous versions. All the components are shown in clearly structured
trees. In addition to the enhanced valve configurator, a flexible cylinder
configurator is now also available.

Documentation

Flexible, highly detailed diagrams with automatic optimum scaling.
Automatic current path numbering, logic element tables, terminal
designations and terminal allocation lists in electrical circuits. Function
diagram editor and parts list generator.

Didactic Material

Extended and updated didactic material. Comprehensive descriptions
of the physical/-mathematical models of the components used in
FluidSim. A detailed learning training program makes it easier to get
started with simulation using FluidSim.

Table C_03: Features of FluidSim
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FluidLab Process Automation

FluidLab for process engineering, also denominated as FluidLab PA process, is the ideal way of getting started within
the field of open- and closed-loop technologies. In a later stage, it can also be combined with real equipment and
therefore realistic processes, however, at this stage willingly avoided. In other laboratories related to the field of
process automation the software will be used once again but this time as an integrated tool to control, operate and also
perform condition monitoring. The picture as follows, Picture C_05, provides an impression of its appearance. Further
below is also an overview in form of a table, Table C_04, providing some features of FluidLab Process Automation.

Picture C_05: FluidLab Process Automation

Software Feature
Simple Application of Complex Relationship

Description
The clear menu structure proceeds from the commissioning of the
EduKit PA or Compact Workstation (to be used at a later stage) to
the process engineering using the example of a bottling plant.

Menu: Virtual Reactor

Animated by a sequencer, observing, analysing and documenting
the simulated processes. Production according to customer order
and assessing and responding to error messages are in demand.

Menu: FluidSim

Trainees develop and immediately test control-technology
relationships, whether virtual or real. Programs like process
sequences in FluidSim: circuits, logic diagram and GRAFCET.

Menu: Virtual PLC - Actuating with Step 7

Trainees learn the basics of PLC programming and the logical
processing of binary and analogue signals. Thereafter the program
is being tested on a virtual or real model.

Menu: Filling with Excel Interface

Fluid Lab PA is transmitted order data from MS Excel via the DDE
interface, for example the number and volume of the bottles.
Conversely, the current status of the plant, for instance the level of
the storage tanks, is reported.

Table C_04: Features of FluidLab Process Automation
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CIROS Mechatronics

CIROS Mechatronics is the virtual learning environment for Mechatronics with a focus on PLC controlled systems. It
offers an ideal working environment for PLC programming based on Siemens Step 7 and includes a virtual learning
environment for the mechatronic training system MPS, which will be integrated in another laboratory conceptualisation.
The comprehensive model library contains 3D process models of all MPS stations, various conveyor systems and a high
bay warehouse. When networked with the CIROS Automation Suite, this can be extended or modified. The picture as
follows, Picture C_06, provides an impression of its appearance.

Picture C_06: CIROS Mechatronics

Activation of the models can be done immediately from the integrated virtual S7-PLC, from Step 7 of the simulated
SIMATIC Controller S7-PLCSIM or via the Easy-Port of any other external hardware PLC. In manual mode single-step
movements can be performed and compiled to form flow sequences without programming. Additionally, powerful
error simulation with multiple error scenarios including adjustment errors for sensors. Setting errors is password
protected. Locating and eliminating errors can be logged and the results can be evaluated, thus enabling trainees to
design effective training for systematic commissioning and repair in the event of malfunctions within the simulation
environment. Last but not least, 3D real time simulation with all the features of CIROS Studio.
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CIROS Robotics

CIROS Robotics is ideally suited for learning how to program and commission industrial robot systems. The program
offers a large number of different robot models. The integrated training program on robotics conveys everything from
the basic principles of handling technology to the use of robots in space missions. All the required basic knowledge for
automation with robots is conveyed by the integrated CIROS Robotics Assistant which offers numerous graphics and
animations to explain technical terms and facts, videos on a large number of industrial applications involving industrial
robots, sample programs for every robot work cell, technical documentation including instructions on processing. The
picture as follows, Picture C_07, provides an idea of its design and appearance.

Picture C_07: CIROS Robotics

CIROS Robotics includes as well a 3D real-time simulation with all the features of CIROS Studio. Additionally, a
programming environment for IRL (Industrial Robot Language), programming languages Movemaster Command and
Melfa Basic IV for the class of Mitsubishi robot systems. Further to this, a comprehensive library with more than twenty
predefined robot work cells enables trainees to go directly to commissioning and programming of robot applications:
from simple pick and place tasks right up to plants with numerous robot systems.
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Siemens Step 7 Professional

The Siemens software Step 7 professional contains the programming languages Statement List (STL), Function
Chart (FCH) and Ladder Diagram (LDR) (basic package) as well as STEP 7-SCL, STEP 7-GRAPH, Distributed Safety, S7Technology software package and distributed intelligence iMap. It facilitates the realisation of networked solutions with
SIMATIC S7-300/-400 systems, SIMATIC C7. The professional version of this software package also contains the S7PLCSIM simulation software. By using the simulation software S7-PLCSIM it is possible to carry out the functional test
of the SIMATIC S7 user blocks on PG/PC regardless of the availability of the target hardware. Detection and elimination
of program errors are therefore possible at a much earlier stage during the development of the PLC program. Since any
real hardware shall be avoided within this laboratory on hand, only the simulation part of Step 7 will be used, however,
CIROS and also FluidLab PA allows in addition a direct interference with Step 7 in order to program, control and also
simulate.

WinCC Flexible

Siemens SIMATIC WinCC and SIMATIC WinCC Flexible are computer based control and monitoring systems designed
for the visualisation and control of processes, sequences and machines. Within the Teciam conceptualisation on hand,
mainly WinCC Flexible shall be used to visualize processes on various touch panels being integrated into different
hardware systems. Integrated are further a range of engineering tools for configuring SIMATIC HMI operator units,
the control element of SIMATIC C7 units, SIMOTION and SINUMERIK panel PCs and the computer based visualisation
software WinCC flexible runtime. Together with Siemens Step 7, all digital and analogue control parts are being
realised. Obviously, within the industry various other visualisation and monitoring tools are available such as InTouch,
or software environments from manufacturers of complete DCS plant applications, however, this would go far beyond
the learning objectives of the entire Teciam composition.

EPLAN Education

The EPLAN Education software includes altogether three programs, which are EPLAN Electric P8, EPLAN Fluid as well
as EPLAN PPE. The concept deftly bridges the gap between industrial practice and the requirements of training and
further education. Integrated electrical and fluid engineering, electrical, measurement and control technology enable
mechatronic design processes to be conveyed comprehensively. This means that anyone, whether during training,
studies or later in practical applications, can design an entire functional system, based on the knowledge from the
classroom which can be transferred to real life practical applications. The EPLAN software also includes a broad range
of training documentation, online help and video demos. EPLAN Electric P8 is the new CAE dimension for effective
planning of complex electrotechnical control systems, including support for PLCs, bus systems and assembly planning.
A technological lead can be gained with optional graphics and object orientation, variant construction and workgroup
engineering. EPLAN Fluid is meant for specialist and logic controlled development of hydraulic, pneumatic, cooling,
lubrication and refrigeration systems. EPLAN Fluid combines CAD functionality with unique logic and automatizes
documentation, including test functions and standards compliance checks. Additionally, EPLAN PPE (Process Plant
Engineering) represents professional planning of electrical, measurement and control technology and design of process
engineering machines and systems. The EPLAN PPE engineering system supports the entire planning of a system, from
the creation of system overviews, P&ID diagrams, management of process control tasks to comprehensive automation
technology documentation. Last but not least, with EPLAN Pro Panel it is possible to layout mounting panels and
enclosures in 3D and to derive the corresponding documentation and production drawings accurately, simply and
rapidly. The optional module supports cross-discipline designing of electrical engineering and fluid power – in an
integrated project database.
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Installation and Training

One important aspect before conducting training using the Virtual Mechatronics environment as well as the various
software tools is to provide the right installation of the tools and the corresponding facilities. This will be accomplished
by Festo Didactic experts within the field of the Virtual Mechatronics and software environments, having a profound
experience and being able to meet any local requirements. In case further laboratories will be established having the
same set of equipment and software tools, then training can however take place in parallel and together.

Training, especially training in the technical field, is only efficient when all trainers involved are extensively
trained in their designated field and training approach. Only well trained and motivated trainers are able
to motivate students thereafter, therefore any kind of the so-called ‘train-the-trainer’ aspect should not
be neglected. Upon necessity, revision training should be considered on a frequent basis.

In case the laboratory conceptualisation on hand will be established as a stand-alone laboratory solution, a training
duration of at least ten to fifteen days is recommended. As aforesaid, in case the laboratory of Virtual Mechatronics is
part of various laboratory installations, then this time could possible be covered in related laboratories respectively
other technologies.

Further Information

As already mentioned, since Festo Didactic is constantly further developing and adding new software media and
contents to its existing wide range, further and latest information can always be accessed using the website of Festo
Didactic, www.festo-didactic.com. This also includes further information regarding system and computer requirements.
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Introduction

One of the most important technologies regarding actuators in the field of basic technologies is the technology of
Pneumatics, Electropneumatics, Pneumatic Drives, Sensors in Pneumatics and Closed-loop Pneumatics. Therefore the
following technology concept covers all major fields of the aforesaid technologies. All Festo Didactic training equipment
in pneumatics is conducted on packages, which are normally divided into a basic level and advanced level equipment
set, providing expedient exercises by hands-on training as well as in depth technology training. Further on, blendedlearning arrangements are implemented wherever applicable to provide insights and further opportunities to simulate,
demonstrate and even control electropneumatic circuits, as the picture as follows, Picture D_01, shows. Additionally,
measuring devices are also connected by means of software to the real hardware.

Picture D_01: Example of a blended-learning arrangement in pneumatics

Training Approach

Based on Festo Didactic experience, training being conducted in the field of pneumatics shall take place in a group
of two persons, under certain circumstances three shall be however the maximum. This fosters not only the technical
experience and knowledge, but also the soft-skills and communication attempt. Each group of trainees work on a
workstation equipped with the training packages in combination with a computer system. Together with the hardware
equipment, other training media are being used, such as textbooks, workbooks and software media. The laboratory
layout along with the equipment allows further on different kind of training. Whenever the hardware is not used,
normal classroom training can be conducted by use of the computer systems following the instructors presentations.
For this purpose, the set-up of the laboratory avoids a narrow view of the instructor and its displays.
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Technology Contents

The following overview and table, Table D_01, provides an overview of the so-called Technology Packages TP’s used for
training purposes within the conceptualisation on hand of pneumatics. As aforesaid, Festo Didactic usually provides
such equipment sets focussing each on a certain technology accordingly.

Equipment

Training contents

Pneumatics Basic Level

Basic Level TP 101 provides initial training in pneumatic control technology.

TP 101

Knowledge on the physical fundamentals of pneumatics as well as of the
function and application of pneumatic components is conveyed. The set of
equipment enables the construction of simple pneumatic control circuits.

Pneumatics Advanced Level

Advanced Level TP 102 aims to provide further training in pneumatic control.

TP 102

The set of equipment can be used to build up extensive combination circuits
with logic linking of the input and output signals, as well as programmed
control systems with stepper modules.

Electropneumatics Basic Level

Basic Level TP 201 provides initial training in electropneumatic control.

TP 201

Knowledge on the physical fundamentals of electropneumatics as well as of
the function and application of electropneumatic components is conveyed.
The set enables the construction of simple electropneumatic control circuits.

Electropneumatics Advanced

Advanced Level TP 202 aims to provide further training in electropneumatic

Level TP 202

control. The set of equipment can be used to build up extensive combination
circuits with logic linking of the input and output signals, as well as
programmed control systems.

Measurement in Pneumatics

The equipment set TP 210 enables the trainees to expand the training aims

TP 210

of TP 101 and 201 to include the topic of measurement in pneumatics: from
simple measurement regarding individual components to PC-supported
system analysis of pneumatic control circuits.

Drives in Pneumatics

The TP 220 supplements the TP 201 training package by teaching the basics

TP 220

of pneumatic drives. The training content features the selection and sizing
of various state-of-the-art drive types, taking into account their individual
properties as well as commercial and safety considerations.

Vacuum Technology

The training package TP 230 supplements the TP 201 training package

TP 230

focusing on the topic of handling technologies using a vacuum.

Sensors in Pneumatics

This training package TP 240 expands the course topics of TP 201 to include

TP 240

the topic of sensors in pneumatics.

Safety in Pneumatics

The training aim of TP 250 builds on the contents of TP 101 and TP 201

TP 250

focussing on the systematic optimisation of safety in pneumatic systems. The
aim is to detect and reduce risks in pneumatic processes.

Closed-loop Pneumatics

The training aims of TP 111 are concerned with analogue closed-loop control

TP 111

technology. Actuators are activated via electrical open and closed-loop
components. Students working through technology package TP 111 should
preferably have obtained basic knowledge of electropneumatics.

Table D_01: Training contents of pneumatic equipment technologies
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Training Aims and Core Competencies

According to the equipment sets as described in the previous paragraph, the following tables, Tables D_02 to D_09,
provide an overview of the training aims and core competencies which should be achieved by conducting appropriate
training in pneumatics and the respective technologies, however, excluding measurement and closed-loop.

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Pneumatics Basic Level

Physical fundamentals

TP 101

Fundamentals and terminology of control technology
Pneumatic power components for linear movements
Pneumatic directional control valves, sequence control
Pneumatic pressure, non-return and flow control valves
Logic elements and diagrams, simple controls and safety requirements

Table D_02: Training aims of Basic Level Pneumatics

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Pneumatics Advanced Level

Function and structure of pneumatic elements

TP 102

Position-scheduled control /process-controlled sequencing
Programmed control with stepper modules
Programmed control with a sequencer
Troubleshooting of large pneumatic installations
Controls with safety requirements (EMERGENCY ON/OFF)

Table D_03: Training aims of Advanced Level Pneumatics

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Electropneumatics Basic Level

Function and use of electropneumatic devices

TP 201

Display of motion sequences and switch states
Set-up of controls with relays
Electrical self-latching switches
Using a magnetic proximity switch / pressure switch
Troubleshooting simple electropneumatic controls

Table D_04: Training aims of Basic Level Electropneumatics

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Electropneumatics Advanced Level

Stroke-related control with sensors or preset counter

TP 202

Control with external conditions (e.g. single/continuous cycle)
Step diagram/process-controlled sequence control
Position-scheduled/time-controlled sequence control
Programmed control with permanent and deletable sequences
Troubleshooting large electropneumatic controls

Table D_05: Training aims of Advanced Level Electropneumatics
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Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Drives in Pneumatics

Sizing the pneumatic power section

TP 220

Influence of tubes and fittings on speed
Operating behaviour of linear drives
Calculation of mass moment of inertia
Operating characteristics of rotary drives
Function, control and selection of the fluidic muscle

Table D_06: Training aims of Drives in Pneumatics

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Vacuum Technology

Function and use of ejectors according to the Venturi principle

TP 230

Effects of system pressure on the attainable low pressure and time
Sizing and setting up a vacuum system
Shape and materials of grippers for vacuum applications
Relevance of gripper types and workpiece shape
Effects of the holding force affected by the workpiece surface

Table D_07: Training aims of Vacuum Technology

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Sensors in Pneumatics

Basic principles of measured data acquisition and processing

TP 240

Configuration, function and application options of the sensors used
Selecting appropriate sensors by taking into account certain parameters
Various methods of pressure and flow measurement
Differences between absolute, relative and differential measurement
Setting and checking sensors

Table D_08: Training aims of Sensors in Pneumatics

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Safety in Pneumatics

Reducing pressure and force according to the work to be performed

TP 250

Reducing the speed and acceleration while observing the cycle time
Emergency stop and release: suitable measures for stopping
Suitable measures in case of compressed air failure and return
Suitable measures in case of power failure and return
Using sensors to detect malfunctions

Table D_09: Training aims of Safety in Pneumatics
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Laboratory Facilities

To be able to conduct sustainable training, especially whereby hands-on training cannot be neglected, it is indispensable
to provide adequate training equipment and facilities for the trainer as well as for students. Laboratory design, work
environment as well as equipment design is an important factor to conduct technical training. Regarding the equipment
itself, Festo Didactic uses solely real industrial equipment to compose its technology packages. On the one hand side,
real industrial equipment facilitates the approach of bridging the gap between institutional based training and training
on the job. Thus, students are being trained on equipment which they will face later on in real industrial processes. On
the other hand side, real industrial components are more reliable regarding the period of operation, upgradeability and
spare parts if required. Another important aspect is safety, security as well as the training of maintenance and service.

Training, especially hands-on training in the technical field is only efficient when an appropriate
laboratory environment is provided. Thus, a comprehensive approach starts with the laboratory design
itself, is further to be recognized within the workstation as well as the major part, the equipment itself.
Through the medium of design, students should be already motivated to discover the technical subtlety!

Laboratory Design

The laboratory for pneumatics technology is designed to host altogether twelve students, working in groups of two
trainees on six single-sided workbenches and six student tables as it can be seen in the virtual impression of this
laboratory in the picture further below, Picture D_02. As already mentioned, one major aspect of the design is to provide
the trainees an unrestrained view on the teachers desk as well as the boards. Further on, the computer systems are
located close to the workstation, in order to be implemented in a blended-learning arrangement and therefore being
connected to the equipment. Whenever hands-on training is taking place, both trainees can work on the workstation, or
one trainee is using the equipment and the other one is using the computer system. Apart from the major equipment,
accessories such as a computer network, central power supply as well as central compressed-air supply are taken into
account, but not explicitly drawn in the layout. In order to provide a nice and warm ambient of the laboratory, curtains,
posters and flowers should be a decorative matter.

Picture D_02: Virtual impression of the laboratory for pneumatics
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Workstation System

One workstation in the pneumatics laboratory consists of a single-sided, basic stationary unit with a cable duct and
various assembly units. On top of the side profile columns an ER mounting frame is mounted, hosting all electrical
components to be used for training purposes, in particular electropneumatics and closed-loop pneumatics. This ensures
that a clear visible secession of pneumatic and electric components facilitates the different training approaches, as it
can be seen as an example in the picture as follows, Picture D_03. Underneath the lower ER mounting frame a level
profile is placed, hosting components which are frequently used. As shown in the laboratory layout, each workstation
has further on one inclined aluminium profile plate in the size of 1100 to 700 mm, hosting all pneumatic circuits during
training hours.

Picture D_03: Example of a single sided workstation

Other cables, such as the main power supply, are suspended on a cable guide on one of the side profile columns.
Rounding up the entire appearance of the workbench, all different equipment sets are being stored in mobile containers.
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Laboratory Accessories

In order to provide an adequate learning arrangement, several laboratory accessories should be implemented in the
training environment. As aforesaid, this is for instance a computer network, which may be realized as a client-server
based architecture. This allows the trainer gaining access to the students’ computers and the possibility to check
which kind of exercises they have performed successfully. Further on, the network allows the students to print on the
laboratory printer. Last but not least, whenever a Web Based Media Library is being implemented, then trainees shall
also obtain access to the intranet of the institution. Further accessories, such as a printer, a projector, storage shelves
as well as whiteboards and chairs are obvious.

Quick-Fix Mounting

Obviously, one of the most important aspects of the laboratory forms the training equipment for Pneumatics,
Electropneumatics, Closed-loop Pneumatics and the other technologies as already stated above. Most of the pneumatic
components are assembled on the patented Quick-Fix mounting system. Together with the profile plate, components
can easily, safely and with little effort fixed on the universal profile plate to build up the circuits and exercises.

Using Festo Didactics patented Quick-Fix mounting system together with the profile plates, all pneumatic
circuits can be build up quickly, safely and with little effort. Therefore trainers and trainees safe up time
in building up the circuits, thus more time for the actual training purposes remain! Our motto: Plug it clamp it - done!

Further on, nearly all single items are real industrial components, enabling training as close as possible to industrial
reality. Learning with innovative technology, practice-orientated training and demand driven training with industrial
components provides all trainees with the necessary confidence for everyday work and their future employability.
Therefore the following paragraphs provide an overview of the equipment items for one workbench following the
structure of the training packages as shown in Table D_01.
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Pneumatics Basic Level TP 101

The equipment set Pneumatics Basic Level comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and
quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 2x 3/2-way valve with pushbutton actuator, normally closed 		
2 1x 3/2-way valve with pushbutton actuator, normally open 		
3 1x 5/2-way valve with selector switch 		
4 1x 3/2-way valve with selector switch, normally closed 		
5 2x 3/2-way roller lever valve, normally closed 		
6 2x Proximity switch, pneumatic, with cylinder attachment 		
7 1x Pneumatic timer, normally closed 		
8 1x Pressure sequence valve 		
9 1x 3/2-way pneumatic valve, pneumatically actuated, one side 		
10 1x 5/2-way valve, pneumatically actuated, one side 		
11 3x 5/2-way double pilot valve, pneumatically actuated, both sides
12 1x Shuttle valve (OR) 		
13 2x Dual-pressure valve (AND) 		
14 1x Quick-exhaust valve 		
15 2x One-way flow control valve 		
16 1x Single-acting cylinder 		
17 1x Double-acting cylinder 		
18 1x Start-up valve with filter control valve 		
19 1x Pressure regulator valve with gauge 		
20 2x Pressure gauge 		
21 1x Manifold (not shown as picture below)		
22 2x Plastic tubing 4 x 0.75 Silver 10 m (not shown as picture below)
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Pneumatics Advanced Level TP 102

The equipment set Pneumatics Advanced Level comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and
quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 2x 3/2-way valve with pushbutton actuator, normally closed 			
2 1x 3/2-way valve with mushroom-head emergency switch, normally open 		
3 1x 3/2-way roller lever valve with idle return, normally closed 			
4 1x Back pressure valve 			
5 4x 3/2-way pneumatic valve, pneumatically actuated, one side 			
6 2x 5/2-way double pilot valve, pneumatically actuated, both sides 		
7 2x Plastic tubing 4 x 0.75 Silver 10 m			
8 4x Shuttle valve (OR) 			
9 3x Dual-pressure valve (AND) 			
10 1x Pneumatic timer, normally open 			
11 1x Pneumatic preset counter 			
12 1x Stepper module 			
13 2x One-way flow control valve 			
14 2x Non-return valve, delockable 			
15 2x Double-acting cylinder 			
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Electropneumatics Basic Level TP 201

The equipment set Electropneumatics Basic Level comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item
and quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x Signal input, electrical 			
2 2x Relay, three-fold 			
3 1x Limit switch, electrical, left-actuated 			
4 1x Limit switch, electrical, right-actuated 			
5 1x Proximity sensor, optical, M12 			
6 2x Electronic proximity switch with cylinder attachment 			
7 1x 2 x 3/2-way solenoid valve with LED, normally closed 			
8 1x 5/2-way solenoid valve with LED 			
9 2x 5/2-way double solenoid valve with LED 			
10 1x Pressure sensor with display 			
11 4x One-way flow control valve 			
12 1x Single-acting cylinder 			
13 2x Double-acting cylinder 			
14 1x Start-up valve with filter control valve 			
15 1x Manifold 			
16 1x Plastic tubing 4 x 0.75 Silver 10 m			
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Electropneumatics Advanced Level TP 202

The equipment set Electropneumatics Advanced Level comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each
item and quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x Signal input, electrical 			
2 2x Relay, three-fold 			
3 1x Time relay, two-fold 			
4 1x Preset counter, electrical,incrementing 			
5 1x Emergency stop pushbutton, electrical 			
6 1x Proximity sensor, inductive, M12 			
7 1x Proximity sensor, capacitive, M12 			
8 1x Valve terminal with 4 valve slices (MMJJ) 			
9 2x Non-return valve, delockable 			
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Measurement in Pneumatics TP 210

The equipment set Measurement in Pneumatics comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item
and quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x I/O data cable with SysLink connector (IEEE 488) at both ends 2.5 m 		
2 1x Universal connection unit, digital (SysLink) 			
3 1x Connection unit, analogue 			
4 1x Analogue cable, parallel 2 m			
5 1x EasyPort USB			
6 1x EasyPort adapter for profile plate 			
7 2x Pressure sensor with display 			
8 1x Flowrate sensor with display 			
9 1x Proportional-pressure regulator 			
10 1x Pressure regulator valve with gauge 			
11 3x Flow control valve 			
12 1x Plastic tubing 4 x 0.75 Silver 10 m			
13 1x Fluid Lab-P 2.0 single licence (not shown in picture below)			
14 2x Non-return valve, delockable (not shown in picture below) 			
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Drives in Pneumatics TP 220

The equipment set Drives in Pneumatics comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and
quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x Fluidic muscle, size 10 			
2 1x Semi-rotary drive, size 16, 184° 			
3 1x Linear drive, size 18, 170 mm stroke 			
4 1x Function generator/counter/stopwatch 			
5 1x 3/2-way fast-switching solenoid valve, normally closed 			
6 1x 5/3-way double solenoid valve, mid position closed 			
7 2x One-way flow control valve 			
8 1x Proximity switch, electronic 			
9 1x On-off valve with filter regulating valve 			
10 2x Weight, 175 g 			
11 1x Weight, 2 kg 			
12 1x Air pressure reservoir, 0.4 l 			
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Vacuum Technology TP 230

The equipment set Vacuum Technology comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and
quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x Air pressure reservoir, 0.4 l 			
2 1x Pressure switch, 0 – -1 bar 			
3 1x Vacuum gauge 			
4 1x Flow control valve 			
5 1x Vacuum generator, type H 			
6 1x Vacuum generator, type L 			
7 1x Non-return valve 			
8 1x Suction gripper 20 SN 			
9 1x Suction gripper 30 SN 			
10 1x Suction gripper 20 SS 			
11 1x Suction gripper 30 SS 			
12 2x Suction gripper 20 CS with vacuum security valve 			
13 1x Suction gripper 4x20 ON 			
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Sensors in Pneumatics TP 240

The equipment set Sensors in Pneumatics comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and
quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x Position transmitter, 0 – 50 mm, analogue 			
2 1x Signal converter for position transmitter 			
3 1x Electronic pressure sensor, 0 – 10 bar 			
4 1x Flow sensor, 0.5 – 10 l/min, analogue 			
5 1x Flow sensor, -1 – 1 l/min, analogue 			
6 1x Pressure switch, 0 – -1 bar 			
7 1x Vacuum generator 			
8 1x Suction gripper, 10 mm diameter 			
9 1x One-way flow control valve 			
10 1x Pressure regulator valve with gauge 			
11 1x Stop, 35 mm adjustment path 			
12 1x Double-acting profile cylinder 			
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Closed-loop Pneumatics TP 111

The equipment set Closed-loop Pneumatics comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and
quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x Signal input, electrical 			
2 2x 3/2-way valve with pushbutton actuator, normally closed 			
3 1x 2 x 3/2-way solenoid valve with LED, normally closed 			
4 1x Pressure gauge 			
5 2x One-way flow control valve 			
6 1x On-off valve with filter/regulator, 5 µm 			
7 1x Manifold 			
8 1x Plastic tubing 4 x 0.75 Silver 10 m			
9 1x PID controller 			
10 1x Comparator 			
11 1x Pressure sensor, analog 			
12 1x 5/3-way double solenoid valve, mid position closed 			
13 1x 5/3-way proportional valve 			
14 2x Air pressure reservoir, 0.4 l 			
15 1x Status controller 			
16 1x Linear drive, pneumatic, with guide and accessories 			
17 1x Position encoder 			
18 1x Ruler 			
19 1x Weight, 5 kg for linear drive 			
20 2x Shock absorber 			
21 1x Connecting cable for potentiometer (not shown in picture below)		
22 1x Adapter for Y-axis or weight (not shown in picture below)			
23 1x Mounting accessories for encoder (not shown in picture below)		
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Safety in Pneumatics TP 250

The equipment set Safety in Pneumatics comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and
quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x Air pressure reservoir, 0.1 l 			
2 2x Non-return valve, delockable 			
3 1x 5/3-way double solenoid valve, mid position closed 			
4 1x Non-return valve 			
5 1x Weight, 2 kg for cylinder 			
6 1x Cover for cylinder 			
7 1x Operational status display 			
8 1x Mushroom-head safety switch 			
9 1x Safety relay for emergency stop and safety door 			
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Accessories for Pneumatics
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To provide a complete viable system, several important accessories are strongly recommended, therefore the following
table lists further details. Some minor accessories will not be shown, such as cables, connectors or power supply
cables. In case no central compressed air is available then also compressors will need to be added.

1 1x Power supply unit for mounting frame			
2 1x Universal cable set, 4mm, incl. safety plugs			
3 1x Oscilloscope			
4 1x Digital multimeter			
5 1x Function generator			
6 1x Connection unit, analog			
7 1x Pressure sensor with display			
8 1x Flow sensor with display			
9 1x Force sensor			
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Teaching Media

What is the best training equipment for teaching purposes without appropriate teaching material? To provide an
answer to this question, Festo Didactic offers a wide range of teaching media to put a holistic concept of technical
training on firm footing.

Training, especially technical training including a hands-on approach is only efficient with the right blend
of media! Therefore three major aspects need to be considered: real industrial equipment for teaching
purposes, appropriate software along with the blended-learning approach and finally teachware in
forms of textbooks, exercises, data sheets and workbooks.

In the following paragraphs, the teaching media part is split into the section of teachware, whereby textbooks and
workbooks will be mentioned. Further on, one section will provide an overview about the software media which
supports the teacher as well as the trainee according to the equipment details as described.

Textbooks and Workbooks

The following table, Table D_10, presents all textbooks, workbooks and exercise media according to the technology
packages in the field of Pneumatics, Electropneumatics, Closed-loop Pneumatics and others.

Electropneumatics
Basic Level

Festo worldwide

8

Singapore
Festo Pte. Ltd.
6 Kian Teck Way
Singapore 628754
Tel. ++65/62 64 01 52, Fax 62 61 10 26
E-mail: info_sg@festo.com

Equipment

Workbooks, Textbooks and Exercises

Pneumatics Basic Level TP 101

Workbook and Book of Exercises

Workbook
TP 201

Slovakia
Festo spol. s r.o.
Gavlovicová ul. 1
83103 Bratislava 3
Tel. ++421 (0)2/49 10 49 10, Fax 49 10 49 11
E-mail: info_sk@festo.com

Basic Principles of Pneumatics and Electropneumatics

Slovenia
Festo d.o.o. Ljubljana
IC Trzin, Blatnica 8
1236 Trzin
Tel. ++386 (0)1/530 21 00, Fax 530 21 25
E-mail: info_si@festo.com
South Africa
Festo (Pty) Ltd.
22-26 Electron Avenue, P.O. Box 255
Isando 1600
Tel. ++27 (0)11/971 55 00, Fax 974 21 57
E-mail: info_za@festo.com

66 55

0

4

9 51

idro

2

9

With CD-ROM

Spain
Festo Pneumatic, S.A.
Tel. 901243660 Fax 902243660
Avenida Granvia, 159
Distrito económico Granvia L'H
ES-08908 Hospitalet de Llobregat, Barcelona
Tel. ++ 3493/261 64 00, Fax 261 64 20
E-mail: info_es@festo.com

+24 V

Sweden
Festo AB
Stillmansgatan 1, P.O. Box 21038
20021 Malmö
Tel. ++46 (0)40/38 38 40, Fax 38 38 10
E-mail: info_se@festo.com
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12

Ukraine
Festo Ukraina
Borisoglebskaja 11
Kiev 04070
Tel. ++380 (0)44/239 24 33, Fax 463 70 96
E-mail: info_ua@festo.com
United Kingdom
Festo Limited
Applied Automation Centre, Caswell Road
Brackmills Trading Estate
Northampton NN4 7PY
Tel. ++44 (0)1604/66 70 00, Fax 66 70 01
E-mail: info_gb@festo.com
United States
Festo Corporation (New York)
Call Toll-free 800/993 3786
Fax Toll-free 800/963 3786
395 Moreland Road, P.O.Box 18023
Hauppauge, N.Y. 11788
Tel. ++ 1(0)314/770 01 12, Fax 770 16 84
E-mail: info_us@festo.com
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Table D_10: Overview of teachware such as books, workbooks and exercises
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Software

Following our approach of providing expedient training concepts, the following paragraphs provide all information
regarding the range of software based media in the field of Pneumatics. In the first case, trainees can gather some
preliminary experience in the field of Basic Pneumatics and Basic Electropneumatics by using so-called Web Based
Media, which could be accessible via the intranet, but also as a local installation. Once students have acquired some
background information about various technologies, hands-on exercises on the real industrial equipment should
corroborate this knowledge. Afterwards simulation and measuring software tools in combination with the hardware
allows the trainee to foster its skills and knowledge in the corresponding technical field. This educational approach
follows our ideas of establishing a blended-learning arrangement. The following paragraphs provide all necessary
information about software tools to understand the right way of its designated usage.

Pneumatics

The web based training program Pneumatics provides all necessary information in about twelve hours of learning. The
program is divided into technical knowledge as well as coursework. The part of technical knowledge covers the basics
of pneumatic control. Participants learn to find practical and theoretical solutions to the key tasks of a basic course on
pneumatics, for example as part of a basic vocational training course. In the coursework part, the theoretically acquired
technical knowledge is reinforced. A wide range of exercise types makes the course interesting and successful since
participants have to draw symbols and circuit diagrams, answer multiple-choice questions and set up and connect
circuits in PC-based video clips. The picture as follows, Picture D_04, provides an idea of the appearance.

Picture D_04: WBT Pneumatics and Electropneumatics

Electropneumatics

The Electropneumatics training program builds on the Pneumatics training program and reinforces material already
learned from practical projects in about twelve hours of learning as well. Starting with concrete industrial applications,
fundamental electropneumatic circuits are produced. With the help of numerous exercises, learnt material will be
revised, applied and further developed by the trainee. During an exercise, the programme reacts to each answer with
varying feedback. The trainee is supported by the basic knowledge module, which provides fundamental knowledge
on electropneumatics in a structured, systematic manner. In the components module, the structure, function and
application of typical electropneumatic components is described. Various supporting materials are available to
complete the exercise such as PDF documents, a variety of downloads and a comprehensive glossary. The picture
above, Picture D_04, provides an idea its appearance.
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FluidSim Pneumatics

One of the most powerful software tools within the range of Festo Didactic products is the fluid-power based application
called FluidSim. One version focuses on the part of Pneumatics, another version of FluidSim covers the entire range
of Hydraulics. FluidSim comprises several software tools in just one application: simulating in real-time, drawing
of circuits, preparing the training, controlling different kind of circuits up to digital technology as well as profound
documentation. Further on, FluidSim can be easily connected using the EasyPort to real applications, establishing the
idea of a blended-learning arrangement, however, as aforesaid, this could be an option for further expansion and will
not be further described within this concept of Virtual Mechatronics. The new FluidSim version further provides the
GRAFCET plans according to the standard DIN EN 60848. The picture and table as follows, Picture D_05 and Table D_11,
provides further impressions and features of FluidSim.

Picture D_05: FluidSim Pneumatics

Software Feature

Description

Dynamic Simulation

The new simulator, which rivals those found in much more expensive
professional programs, permits the simulation of dynamic effects
such as pressure build-up, inertia, acceleration, stiction and sliding
friction. Systems with open-loop and closed-loop control can also be
simulated.

Circuit Diagram Creation

The component library has been greatly extended in comparison with
previous versions. All the components are shown in clearly structured
trees. In addition to the enhanced valve configurator, a flexible cylinder
configurator is now also available.

Documentation

Flexible, highly detailed diagrams with automatic optimum scaling.
Automatic current path numbering, logic element tables, terminal
designations and terminal allocation lists in electrical circuits. Function
diagram editor and parts list generator.

Didactic Material

Extended and updated didactic material. Comprehensive descriptions
of the physical/-mathematical models of the components used in
FluidSim. A detailed learning training program makes it easier to get
started with simulation using FluidSim.

Table D_11: Features of FluidSim
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Installation and Training

One important aspect before conducting training using the pneumatics environment as well as the various software
tools is to provide the right installation of the equipment, infrastructure, accessories, tools and the corresponding
facilities. This will be accomplished by Festo Didactic experts within the field of pneumatics, having a profound
experience and being able to meet any local requirements. In case further laboratories will be established having the
same set of equipment and software tools, then training can however take place in parallel and together.

Training, especially training in the technical field, is only efficient when all trainers involved are extensively
trained in their designated field and training approach. Only well trained and motivated trainers are able
to motivate students thereafter, therefore any kind of the so-called ‘train-the-trainer’ aspect should not
be neglected. Upon necessity, revision training should be considered on a frequent basis.

In case the laboratory conceptualisation on hand will be established as a stand-alone laboratory solution, a training
duration of at least ten to fifteen days is recommended. As aforesaid, in case the laboratory of Pneumatics is part of
various laboratory installations, then this time could possible be covered in related laboratories respectively other
technologies.

Further Information

As already mentioned, since Festo Didactic is constantly further developing and adding new equipment and software
media to its existing wide range, further and latest information can always be accessed using the website of Festo
Didactic, www.festo-didactic.com. This also includes further information regarding installation requirements.
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Introduction

One of the major technologies regarding actuators in the field of basic technologies is, whenever the forces of
pneumatics are not strong enough, the technology of Hydraulics, Electrohydraulics and Proportional Hydraulics.
Therefore the following technology concept covers all major fields of the technologies stated above. All Festo Didactic
training is being conducted on training packages, which are normally divided into a basic level and advanced level
equipment set, providing expedient exercises by hands-on training as well as in-depth technology training. Further on,
blended-learning arrangements are implemented wherever applicable to provide insights and further opportunities
to simulate, demonstrate and even control electrohydraulic circuits, as the picture as follows, Picture E_01 presents.
Additionally, measuring devices are also connected by means of software to the real hardware.

Picture E_01: Example of a blended-learning arrangement in hydraulics

Training Approach

Based on Festo Didactic experience, training being conducted in the field of hydraulics shall take place in a group of
two persons, under certain circumstances three shall be however the maximum. This fosters not only the technical
experience and knowledge, but also the soft-skills and communication attempt. Each group of trainees work on a
workstation equipped with the training packages in combination with a computer system. Together with the hardware
equipment, other training media are being used, such as textbooks, workbooks and software media. The laboratory
layout along with the equipment allows further on different kind of training. Whenever the hardware is not used,
normal classroom training can be conducted by use of the computer systems following the instructors presentations.
For this purpose, the set-up of the laboratory avoids a narrow view of the instructor and its displays.
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Technology Contents

The following overview and table, Table E_01, provides an overview of the so-called Technology Packages TP’s used
for training purposes within the conceptualisation on hand of hydraulics. As aforesaid, Festo Didactic usually provides
such equipment sets focussing each on a certain technology accordingly.

Equipment

Training contents

Hydraulics Basic Level

Basic Level TP 501 provides initial training in hydraulic control technology.

TP 501

Knowledge on the physical fundamentals of hydraulics as well as of the
function and application of hydraulic components is conveyed. The set of
equipment enables the construction of simple hydraulic control circuits.

Hydraulics Advanced Level

Advanced Level TP 502 aims to provide further training in hydraulic control

TP 502

technology. The set of equipment can be used to build up extensive
combination circuits with logic linking of the input and output signals, as well
as programmed control systems with stepper modules.

Electrohydraulics Basic Level

Basic Level TP 601 provides initial training in electrohydraulic control.

TP 601

Knowledge on the physical fundamentals of electrohydraulics as well as of the
function and application of electrohydraulics components is conveyed. The set
enables the construction of simple electrohydraulic control circuits.

Electrohydraulics Advanced

Advanced Level TP 602 aims to provide further training in electrohydraulic

Level TP 602

control. The set of equipment can be used to build up extensive combination
circuits with logic linking of the input and output signals, as well as
programmed control systems.

Measurement in Hydraulics

The equipment set TP 610 enables the trainees to expand the training aims of

TP 610

TP 501 and 601 to include the topic of measurement in hydraulics: from simple
measurement regarding individual components to PC-supported system
analysis of pneumatic control circuits.

Proportional Hydraulics Basic

Basic Level TP 701 provides initial training in proportional hydraulic control

Level TP 701

technology. Knowledge on the physical fundamentals of proportional
hydraulics as well as of the function and application of proportional hydraulic
components is conveyed. The set of equipment enables the construction of
simple proportional hydraulic control circuits.

Proportional Hydraulics

Advanced Level TP 702 aims to provide further training in proportional

Advanced Level TP 702

hydraulic control technology. The set of equipment can be used to build
up extensive combination circuits with logic linking of input, output and
programmable control

Closed-loop Hydraulics

The training aims of TP 511 are concerned with analogue closed-loop control

TP 511

technology. Actuators are activated via electrical open and closed-loop
components. Students working through technology package TP 511 should
preferably have obtained basic knowledge of electrohydraulics.

Table E_01: Training contents of hydraulic equipment technologies
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Training Aims and Core Competencies

According to the equipment sets as described in the previous paragraph, the following tables, Tables E_02 to E_09,
provide an overview of the training aims and core competencies which should be achieved by conducting appropriate
training in hydraulics and the respective technologies.

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Hydraulics Basic Level

Physical fundamentals

TP 501

Function and application of various valves and devices
Hydraulic power components for linear movements
Drawing displacement-steps diagrams
Setup and commissioning of controls, including troubleshooting
Basic hydraulic circuits such as pressure sequencing circuit

Table E_02: Training aims of Basic Level Hydraulics

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Hydraulics Advanced Level

Hydraulic motor

TP 502

One-way restrictors and flow control valves for speed setting
Fast traverse circuit, differential circuit, rectifier circuit
Memory circuit and pressure sequencing circuit
Hydraulically delockable non-return valve
Flow Divider

Table E_03: Training aims of Advanced Level Hydraulics

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Electrohydraulics Basic Level

Function and use of electrohydraulic devices

TP 601

Display of motion sequences and switch states
Set-up of controls with relays
Electrical self-latching switches
Using a magnetic proximity switch / pressure switch
Troubleshooting simple electrohydraulic controls

Table E_04: Training aims of Basic Level Electrohydraulics

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Electrohydraulics Advanced Level

Stroke-related control with sensors or preset counter

TP 602

Control with external conditions (e.g. single/continuous cycle)
Step diagram/process-controlled sequence control
Position-scheduled/time-controlled sequence control
Programmed control with permanent and deletable sequences
Troubleshooting large electrohydraulic controls

Table E_05: Training aims of Advanced Level Electrohydraulics
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Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Proportional Hydraulics

Proportional amplifier (basic flow, maximum flow, nominal values)

Basic Level TP 701

Recording characteristics for the proportional discharge valve
Characteristics of the 4/3-way proportional valve
Setting various speed profiles
Feed/rapid traverse control
Pressure sequencing circuit

Table E_06: Training aims of Proportional Hydraulics Basic Level

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Proportional Hydraulics

Characteristic of the linear position encoder

Advanced Level TP 702

Functional description of a comparator card
Structure of various sequence controls: path-dependent
Structure of various sequence controls: time-dependent
Structure of various sequence controls: load-independent
Developing a stroke speed and rotary speed control

Table E_07: Training aims of Proportional Hydraulics Advanced Level

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Closed-loop Hydraulics

Characteristic curve of a displacement sensor

TP 511

Flow rate characteristics of a continuous directional control valve
Linear unit as a controlled system for position control
Designing and commissioning a linear controlled circuit
Lag errors in the position controlled circuit
Characteristics and transition functions of a status controller

Table E_08: Training aims of Closed-loop Hydraulics

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Measurement in Hydraulics

Basic principles of analogue signal processing

TP 610

Using and adjusting sensors
Interpreting measurement results
Analytic fault finding
Hydraulic energy
Proportional technology

Table E_09: Training aims of Measurement in Hydraulics
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Laboratory Facilities

To be able to conduct sustainable training, especially whereby hands-on training cannot be neglected, it is indispensable
to provide adequate training equipment and facilities for the trainer as well as for students. Laboratory design, work
environment as well as equipment design is an important factor to conduct technical training. Regarding the equipment
itself, Festo Didactic uses solely real industrial equipment to compose its technology packages. On the one hand side,
real industrial equipment facilitates the approach of bridging the gap between institutional based training and training
on the job. Thus, students are being trained on equipment which they will face later on in real industrial processes. On
the other hand side, real industrial components are more reliable regarding the period of operation, upgradeability and
spare parts if required. Another important aspect is safety, security as well as the training of maintenance and service.

Training, especially hands-on training in the technical field is only efficient when an appropriate
laboratory environment is provided. Thus, a comprehensive approach starts with the laboratory design
itself, is further to be recognized within the workstation as well as the major part, the equipment itself.
Through the medium of design, students should be already motivated to discover the technical subtlety!

Laboratory Design

The laboratory for hydraulics technology is designed to host altogether twelve students, working in groups of two
trainees on three double-sided workbenches and six student tables as it can be seen in the virtual impression of
this laboratory in the picture further below, Picture E_02. As already mentioned, one major aspect of the design is
to provide the trainees an unrestrained view on the teachers desk as well as the boards. Further on, the computer
systems are located close to the workstation, in order to be implemented in a blended-learning arrangement and
therefore being connected to the equipment. Whenever hands-on training is taking place, both trainees can work on
the workstation, or one trainee is using the equipment and the other one is using the computer system. Apart from
the major equipment, accessories such as a computer network and central power supply are taken into account, but
not explicitly drawn in the layout. In order to provide a nice and warm ambient of the laboratory, curtains, posters and
flowers should be a decorative matter.

Picture E_02: Virtual impression of the laboratory for hydraulics
© Festo Didactic GmbH & Co. KG • Teciam 3.0
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Workstation System

One workstation in the hydraulics laboratory consists of a double-sided, basic mobile unit with a cable duct and various
assembly units. On top of the side profile columns an ER mounting frame is mounted on each side, hosting all electrical
components to be used for training purposes, in particular electrohydraulics and closed-loop hydraulics. This ensures
that a clear visible secession of hydraulic and electric components facilitates the different training approaches, as it
can be seen as an example in the picture as follows, Picture E_03. Underneath the ER mounting frame a level profile
is placed, hosting components which are frequently used. As shown in the laboratory layout, each workstation has
further on one vertical aluminium profile plate in the size of 1100 to 700 mm, hosting all hydraulic circuits during
training hours, which can be used from both sides.

Picture E_03: Example of a mobile double-sided workstation

Other cables, such as the main power supply, are suspended on a cable guide on one of the side profile columns.
Rounding up the entire appearance of the workbench, all different equipment sets are being stored in drawer units.

E-8
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Laboratory Accessories

In order to provide an adequate learning arrangement, several laboratory accessories should be implemented in the
training environment. As aforesaid, this is for instance a computer network, which may be realized as a client-server
based architecture. This allows the trainer gaining access to the students’ computers and the possibility to check
which kind of exercises they have performed successfully. Further on, the network allows the students to print on the
laboratory printer. Last but not least, whenever a Web Based Media Library is being implemented, then trainees shall
also obtain access to the intranet of the institution. Further accessories, such as a printer, a projector, storage shelves
as well as whiteboards and chairs are obvious.

Quick-Fix Mounting

Obviously, one of the most important aspects of the laboratory forms the training equipment for Hydraulics,
Electrohydraulics, Proportional Hydraulics, Closed-loop Hydraulics and the other technologies as already stated above.
Most of the hydraulic components are assembled on the patented Quick-Fix mounting system. Together with the profile
plate, components can easily, safely and with little effort fixed on the universal profile plate to build up the circuits and
exercises.

Using Festo Didactics patented Quick-Fix mounting system together with the profile plates, all hydraulic
circuits can be build up quickly, safely and with little effort. Therefore trainers and trainees safe up time
in building up the circuits, thus more time for the actual training purposes remain! Our motto: Plug it clamp it - done!

Further on, nearly all single items are real industrial components, enabling training as close as possible to industrial
reality. Learning with innovative technology, practice-orientated training and demand driven training with industrial
components provides all trainees with the necessary confidence for everyday work and their future employability.
Therefore the following paragraphs provide an overview of the equipment items for one side of each workbench
following the structure of the training packages as shown in Table E_01.
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Hydraulics Basic Level TP 501

The equipment set Hydraulics Basic Level comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and
quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x Pressure relief valve 			
2 1x 2-way flow control valve 			
3 1x One-way flow control valve 			
4 1x Non-return valve, delockable 			
5 1x Non-return valve, 0,6 MPa opening pressure			
6 1x 4/2-way hand lever valve, spring return 			
7 1x 4/3-way hand lever valve, relieving mid-position (AB->T), detenting 		
8 1x 4/3-way hand lever valve, closed mid-position, detenting 			
9 1x Shut-off valve 			
10 1x Differential cylinder 16/10/200 with cover 			
11 1x Weight, 9 kg for cylinder 			
12 1x Hydraulic motor 			
13 1x T-distributor 			
14 2x 4-way distributor with pressure gauge 			
15 3x Pressure gauge 			
16 1x Flow sensor 			
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Hydraulics Advanced Level TP 502

The equipment set Hydraulics Advanced Level comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and
quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x Pressure relief valve, compensated 			
2 1x 3-way pressure reduction valve 			
3 1x Flow dividing valve 			
4 1x 2/2-way stem actuated valve, convertible			
5 3x Non-return valve, 0,6 MPa opening pressure			
6 1x Diaphragm accumulator with shut-off block 			
7 1x Differential cylinder 16/10/200 with cover 			
8 1x Mounting kit for cylinders			
9 5x T-distributor 			
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Electrohydraulics Basic Level TP 601

The equipment set Electrohydraulics Basic Level comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item
and quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x Pressure relief valve 			
2 1x 2-way flow control valve 			
3 1x One-way flow control valve 			
4 1x Non-return valve, 0,6 MPa opening pressure			
5 1x 4/2-way solenoid valve, spring return 			
6 1x 4/3-way solenoid valve, closed mid-position 			
7 1x 4/2-way double solenoid valve, detenting 			
8 1x Shut-off valve 			
9 1x Weight, 9 kg for cylinder 			
10 2x Differential cylinder 16/10/200 with cover 			
11 1x Mounting kit for cylinders 			
12 2x T-distributor 			
13 2x 4-way distributor with pressure gauge 			
14 2x Pressure gauge 			
15 1x Pressure switch, electronic 			
16 2x Relay, three-fold 			
17 1x Signal input, electrical 			
18 1x Limit switch, electrical, left-actuated 			
19 1x Limit switch, electrical, right-actuated 			
20 2x Proximity switch, electronic (not shown in picture below)			
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Electrohydraulics Advanced Level TP 602

The equipment set Electrohydraulics Advanced Level comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each
item and quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x Time relay, two-fold 			
2 2x Relay, three-fold 			
3 1x Preset counter, electrical,incrementing 			
4 1x Diaphragm accumulator with shut-off block 			
5 1x Hydraulic motor 			
6 1x 4/3-way solenoid valve, relieving mid-position (AB > T) 			
7 1x Proximity sensor, inductive, M12 			
8 1x Emergency stop pushbutton, electrical 			
9 1x T-distributor 			
10 1x Non-return valve, delockable 			
11 1x Pressure relief valve, compensated 			
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Proportional Hydraulics TP 701

The equipment set Proportional Hydraulics Basic Level comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each
item and quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x Relay, three-fold 			
2 1x Proportional amplifier 			
3 1x Setpoint value card 			
4 1x Signal input, electrical 			
5 2x Proximity sensor, inductive, M12 			
6 1x 4/3-way proportional valve 			
7 1x 4/2-way solenoid valve 			
8 1x Proportional pressure relief valve 			
9 1x Pressure filter 			
10 1x Pressure balance (proportional flow control valve) 			
11 1x Pressure relief valve/Pressure sequence valve 			
12 1x Differential cylinder 16/10/200 			
13 1x Hydraulic motor 			
14 1x Flow control valve 			
15 1x One-way flow control valve 			
16 2x Pressure gauge 			
17 2x T-distributor 			
18 1x Weight, 9 kg for cylinder 			
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Proportional Hydraulics TP 702

The equipment set Proportional Hydraulics Advanced Level comprises of the components as shown and listed below.
Each item and quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x Setpoint value card 			
2 1x Comparator 			
3 1x Time relay, two-fold 			
4 1x Indicator unit and distributor, electrical 			
5 3x Relay, three-fold 			
6 1x Limit switch, electrical, left-actuated 			
7 1x Limit switch, electrical, right-actuated 			
8 1x Proximity sensor, capacitive, M12 			
9 1x Proximity sensor, optical, M12 			
10 1x Non-return valve, delockable 			
11 1x T-distributor 			
12 1x Non-return valve 			
13 1x Displacement encoder for cylinder			
14 1x Mounting kit for cylinders 			
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Measurement in Hydraulics TP 610

The equipment set Measurement in Hydraulics comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and
quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x I/O data cable with SysLink connectors (IEEE 488) at both ends 2.5 m		
2 1x Universal connection unit, digital (SysLink) 			
3 1x Analogue cable, parallel 2 m			
4 1x Connection unit, analogue 			
5 1x EasyPort USB 			
6 1x EasyPort adapter for profile plate 			
7 1x 4/3-way solenoid valve, relieving mid-position (AB > T) 			
8 2x Pressure sensor 			
9 1x Flow control valve 			
10 1x Resistance hose line with quick release couplings 			
11 1x Fluid Lab-H single licence			
12 1x Limit switch, electrical, left-actuated 			
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Closed-Loop Hydraulics TP 511

The equipment set Closed-loop Hydraulics comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and
quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x Pressure filter 			
2 1x Pressure relief valve/Pressure sequence valve 			
3 1x Flow control valve 			
4 4x T-distributor 			
5 1x Pressure gauge 			
6 1x Hydraulic motor 			
7 1x PID controller 			
8 1x 4/3-way regulating valve 			
9 1x Status controller 			
10 2x Weight, 5 kg for linear drive 			
11 1x Linear drive 			

1
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Accessories for Hydraulics

To provide a complete viable system, several important accessories are strongly recommended, therefore the following
table lists further details. Some minor accessories will not be shown, such as cables, connectors or supply cables.

1 1x Power supply unit for mounting frame			
2 1x Universal cable set, 4mm, incl. safety plugs			
3 1x Oscilloscope			
4 1x Digital multimeter			
5 1x Function generator			
6 1x Connection unit, analog			
7 1x Hydraulic power unit, 40l oil capacity			
8 1x Set of hydraulic hoses with various length			
9 1x Measuring set for hydraulics			
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Teaching Media

What is the best training equipment for teaching purposes without appropriate teaching material? To provide an
answer to this question, Festo Didactic offers a wide range of teaching media to put a holistic concept of technical
training on firm footing.

Training, especially technical training including a hands-on approach is only efficient with the right blend
of media! Therefore three major aspects need to be considered: real industrial equipment for teaching
purposes, appropriate software along with the blended-learning approach and finally teachware in
forms of textbooks, exercises, data sheets and workbooks.

In the following paragraphs, the teaching media part is split into the section of teachware, whereby textbooks and
workbooks will be mentioned. Further on, one section will provide an overview about the software media which
supports the teacher as well as the trainee according to the equipment details as described.

Textbooks and Workbooks

The following table, Table E_10, presents all textbooks, workbooks and exercise media according to the technology
packages in the field of Hydraulics, Electrohydraulics, Proportional Hydraulics, Closed-loop Hydraulics and others.

Electrohydraulics
Basic Level

Equipment

Workbooks, Textbooks and Exercises

Hydraulics Basic Level TP 501

Workbook and Exercises Sheets

Workbook
TP 601

CD-ROM included

Textbook Hydraulics
Hydraulics Advanced Level TP 502

1V2

B

Electrohydraulics Basic Level TP 601

1A1

A
1Z1

1V1

A

B

P

T

1

Workbook and Exercises Sheets
Textbook Electrohydraulics

1M1

24 V

Workbook
Exercise Sheets for Trainees

1A1

1Z2

2
0Z1
0V1
13

12

14

K1

S1
14

Electrohydraulics Advanced Level TP 602

11

Workbook

A1

K1

1M1

Exercise Sheets for Trainees

A2

0V
11

12
14 .2

21

22
24

31

32
34

41

42
44

Proportional Hydraulics Basic Level TP 701

Workbook and Exercises Sheets
Textbook Proportional Hydraulics

Festo Didactic
551150 EN

Proportional Hydraulics Advanced Level TP 702

Workbook
Exercise Sheets for Trainees

Closed-loop Hydraulics TP 511

Workbook
Exercise Sheets for Trainees

Table E_10: Overview of teachware such as books, workbooks and exercises
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Software

Following our approach of providing expedient training concepts, the following paragraphs provide all information
regarding the range of software based media in the field of Hydraulics. In the first case, trainees can gather some
preliminary experience in the field of Basic Hydraulics and Basic Electrohydraulics by using so-called Web Based
Media, which could be accessible via the intranet, but also as a local installation. Once students have acquired some
background information about various technologies, hands-on exercises on the real industrial equipment should
corroborate this knowledge. Afterwards simulation and measuring software tools in combination with the hardware
allows the trainee to foster its skills and knowledge in the corresponding technical field. This educational approach
follows our ideas of establishing a blended-learning arrangement. The following paragraphs provide all necessary
information about software tools to understand the right way of its designated usage.

Hydraulics

The web based training program Hydraulics provides all necessary information in about twelve hours of learning. The
program is divided into technical knowledge as well as coursework. The part of technical knowledge covers the basics
of hydraulic control. Participants learn to find practical and theoretical solutions to the key tasks of a basic course on
hydraulics, for example as part of a basic vocational training course. In the coursework part, the theoretically acquired
technical knowledge is reinforced. A wide range of exercise types makes the course interesting and successful since
participants have to draw symbols and circuit diagrams, answer multiple-choice questions and set up and connect
circuits in PC-based video clips. The picture as follows, Picture E_04, provides an idea of the appearance.

Picture E_04: WBT Hydraulics and Electrohydraulics

Electrohydraulics

The Electrohydraulics training program builds on the Hydraulics training program and reinforces material already
learned from practical projects. Starting with concrete industrial applications, fundamental electrohydraulic circuits
are produced. With the help of numerous exercises, learnt material will be revised, applied and further developed.
During an exercise, the programme reacts to each answer with varying feedback. The trainee is supported by the
basic knowledge module, which provides fundamentals on electrohydraulics in a structured, systematic manner. In the
components module, the structure, function and application of typical components is described. Various supporting
materials are available to complete the exercise. The picture above, Picture E_04, provides an idea its appearance.
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FluidSim Hydraulics

One of the most powerful software tools within the range of Festo Didactic products is the fluid-power based application
called FluidSim. One version focuses on the part of Pneumatics, another version of FluidSim covers the entire range
of Hydraulics. FluidSim comprises several software tools in just one application: simulating in real-time, drawing
of circuits, preparing the training, controlling different kind of circuits up to digital technology as well as profound
documentation. Further on, FluidSim can be easily connected using the EasyPort to real applications, establishing
the idea of a blended-learning arrangement, however, as aforesaid, this could be an option for further expansion and
will not be further described within this concept of Virtual Mechatronics. The new FluidSim Hydraulics version further
provides the GRAFCET plans according to the standard DIN EN 60848 as well as the new part of Mobile Hydraulics.
The picture and table as follows, Picture E_05 and Table E_11, provides further impressions and features of FluidSim.

Picture E_05: FluidSim Hydraulics

Software Feature

Description

Dynamic Simulation

The new simulator, which rivals those found in much more expensive
professional programs, permits the simulation of dynamic effects
such as pressure build-up, inertia, acceleration, stiction and sliding
friction. Systems with open-loop and closed-loop control can also be
simulated.

Circuit Diagram Creation

The component library has been greatly extended in comparison with
previous versions. All the components are shown in clearly structured
trees. In addition to the enhanced valve configurator, a flexible cylinder
configurator is now also available.

Documentation

Flexible, highly detailed diagrams with automatic optimum scaling.
Automatic current path numbering, logic element tables, terminal
designations and terminal allocation lists in electrical circuits. Function
diagram editor and parts list generator.

Didactic Material

Extended and updated didactic material. Comprehensive descriptions
of the physical/-mathematical models of the components used in
FluidSim. A detailed learning training program makes it easier to get
started with simulation using FluidSim.

Table E_11: Features of FluidSim
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Installation and Training

One important aspect before conducting training using the hydraulics environment as well as the various software tools
is to provide the right installation of the equipment, infrastructure, accessories, tools and the corresponding facilities.
This will be accomplished by Festo Didactic experts within the field of hydraulics, having a profound experience and
being able to meet any local requirements. In case further laboratories will be established having the same set of
equipment and software tools, then training can however take place in parallel and together.

Training, especially training in the technical field, is only efficient when all trainers involved are extensively
trained in their designated field and training approach. Only well trained and motivated trainers are able
to motivate students thereafter, therefore any kind of the so-called ‘train-the-trainer’ aspect should not
be neglected. Upon necessity, revision training should be considered on a frequent basis.

In case the laboratory conceptualisation on hand will be established as a stand-alone laboratory solution, a training
duration of at least ten to fifteen days is recommended. As aforesaid, in case the laboratory of Hydraulics is part of
various laboratory installations, then this time could possible be covered in related laboratories respectively other
technologies.

Further Information

As already mentioned, since Festo Didactic is constantly further developing and adding new equipment and software
media to its existing wide range, further and latest information can always be accessed using the website of Festo
Didactic, www.festo-didactic.com. This also includes further information regarding installation requirements.
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Introduction

One of the latest technical training solutions from Festo Didactic is the topic of Mobile Hydraulics. As the name already
expresses, within this conceptualisation on hand the entire world of mobile hydraulic applications will be in focus.
Such mobile hydraulic applications are for example construction site equipment, farming and agricultural equipment,
port and ship applications such as cranes, container carriers, forestry equipment and communal machinery. Normally
training concerning mobile hydraulic applications is being accomplished directly on real equipment, in most cases
performed by the suppliers for such machinery. With the new range of Mobile Hydraulics, the gap between standard
hydraulic training and real machinery can be very well closed. All Festo Didactic training is being conducted on training
packages, which are normally divided into a basic level and advanced level equipment set, providing expedient
exercises by hands-on training as well as in-depth technology training. Further on, blended-learning arrangements are
implemented wherever applicable to provide insights and further opportunities to simulate, demonstrate and even
control circuits, as the picture as follows, Picture F_01 presents. Additionally, measuring devices are also connected by
means of software to the real hardware.

Picture F_01: Example of a blended-learning arrangement in mobile hydraulics

Training Approach

Based on Festo Didactic experience, training being conducted in the field of mobile hydraulics shall take place in a
group of two persons, under certain circumstances three shall be however the maximum. This fosters not only the
technical experience and knowledge, but also the soft-skills and communication attempt. Each group of trainees
work on a workstation equipped with the training packages in combination with a computer system. Together with
the hardware equipment, other training media are being used, such as textbooks, workbooks and software media.
The laboratory layout along with the equipment allows further on different kind of training. Whenever the hardware
is not used, normal classroom training can be conducted by use of the computer systems following the instructors
presentations. For this purpose, the set-up of the laboratory avoids a narrow view of the instructor and its displays.
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Technology Contents

The following overview and table, Table F_01, provides an overview of the so-called Technology Packages TP’s used
for training purposes within the conceptualisation on hand of mobile hydraulics. As aforesaid, Festo Didactic usually
provides such equipment sets focussing each on a certain technology accordingly.

Equipment

Training contents

Working Hydraulics 1

Many vehicles and applications make use of constant displacement pumps

TP 801 Basic Level

which continue to provide volumetric flow even when no hydraulic power is
required. In TP 801, the energy usage of different systems, also when under
load, is compared and assessed. Systems with multiple consuming devices
are set up, connected in parallel, tandem and series, and examined in
terms of characteristics such as priority, flow rate distribution, and pressure
dependency.

Hydrostatic Steering System

TP 802 promotes the practical testing and technical measurement of

TP 802 Advanced Level

the structure and method of operation of a hydrostatic steering system,
comprising a steering valve, anti-shock and anti-cavitation valves, steering
cylinder(s), constant-displacement pump and (if needed) secondary loads.
The basics include the structure of different steering systems with through-rod
and differential cylinders, and determining the displacement and the torque
dependencies of the steering unit.

Working Hydraulics 2

TP 803, working hydraulics advanced level training content. The advanced level

TP 803 Advanced Level

focuses on the load-sensing system with variable displacement pump, control
block, pilot control and up to two loads. Components and accessories from
the equipment sets TP 801 and TP 802 are required to carry out the projects.

Diagnostic System

System diagnostics, condition monitoring and energy efficiency are becoming

TP 810 Measurement

more important all the time. A fluid power system can only be optimally set if
measurements are taken at the correct points. The correct conclusions must
then be drawn from the measurement data. However, with dynamic system
conditions, measuring techniques such as the use of a pressure gauge are
pushed to their limits. That is why permanent measured data acquisition with
visualisation of measurement curves is necessary. Servicing and maintenance
personnel then have access to crucial information for the tasks at hand and
settings required. FluidLab M, included in TP 810 is the universal measuring
tool for all hydraulic training packages.

Table F_01: Training contents of mobile hydraulic equipment technologies
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Training Aims and Core Competencies

According to the equipment sets as described in the previous paragraph, the following tables, Tables F_02 to F_05,
provide an overview of the training aims and core competencies which should be achieved by conducting appropriate
training in mobile hydraulics and the respective technologies.

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Working Hydraulics 1

Load lifting, holding and lowering

TP 801 Basic Level

Integration of a 6/3-way valve
Setting up circuits with multiple consuming devices in parallel
Setting up circuits with multiple consuming devices in tandem
Setting up circuits with multiple consuming devices in series
Holding load units with poppet valves

Table F_02: Training aims of Working Hydraulics 1

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Hydrostatic Steering System

Basic circuits with hydrostatic steering

TP 802 Advanced Level

Comprising a steering valve
Anti-shock and anti-cavitation valves
Steering systems with through-rod and differential cylinders
Determining the displacement of a steering unit
Determining the torque of a steering unit

Table F_03: Training aims of Hydrostatic Steering System

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Working Hydraulics 2

Design, mode and setting of a variable displacement pump

TP 803 Advanced Level

Variable pump with load sensing controller and control block
Comparing the energy of flow control, open load sensing and closed centre
Remote control and hydraulic pilot control of control blocks
Characteristics of load sensing with upstream and downstream pressures
A flow distribution independent of load pressures

Table F_04: Training aims of Working Hydraulics 2

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Diagnostic System

System diagnostics, condition monitoring and energy measurement

TP 810 Measurement

Conclusion of various different data measured
Measurement of dynamic system conditions
Visualisation of measured data and documentation
Programming a measurement process
Handling of digital and analogue inputs and outputs

Table F_05: Training aims of Diagnostic System
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Laboratory Facilities

To be able to conduct sustainable training, especially whereby hands-on training cannot be neglected, it is indispensable
to provide adequate training equipment and facilities for the trainer as well as for students. Laboratory design, work
environment as well as equipment design is an important factor to conduct technical training. Regarding the equipment
itself, Festo Didactic uses solely real industrial equipment to compose its technology packages. On the one hand side,
real industrial equipment facilitates the approach of bridging the gap between institutional based training and training
on the job. Thus, students are being trained on equipment which they will face later on in real environments. On the
other hand side, real industrial components are more reliable regarding the period of operation, upgradeability and
spare parts if required. Another important aspect is safety, security as well as the training of maintenance and service.

Training, especially hands-on training in the technical field is only efficient when an appropriate
laboratory environment is provided. Thus, a comprehensive approach starts with the laboratory design
itself, is further to be recognized within the workstation as well as the major part, the equipment itself.
Through the medium of design, students should be already motivated to discover the technical subtlety!

Laboratory Design

The laboratory for mobile hydraulics technology is designed to host altogether twelve students, working in groups of
two trainees on three double-sided workbenches and six student tables as it can be seen in the virtual impression of
this laboratory in the picture further below, Picture F_02. As already mentioned, one major aspect of the design is to
provide the trainees an unrestrained view on the teachers desk as well as the boards. Further on, the computer systems
are located close to the workstation, in order to be implemented in a blended-learning arrangement and therefore being
connected to the equipment. Whenever hands-on training is taking place, both trainees can work on the workstation, or
one trainee is using the equipment and the other one is using the computer system. Apart from the major equipment,
accessories such as a computer network is taken into account, but not explicitly drawn in the layout. In order to provide
a nice and warm ambient of the laboratory, curtains, posters and flowers should be a decorative matter.

Picture F_02: Virtual impression of the laboratory for mobile hydraulics
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Workstation System

One workstation in the mobile hydraulics laboratory consists of a mobile double-sided, basic mobile unit with a cable
duct and various assembly units. On top of the side profile columns an ER mounting frame is mounted on each side,
hosting all electrical components to be used for training purposes, in particular electrohydraulics and mobile hydraulic.
This ensures that a clear visible secession of hydraulic and electric components facilitates the different training
approaches, as it can be seen as an example in the picture as follows, Picture F_03. Underneath the ER mounting
frame a level profile is placed, hosting components which are frequently used. As shown in the laboratory layout,
each workstation has further on two vertical aluminium profile plates in the size of 700 to 700 mm, hosting all mobile
hydraulic circuits during training hours, which can be used from both sides.

Picture F_03: Example of a mobile double-sided workstation for mobile hydraulics

Other cables, such as the main power supply, are suspended on a cable guide on one of the side profile columns.
Rounding up the entire appearance of the workbench, all different equipment sets are being stored in drawer units.
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Laboratory Accessories

In order to provide an adequate learning arrangement, several laboratory accessories should be implemented in the
training environment. As aforesaid, this is for instance a computer network, which may be realized as a client-server
based architecture. This allows the trainer gaining access to the students’ computers and the possibility to check
which kind of exercises they have performed successfully. Further on, the network allows the students to print on the
laboratory printer. Last but not least, whenever a Web Based Media Library is being implemented, then trainees shall
also obtain access to the intranet of the institution. Further accessories, such as a printer, a projector, storage shelves
as well as whiteboards and chairs are obvious.

Quick-Fix Mounting

Obviously, one of the most important aspects of the laboratory forms the training equipment for Hydraulics,
Electrohydraulics, Proportional Hydraulics, Closed-loop Hydraulics and the other technologies as already stated above.
Most of the hydraulic components are assembled on the patented Quick-Fix mounting system. Together with the profile
plate, components can easily, safely and with little effort fixed on the universal profile plate to build up the circuits and
exercises.

Using Festo Didactics patented Quick-Fix mounting system together with the profile plates, all hydraulic
circuits can be build up quickly, safely and with little effort. Therefore trainers and trainees safe up time
in building up the circuits, thus more time for the actual training purposes remain! Our motto: Plug it clamp it - done!

Further on, nearly all single items are real industrial components, enabling training as close as possible to industrial
reality. Learning with innovative technology, practice-orientated training and demand driven training with industrial
components provides all trainees with the necessary confidence for everyday work and their future employability.
Therefore the following paragraphs provide an overview of the equipment items for one side of each workbench
following the structure of the training packages as shown in Table F_01.
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Working Hydraulics 1 TP 801

The equipment set Working Hydraulics Basic Level comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item
and quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x Counterbalance valve			
2 1x Pressure compensator for open centre load sensing			
3 1x 3-way pressure reducing valve			
4 2x Pressure relief valve			
5 1x Flow control valve			
6 1x Non-return valve, 0,6 MPa opening pressure			
7 1x Shuttle valve			
8 1x Double non-return valve, delockable			
9 1x Shut-off valve			
10 2x Proportional 6/3-way hand lever valve			
11 1x Loading unit/cylinder load simulator			
12 1x Diaphragm accumulator with shut-off block			
13 2x Hydraulic motor			
14 2x 4-way distributor with pressure gauge			
15 3x T-distributor			
16 2x Pressure switch, electronic			
17 2x Flow sensor			

1
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Hydrostatic Steering System TP 802

The equipment set Hydrostatic Steering System TP 802 Advanced Level comprises of the components as shown and
listed below. Each item and quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x Steering unit (Orbitrol)			
2 1x Shock and anti-cavitation valve			
3 1x 4/3-way hand lever valve, relieving mid-position (AB->T), detenting		
4 1x Tubing line for unpressurised return			
5 1x 4-way return header, unpressurised			

1

Working Hydraulics 2 TP 803

2

3

4

5

The equipment set Working Hydraulics TP 803 Advanced Level comprises of the components as shown and listed
below. Each item and quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x Pilot valves (Joystick), 2x2-channel			
2 1x Mobile valve block, Load sensing			
3 1x Pressure compensator, upstream (pre)			
4 2x Pressure compensator, downstream (post)			
5 2x Flow control valve			
6 1x T-distributor			
7 1x Tubing line for unpressurised return			
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Diagnostic Measurement TP 810

The equipment set Diagnostic System TP 810 Measurement comprises of the components as shown and listed below.
Each item and quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x EasyPort USB			
2 1x Analogue cable, parallel, 2 m			
3 1x I/O data cable with SysLink connectors (IEEE 488) at both ends, 2.5 m		
4 1x Universal connection unit, digital (SysLink)			
5 1x EasyPort adapter for profile plate			
6 1x Connection unit, analogue			
7 1x FluidLab-M Single license			

1

2

6

7

Accessories for Mobile Hydraulics

3

4

5

To provide a complete viable system, several important accessories are strongly recommended, therefore the following
table lists further details. Some minor accessories will not be shown, such as cables, connectors or supply cables.

1 1x Power supply unit for mounting frame			
2 1x Universal cable set, 4mm, incl. safety plugs			
3 1x Hydraulic Load Sensing Power Pack			
4 2x Digital multimeter			
5 1x Measuring set for hydraulics			
6 1x Set of hydraulic hoses with various length		
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Teaching Media

What is the best training equipment for teaching purposes without appropriate teaching material? To provide an
answer to this question, Festo Didactic offers a wide range of teaching media to put a holistic concept of technical
training on firm footing.

Training, especially technical training including a hands-on approach is only efficient with the right blend
of media! Therefore three major aspects need to be considered: real industrial equipment for teaching
purposes, appropriate software along with the blended-learning approach and finally teachware in
forms of textbooks, exercises, data sheets and workbooks.

In the following paragraphs, the teaching media part is split into the section of teachware, whereby textbooks and
workbooks will be mentioned. Further on, one section will provide an overview about the software media which
supports the teacher as well as the trainee according to the equipment details as described.

Textbooks and Workbooks

The following table, Table F_6, presents all textbooks, workbooks and exercise media according to the technology
packages in the field of Hydraulics, Electrohydraulics, Proportional Hydraulics, Closed-loop Hydraulics and others.

Mobilhydraulik

Equipment

Workbooks, Textbooks and Exercises

Mobile Hydraulics TP 800 Series

The workbook contains all the project exercises designed for

Arbeitsbuch
TP 800

equipment sets TP 801, TP 802 and TP 803 together with the
corresponding exercise sheets and sample solutions. It thus

Mit CD-ROM

provides a comprehensive course companion conveying the
essential knowledge and basic principles of the hydraulic
C (X1)

D (X2)

A

B

systems of mobile machines.

LS
P
T

B

Exercise section TP 801

This training section, made up of 11 project exercises, is

Working hydraulics 1

designed for the equipment set TP 801.

Exercise section TP 802

This training section, made up of 5 project exercises, is designed

Hydrostatic steering system

for the equipment set TP 802.

Exercise section TP 803

This training section, made up of 10 project exercises, is

Working hydraulics 2

designed for the equipment set TP 803.

A

T

T
C

D
P
LS
LS2
LS1

P
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Software

Following our approach of providing expedient training concepts, the following paragraphs provide all information
regarding the range of software based media in the field of Hydraulics. In the first case, trainees can gather some
preliminary experience in the field of Basic Hydraulics and Basic Electrohydraulics by using so-called Web Based
Media, which could be accessible via the intranet, but also as a local installation. Once students have acquired some
background information about various technologies, hands-on exercises on the real industrial equipment should
corroborate this knowledge. Afterwards simulation and measuring software tools in combination with the hardware
allows the trainee to foster its skills and knowledge in the corresponding technical field. This educational approach
follows our ideas of establishing a blended-learning arrangement. The following paragraphs provide all necessary
information about software tools to understand the right way of its designated usage.

Hydraulics

The web based training program Hydraulics provides all necessary information in about twelve hours of learning. The
program is divided into technical knowledge as well as coursework. The part of technical knowledge covers the basics
of hydraulic control. Participants learn to find practical and theoretical solutions to the key tasks of a basic course on
hydraulics, for example as part of a basic vocational training course. In the coursework part, the theoretically acquired
technical knowledge is reinforced. A wide range of exercise types makes the course interesting and successful since
participants have to draw symbols and circuit diagrams, answer multiple-choice questions and set up and connect
circuits in PC-based video clips. The picture as follows, Picture F_04, provides an idea of the appearance.

Picture F_04: WBT Hydraulics and Electrohydraulics

Electrohydraulics

The Electrohydraulics training program builds on the Hydraulics training program and reinforces material already
learned from practical projects. Starting with concrete industrial applications, fundamental electrohydraulic circuits
are produced. With the help of numerous exercises, learnt material will be revised, applied and further developed.
During an exercise, the programme reacts to each answer with varying feedback. The trainee is supported by the
basic knowledge module, which provides fundamentals on electrohydraulics in a structured, systematic manner. In the
components module, the structure, function and application of typical components is described. Various supporting
materials are available to complete the exercise. The picture above, Picture F_04, provides an idea its appearance.
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FluidSim Hydraulics

One of the most powerful software tools within the range of Festo Didactic products is the fluid-power based application
called FluidSim. One version focuses on the part of Pneumatics, another version of FluidSim covers the entire range
of Hydraulics. FluidSim comprises several software tools in just one application: simulating in real-time, drawing
of circuits, preparing the training, controlling different kind of circuits up to digital technology as well as profound
documentation. Further on, FluidSim can be easily connected using the EasyPort to real applications, establishing
the idea of a blended-learning arrangement, however, as aforesaid, this could be an option for further expansion and
will not be further described within this concept of Virtual Mechatronics. The new FluidSim Hydraulics version further
provides the GRAFCET plans according to the standard DIN EN 60848 as well as the new part of Mobile Hydraulics.
The picture and table as follows, Picture F_05 and Table F_7, provides further impressions and features of FluidSim.

Picture F_05: FluidSim Hydraulics

Software Feature

Description

Dynamic Simulation

The new simulator, which rivals those found in much more expensive
professional programs, permits the simulation of dynamic effects
such as pressure build-up, inertia, acceleration, stiction and sliding
friction. Systems with open-loop and closed-loop control can also be
simulated.

Circuit Diagram Creation

The component library has been greatly extended in comparison with
previous versions. All the components are shown in clearly structured
trees. In addition to the enhanced valve configurator, a flexible cylinder
configurator is now also available.

Documentation

Flexible, highly detailed diagrams with automatic optimum scaling.
Automatic current path numbering, logic element tables, terminal
designations and terminal allocation lists in electrical circuits. Function
diagram editor and parts list generator.

Didactic Material

Extended and updated didactic material. Comprehensive descriptions
of the physical/-mathematical models of the components used in
FluidSim. A detailed learning training program makes it easier to get
started with simulation using FluidSim.

Table F_7: Features of FluidSim
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Installation and Training

One important aspect before conducting training using the mobile hydraulics environment as well as the various
software tools is to provide the right installation of the equipment, infrastructure, accessories, tools and the
corresponding facilities. This will be accomplished by Festo Didactic experts within the field of hydraulics and mobile
hydraulics, having a profound experience and being able to meet any local requirements. In case further laboratories
will be established having the same set of equipment and software tools, then training can however take place in
parallel and together.

Training, especially training in the technical field, is only efficient when all trainers involved are extensively
trained in their designated field and training approach. Only well trained and motivated trainers are able
to motivate students thereafter, therefore any kind of the so-called ‘train-the-trainer’ aspect should not
be neglected. Upon necessity, revision training should be considered on a frequent basis.

In case the laboratory conceptualisation on hand will be established as a stand-alone laboratory solution, a training
duration of at least eight to ten days is recommended. As aforesaid, in case the laboratory of Mobile Hydraulics is part
of various laboratory installations, then this time could possible be covered in related laboratories respectively other
technologies.

Further Information

As already mentioned, since Festo Didactic is constantly further developing and adding new equipment and software
media to its existing wide range, further and latest information can always be accessed using the website of Festo
Didactic, www.festo-didactic.com. This also includes further information regarding installation requirements.
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Introduction

Within the range of so-called basic technologies electrical engineering and electronics plays indeed a major role,
therefore the entire laboratory conceptualisation on hand focuses and covers these various technologies. Starting
from fundamentals of electrical engineering and electronics, the training equipment covers basic principles such
as Ohm’s Law, further to this deals with direct and alternating currents, and includes all major components used in
electrical circuits such as resistors, capacitors, diodes, transistors and power components. Additionally, one part of
this laboratory concept covers the part of so-called circuits with contacts, since such circuits are still in great demand
of the industry. Further to this, three-phase power supply is also an integral part of the training aims. All Festo Didactic
training is being conducted on training packages, providing expedient exercises by hands-on training as well as indepth technology training. Further on, blended-learning arrangements are implemented wherever applicable to
provide insights and further opportunities to simulate, demonstrate and even control circuits, as the picture as follows,
Picture G_01 presents.

Picture G_01: Example of a blended-learning arrangement in electronics

Training Approach

Based on Festo Didactic experience, training being conducted in the field of electrical engineering and electronics shall
take place in a group of two persons, under certain circumstances three shall be however the maximum. This fosters
not only the technical experience and knowledge, but also the soft-skills and communication attempt. Each group of
trainees work on a workstation equipped with the training packages in combination with a computer system. Together
with the hardware equipment, other training media are being used, such as textbooks, workbooks and software media.
The laboratory layout along with the equipment allows further on different kind of training. Whenever the hardware
is not used, normal classroom training can be conducted by use of the computer systems following the instructors
presentations. For this purpose, the set-up of the laboratory avoids a narrow view of the instructor and its displays.

© Festo Didactic GmbH & Co. KG • Teciam 3.0
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Technology Contents

The following overview and table, Table G_01, provides an overview of the so-called Technology Packages TP’s used for
training purposes within the conceptualisation on hand of electrical engineering and electronics. As aforesaid, Festo
Didactic usually provides such equipment sets focussing each on a certain technology accordingly.

Equipment

Training contents

Fundamentals of Electrical

The training package of fundamentals of electrical engineering and electronics

Engineering and Electronics

TP 1011 covers altogether four different topics, which are fundamentals of

TP 1011

direct current technology, alternating current technology, semiconductors and
last but not least electronics circuits.

Fundamentals of Circuits with

The training package of fundamentals of circuits with contacts TP 1211

Contacts

includes various real industrial components such as switches, relays,

TP 1211

overcurrent release and motor protection switches in order to build up circuits
and controls with contacts.

Power Supply Systems and

The equipment set power supply systems and protective measures TP 1111

Protective Measures

focuses on the one hand side on electrical house installations and on the other

TP 1111

hand side on power distribution subdistribution. This includes also the topic of
measurement, tests and troubleshooting.

Electrical Wiring and Industrial

The EduCabinet covers the range of electrical wiring, industrial control and

Control

cabinet building by using a real industrial control cabinet with different kind of

EduCabinet Concept

industrial components to be included and stepwise being build up to form an
industrial control unit like in reality.

Table G_01: Training contents of electrical engineering and electronics

Within the range of electrical engineering and electronics further equipment sets are available at Festo Didactic.
However, such equipment sets, for example the KNX/EIB training equipment is limited to certain countries and
regulations, therefore willingly not included in the holistic laboratory conceptualisation on hand which shall address
and cover general training aims and competencies as well as so-called cross sectional needs and requirements. Further
information can be obtained from Festo Didactic website www.festo-didactic.com.
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Training Aims and Core Competencies

According to the equipment sets as described in the previous paragraph, the following tables, Tables G_02 to G_05,
provide an overview of the training aims and core competencies which should be achieved by conducting appropriate
training in electrical engineering and electronics and the respective technologies.

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Fundamentals of electrical

Electrical components, elements and basic function

engineering and electronics

Electronic components, elements and basic function

TP 1011

Fundamentals of direct current technologies
Fundamentals of alternating current technologies
Fundamentals of semiconductors
Basic electronics circuits and measurement

Table G_02: Training aims of fundamentals of electrical engineering

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Fundamentals of circuits with

Electrical components, elements and basic function

contacts

Design and function of a contactor

TP 1211

Circuits with electronic time relays
Connection and testing of a three-phase socket
Protective interlocking
Star delta starting circuits

Table G_03: Training aims of contactor circuits

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Power supply systems and

Components of a service connection system

protective measures

Protective measure measuring devices

TP 1111

Planning and execution of initial tests
Evaluation of measurement results
Troubleshooting, errors and malfunction in electric systems
Safety and availability advice to customers

Table G_04: Training aims of power supply systems and protective measures

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Electrical wiring and industrial

Electrical components, elements and basic function

control

Designing and planning of an industrial control cabinet

EduCabinet Concept

Fundamentals of industrial wiring
Fundamental industrial circuits
Lightning protection and overcurrent protection
International standards and safety in industrial electronics

Table G_05: Training aims of EduCabinet concept
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Laboratory Facilities

To be able to conduct sustainable training, especially whereby hands-on training cannot be neglected, it is indispensable
to provide adequate training equipment and facilities for the trainer as well as for students. Laboratory design, work
environment as well as equipment design is an important factor to conduct technical training. Regarding the equipment
itself, Festo Didactic uses solely real industrial equipment to compose its technology packages. On the one hand side,
real industrial equipment facilitates the approach of bridging the gap between institutional based training and training
on the job. Thus, students are being trained on equipment which they will face later on in real environments. On the
other hand side, real industrial components are more reliable regarding the period of operation, upgradeability and
spare parts if required. Another important aspect is safety, security as well as the training of maintenance and service.

Training, especially hands-on training in the technical field is only efficient when an appropriate
laboratory environment is provided. Thus, a comprehensive approach starts with the laboratory design
itself, is further to be recognized within the workstation as well as the major part, the equipment itself.
Through the medium of design, students should be already motivated to discover the technical subtlety!

Laboratory Design

The laboratory covering electrical engineering and electronics is designed to host altogether twelve students, working
in groups of two trainees on six single sided workbenches and six student tables as it can be seen in the virtual
impression of this laboratory in the picture further below, Picture G_02. As already mentioned, one major aspect of
the design is to provide the trainees an unrestrained view on the teachers desk as well as the boards. Further on, the
computer systems are located close to the workstation, in order to be implemented in a blended-learning arrangement
and therefore being connected to the equipment. Whenever hands-on training is taking place, both trainees can work
on the workstation, or one trainee is using the equipment and the other one is using the computer system. Apart
from the major equipment, accessories such as a computer network is taken into account, but not explicitly drawn in
the layout. In order to provide a nice and warm ambient of the laboratory, curtains, posters and flowers should be a
decorative matter.

Picture G_02: Virtual impression of the laboratory for electrical engineering
G-6
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Workstation System

One workstation in the electrical engineering and electronics laboratory consists of a stationary single sided workstation
as it can be seen in the picture further below, Picture G_03. The workstation itself is made out of round frame columns,
which serve at the same time as cable ducts. Behind the main working surface another cable duct is located as well as
a fully equipped supply duct with power supply, emergency stop functionality and other electrical components needed
within this laboratory. The rear columns also hold the horizontal frame materials so that A4 frame boards can be easily
placed as it is demonstrated as well. At the top end of the columns another level may host additional equipment such
as an oscilloscope and a light unit if required. For this reason, another energy panel is placed at the top end of the rear
columns. Last but not least, even a monitor can be mounted on the rear columns if required.

Picture G_03: Example of a workstation for electrical engineering and electronics

© Festo Didactic GmbH & Co. KG • Teciam 3.0
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Laboratory Accessories

In order to provide an adequate learning arrangement, several laboratory accessories should be implemented in the
training environment. As aforesaid, this is for instance a computer network, which may be realized as a client-server
based architecture. This allows the trainer gaining access to the students’ computers and the possibility to check
which kind of exercises they have performed successfully. Further on, the network allows the students to print on the
laboratory printer. Last but not least, whenever a Web Based Media Library is being implemented, then trainees shall
also obtain access to the intranet of the institution. Further accessories, such as a printer, a projector, storage shelves
as well as whiteboards and chairs are obvious.

Application Boards

Obviously, one of the most important aspects of the laboratory forms the training equipment for Electrical Engineering
and Electronics, and the other technologies as already stated above. Most of the applications and exercises can be
performed on so-called A4 size application boards, which can be either directly placed on the surface of the working
area, or instead, being integrated into the workstation frames as the picture of the workstation shows. Therefore
various different learning arrangements can easily be accomplished due to its flexibility.

Obviously working with high voltages in the field of electrical engineering requires always an important
aspect, which is safety. Therefore all training materials have been designed to fulfil this requirement.
Nevertheless, Festo Didactic still guarantees a maximum of compatibility, modularity and integrity, in
order to allow trainees to build up circuits and systems in an adequate and applicable manner.

Further on, nearly all single items are real industrial components, enabling training as close as possible to industrial
reality, whenever possible and applicable. However, for some components special housings are being used, for example
all the electronic components, which are being used in the size of 4 mm on the corresponding patch panel. Learning with
innovative technology, practice-orientated training and demand driven training with industrial components provides
all trainees with the necessary confidence for everyday work and their future employability. Therefore the following
paragraphs provide an overview of the equipment items for one side of each workbench following the structure of the
training packages as shown in Table G_01.

G-8
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Fundamentals of Electrical Engineering

The equipment set Fundamentals of Electrical Engineering and Electronics TP 1011 comprises of the components as
shown and listed below. The individual listing of the electronic components is willingly omitted. Each item and quantity
refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x Basic power supply unit EduTrainer 			
2 1x Universal patch panel EduTrainer 			
3 1x Component set for electrical engineering/electronics 			
		

1

Fundamentals of Contactor Circuits

1x Safety jumper plugs, 28 pieces, grey-black 			

2

3

The equipment set Fundamentals of circuits with contacts TP 1211 comprises of the components as shown and listed
below. The individual listing of the electronic components is willingly omitted. Each item and quantity refers to one
single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x EduTrainer three-phase current supply 			
2 1x EduTrainer 24 V power supply unit 			
3 1x EduTrainer contactor board 			
4 1x Motor technology contactor set 			
5 1x EduTrainer operator and signalling unit 			

1

2

3

4

5
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Power Supply Systems and Protection

The equipment set Power supply systems and protective measures TP 1111 comprises of the components as shown
and listed below. The individual listing of the electronic components is willingly omitted. Each item and quantity refers
to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x EduTrainer net board			
2 1x EduTrainer house installation			
3 1x EduTrainer subdistributor 			

1

EduCabinet

2

3

The equipment concept EduCabinet is considered as a nonstandard equipment, which is therefore also not considered
as a catalogue product since it can be freely modified and configured by the users. However, the basic concept package
comprises the components as listed in the table further below.

1 1x Industrial control cabinet, preconfigured			
2 1x Mounting boards including brackets and accessories			
3 1x Main power switch			
4 1x Protective equipment		
5 1x Overvoltage trip		
6 1x Control device and signal unit			
7 1x Contactor relays			
8 1x Industrial plugs, connectors, cables and accessories			

Based on the requirements, the EduCabinet can be equipped with further applications such as a three-phase motor
control unit, a PLC in combination with a touch panel and a profibus network, frequency converter, industrial network
technology and last but not least, failure simulation. However, within the laboratory conceptualisation of Teciam on
hand, these topics will be covered in other laboratories accordingly. Therefore within this laboratory on hand, only the
basic equipped EduCabinet shall be implemented.

G-10
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Accessories for Electrical Engineering

To provide a complete viable system, several important accessories are strongly recommended, therefore the following
table lists further details. Some minor accessories will not be shown, such as cables, connectors or supply cables. The
quantities refer to one workplace only.

1 1x Oscilloscope including accessories			
2 2x Digital multimeter including accessories			
3 1x Various set of laboratory safety cables and jumpers			
4 1x Upgrade set for digital technology			
5 1x Upgrade set for closed-loop technology			
6 1x Upgrade set for power electronics			
7 1x Measuring device appliance tester			
8 1x Measuring device power supply analyser			
9 1x Upgrade set for microcontrollers			
10 1x Three-phase asynchronous motor			

Teaching Media

What is the best training equipment for teaching purposes without appropriate teaching material? To provide an
answer to this question, Festo Didactic offers a wide range of teaching media to put a holistic concept of technical
training on firm footing.

Training, especially technical training including a hands-on approach is only efficient with the right blend
of media! Therefore three major aspects need to be considered: real industrial equipment for teaching
purposes, appropriate software along with the blended-learning approach and finally teachware in
forms of textbooks, exercises, data sheets and workbooks.

In the following paragraphs, the teaching media part is split into the section of teachware, whereby textbooks and
workbooks will be mentioned. Further on, one section will provide an overview about the software media which
supports the teacher as well as the trainee according to the equipment details as described.

Textbooks and Workbooks

The following table, Table G_6, presents all textbooks, workbooks and exercise media according to the technology
packages in the field of electrical engineering and electronics.

Equipment

Fundamentals of
alternating current technology

Workbooks, Textbooks and Exercises

Workbook

Fundamentals of electrical engineering
With CD-ROM

Workbooks for direct current and alternating current
Workbooks for semiconductors and electronics circuits

Y1

Y2

I
P
φ

IC

IR

90°

IL

QL

QC

G
U

R

C

L

S

Fundamentals of circuits with contacts

Workbook and worksheets for students

Power supply systems and protective measure

Workbook and worksheets for students

General electrical equipment

Lexicon, Data sheets, Safety information

Festo Didactic
567217 EN

Table G_6: Overview of teachware such as books, workbooks and exercises
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Software

Following our approach of providing expedient training concepts, the following paragraphs provide all information
regarding the range of software based media in the field of electrical engineering, electronics and safety. In the first
case, trainees can gather some preliminary experience in the field of electrical engineering and electronics by using
so-called Web Based Media, which could be accessible via the intranet, but also as a local installation. Once students
have acquired some background information about various technologies, hands-on exercises on the real industrial
equipment should corroborate this knowledge. Afterwards design, simulation and measuring software tools in
combination with the hardware allows the trainee to foster its skills and knowledge in the corresponding technical
field. This educational approach follows our ideas of establishing a blended-learning arrangement. The following
paragraphs provide all necessary information about software tools to understand the right way of its designated usage.

Electrical Engineering 1

The Electrical engineering 1 training program is one of a series of new programs in the field of electrical engineering and
electronics. These programs are practically oriented and authentically structured. Case studies from practice provide
a concise illustration of the matters covered. All training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the
narrative text can be viewed on the sitemap. Trainees experience a regular exchange of input and output, with phases
of presentation and explanation alternating with phases of activity and interaction. This enhances motivation and
learning. Progress monitoring exercises are scheduled after a maximum of five pages of learning. The aim of this is
to have trainees repeat, apply and develop what they have learned themselves. Exercises are incorporated during
teaching, at the end of each learning step and within the case studies. During an exercise, the program responds
to each of the trainees’ answers with the appropriate feedback. Various tools are built-in to the training program,
such as Excel worksheets, an integrated calculator, PDF files and various downloads. The training programs include an
extensive glossary and a full text search facility as well.

Electrical Engineering 2

Electrical engineering 2 builds on Electrical engineering 1, likewise Electropneumatics on Pneumatics. The features
of this web based training part are exactly like Electrical engineering 1, which is further described in the previous
paragraph. However, contents vary and provide further learning experience by using more and new electrical
components, circuits and applications. Both programmes provide each about four hours of learning time.

Electronics 1

The Electronics 1 training program is one of a series of new programs in the field of electrical engineering and electronics.
These programs are practically oriented and authentically structured. Case studies from practice provide a concise
illustration of the matters covered. All training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the narrative text
can be viewed on the sitemap. Trainees experience a regular exchange of input and output, with phases of presentation
and explanation alternating with phases of activity and interaction. This enhances motivation and learning. Progress
monitoring exercises are scheduled after a maximum of five pages of learning. The aim of this is to have trainees
repeat, apply and develop what they have learned themselves. Exercises are incorporated during teaching, at the end
of each learning step and within the case studies. During an exercise, the program responds to each of the trainees’
answers with the appropriate feedback. Various tools are built-in to the training program, such as Excel worksheets, an
integrated calculator, PDF files and various downloads. The training programs include an extensive glossary and a full
text search facility as well. The following picture, Picture G_04, provides an idea of its design.

G-12
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Electronics 2

Electronics 2 builds on Electronics 1, likewise Electrical engineering 1 and 2. The features of this web based training
part are exactly like Electronics 1, which is further described in the previous paragraph. However, contents vary and
provide further learning experience by using more and new electrical components, circuits and applications. Both
programmes provide each about four hours of learning time. The picture as follows, Picture G_04, provides an idea of
its design.

Picture G_04: WBT Electronics 1 and Electronics 2

Electrical Protective Measures

This interactive multimedia training program provides an introduction to the complex topic of protective measures. It
explains what electrical protective measures are and how they are classified. Trainees will also become familiar with all
the legal regulations in this area. The measures that are effective in preventing direct and indirect contact are outlined
using various specific examples and functional principles. Finally, there is an explanation of how protective measures
are tested and what actions should be taken in case of an accident involving electricity. This programme provides about
two hours of learning time.

Actuators - DC Motor

Using the everyday example of a car park access control system, the trainee learns the basics of a mechatronic system.
Building on this, the training program determines what function the actuators have in the controller. A DC motor is
then studied in more detail as an example of a typical actuator, for example its structure and the laws which govern its
operation. Further chapters cover speed control and the use of data sheets as well as the transmission ratios which can
be achieved by using a gearbox. This web based media provides about two hours of learning time.

© Festo Didactic GmbH & Co. KG • Teciam 3.0
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EPLAN Education

The EPLAN Education software includes altogether three programs, which are EPLAN Electric P8, EPLAN Fluid as well
as EPLAN PPE. The concept deftly bridges the gap between industrial practice and the requirements of training and
further education. Integrated electrical and fluid engineering, electrical, measurement and control technology enable
mechatronic design processes to be conveyed comprehensively. This means that anyone, whether during training,
studies or later in practical applications, can design an entire functional system, based on the knowledge from the
classroom which can be transferred to real life practical applications. The EPLAN software also includes a broad range
of training documentation, online help and video demos. EPLAN Electric P8 is the new CAE dimension for effective
planning of complex electrotechnical control systems, including support for PLCs, bus systems and assembly planning.
A technological lead can be gained with optional graphics and object orientation, variant construction and workgroup
engineering. EPLAN Fluid is meant for specialist and logic controlled development of hydraulic, pneumatic, cooling,
lubrication and refrigeration systems. EPLAN Fluid combines CAD functionality with unique logic and automatizes
documentation, including test functions and standards compliance checks. Additionally, EPLAN PPE (Process Plant
Engineering) represents professional planning of electrical, measurement and control technology and design of process
engineering machines and systems. The EPLAN PPE engineering system supports the entire planning of a system, from
the creation of system overviews, P&ID diagrams, management of process control tasks to comprehensive automation
technology documentation. Last but not least, with EPLAN Pro Panel it is possible to layout mounting panels and
enclosures in 3D and to derive the corresponding documentation and production drawings accurately, simply and
rapidly. The optional module supports cross-discipline designing of electrical engineering and fluid power – in an
integrated project database.

Installation and Training

One important aspect before conducting training using the electrical engineering and electronics environment as
well as the various software tools is to provide the right installation of the equipment, infrastructure, accessories,
tools and the corresponding facilities. This will be accomplished by Festo Didactic experts within the field of electrical
engineering and electronics, having a profound experience and being able to meet any local requirements. In case
further laboratories will be established having the same set of equipment and software tools, then training can
however take place in parallel and together.

Training, especially training in the technical field, is only efficient when all trainers involved are extensively
trained in their designated field and training approach. Only well trained and motivated trainers are able
to motivate students thereafter, therefore any kind of the so-called ‘train-the-trainer’ aspect should not
be neglected. Upon necessity, revision training should be considered on a frequent basis.

In case the laboratory conceptualisation on hand will be established as a stand-alone laboratory solution, a training
duration of at least eight to ten days is recommended, however, theory shall be trained well in advance. As aforesaid,
in case the laboratory of electrical engineering and electronics is part of various laboratory installations, then this time
could possible be covered in related laboratories respectively other technologies.

Further Information

As already mentioned, since Festo Didactic is constantly further developing and adding new equipment and software
media to its existing wide range, further and latest information can always be accessed using the website of Festo
Didactic, www.festo-didactic.com. This also includes further information regarding installation requirements.
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Introduction

Within the range of so-called basic technologies an increasing role nowadays distinguishes the technology of electrical
drives, therefore the entire laboratory conceptualisation on hand focuses and covers these various technologies.
Starting from fundamentals of electrical drives, the training equipment covers various aspects and technologies like
servo and stepper motors, but also a great variety of different AC and DC machines. Apart from the drive technology
itself, an important part covers also the controller application within the environment of electrical drives and electrical
engineering. From basic controllers up to the level of frequency converters, all technologies will have their own focus
within the laboratory conceptualisation on hand in order to corroborate experience and knowledge for the technical
subtlety. All Festo Didactic training is being conducted on training packages, providing expedient exercises by handson training as well as in-depth technology training. Further on, blended-learning arrangements are implemented
wherever applicable to provide insights and further opportunities to simulate, demonstrate and even control circuits,
as the picture as follows, Picture H_01 presents.

Picture H_01: Example of a blended-learning arrangement in electrical drives

Training Approach

Based on Festo Didactic experience, training being conducted in the field of electrical drives and electrical machines
shall take place in a group of two persons, under certain circumstances three shall be however the maximum. This
fosters not only the technical experience and knowledge, but also the soft-skills and communication attempt. Each
group of trainees work on a workstation equipped with the training packages in combination with a computer system.
Together with the hardware equipment, other training media are being used, such as textbooks, workbooks and
software media. The laboratory layout along with the equipment allows further on different kind of training. Whenever
the hardware is not used, normal classroom training can be conducted by use of the computer systems following the
instructors presentations. For this purpose, the set-up of the laboratory avoids a narrow view of the instructor and its
displays.
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Technology Contents

The following overview and table, Table H_01, provides an overview of the so-called Technology Packages TP’s used
for training purposes within the conceptualisation on hand of electrical engineering and electrical drive technology. As
aforesaid, Festo Didactic usually provides such equipment sets focussing each on a certain technology accordingly.

Equipment

Training contents

Servo Motor Drive Technology

Electrical drives are characterized by high velocity, great cranking torque and

TP 1421

enormous flexibility. All necessary acquirements for the right usage of electrical
drives as well as all relevant knowledge and skills are the major approach by
this technology package, including the most modern axis technology as well.

Stepper Motor Drive Technology

The classical and economically choice: drives with stepper motors. Whenever

TP 1422

cost optimisation is in demand and velocity and dynamic are less important,
the stepper motor is well chosen. This training set also provides the most
modern axis technology as well.

Servo Break and Drive System

This motor test stand is equipped with a servo break system which serves

TP 1410

as the load while testing and operating various different kind of electrical
machines such as DC machines, AC machines as well as three-phase current
machines, altogether with a test and evaluation software.

Micromaster EduTrainer

The EduTrainer Micromaster comprises of a frequency converter MM 420

MM 420

from Siemens, which is mounted on a A4 plate frame in order to be integrated
into the workstation and learning environment accordingly, whereby various
different connections can be established using also 4 mm cables.

Table H_01: Training contents of electrical drive technology

Within this laboratory conceptualisation on hand the focus is made on the equipment itself, respectively the electrical
machines, electrical drives, the controllers and minor applications. The integration of such technology in larger systems
and handling applications is made in other laboratories within Teciam, whereby the focus is made on the application
itself, and not intensively on the electrical drive technology solely.
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Training Aims and Core Competencies

According to the equipment sets as described in the previous paragraph, the following tables, Tables H_02 to H_05,
provide an overview of the training aims and core competencies which should be achieved by conducting appropriate
training in electrical drive technology and motor controllers as well as the respective technologies.

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Servo Motor Drive Technology

Electrical components, elements and basic function

TP 1421

Commissioning of a servo motor application
Speed control of a servo motor
Referencing drive of a servo motor
Positioning with variable speed and acceleration
Cranking torque regulation

Table H_02: Training aims of servo motor drive technology

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Stepper Motor Drive Technology

Electrical components, elements and basic function

TP 1422

Commissioning of a stepper motor application
Current lowering device of a stepper motor
Referencing drive of a stepper motor
Positioning with a stepper motor
Ramp acceleration and retardation with a stepper motor

Table H_03: Training aims of stepper motor drive technology

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Servo Break and Drive System

Electrical drive technology

TP 1410

DC drives and machines
AC drives and machines
Three-phase drives and machines
Special purpose machines
Evaluation of characteristics of different drives and machines

Table H_04: Training aims of the servo break and drive system

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Micromaster EduTrainer

Electrical components, elements and basic function

MM 420

Flow current control (FCC)
Multipoint characteristic curves
Parametrisation of acceleration and return times
Resonance frequencies
Parametrisation by means of software configuration

Table H_05: Training aims of the frequency converter
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Laboratory Facilities

To be able to conduct sustainable training, especially whereby hands-on training cannot be neglected, it is indispensable
to provide adequate training equipment and facilities for the trainer as well as for students. Laboratory design, work
environment as well as equipment design is an important factor to conduct technical training. Regarding the equipment
itself, Festo Didactic uses solely real industrial equipment to compose its technology packages. On the one hand side,
real industrial equipment facilitates the approach of bridging the gap between institutional based training and training
on the job. Thus, students are being trained on equipment which they will face later on in real environments. On the
other hand side, real industrial components are more reliable regarding the period of operation, upgradeability and
spare parts if required. Another important aspect is safety, security as well as the training of maintenance and service.

Training, especially hands-on training in the technical field is only efficient when an appropriate
laboratory environment is provided. Thus, a comprehensive approach starts with the laboratory design
itself, is further to be recognized within the workstation as well as the major part, the equipment itself.
Through the medium of design, students should be already motivated to discover the technical subtlety!

Laboratory Design

The laboratory covering electrical drive technology and machines is designed to host altogether twelve students,
working in groups of two trainees on six single sided workbenches and six student tables as it can be seen in the virtual
impression of this laboratory in the picture further below, Picture H_02. As already mentioned, one major aspect of
the design is to provide the trainees an unrestrained view on the teachers desk as well as the boards. Further on, the
computer systems are located close to the workstation, in order to be implemented in a blended-learning arrangement
and therefore being connected to the equipment. Whenever hands-on training is taking place, both trainees can work
on the workstation, or one trainee is using the equipment and the other one is using the computer system. Apart
from the major equipment, accessories such as a computer network is taken into account, but not explicitly drawn in
the layout. In order to provide a nice and warm ambient of the laboratory, curtains, posters and flowers should be a
decorative matter.

Picture H_02: Virtual impression of the laboratory for electrical drive technology
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Workstation System

One workstation in the electrical drive technology laboratory consists of a stationary single sided workstation as it can
be seen in the picture further below, Picture H_03. The workstation itself is made out of round frame columns, which
serve at the same time as cable ducts. Behind the main working surface another cable duct is located as well as a
fully equipped supply duct with power supply, emergency stop functionality and other electrical components needed
within this laboratory. The rear columns also hold the horizontal frame materials so that A4 frame boards can be easily
placed as it is demonstrated as well. At the top end of the columns another level may host additional equipment such
as an oscilloscope and a light unit if required. For this reason, another energy panel is placed at the top end of the rear
columns. Last but not least, even a monitor can be mounted on the rear columns if required.

Picture H_03: Example of a workstation for electrical drive technology
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Laboratory Accessories

In order to provide an adequate learning arrangement, several laboratory accessories should be implemented in the
training environment. As aforesaid, this is for instance a computer network, which may be realized as a client-server
based architecture. This allows the trainer gaining access to the students’ computers and the possibility to check
which kind of exercises they have performed successfully. Further on, the network allows the students to print on the
laboratory printer. Last but not least, whenever a Web Based Media Library is being implemented, then trainees shall
also obtain access to the intranet of the institution. Further accessories, such as a printer, a projector, storage shelves
as well as whiteboards and chairs are obvious.

Application Boards

Obviously, one of the most important aspects of the laboratory forms the training equipment for electrical drive
technology and machines, and the other technologies as already stated above. Most of the applications and exercises
can be performed on so-called A4 size application boards, which can be either directly placed on the surface of the
working area, or instead, being integrated into the workstation frames as the picture of the workstation shows.
Therefore various different learning arrangements can easily be accomplished due to its flexibility.

Obviously working with high voltages in the field of electrical engineering requires always an important
aspect, which is safety. Therefore all training materials have been designed to fulfil this requirement.
Nevertheless, Festo Didactic still guarantees a maximum of compatibility, modularity and integrity, in
order to allow trainees to build up circuits and systems in an adequate and applicable manner.

Further on, nearly all single items are real industrial components, enabling training as close as possible to industrial
reality, whenever possible and applicable. However, for some components special housings are being used, for
example all the electronic components. Learning with innovative technology, practice-orientated training and demand
driven training with industrial components provides all trainees with the necessary confidence for everyday work and
their future employability. Therefore the following paragraphs provide an overview of the equipment items for one side
of each workbench following the structure of the training packages as shown in Table H_01.
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Servo Motor Drive Technology

The equipment set Servo Motor Drive Technology TP 1421 comprises of the components as shown and listed below.
Each item and quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x Servo motor controller board A4 size			
2 1x Servo motor			
3 1x Set of cables and connectors			
		

Stepper Motor Drive Technology

1x CD Rom with software and multimedia, one Systainer			

The equipment set Stepper Motor Drive Technology TP 1422 comprises of the components as shown and listed below.
Each item and quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x Stepper motor controller board A4 size			
2 1x Stepper motor			
3 1x Set of cables and connectors			
		

1x CD Rom with software and multimedia, one Systainer			
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Servo Brake and Drive System

The equipment set Servo Break and Drive System TP 1410 comprises of the components as shown and listed below,
the electrical machines as mentioned are separate and not included in the TP 1410 set. Each item and quantity refers
to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x Complete equipment set TP 1410 including software			
2 1x DC shunt machine			
3 1x DC series machine			
4 1x Universal motor		
5 1x Capacitor motor		
6 1x Three-phase current asynchronous motor 230/400 V			
7 1x Three-phase current asynchronous motor 400/690 V			
8 1x Synchronous machine			

Micromaster EduTrainer

The equipment set Micromaster EduTrainer MM 420 comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each
item and quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x Complete A4 board including MM 420 frequency converter			
2 1x Accessories			
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Accessories for Electrical Drives

To provide a complete viable system, several important accessories are strongly recommended, therefore the following
table lists further details. Some minor accessories will not be shown, such as cables, connectors or supply cables. The
quantities refer to one workplace only.

1 1x Oscilloscope including accessories			
2 2x Digital multimeter including accessories			
3 1x Various set of laboratory safety cables and jumpers			
4 1x EGC linear axis 600 mm including mounting kit			
5 1x Power supplies for equipment			
6 1x Expansion kits for TP 1410			

Teaching Media

What is the best training equipment for teaching purposes without appropriate teaching material? To provide an
answer to this question, Festo Didactic offers a wide range of teaching media to put a holistic concept of technical
training on firm footing.

Training, especially technical training including a hands-on approach is only efficient with the right blend
of media! Therefore three major aspects need to be considered: real industrial equipment for teaching
purposes, appropriate software along with the blended-learning approach and finally teachware in
forms of textbooks, exercises, data sheets and workbooks.

In the following paragraphs, the teaching media part is split into the section of teachware, whereby textbooks and
workbooks will be mentioned. Further on, one section will provide an overview about the software media which
supports the teacher as well as the trainee according to the equipment details as described.

Textbooks and Workbooks

The following table, Table H_6, presents all textbooks, workbooks and exercise media according to the technology
packages in the field of electrical drive technology.

Fundamentals of
servo motor drive technology

Workbook
TP 1421

With CD-ROM

Equipment

Workbooks, Textbooks and Exercises

Servo Motor Drive Technology

Workbook and worksheets for students

Stepper Motor Drive Technology

Workbook and worksheets for students

Servo Break and Drive System

Workbook fundamentals of DC machines
Workbook fundamentals of AC machines
Workbook fundamentals of three-phase current machines

Festo Didactic
571853 EN

General electrical equipment

Lexicon, Data sheets, Safety information

Table H_6: Overview of teachware such as books, workbooks and exercises
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Software

Following our approach of providing expedient training concepts, the following paragraphs provide all information
regarding the range of software based media in the field of electrical drives and safety. In the first case, trainees can
gather some preliminary experience in the field of electrical engineering and machines by using so-called Web Based
Media, which could be accessible via the intranet, but also as a local installation. Once students have acquired some
background information about various technologies, hands-on exercises on the real industrial equipment should
corroborate this knowledge. Afterwards design, simulation and measuring software tools in combination with the
hardware allows the trainee to foster its skills and knowledge in the corresponding technical field. This educational
approach follows our ideas of establishing a blended-learning arrangement. The following paragraphs provide all
necessary information about software tools to understand the right way of its designated usage.

Electrical Engineering 1

The Electrical engineering 1 training program is one of a series of new programs in the field of electrical engineering and
electronics. These programs are practically oriented and authentically structured. Case studies from practice provide
a concise illustration of the matters covered. All training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the
narrative text can be viewed on the sitemap. Trainees experience a regular exchange of input and output, with phases
of presentation and explanation alternating with phases of activity and interaction. This enhances motivation and
learning. Progress monitoring exercises are scheduled after a maximum of five pages of learning. The aim of this is
to have trainees repeat, apply and develop what they have learned themselves. Exercises are incorporated during
teaching, at the end of each learning step and within the case studies. During an exercise, the program responds
to each of the trainees’ answers with the appropriate feedback. Various tools are built-in to the training program,
such as Excel worksheets, an integrated calculator, PDF files and various downloads. The training programs include an
extensive glossary and a full text search facility as well.

Electrical Engineering 2

Electrical engineering 2 builds on Electrical engineering 1, likewise Electropneumatics on Pneumatics. The features
of this web based training part are exactly like Electrical engineering 1, which is further described in the previous
paragraph. However, contents vary and provide further learning experience by using more and new electrical
components, circuits and applications. Both programmes provide each about four hours of learning time.

Actuators - DC Motor

Using the everyday example of a car park access control system, the trainee learns the basics of a mechatronic system.
Building on this, the training program determines what function the actuators have in the controller. A DC motor is
then studied in more detail as an example of a typical actuator, for example its structure and the laws which govern its
operation. Further chapters cover speed control and the use of data sheets as well as the transmission ratios which can
be achieved by using a gearbox. This web based media provides about two hours of learning time.
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Electric Drives 1

The Electric Drives 1 interactive multimedia training program provides an interesting introduction to the world of electric
motors. The first section sets out the basic principles of electric drives. The second section illustrates the construction
and functioning of DC motors, while the third section deals with the special features of AC motors. All sections together
provide about four hours of training time. The picture as follows, Picture H_04, provides an idea of its design.

Electric Drives 2

The Electric Drives 2 training program further explores the material covered in Electric Drives 1 and also includes new
topic areas. This training program is suitable for beginners and advanced students. The first two chapters address the
topic of controlling DC and AC motors. The third chapter focuses on the energy efficiency of electric drives, looking at
economic and environmental aspects. This web based media provides about four hours of learning time. The picture as
follows, Picture H_04, provides an idea of its appearance.

Picture H_04: WBT Electric Drives 1 and 2

Safety Engineering

This training programme provides an introduction to the complex subject of safety engineering in industrial machines
and systems. The aim is to make participants more aware of the problems in the design aspects of safety engineering
and help trainees understand safety engineering equipment and hazard analysis methods. The training programme
is based on an amended version of the EC machinery directive 2006/42/EC. How is the overall performance level of a
technical safety measure determined? The training programme explains concepts such as probability of failure (POF),
diagnostic coverage (DC), common cause failure (CCF), redundancy and diversity. There is also a detailed explanation
of all the components for safety equipment for about four hours of study time.
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EPLAN Education

The EPLAN Education software includes altogether three programs, which are EPLAN Electric P8, EPLAN Fluid as well
as EPLAN PPE. The concept deftly bridges the gap between industrial practice and the requirements of training and
further education. Integrated electrical and fluid engineering, electrical, measurement and control technology enable
mechatronic design processes to be conveyed comprehensively. This means that anyone, whether during training,
studies or later in practical applications, can design an entire functional system, based on the knowledge from the
classroom which can be transferred to real life practical applications. The EPLAN software also includes a broad range
of training documentation, online help and video demos. EPLAN Electric P8 is the new CAE dimension for effective
planning of complex electrotechnical control systems, including support for PLCs, bus systems and assembly planning.
A technological lead can be gained with optional graphics and object orientation, variant construction and workgroup
engineering. EPLAN Fluid is meant for specialist and logic controlled development of hydraulic, pneumatic, cooling,
lubrication and refrigeration systems. EPLAN Fluid combines CAD functionality with unique logic and automatizes
documentation, including test functions and standards compliance checks. Additionally, EPLAN PPE (Process Plant
Engineering) represents professional planning of electrical, measurement and control technology and design of process
engineering machines and systems. The EPLAN PPE engineering system supports the entire planning of a system, from
the creation of system overviews, P&ID diagrams, management of process control tasks to comprehensive automation
technology documentation. Last but not least, with EPLAN Pro Panel it is possible to layout mounting panels and
enclosures in 3D and to derive the corresponding documentation and production drawings accurately, simply and
rapidly. The optional module supports cross-discipline designing of electrical engineering and fluid power – in an
integrated project database.

Installation and Training

One important aspect before conducting training using the electrical drives and machines environment as well as the
various software tools is to provide the right installation of the equipment, infrastructure, accessories, tools and the
corresponding facilities. This will be accomplished by Festo Didactic experts within the field of electrical engineering,
drives and machines, having a profound experience and being able to meet any local requirements. In case further
laboratories will be established having the same set of equipment and software tools, then training can however take
place in parallel and together.

Training, especially training in the technical field, is only efficient when all trainers involved are extensively
trained in their designated field and training approach. Only well trained and motivated trainers are able
to motivate students thereafter, therefore any kind of the so-called ‘train-the-trainer’ aspect should not
be neglected. Upon necessity, revision training should be considered on a frequent basis.

In case the laboratory conceptualisation on hand will be established as a stand-alone laboratory solution, a training
duration of at least eight to ten days is recommended, however, theory shall be trained well in advance. As aforesaid,
in case the laboratory of electrical drives and machines is part of various laboratory installations, then this time could
possible be covered in related laboratories respectively other technologies.

Further Information

As already mentioned, since Festo Didactic is constantly further developing and adding new equipment and software
media to its existing wide range, further and latest information can always be accessed using the website of Festo
Didactic, www.festo-didactic.com. This also includes further information regarding installation requirements.
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Introduction

Alongside industrial robotics, which is as well a conceptualisation within Teciam, the markets needs and requirements
for mobile robots and mobile robotic applications is gaining increasingly importance. Therefore the concept laboratory
on hand focuses solely on the entire topic of mobile robotics, mobile mechatronics as well as communication with such
devices. Apart from the core application, the concept on hand covers further technologies within the fields of electrical
engineering, software engineering, communication, electrical drive technology, sensorics, vision systems, kinetics
and programming techniques. Within industry, mobile robots are used as autonomous guided vehicles for material
transport reasons, quality inspection whenever human beings are not able to reach certain areas such as in pipelines
or hazardous environments and supportive devices. Further applications of mobile robots are for instance rescue
robots, additionally so-called humanoid robots or robot systems used as security devices or fire services. However,
within the conceptualisation on hand the main focus is on industrial applications including the versatile possibilities
of attachments to the robot device.

Picture I_01: Example of Robotino

Training Approach

Based on Festo Didactic experience, training being conducted in the field of mobile robotics shall take place in two
different kind of scenario. During the first and initial learning sequences, students can work alone on their robot, or
even use a virtual simulation and programming environment. At a later stage, training can take place in a group of two
trainees. This fosters not only the technical experience and knowledge, but also the soft-skills and communication
attempt. Each student or each group of trainees work on the Robotino, which is the name of the mobile robot training
equipment and shown in the picture above, Picture I_01, in constant combination with a computer system. Together
with the hardware equipment, other training media are being used, such as programming software, virtual reality tools
and software media. The laboratory layout is split up into a programming area as well as an application area whereby
platforms are used to move Robotino and perform various tasks along with the equipment being attached. Whenever
the hardware is not used, normal classroom training can be conducted by use of the computer systems following the
instructors presentations. For this purpose, the set-up of the laboratory avoids a narrow view of the instructor and its
displays.
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Technology Contents

The following overview and table, Table I_01, provides an overview of Robotino training contents used for training
purposes within the conceptualisation on hand of mobile robotics. In addition, the table provides an overview of some
attachments which further provide different training aspects.

Equipment

Training contents

Robotino

The basic Robotino system comprises already various technologies such as
motors, controllers, wireless connectivity, various different sensors and a
camera system. Together with the computer various programming languages
as well as communication training contents can be very well covered.

Navigation System

The Northstar Navigation System supports Robotino in one of the main areas
of difficulty, which is navigation itself. Robotino itself is navigated in relative
dimensions, whereby with the implementation of the navigation system also
absolute movements and positioning is possible.

Logistic Kit

The gripper and logistic kit add, as the name already expresses, the topic of
easy logistics and material handling to the existing training and application
contents. For this purpose, a gripper is mounted on the Robotino allowing to
perform easy handling of round objects.

Gyroscope Sensor

With Robotino, one training aim is also the topic of odometry. In order to
achieve a higher precision with Robotino a gyroscope sensor will be integrated
onto Robotino. This provides an additional standard method for calculating
the current position and relative starting position.

Table I_01: Training contents of mobile robotics technology

Within this laboratory conceptualisation on hand the focus is made on the equipment itself, respectively all the various
attachments and tools. The integration of Robotino in larger systems and handling applications is made in another
laboratories within Teciam, whereby the focus is made on the application itself, and not intensively on Robotino solely.
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Training Aims and Core Competencies

According to the equipment as described in the previous paragraph, the following tables, Tables I_02 to I_05, provide
an overview of the training aims and core competencies which should be achieved by conducting appropriate training
with Robotino and the attachments.

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Robotino and RobotinoView

Robotino, electrical components, elements and basic function
Basic programming using RobotinoView software
Advanced programming using C, C++, Java and other languages
Using distance sensors and inductive sensor for moving Robotino
Using the camera module for moving Robotino
Wireless communication, access points and networks

Table I_02: Training aims of Robotino

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Northstar Navigation

Components, elements and basic function
Northstar projector and Northstar sensor
General physics of infrared technologies
Setting up the Nortstar infrared localisation system
Moving Robotino using Northstar
Integrating various other Robotinos

Table I_03: Training aims of the navigation system

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Logistics kit

Electrical gripper technology
Mechanical assembly and integration
Analogue inductive sensor integration
Through beam sensor for object detection
Camera module used for detecting workpieces
Performing various logistics exercises with Robotino

Table I_04: Training aims of the logistics kit

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Gyroscope sensor

Basic theory of odometry and movement
Basic functionality of a gyroscope sensor
Calculation of positions and programming movements
Integration of the gyroscope sensor into Robotino
Programming using the gyroscope derivations
Programming closed-loop motor control with Robotino

Table I_05: Training aims of the gyroscope sensor
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Laboratory Facilities

To be able to conduct sustainable training, especially whereby hands-on training cannot be neglected, it is indispensable
to provide adequate training equipment and facilities for the trainer as well as for students. Laboratory design, work
environment as well as equipment design is an important factor to conduct technical training. Regarding the equipment
itself, Festo Didactic uses solely real industrial equipment to compose its technology packages. On the one hand side,
real industrial equipment facilitates the approach of bridging the gap between institutional based training and training
on the job. Thus, students are being trained on equipment which they will face later on in real environments. On the
other hand side, real industrial components are more reliable regarding the period of operation, upgradeability and
spare parts if required. Another important aspect is safety, security as well as the training of maintenance and service.

Training, especially hands-on training in the technical field is only efficient when an appropriate
laboratory environment is provided. Thus, a comprehensive approach starts with the laboratory design
itself, is further to be recognized within the workstation as well as the major part, the equipment itself.
Through the medium of design, students should be already motivated to discover the technical subtlety!

Laboratory Design

The laboratory covering mobile robotics, as the virtual impression is shown in the picture further below, Picture I_02,
comprises in the centre of the classroom one larger application platform whereby the exercises with the Robotino can
be performed. In certain cases a second platform shall be added, however this is not explicitly drawn in the virtual
classroom. On the surface of this platform metal or coloured strips can be fixed so that the Robotino can either follow
the metal line with the inductive sensor, or follows a coloured line with the camera module. Also various objects can
easily be placed onto the platform. Around the platform student tables are located with the computer itself, as well as
the accessories and tools such as the logistic kits, the grippers and additional sensors. Apart from the major equipment,
accessories such as a computer network is taken into account, but not explicitly drawn in the layout. In order to provide
a nice and warm ambient of the laboratory, curtains, posters and flowers should be a decorative matter.

Picture I_02: Virtual impression of the mobile robotics laboratory
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Laboratory Accessories

In order to provide an adequate learning arrangement, several laboratory accessories should be implemented in the
training environment. As aforesaid, this is for instance a computer network, which may be realized as a client-server
based architecture. This allows the trainer gaining access to the students’ computers and the possibility to check
which kind of exercises they have performed successfully. Further on, the network allows the students to print on the
laboratory printer. Last but not least, whenever a Web Based Media Library is being implemented, then trainees shall
also obtain access to the intranet of the institution. Further accessories, such as a printer, a projector, storage shelves
as well as whiteboards and chairs are obvious.

Equipment Details

Learning with innovative technology, practice-orientated training and demand driven training with industrial
components provides all trainees with the necessary confidence for everyday work and their future employability.
Therefore the following paragraphs provide an overview of the equipment items for one student workplace following
the structure of the training packages as shown in Table I_01.

Robotino

The equipment set Robotino comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to
one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x Robotino 			
2 1x Set of batteries and one charger			
3 1x Set of sensors, tools, cables and connectors			
		

1x CD Rom with software and multimedia, one Systainer			
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Northstar Navigation

The equipment set Northstar Navigation and the Gyroscope Sensor comprises of the components as shown and listed

Gyroscope Sensor

below. Each item and quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied.

1 1x Northstar projector			
2 1x Northstar sensor			
3 1x Gyroscope sensor			

Logistic Kit

The equipment set Logistic Kit comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers
to one single equipment set to be supplied.

1 1x Electric gripper for Robotino			
2 1x Inductive sensor, analogue			
3 1x Flat storage			
4 1x Workpiece set ‚Cylinder bodies‘			
5 1x Aluminium tape			
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Accessories for Robotino

To provide a complete viable system, several important accessories are strongly recommended, therefore the following
table lists further details. Some minor accessories will not be shown, such as cables, connectors or supply cables. The
quantities refer to one workplace only, however except the platform.

1 2x Platform for Robotino movements and applications			
2 1x Digital multimeter including accessories			
3 1x WLAN Access Point			
4 1x Set of tools and accessories			

Teaching Media

What is the best training equipment for teaching purposes without appropriate teaching material? To provide an
answer to this question, Festo Didactic offers a wide range of teaching media to put a holistic concept of technical
training on firm footing.

Training, especially technical training including a hands-on approach is only efficient with the right blend
of media! Therefore three major aspects need to be considered: real industrial equipment for teaching
purposes, appropriate software along with the blended-learning approach and finally teachware in
forms of textbooks, exercises, data sheets and workbooks.

In the following paragraphs, the teaching media part is split into the section of teachware, whereby textbooks and
workbooks will be mentioned. Further on, one section will provide an overview about the software media which
supports the teacher as well as the trainee according to the equipment details as described.

Textbooks and Workbooks

The following table, Table I_6, presents all textbooks, workbooks and exercise media according to the technology
packages in the field of electrical drive technology.

Robotino®

Instructor‘s handbook

Equipment

Workbooks, Textbooks and Exercises

Robotino

Workbook
Book of exercises

NorthStar Navigation

Manual for Northstar Sensor

Gyroscope Sensor

Documentation on CD Rom

Table I_6: Overview of teachware such as books, workbooks and exercises
Festo Didactic
544307 EN
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Software

Following our approach of providing expedient training concepts, the following paragraphs provide all information
regarding the range of software based media in the field of mobile robotics. In the first case, trainees can gather some
preliminary experience in the field of electrical engineering and machines by using so-called Web Based Media, which
could be accessible via the intranet, but also as a local installation. Once students have acquired some background
information about various technologies, hands-on exercises on the real industrial equipment should corroborate this
knowledge. Afterwards design and simulation software tools in combination with the hardware allows the trainee
to foster its skills and knowledge in the corresponding technical field. This educational approach follows our ideas
of establishing a blended-learning arrangement. The following paragraphs provide all necessary information about
software tools to understand the right way of its designated usage.

Actuators - DC Motor

Using the everyday example of a car park access control system, the trainee learns the basics of a mechatronic system.
Building on this, the training program determines what function the actuators have in the controller. A DC motor is
then studied in more detail as an example of a typical actuator, for example its structure and the laws which govern its
operation. Further chapters cover speed control and the use of data sheets as well as the transmission ratios which can
be achieved by using a gearbox. This web based media provides about two hours of learning time.

Machine Vision

Machine Vision, the use of camera systems in production, is a relatively young, but swiftly growing area in automation
technology. This web based training unit deals with industrial image processing, from the creation of images up to
the evaluation of the information in the picture. Working from actual practical industrial applications, students can
follow all the steps in the image processing project in a practical manner. The basic knowledge required for this is
clearly explained in the individual chapters of the technical knowledge module. In the components module, cameras
and lighting systems are presented using examples. About four hours of learning time is provided by this programme.

Robotino SIM Professional

Robotino SIM Professional is an ideal virtual learning environment for working with Robotino. Identifying differences
based on actual behaviour is the key to grasping, analysing and understanding new physical and technical phenomena.
The software enables trainees to create any virtual 3D working environments for Robotino and then to simulate the
program created. The Robotino library includes additional components such as grippers, slides, laser scanners and
workpieces. Students are notified of new components in the library via the Internet. The editor and the complete
model library in LabCreator provide trainees with an outstanding working environment for quickly and easily creating
attractive virtual scenarios for Robotino. The Robotino simulation model comprises the geometric model with three
omnidirectional drives, two inductive analogue sensors, two digital optical sensors, nine distances sensors, a camera,
sensor in the chassis protection strip.
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Installation and Training

One important aspect before conducting training using the mobile robotics environment as well as the various software
tools is to provide the right installation of the equipment, infrastructure, accessories, tools and the corresponding
facilities. This will be accomplished by Festo Didactic experts within the field of robotics and machines, having a
profound experience and being able to meet any local requirements. In case further laboratories will be established
having the same set of equipment and software tools, then training can however take place in parallel and together.

Training, especially training in the technical field, is only efficient when all trainers involved are extensively
trained in their designated field and training approach. Only well trained and motivated trainers are able
to motivate students thereafter, therefore any kind of the so-called ‘train-the-trainer’ aspect should not
be neglected. Upon necessity, revision training should be considered on a frequent basis.

In case the laboratory conceptualisation on hand will be established as a stand-alone laboratory solution, a training
duration of at least five to eight days is recommended, however, theory shall be trained well in advance. As aforesaid,
in case the laboratory of mobile robotics is part of various laboratory installations, then this time could possible be
covered in related laboratories respectively other technologies.

Further Information

As already mentioned, since Festo Didactic is constantly further developing and adding new equipment and software
media to its existing wide range, further and latest information can always be accessed using the website of Festo
Didactic, www.festo-didactic.com. This also includes further information regarding installation requirements.
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Introduction

Whenever industrial processes need to be controlled, one part can never be neglected: the major field of programmable
logic controllers. Together with the networking and communication area of fieldbus technologies they form the core
equipment of electronics and control applications. Therefore the following technology concept covers all major fields
of the technologies as aforesaid. All Festo Didactic training is conducted on several packages, which are divided
into technical fields relevant to the topic to be taught, providing expedient exercises by hands-on training as well
as in depth technology training. Further on, blended-learning arrangements are implemented wherever applicable to
provide insights and further opportunities to simulate, demonstrate and even control real circuits and applications, as
the following picture, Picture J_01 shows.

Picture J_01: Example of a blended-learning arrangement in controllers

Training Approach

Based on Festo Didactic experience, training being conducted in the field of logic controllers and fieldbus system shall
take place in a group of two persons, under certain circumstances three shall be however the maximum. This fosters
not only the technical experience and knowledge, but also the soft-skills and communication attempt. Each group of
trainees work on a workstation equipped with the training packages in combination with a computer system. Together
with the hardware equipment, other training media are being used, such as textbooks, workbooks and software media.
The laboratory layout along with the equipment allows further on different kind of training. Whenever the hardware
is not used, normal classroom training can be conducted by use of the computer systems following the instructors
presentations. For this purpose, the set-up of the laboratory avoids a narrow view of the instructor and its displays.
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Technology Contents

The following overview and table, Table J_01, provides an overview of the so-called Technology Packages TP’s used
for training purposes within the conceptualisation on hand of controllers and fieldbus technology. As aforesaid, Festo
Didactic usually provides such equipment sets focussing each on a certain technology accordingly.

Equipment

Training Contents

PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

The EduTrainer concept, together with the programming tool Step 7, allows

AS-Interface CP343-2

in the first case basic training in standardized programming languages such

EduTrainer Concept

as ladder diagram, instruction list or function chart according to IEC-1131-3.
Further on, Step 7 specific tools such as programming and simulation tools
are included, providing a real industrial developing tool for logical controllers.

Equipment set for PLC

The training package TP 301 allows practical applications in the field of

TP 301

basic sensorics and actuator applications, by means of electropneumatic
components. Most are application criteria in the field of industrial automation
solutions covering sequence control and parallel logic.

Equipment set for AS-Interface

The training package TP 401 contains equipment and components for

TP 401

automation and industrial communication in the field of the actor-sensor
interface. The example of an AS-Interface is used to impart basic knowledge
for the area of industrial communication, which future technicians will require
in industrial practice for the configuration and commissioning of automation
systems networked via AS-Interface.

Equipment set for Profibus-DP

The training package TP 402 Profibus-DP contains equipment and components

TP 402

for automation and industrial communication. The example of a Profibus-DP
is used to impart knowledge about fieldbus technology, building up a masterslave configuration as well as areas of maintenance and fault finding are dealt
with in conjunction with the elimination of faults during commissioning.

Sensors for Object Detection

The subject of sensors for object detection is covered extensively in the TP

TP 1311

1311 equipment set. The topics include configuration, function, areas of
application and the selection of sensors based on the requirements of an
application. The equipment set contains sensors with analogue and binary
output signals, although the focus is on binary output signals. These sensors
are called proximity switches.

Touchpanel Siemens

Equipped with practical functions and a large user memory, the Siemens

TP 177B

Touch Panel TP177B Colour PN/DP can be used wherever the operation and
monitoring of machines and systems directly on-site is called for, whether
in production, process or configuring automation. A touch panel therefore
provides you with an advanced method of operating and monitoring stations.

Table J_01: Training contents of controllers and fieldbus technologies
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Training Aims and Core Competencies

According to the equipment sets as described in the previous paragraph, the following tables, Tables J_02 to J_07,
provide an overview of the training aims and core competencies which should be achieved by conducting appropriate
training in controllers and fieldbus technologies.

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

Structure and components of a programmable logic controller

AS-Interface CP343-2

Input- and Output modules of the SIMATIC Series

EduTrainer Concept

Describing the function, construction principles and operations
Describing the programming structure of a PLC program
Programming using digital and analogue signals
Programming using AS-Interface and Profibus-DP

Table J_02: Training aims of PLC

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Equipment set for PLC

Physical fundamentals, components and equipment

TP 301

Building up circuits in electropneumatics
Electrical wiring with PLC and actuators
Programming PLC programs for various circuits
Sequence control and parallel logic

(similar picture)

Troubleshooting and fault finding

Table J_03: Training aims of PLC applications

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Equipment set for AS-Interface

AS-Interface fundamentals

TP 401

AS-Interface transmission system
AS-Interface master/slave
Configuration of an AS-Interface network with Step 7
Connecting and programming bus stations
Circuit design and real AS-Interface applications

Table J_04: Training aims of AS-Interface

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Equipment set for Profibus-DP

Profibus DP -Interface fundamentals

TP 402

Profibus DP -Interface transmission system
Profibus DP -Interface master/slave
Configuration of a Profibus DP -Interface network with STEP 7
Connecting and programming bus stations
Circuit design and real Profibus applications

Table J_05: Training aims of Profibus-DP
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Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Sensors for Object Detection

Basic principles and fundamentals of sensors

TP 1311

Magnetic proximity switches
Inductive proximity switches
Optical proximity switches
Capacitive proximity switches
Inductive sensors (analogue)

Table J_06: Training aims of sensors for object detection

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Touchpanel Siemens

Physical fundamentals, components and equipment

TP 177B

Operation and monitoring machines and systems
Programming using WinCC Flexible
Connection to PLC and integration
Connection to fieldbus systems
Fault finding and troubleshooting

Table J_07: Training aims of a touch panel

Laboratory Facilities

To be able to conduct sustainable training, especially whereby hands-on training cannot be neglected, it is indispensable
to provide adequate training equipment and facilities for the trainer as well as for students. Laboratory design, work
environment as well as equipment design is an important factor to conduct technical training. Regarding the equipment
itself, Festo Didactic uses solely real industrial equipment to compose its technology packages.

Training, especially hands-on training in the technical field is only efficient when an appropriate
laboratory environment is provided. Thus, a comprehensive approach starts with the laboratory design
itself, is further to be recognized within the workstation as well as the major part, the equipment itself.
Through the medium of design, students should be already motivated to discover the technical subtlety!

On the one hand side, real industrial equipment facilitates the approach of bridging the gap between institutional
based training and training on the job. Thus, students are being trained on equipment which they will face later on in
real industrial processes. On the other hand side, real industrial components are more reliable regarding the period
of operation, upgradeability and spare parts if required. Another important aspect is safety, security as well as the
training of maintenance and service.
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Laboratory Design

The laboratory for controllers and fieldbus technology is designed to host altogether twelve students, working in groups
of two trainees on six single-sided workbenches and six student tables as it can be seen in the virtual impression of this
laboratory in the picture further below, Picture J_02. As already mentioned, one major aspect of the design is to provide
the trainees an unrestrained view on the teachers desk as well as the boards. Further on, the computer systems are
located close to the workstation, in order to be implemented in a blended-learning arrangement and therefore being
connected to the equipment. Whenever hands-on training is taking place, both trainees can work on the workstation, or
one trainee is using the equipment and the other one is using the computer system. Apart from the major equipment,
accessories such as a computer network, central power supply as well as central compressed-air supply are taken into
account, but not explicitly drawn in the layout. In order to provide a nice and warm ambient of the laboratory, curtains,
posters and flowers should be a decorative matter.

Picture J_02: Virtual impression of the laboratory for controllers and fieldbus

Laboratory Accessories

In order to provide an adequate learning arrangement, several laboratory accessories should be implemented in the
training environment. As aforesaid, this is for instance a computer network, which may be realized as a client-server
based architecture. This allows the trainer gaining access to the students’ computers and the possibility to check
which kind of exercises they have performed successfully. Further on, the network allows the students to print on the
laboratory printer. Last but not least, whenever a Web Based Media Library is being implemented, then trainees shall
also obtain access to the intranet of the institution. Further accessories, such as a printer, a projector, storage shelves
as well as whiteboards and chairs are obvious.
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Workstation System

One workstation in the controllers and fieldbus technology laboratory consists of a single-sided, basic stationary unit
with a cable duct and various assembly units. On top of the side profile columns an ER mounting frame is mounted,
hosting all electrical components to be used for training purposes, in particular electropneumatics. This ensures that
a clear visible secession of electropneumatic and electric components facilitates the different training approaches, as
it can be seen as an example in the picture as follows, Picture J_03. Underneath the lower ER mounting frame a level
profile is placed, hosting components which are frequently used. As shown in the laboratory layout, each workstation
has further on one inclined aluminium profile plate in the size of 700 to 700 mm, hosting all electropneumatic circuits
and sensors during training hours.

Picture J_03: Example of a single sided workstation

Other cables, such as the main power supply, are suspended on a cable guide on one of the side profile columns.
Rounding up the entire appearance of the workbench, all different equipment sets are being stored in mobile containers.
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Quick-Fix Mounting

Obviously, one of the most important aspects of the laboratory forms the training equipment for PLC technology, ASInterface, Profibus-DP, Sensorics and the other technologies as already stated above. Most of the pneumatic and sensor
components are assembled on the patented Quick-Fix mounting system. Together with the profile plate, components
can easily, safely and with little effort fixed on the universal profile plate to build up the circuits and exercises.

Using Festo Didactics patented Quick-Fix mounting system together with the profile plates, all pneumatic
circuits can be build up quickly, safely and with little effort. Therefore trainers and trainees safe up time
in building up the circuits, thus more time for the actual training purposes remain! Our motto: Plug it clamp it - done!

Further on, nearly all single items are real industrial components, enabling training as close as possible to industrial
reality. Learning with innovative technology, practice-orientated training and demand driven training with industrial
components provides all trainees with the necessary confidence for everyday work and their future employability.
Therefore the following paragraphs provide an overview of the equipment items for one workbench following the
structure of the training packages as shown in Table J_01.

PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

The equipment set PLC comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to one

AS-Interface CP343-2

single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x EduTrainer Universal with Siemens 314C-2PN/DP			
2 1x S7 CP343-2 AS-Interface master module			
3 1x 24 digital inputs 			
4 1x 16 digital outputs			
5 1x 4 analogue inputs			
6 1x 2 analogue outputs			
7 1x EduTrainer mounting rack in the size of A4			
8 1x Various input and output plugs, accessories			
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Equipment set for Logic Controllers

The equipment set TP 301 for logic controllers comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and
quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x Signal input, electrical 			
2 1x Indicator unit and distributor, electrical 			
3 1x Proximity sensor, inductive, M12 			
4 1x Proximity sensor, capacitive, M12 			
5 1x Proximity sensor, optical, M12 			
6 4x Electronic Proximity switch with cylinder attachment 			
7 1x 5/2-way solenoid valve with LED 			
8 1x 5/2-way double solenoid valve with LED 			
9 1x Single-acting cylinder 			
10 2x Double-acting cylinder 			
11 1x Start-up valve with filter control valve 			
12 1x Manifold 			
13 2x Plastic tubing 4 x 0.75 Silver 10 m			
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Sensors for Object Detection

The equipment set Sensors for object detection TP 1311 comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each
item and quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x Proximity switch, magneto-resistive 			
2 1x Proximity switch, inductive, M12 			
3 1x Proximity switch, inductive, M18 			
4 1x Analog sensor, inductive, M12 			
5 1x One-way light barrier, receiver 			
6 1x One-way light barrier, transmitter 			
7 1x Fibre-optic unit 			
8 1x Fibre-optic cable 			
9 1x Retro-reflective sensor 			
10 1x Reflector (triple mirror), 20 mm 			
11 1x Diffuse sensor with background suppression 			
12 1x Capacitive sensor, 1 – 8 mm, N/O contact 			
13 1x Indicator unit and distributor, electrical 			
14 1x Positioning slide 			
15 1x Set of test objects			
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Equipment set AS-Interface

The equipment set TP 401 covering the AS-Interface technology comprises of the components as shown and listed
below. Each item and quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x AS-Interface power supply 			
2 1x AS-Interface I/O connection unit 			
3 1x AS-Interface control unit 			
4 1x AS-Interface valve terminal (4 valve slices) 			
5 1x AS-interface diffuse sensor 			
6 1x AS-Interface single valve interface 			
7 1x Universal connection unit, digital (SysLink) 			
8 1x Stack magazine module 			
9 1x Changer module 			
10 2x AS-Interface cable 50 cm			
11 2x AS-Interface cable 125 cm			
12 1x I/O data cable with SysLink connector (IEEE 488) at both ends, 2.5 m		
13 2x Sensor cable M8/M8, 50 cm, Type 1			
14 1x Sensor cable M8/M8, 50 cm, Type 2			
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Equipment set Profibus-DP

The equipment set TP 402 covering the Profibus-DP technology comprises of the components as shown and listed
below. Each item and quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x SIMATIC S7 EduTrainer ET 200S			
2 1x Profibus-DP valve terminal (8 valve slices), with 16-way input stage 		
3 2x Universal connection unit, digital (SysLink) 			
4 1x Stack magazine module 			
5 1x Changer module 			
6 2x Profibus cable 2.0 m			
7 2x I/O data cable with SysLink connector (IEEE 488) at both ends, 2.5 m		
8 2x Sensor cable M8/M8, 50 cm, Type 1			
9 1x Sensor cable M8/M8, 50 cm, Type 2			
10 2x Sensor cable, M8/safety plug 100 cm			
11 1x Sensor cable, M8/safety plug 100 cm			
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Touchpanel TP 177B

The equipment set TP 177B covering the technology of touch panels comprises of the components as shown and listed
below. Each item and quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x Touchpanel Siemens TP 177B in format of A4 frame			
2 1x Front panel and back cover			
3 1x Touchpanel 177B with 256 colors			
4 1x Profibus, Profinet and USB Interface			
5 1x S7 MPI and Ethernet cable			
6 1x MC Documentation on CD Rom

Accessories for Controllers and Fieldbus

		

To provide a complete viable system, several important accessories are strongly recommended, therefore the following
table lists further details. Some minor accessories will not be shown, such as cables, connectors or power supply
cables. In case no central compressed air is available then also compressors will need to be added.

1 1x Power supply unit for mounting frame			
2 1x Universal cable set, 4mm, incl. safety plugs			
3 1x Oscilloscope			
4 1x Digital multimeter			
5 1x Programming adaptors for PLC with USB connection			
6 1x Connection unit, analog			
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training on firm footing.

Training, especially technical training including a hands-on approach is only efficient with the right blend
of media! Therefore three major aspects need to be considered: real industrial equipment for teaching
purposes, appropriate software along with the blended-learning approach and finally teachware in
forms of textbooks, exercises, data sheets and workbooks.

In the following paragraphs, the teaching media part is split into the section of teachware, whereby textbooks and
workbooks will be mentioned. Further on, one section will provide an overview about the software media which
supports the teacher as well as the trainee according to the equipment details as described.

Textbooks and Workbooks
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Sensors for object detection
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The following table, Table J_08, presents all textbooks, workbooks and exercise media according to the technology
packages in the field of PLC, AS-Interface, Profibus-DP, Sensors and others.
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What is the best training equipment for teaching purposes without appropriate teaching material? To provide an
answer to this question, Festo Didactic offers a wide range of teaching media to put a holistic concept of technical
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Festo Didactic
566920 en

Equipment set for PLC

Workbook

TP 301

Exercise Sheets for Trainees

Equipment set for AS-Interface

AS-Interface technology, workbook

TP 401

Siemens AS-Interface Master

Equipment set for Profibus-DP

Profibus DP technology, workbook

TP 402

Decentralization with Profibus DP, textbook

Sensors for Object Detection

Workbook

TP 1311

Exercise Sheets for Trainees

Touchpanel Siemens

MC Documentation on CD Rom

TP 177B

Programming with WinCC Flexible

Table J_08: Overview of teachware such as books, workbooks and exercises
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Software

Following our approach of providing expedient training concepts, the following paragraphs provide all information
regarding the range of software based media in the field of electropneumatics, logic controllers, fieldbus technology
and various others. In the first case, trainees can gather some preliminary experience in the field of electropneumatics
or fieldbus technology by using so-called Web Based Media, which could be accessible via the intranet, but also
as a local installation. Once students have acquired some background information about various technologies,
hands-on exercises on the real industrial equipment should corroborate this knowledge. Afterwards simulation and
measuring software tools in combination with the hardware allows the trainee to foster its skills and knowledge in
the corresponding technical field. This educational approach follows our ideas of establishing a blended-learning
arrangement. The following paragraphs provide all necessary information about software tools to understand the right
way of its designated usage.

Sensor Technology 1

The first part of sensor technology focuses on sensors in pneumatics for about two hours of learning time. This training
program deals in detail with the sensors used to detect end position on cylinders and with pressure and flow sensors
in pneumatic systems. Based on a complex example from industrial practice, trainees are taught to select suitable
sensors. The necessary basic knowledge for this is provided in the technical knowledge and components modules, to
which trainees can refer at any time. All training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the narrative
text can be viewed on the sitemap. The picture as follows, Picture J_04, provides an idea its appearance.

Picture J_04: WBT Sensor Technology 1 and 2

Sensor Technology 2

The second part of sensor technology focuses on sensors for object detection for about two hours of learning time. This
training program deals in detail with the sensors used to detect objects in automated systems. Based on a complex
example from industrial practice, trainees are taught to select the suitable sensors. The necessary basic knowledge
for this is provided in the technical knowledge and components modules, to which students can refer at any time. All
training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the narrative text can be viewed on the sitemap. The
picture above, Picture J_04, provides an idea of its design.
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Fieldbus Technology

The multimedia and interactive training program will teach trainees the basics of Fieldbus technology. It is suitable
for beginners who would like to get an overview of the subject. Animations are used to illustrate various practical
examples. All relevant terms on the subject of bus technology can be found in the integrated lexicon. In total, this web
based training program provides about two hours of learning time.

CIROS Mechatronics

CIROS Mechatronics is the virtual learning environment for Mechatronics with a focus on PLC controlled systems. It
offers an ideal working environment for PLC programming based on Siemens Step 7 and includes a virtual learning
environment for the mechatronic training system MPS, which will be integrated in another laboratory conceptualisation.
The comprehensive model library contains 3D process models of all MPS stations, various conveyor systems and a high
bay warehouse. When networked with the CIROS Automation Suite, this can be extended or modified. The picture as
follows, Picture J_05, provides an impression of its appearance.

Picture J_05: CIROS Mechatronics

Activation of the models can be done immediately from the integrated virtual S7-PLC, from Step 7 of the simulated
SIMATIC Controller S7-PLCSIM or via the Easy-Port of any other external hardware PLC. In manual mode single-step
movements can be performed and compiled to form flow sequences without programming. Additionally, powerful
error simulation with multiple error scenarios including adjustment errors for sensors. Setting errors is password
protected. Locating and eliminating errors can be logged and the results can be evaluated, thus enabling trainees to
design effective training for systematic commissioning and repair in the event of malfunctions within the simulation
environment. Last but not least, 3D real time simulation with all the features of CIROS Studio.
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Siemens Step 7 Professional

The Siemens software Step 7 professional contains the programming languages Statement List (STL), Function
Chart (FCH) and Ladder Diagram (LDR) (basic package) as well as STEP 7-SCL, STEP 7-GRAPH, Distributed Safety, S7Technology software package and distributed intelligence iMap. It facilitates the realisation of networked solutions with
SIMATIC S7-300/-400 systems, SIMATIC C7. The professional version of this software package also contains the S7PLCSIM simulation software. By using the simulation software S7-PLCSIM it is possible to carry out the functional test
of the SIMATIC S7 user blocks on PG/PC regardless of the availability of the target hardware. Detection and elimination
of program errors are therefore possible at a much earlier stage during the development of the PLC program.

WinCC Flexible

Siemens SIMATIC WinCC and SIMATIC WinCC Flexible are computer based control and monitoring systems designed
for the visualisation and control of processes, sequences and machines. Within the Teciam conceptualisation on hand,
mainly WinCC Flexible shall be used to visualize processes on various touch panels being integrated into different
hardware systems. Integrated are further a range of engineering tools for configuring SIMATIC HMI operator units,
the control element of SIMATIC C7 units, SIMOTION and SINUMERIK panel PCs and the computer based visualisation
software WinCC flexible runtime. Together with Siemens Step 7, all digital and analogue control parts are being
realised. Obviously, within the industry various other visualisation and monitoring tools are available such as InTouch,
or software environments from manufacturers of complete DCS plant applications, however, this would go far beyond
the learning objectives of the entire Teciam composition.

EPLAN Education

The EPLAN Education software includes altogether three programs, which are EPLAN Electric P8, EPLAN Fluid as well
as EPLAN PPE. The concept deftly bridges the gap between industrial practice and the requirements of training and
further education. Integrated electrical and fluid engineering, electrical, measurement and control technology enable
mechatronic design processes to be conveyed comprehensively. This means that anyone, whether during training,
studies or later in practical applications, can design an entire functional system, based on the knowledge from the
classroom which can be transferred to real life practical applications. The EPLAN software also includes a broad range
of training documentation, online help and video demos. EPLAN Electric P8 is the new CAE dimension for effective
planning of complex electrotechnical control systems, including support for PLCs, bus systems and assembly planning.
A technological lead can be gained with optional graphics and object orientation, variant construction and workgroup
engineering. EPLAN Fluid is meant for specialist and logic controlled development of hydraulic, pneumatic, cooling,
lubrication and refrigeration systems. EPLAN Fluid combines CAD functionality with unique logic and automatizes
documentation, including test functions and standards compliance checks. Additionally, EPLAN PPE (Process Plant
Engineering) represents professional planning of electrical, measurement and control technology and design of process
engineering machines and systems. The EPLAN PPE engineering system supports the entire planning of a system, from
the creation of system overviews, P&ID diagrams, management of process control tasks to comprehensive automation
technology documentation. Last but not least, with EPLAN Pro Panel it is possible to layout mounting panels and
enclosures in 3D and to derive the corresponding documentation and production drawings accurately, simply and
rapidly. The optional module supports cross-discipline designing of electrical engineering and fluid power – in an
integrated project database.
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Installation and Training

One important aspect before conducting training using the controller and fieldbus environment as well as the
various software tools is to provide the right installation of the equipment, infrastructure, accessories, tools and the
corresponding facilities. This will be accomplished by Festo Didactic experts within the field of Mechatronics, having
a profound experience and being able to meet any local requirements. In case further laboratories will be established
having the same set of equipment and software tools, then training can however take place in parallel and together.

Training, especially training in the technical field, is only efficient when all trainers involved are extensively
trained in their designated field and training approach. Only well trained and motivated trainers are able
to motivate students thereafter, therefore any kind of the so-called ‘train-the-trainer’ aspect should not
be neglected. Upon necessity, revision training should be considered on a frequent basis.

In case the laboratory conceptualisation on hand will be established as a stand-alone laboratory solution, a training
duration of at least ten to fifteen days is recommended. As aforesaid, in case the laboratory of controllers and fieldbus
is part of various laboratory installations, then this time could possible be covered in related laboratories respectively
other technologies.

Further Information

As already mentioned, since Festo Didactic is constantly further developing and adding new equipment and software
media to its existing wide range, further and latest information can always be accessed using the website of Festo
Didactic, www.festo-didactic.com. This also includes further information regarding installation requirements.
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Introduction

One of the most important and influential technologies nowadays as well as in the future regarding Industrial
Automation and Mechatronics is the technology dealing solely with robotics. Therefore the following technology
concept on hand covers all major fields of the technology stated above, especially in focusing on processes that can
be accomplished using robotics. Most of Festo Didactic training solutions covering the so-called basic technologies is
conducted on equipment packages and learning systems, providing expedient exercises by hands-on training as well
as in-depth technology training. Further on, blended-learning arrangements are implemented wherever applicable to
provide insights and further opportunities to simulate, demonstrate and even control robotics applications. The picture
as follows, Picture K_01, shows one example of training on robotics technologies.

Picture K_01: Example of an application in robotics

Training Approach

Based on Festo Didactics experience, training being conducted in the field of robot technology and its applications
is taking place in a group of two trainees. This fosters not only the technical experience and knowledge, but also
the soft-skills and communication attempt. Trainees work on so-called MPS Stations comprising Robot and Assembly
together with computer systems. Therefore one trainee can make use of the real equipment whilst the other trainee is
programming and simulating offline. Together with the hardware equipment, other training media are being used, such
as textbooks, workbooks and software. The laboratory layout along with the equipment allows further on different kind
of training. Whenever the hardware is not used, normal classroom training can be conducted by use of the computer
systems. For this purpose, the set-up of the laboratory avoids a narrow view of the instructor and its displays.
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Modular Production System

The Modular Production System, in short MPS, allows industrial automation systems of different levels of complexity
to be modelled, respectively training contents to be covered. MPS is universal, modular and open to further system
expansion. This allows the system to be adapted to trainees’ prior knowledge and experience. Simple functions and
sequences form the basis up to complex production systems on a small scale, but including an option of gradually
being expanded to a complex integrated system. The picture further below, Picture K_02, shows an entire MPS
line, although only two stations, the Robot and Assembly Station are used within the conceptualisation on hand of
robotics. Whenever an extension of the laboratory is required, more MPS Stations may be added, therefore a general
introduction will follow in the proceeding paragraph. However, several other laboratory within the Teciam concept will
provide more MPS Stations anyway, so that the focus clearly remains on robot technology.

Picture K_02: Example of a combination of MPS Stations

The MPS range of products consists of different stations, providing different kind of core competencies according to
the needs and requirements to be trained. Different stations can be combined according to the material flow, building
up a complete small production line. The stations further on can be separated as well, allowing an approach of the core
competence training of each station’s major technology. Within robotics, the station of Robot and Assembly however
shall remain connected at any time.

Whenever MPS Stations need to be combined or being intended for separation, no additional wiring
or programming is necessary. This safes extraordinary time which can be very well used for the major
subject: training purposes. Further on, all MPS Stations can be controlled according to local industrial
standards, fostering the employability of trainees.

K-4
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Technology Contents

The following overview and table, Table K_01, provides an overview of the MPS Station Robot and Assembly used
for training purposes within the conceptualisation on hand of robot technology. As aforesaid, Festo Didactic usually
provides such stations focussing each on a certain technology accordingly.

Equipment

Training contents

MPS Station Robot

The most complex and for sure the most flexible handling device in an

MPS Station Assembly

industrial environment is for sure a robot. Therefore this learning arrangement,
consisting of a robot and an assembly station, deals solely with an application
of assembling parts using a robot. Different learning strategies can be applied
in the range of teaching, simulating as well as programming a robot as well as
in combination with an assembly task to be fulfilled by a robotics application.

Table K_01: Training contents of robot and assembly

Training Aims and Core Competencies

According to the equipment sets as described in the previous paragraph, the following tables, Tables K_02 and K_03,
provide an overview of the training aims and core competencies which should be achieved by conducting appropriate
training in robotics, assembly as well as material handling.

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

MPS Station Robot

Fundamentals of robot technology
Robot terminology
Robot programming
Commissioning of the entire sequence
Teaching a robot using the handheld device
Safety and security applications

Table K_02: Training aims of MPS Robot Station

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

MPS Station Assembly

Mechanical setup of a station
Correct wiring of electrical components
Correct application of limit switches
Introduction and application of automated assembly
Commissioning of the entire sequence
Integration of the station and combination with robot station

Table K_03: Training aims of MPS Assembly Station
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Laboratory Facilities

To be able to conduct sustainable training, especially whereby hands-on training cannot be neglected, it is indispensable
to provide adequate training equipment and facilities for the trainer as well as for students. Laboratory design, work
environment as well as equipment design is an important factor to conduct technical training. Regarding the equipment
itself, Festo Didactic uses solely real industrial equipment to compose its technology packages.

Training, especially hands-on training in the technical field is only efficient when an appropriate
laboratory environment is provided. Thus, a comprehensive approach starts with the laboratory design
itself, is further to be recognized within the stations as well as the major part, the equipment itself.
Through the medium of design, students should be already motivated to discover the technical subtlety!

On the one hand side, real industrial equipment facilitates the approach of bridging the gap between institutional
based training and training on the job. Thus, students are being trained on equipment which they will face later on in
real industrial processes. On the other hand side, real industrial components are more reliable regarding the period
of operation, upgradeability and spare parts if required. Another important aspect is safety, security as well as the
training of maintenance and service.

Laboratory Design

The laboratory for robot technology is designed to host altogether twelve students, working in groups of two trainees
on three MPS Robot and Assembly Stations and six student tables as it can be seen in the virtual impression of this
laboratory in the picture further below, Picture K_03. As already mentioned, one major aspect of the design is to provide
the trainees an unrestrained view on the teachers desk as well as the boards. Further on, the computer systems are
located close to the workstation, in order to be implemented in a blended-learning arrangement and therefore being
connected to the equipment. Whenever hands-on training is taking place, both trainees can work on the stations, whilst
the others use the virtual robot environment on the computer. Apart from the major equipment, accessories such as
a computer network and central power supply are taken into account, but not explicitly drawn in the layout. In order
to provide a nice and warm ambient of the laboratory, curtains, posters and flowers should be a decorative matter. A
future option for the laboratory on hand could be the newly designed Robot Vision Cell, as the picture further below,
Picture K_04, presents.

Laboratory Accessories

In order to provide an adequate learning arrangement, several laboratory accessories should be implemented in the
training environment. As aforesaid, this is for instance a computer network, which may be realized as a client-server
based architecture. This allows the trainer gaining access to the students’ computers and the possibility to check
which kind of exercises they have performed successfully. Further on, the network allows the students to print on the
laboratory printer. Last but not least, whenever a Web Based Media Library is being implemented, then trainees shall
also obtain access to the intranet of the institution. Further accessories, such as a printer, a projector, storage shelves
as well as whiteboards and chairs are obvious.
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Picture K_03: Virtual impression of the laboratory for robotics

Equipment Details

Learning with innovative technology, practice-orientated training and demand driven training with industrial
components provides all trainees with the necessary confidence for everyday work and their future employability.
Therefore the following paragraphs provide an overview of the equipment items for one student workplace following
the structure of the MPS Stations as shown in Table K_01.

Picture K_04: Robot Vision Cell as a posssible expansion
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Robot Station

The MPS Robot Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to one
single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS Station Robot, completely assembled including trolley			
2 1x Robot Mitsubishi RV-2SDB			
3 1x Robot Controller 			
4 1x Techbox as handheld device R32TB			
5 1x Retaining module			
6 1x Pneumatic gripper			
7 1x Angled slided module			
8 2x Stack magazine unit			
9 1x Robot interface box for PLC functionality			
10 1x Set of cables, accessories and tools			

Function of Robot Station

The Robot station can transport workpieces that are fed via a slide and place them in an assembly retainer. The sensor
in the gripper enables the robot to differentiate workpieces by colour (black/not black). The sensor in the assembly
retainer monitors the orientation of the workpiece. From the assembly retainer the robot sorts the workpieces into
various magazines or passes them on to the downstream station. Combination with the assembly station facilitates
the assembly of workpieces.

Small, but great: The new Mitsubishi controller. The new drive unit for the RV-2SDB is small, powerful and lightweight,
and fits into the MPS trolley. With drive unit and Teachbox, the robot station is completely equipped right from the
outset. The gripper can grip and assemble different types of workpieces (cylinder bodies, pistons, springs and caps).

K-8
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Assembly Station

The MPS Assembly Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to
one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS Station Assembly, completely assembled including trolley		
2 1x Separating module for springs			
3 1x Piston pallet module			
4 1x Stack magazin module for end caps			
5 1x Syslink connection terminal			
6 1x Valve terminal			
7 1x On-off valve with air filtration			
8 1x Profile plate			
9 1x Set of tubings and fittings			
10 1x Set of cables, accessories and tools			

Function of Assembly Station

The Assembly station works in conjunction with the robot station. It supplies cylinder components for the assembly
process: A double-acting cylinder pushes the cylinder caps out of the stacking magazine. The pistons are stored on a
pallet. A double-acting cylinder pushes the springs out of a slim magazine.

Multiple parts for complex assembly. The Assembly station shows just how complex the workpiece used here is.
There are separate magazines for bodies, caps and springs; the quantities available have to be monitored by carefully
selected sensors. And in addition to this, it has to be decided which gripper type is required for the assembly robot.
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Accessories for Robotics

To provide a complete viable system, several important accessories are strongly recommended, therefore the following
table lists further details. Some minor accessories will not be shown, such as cables, connectors or power supply
cables. In case no central compressed air is available then also compressors will need to be added.

1 1x Power supply unit			
2 1x Set of workpieces			
3 1x Programming instructions for Robot			
4 1x Technical manual for Robot			
5 1x Control console			
6 1x Set of tools			

Teaching Media

What is the best training equipment for teaching purposes without appropriate teaching material? To provide an
answer to this question, Festo Didactic offers a wide range of teaching media to put a holistic concept of technical
training on firm footing.

Training, especially technical training including a hands-on approach is only efficient with the right blend
of media! Therefore three major aspects need to be considered: real industrial equipment for teaching
purposes, appropriate software along with the blended-learning approach and finally teachware in
forms of textbooks, exercises, data sheets and workbooks.

In the following paragraphs, the teaching media part is split into the section of teachware, whereby textbooks and
workbooks will be mentioned. Further on, one section will provide an overview about the software media which
supports the teacher as well as the trainee according to the equipment details as described.

Textbooks and Workbooks

The following table, Table K_04, presents all textbooks, workbooks and exercise media according to the technology
packages in the field of PLC, AS-Interface, Profibus-DP, Sensors and others.

Station Verteilen

Equipment

Workbooks, Textbooks and Exercises

MPS Station Robot

Documentation on CD Rom

Ausbildungsunterlage

Handling description
Basics of robot programming
MPS Station Assembly

Documentation on CD Rom
Handling description
Training documentation for MPS

538957 DE
11/03
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Table K_04: Overview of teachware such as books, workbooks and exercises
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Software

Following our approach of providing expedient training concepts, the following paragraphs provide all information
regarding the range of software based media in the field of electropneumatics, logic controllers, fieldbus technology
and various others. In the first case, trainees can gather some preliminary experience in the field of electropneumatics
or fieldbus technology by using so-called Web Based Media, which could be accessible via the intranet, but also
as a local installation. Once students have acquired some background information about various technologies,
hands-on exercises on the real industrial equipment should corroborate this knowledge. Afterwards simulation and
measuring software tools in combination with the hardware allows the trainee to foster its skills and knowledge in
the corresponding technical field. This educational approach follows our ideas of establishing a blended-learning
arrangement. The following paragraphs provide all necessary information about software tools to understand the right
way of its designated usage.

Sensor Technology 1

The first part of sensor technology focuses on sensors in pneumatics for about two hours of learning time. This training
program deals in detail with the sensors used to detect end position on cylinders and with pressure and flow sensors
in pneumatic systems. Based on a complex example from industrial practice, trainees are taught to select suitable
sensors. The necessary basic knowledge for this is provided in the technical knowledge and components modules, to
which trainees can refer at any time. All training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the narrative
text can be viewed on the sitemap. The picture as follows, Picture K_05, provides an idea its appearance.

Picture K_05: WBT Sensor Technology 1 and 2

Sensor Technology 2

The second part of sensor technology focuses on sensors for object detection for about two hours of learning time. This
training program deals in detail with the sensors used to detect objects in automated systems. Based on a complex
example from industrial practice, trainees are taught to select the suitable sensors. The necessary basic knowledge
for this is provided in the technical knowledge and components modules, to which students can refer at any time. All
training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the narrative text can be viewed on the sitemap. The
picture above, Picture K_05, provides an idea of its design.
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CIROS Robotics

CIROS Robotics is ideally suited for learning how to program and commission industrial robot systems. The program
offers a large number of different robot models. The integrated training program on robotics conveys everything from
the basic principles of handling technology to the use of robots in space missions. All the required basic knowledge for
automation with robots is conveyed by the integrated CIROS Robotics Assistant which offers numerous graphics and
animations to explain technical terms and facts, videos on a large number of industrial applications involving industrial
robots, sample programs for every robot work cell, technical documentation including instructions on processing. The
picture as follows, Picture K_06, provides an idea of its design and appearance.

Picture K_06: CIROS Robotics

CIROS Robotics includes as well a 3D real-time simulation with all the features of CIROS Studio. Additionally, a
programming environment for IRL (Industrial Robot Language), programming languages Movemaster Command and
Melfa Basic IV for the class of Mitsubishi robot systems. Further to this, a comprehensive library with more than twenty
predefined robot work cells enables trainees to go directly to commissioning and programming of robot applications:
from simple pick and place tasks right up to plants with numerous robot systems.

K-12
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Mechatronics Assistant

The Mechatronics Assistant, designed to cover all training aspects for MPS in particular, is a tool for every purpose.
The time previously lost researching, copying, collating, stapling and distributing is a thing of the past. The new
Mechatronics Assistant is a syllabus-oriented, structured archive as a software application in which instructors and
trainees can easily find the documentation for the classes, at any time. Altogether more than 20000 various documents
are comprising the Mechatronic Assistant, ranging from exercises, data sheets, assembly instructions up to wiring and
functioning diagrams. The picture as follows, Picture K_07, provides an idea of its design and appearance.

Picture K_07: Mechatronics Assistant

Installation and Training

One important aspect before conducting training using the robot and assembly environment as well as the various
software tools is to provide the right installation of the equipment, infrastructure, accessories, tools and the
corresponding facilities. This will be accomplished by Festo Didactic experts within the field of robotics, having a
profound experience and being able to meet any local requirements. In case further laboratories will be established
having the same set of equipment and software tools, then training can however take place in parallel and together.

Training, especially training in the technical field, is only efficient when all trainers involved are extensively
trained in their designated field and training approach. Only well trained and motivated trainers are able
to motivate students thereafter, therefore any kind of the so-called ‘train-the-trainer’ aspect should not
be neglected. Upon necessity, revision training should be considered on a frequent basis.

In case the laboratory conceptualisation on hand will be established as a stand-alone laboratory solution, a training
duration of at least five to eight days is recommended. As aforesaid, in case the laboratory of robotics is part of
various laboratory installations, then this time could possible be covered in related laboratories respectively other
technologies.

Further Information

As already mentioned, since Festo Didactic is constantly further developing and adding new equipment and software
media to its existing wide range, further and latest information can always be accessed using the website of Festo
Didactic, www.festo-didactic.com. This also includes further information regarding installation requirements.
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Introduction

According to the definition of Mechatronics, one major technological part is the technology covering the excellencies of
mechanical engineering, mechanics as well as CNC technology. Therefore the approach of this laboratory is to provide
expedient training facilities covering the subtleties of the core competencies as stated above, focusing mainly on the
CNC part, whereby CAD/CAM is included as well. Even though Festo Didactic itself is not manufacturing the machines as
implemented, it is of great importance to conduct training in the level of basic technologies, due to the fact that in the
level of fully automated and totally integrated systems the competence field of CAD/CAM and CNC is strongly required.
Therefore Festo implements in the conceptualisation on hand premium equipment from the company of EMCO, a
market leader in the corresponding technology respectively, not only being based on the excellent equipment, software
solution and exercises for training purposes. And application example is given in the picture as follows, Picture L_01.

Picture L_01: Example of an application in machining

Training Approach

Based on Festo Didactics experience, training being conducted in the field CNC technology and its applications is
taking place individually, since each single trainee programs, simulates and prepares the exercise to be completed on
a computer system. Additionally, due to safety regulations, it is always preferable to have just one trainee working on
the real machinery, supported by the laboratory engineer naturally. Apart from the core CAD/CAM and CNC expertise,
trainees also get an understanding about mechanical engineering as well as conventional turning and milling. Both
technologies are still of utmost importance in the section of maintenance and repair, as well as single or prototype
production. On the other hand side, modular CNC training is needed for skills and knowledge development in modern
machine tool industries. Productivity, flexibility and high quality products are in great demand, therefore the needs
and requirements in overcoming difficulties regarding CAD/CAM and CNC skill development need to covered and
experience within all technological fields needs to be corroborated.
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Diversified Training

As already mentioned above, different core competencies in the range of mechanical engineering need to be covered by
means of the equipment within this laboratory. From scratch to numeric controlled machines, all aspects of mechanical
engineering are being covered. Therefore expedient training starts with manual tools and material science, is further
to be conducted by means of hand tools as well as conventional machines. Conventional machines provided are for
instance a drilling machine, manual milling and turning machines, however, this will not be further described within the
conceptualisation on hand, since it may also be a separate laboratory concept.

Allowedly and aforesaid, upon necessity this laboratory may be split into two or even more laboratories,
providing a separation of conventional mechanical engineering as well as numeric controlled machines.
But in the field of Industrial Automation and Mechatronics as described in the conceptualisation on
hand, core competencies covering this field are being still provided and not just being neglected. Hence,
the approach of providing a holistic concept is still provided, even though not fully described herewith.

Further on, according to one of the concepts’ approach of establishing blended learning arrangements, software tools
are used to start with simulation and so-called self-learning study media. Stepwise students fulfil more and more
complex exercises by means of different software tools in several technical fields which will be further described in the
following paragraphs. Once students have gathered expedient theoretical experience, practical training corroborates
the skill development by sustainable hands-on training. In the higher levels of the Teciam holistic approach, CNC
machines will be integrated into a flexible manufacturing environment, as an example can be seen on the picture
further below, Picture L_02, therefore the need and requirement to cover CNC technology in the basic technical level
is prevailing.

Picture L_02: Example of a flexible manufacturing application
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Technology Contents

The following overview and table, Table L_01, provides an overview of the equipment and machines used for training
purposes within the conceptualisation on hand of CAD/CAM and CNC. Initial training will be accomplished solely on the
programming keyboards, thereafter the real machines will be used for machining and production.

Equipment

Features and Contents

EMCO Train Concept Keyboard

The train concept of EMCO includes one of the most important features

Interchangeable Control

within the range of CAD/CAM and CNC technologies, which is the idea of
the interchangeable control. Therefore the keyboard allows to train the
major suppliers of CNC controls among industry, which is Siemens, Fanuc
and Haidenhain. In combination with a virtual environment, trainees start
to program, design and simulate by means of computers together with the
keyboards, before the real production machines will be included.

EMCO Concept Mill 250

The EMCO Concept MILL 250 fits all demands in the field of advanced milling
training due to the latest technical and quality industry standards. The
machine is housed in an extremely low torsion cast construction. Hardened
guide ways and preloaded, zero-play recirculation ball screws by the axle
drives ensure long service life and absolute precision throughout the machines
life-span. The flexible control concept is unique. The machine is controlled
by a commercial computer system. On this computer the current industrial
controls can be simulated by means of CNC software developed by EMCO,
WinNC. This software corresponds in operation and function to the control
of manufacturer`s original control system, as already mentioned above. The
operator works with the original control and can thus become familiar with all
control aspects. The change to another control system is possible in about one
minute. For this purpose the control specific keyboard is exchanged and the
different control software is loaded on the computer.

EMCO Concept Turn 250

EMCO Concept Turn 250 is equipped with an extremely solid machine base,
thermosymmetric headstock, high-precision spindle bearing, pre-stressed
guideways in all axes and a fast tool turret. Equipped with these features the
CNC training machine Concept TURN 250 does not fall short of the industrial
machines, and provides therefore all features needed for a successful and
sustainable training approach for turning applications. The machine is
controlled by a commercial computer system. On this computer the current
industrial controls can be simulated by means of CNC software developed by
EMCO, WinNC. This software corresponds in operation and function to the
control of manufacturer`s original control system, as already mentioned above.
The operator works with the original control and can thus become familiar with
all control aspects. The change to another control system is possible in about
one minute. For this purpose the control specific keyboard is exchanged and
the different control software is loaded on the computer.

Table L_01: Equipment and features used within the laboratory
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Training Aims and Core Competencies

According to the equipment sets as described in the previous paragraph, the following tables, Tables L_02 to L_04,
provide an overview of the training aims and core competencies which should be achieved by conducting appropriate
training in CNC technologies and the respective technologies of CAD/CAM.

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

EMCO Train Concept Keyboard

Basic functions and elements

Interchangeable Control

Initial drawing and designing simple contours

EMCO CAM Concept

Automatic and interactive creation of a NC program
Three dimensional simulation of machining progress
Implementation of the keyboard into the virtual environment
Complex workpieces for milling and turning

Table L_02: Training aims of EMCO Train Concept

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

EMCO Concept Mill 250

Machine, components, elements and basic function
Safety and security when using machines
Fundamental control, first steps and initialization
Loading programs, changing programs, program modification
Processing simple workpieces
Complex programs and workpieces

Table L_03: Training aims of EMCO Concept Mill 250

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

EMCO Concept Turn 250

Machine, components, elements and basic function
Safety and security when using machines
Fundamental control, first steps and initialization
Loading programs, changing programs, program modification
Processing simple workpieces
Complex programs and workpieces

Table L_04: Training aims of EMCO Concept Turn 250
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Laboratory Facilities

To be able to conduct sustainable training, especially whereby hands-on training cannot be neglected, it is indispensable
to provide adequate training equipment and facilities for the trainer as well as for students. Laboratory design, work
environment as well as equipment design is an important factor to conduct technical training. Regarding the equipment
itself, Festo Didactic and EMCO uses mainly real industrial equipment to compose its technology packages.

Training, especially hands-on training in the technical field is only efficient when an appropriate
laboratory environment is provided. Thus, a comprehensive approach starts with the laboratory design
itself, is further to be recognized within the stations as well as the major part, the equipment itself.
Through the medium of design, students should be already motivated to discover the technical subtlety!

On the one hand side, real industrial equipment facilitates the approach of bridging the gap between institutional
based training and training on the job. Thus, students are being trained on equipment which they will face later on in
real industrial processes. On the other hand side, real industrial components are more reliable regarding the period
of operation, upgradeability and spare parts if required. Another important aspect is safety, security as well as the
training of maintenance and service.

Laboratory Design

The laboratory for CNC technology is initially designed to host altogether eight students, working independently on
the keyboards and the programming environment. Under certain conditions the number of students however may be
doubled, then a group of two trainees works on the keyboard and virtual environment, as the picture further below,
Picture L_03, presents. As already mentioned, one major aspect of the design is to provide the trainees an unrestrained
view on the teachers desk as well as the boards. Further on, the computer systems are located close to the keyboards,
in order to be implemented in a blended-learning arrangement and therefore being connected to the equipment.
Whenever hands-on training is taking place, one trainee can work on one of the CNC machines, whilst the others use
the virtual design and programming environment on the computer. Apart from the major equipment, accessories such
as a computer network and central power supply are taken into account, but not explicitly drawn in the layout. In order
to provide a nice and warm ambient of the laboratory, curtains, posters and flowers should be a decorative matter.

Laboratory Accessories

In order to provide an adequate learning arrangement, several laboratory accessories should be implemented in the
training environment. As aforesaid, this is for instance a computer network, which may be realized as a client-server
based architecture. This allows the trainer gaining access to the students’ computers and the possibility to check
which kind of exercises they have performed successfully. Further on, the network allows the students to print on the
laboratory printer. Last but not least, whenever a Web Based Media Library is being implemented, then trainees shall
also obtain access to the intranet of the institution. Further accessories, such as a printer, a projector, storage shelves
as well as whiteboards and chairs are obvious.
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Picture L_03: Virtual impression of the laboratory for CNC technology

Equipment Details

Learning with innovative technology, practice-orientated training and demand driven training with industrial
components provides all trainees with the necessary confidence for everyday work and their future employability.
Therefore the following paragraphs provide an overview of the equipment items for one student workplace following
the structure of the equipment as shown in Table L_01.

Picture L_04: Impression of CNC technology
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EMCO Train Concept Keyboard

The programming and control keyboard comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and

Interchangeable Control

quantity refers to one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x Interchangeable keyboard with Sinumeric board			
2 1x Computer screen attached to the keyboard			
3 1x CAMConcept software environment			
4 1x WinNC software environment			
5 1x Win3D-View software environment			
6 1x Set of accessories			
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EMCO Concept Mill 250

The EMCO Concept Mill 250 machines comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity
refers to one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x EMCO Concept Mill 250 basic machine			
2 1x High drive speed with 7 kW drive power and up to 10.000 rpm			
3 1x 20 station tool magazine			
4 1x Sinumeric control board 810/840D			
5 1x Pneumatic controlled vice and door			
6 1x Traverse paths X/Y/Z

350 / 250 / 300 mm			

7 1x Spindle bearing D = 40 mm			
8 1x Clamping surface ( LxW) 500 x 300 mm			
9 1x Maximum table load 100 kg			
10 1x Machine dimensions (LxDxH) 1600 x 1700 x 2200 mm			
11 1x Tool set and accesssories			
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EMCO Concept Turn 250

The EMCO Concept Turn 250 machines comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity
refers to one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x EMCO Concept Turn 250 basic machine			
2 1x High drive speed with 5,5 kW drive power and up to 6.300 rpm			
3 1x 12 station tool magazine			
4 1x Sinumeric control board 810/840D			
5 1x Pneumatic controlled vice and door			
6 1x Traverse paths X/Z

100 / 300 mm			

7 1x Spindle bore D = 30 mm			
8 1x Maximum turning length 255 mm for chuck parts with tailstock		
9 1x Central oil lubrication			
10 1x Machine dimensions (LxDxH) 1700 x 1270 x 1820 m			
11 1x Tool set and accesssories			
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Accessories for CNC

To provide a complete viable system, several important accessories are strongly recommended, therefore the following
table lists further details. Some minor accessories will not be shown, such as cables, connectors or power supply
cables. In case no central compressed air is available then also compressors will need to be added.

1 1x Power tools			
2 1x Set of workpieces, set of raw materials			
3 1x Set of safety requirements such as glasses, gloves, first aid case		
4 1x Dust bin for metal 			
5 1x Additional workbench for each machine			
6 1x Set of tools			

Teaching Media

What is the best training equipment for teaching purposes without appropriate teaching material? To provide an
answer to this question, Festo Didactic and EMCO offers a wide range of teaching media to put a holistic concept of
technical training on firm footing.

Training, especially technical training including a hands-on approach is only efficient with the right blend
of media! Therefore three major aspects need to be considered: real industrial equipment for teaching
purposes, appropriate software along with the blended-learning approach and finally teachware in
forms of textbooks, exercises, data sheets and workbooks.

In the following paragraphs, the teaching media part is split into the section of teachware, whereby textbooks and
workbooks will be mentioned. Further on, one section will provide an overview about the software media which
supports the teacher as well as the trainee according to the equipment details as described.

Textbooks and Workbooks

The following table, Table L_05, presents all textbooks, workbooks and exercise media according to the technology
packages in the field of CNC technology.

Equipment

Workbooks, Textbooks and Exercises

EMCO Train Concept

Documentation on CD Rom
Course materials
Drawings, exercises, various documentation

EMCO Concept Mill 250 / Turn 250

CNC Textbook and Basic Principles
Book of solutions for CNC Textbook
Machine manuals and descriptions

Table L_05: Overview of teachware such as books, workbooks and exercises
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Software

Following our approach of providing expedient training concepts, the following paragraphs provide all information
regarding the range of software based media in the field of CNC technology and CAD/CAM. In the first case, trainees
can gather some preliminary experience in the field of CNC technology by using so-called Web Based Media, which
could be accessible via the intranet, but also as a local installation. Once students have acquired some background
information about various technologies, hands-on exercises on the real industrial equipment should corroborate this
knowledge. Afterwards simulation and virtual environment software tools in combination with the hardware allows
the trainee to foster its skills and knowledge in the corresponding technical field. This educational approach follows
our ideas of establishing a blended-learning arrangement. The following paragraphs provide all necessary information
about software tools to understand the right way of its designated usage.

EMCO Campus

EMCO Campus is a multimedia program that teaches all the basics of modern CNC technology. The cleverly-designed
teaching format makes even complex concepts easy to grasp and learn. Interactive dialog features allow the students
to progress at their own pace. Views are displayed using attractive 3D and 2D graphics, animations, and videos,
stainable improving the success of the learning process.

EMCO WinTutorial

EMCO WinTutorials is a multimedia training software. Through working on a specific project with a practical aim,
the user receives realistic, step-by-step training on programming CNC machines effectively. The project: step by
step towards a fully functioning one cylinder 4-stroke engine. Using WinTutorial, the user completes training at all
the essential workstations and produces all the required workpieces, from workpiece diagrams and programming
sentences to manufacturing parts. WinTutorial is suitable for all EMCO machine types, especially for theory classes
without machines.

EMCO CAMConcept

CAMConcept is an innovative software for complete CAD/CAM and NC training, from design to production. All the core
functions of CAD programs are available. Clear graphical CNC cycles allow rapid programming, while 3D simulations
and collision checks guarantee reliable program monitoring. The picture as follows, Picture L_05, provides an idea of
the appearance of CAMConcept as well as Win3D-View.

Picture L_05: Virtual impression of CAMConcept and Win3D-View.
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EMCO WinNC

The Sinumerik 810D/840D is part of the changeable control WinNC. WinNC allows the user to learn all CNC industry
controls that are common on the market, on a single machine. One of these controls is the 810D/840D. It corresponds in
handling and function the particular original control and it can be used on a commercial PC. The user has the possibility
to work on the PC as well as on the machine control and gets familiar with all aspects of control programming in detail.

Installation and Training

One important aspect before conducting training using the CNC technology environment as well as the various software
tools is to provide the right installation of the equipment, infrastructure, accessories, tools and the corresponding
facilities. This will be accomplished by Festo Didactic and EMCO experts within the field of CNC, having a profound
experience and being able to meet any local requirements. In case further laboratories will be established having the
same set of equipment and software tools, then training can however take place in parallel and together.

Training, especially training in the technical field, is only efficient when all trainers involved are extensively
trained in their designated field and training approach. Only well trained and motivated trainers are able
to motivate students thereafter, therefore any kind of the so-called ‘train-the-trainer’ aspect should not
be neglected. Upon necessity, revision training should be considered on a frequent basis.

In case the laboratory conceptualisation on hand will be established as a stand-alone laboratory solution, a training
duration of at least eight to ten days is recommended. As aforesaid, in case the laboratory of CNC technology is part
of various laboratory installations, then this time could possible be covered in related laboratories respectively other
technologies.

Further Information

As already mentioned, since Festo Didactic is constantly further developing and adding new equipment and software
media to its existing wide range, further and latest information can always be accessed using the website of Festo
Didactic, www.festo-didactic.com. This also includes further information regarding installation requirements.
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Introduction

Based on the definition of Industrial Automation and Mechatronics, this conceptualisation on hand focuses now on
systems instead of single and stand alone technologies, all in the segment of partly automated systems with the
core focus on factory automation. Therefore the following technology concept on hand covers all major fields of the
technology stated above, especially in focusing on processes that can be accomplished using logic controllers and
binary signals. In addition, elements of electrical engineering are also included such as a frequency converter. Most
of Festo Didactic training solutions covering the so-called partly automation level is being conducted on equipment
packages and learning systems in the range of MPS and MPS Transfer Line, providing expedient exercises by hands-on
training as well as in-depth technology training. Further on, blended-learning arrangements are implemented wherever
applicable to provide insights and further opportunities to simulate, demonstrate and even control partly automated
applications. The picture as follows, Picture M_01, shows one example of training on partly automated systems.

Picture M_01: Example of the MPS Transfer Line

Training Approach

Based on Festo Didactics experience, training being conducted in the field of factory automation within partly
automated systems and its applications is taking place in a group of two trainees. This fosters not only the technical
experience and knowledge, but also the soft-skills and communication attempt. Trainees work on so-called MPS
Transfer Line Stations comprising of various stations and applications together with computer systems. Therefore one
trainee can make use of the real equipment whilst the other trainee is programming and simulating offline. Together
with the hardware equipment, other training media are being used, such as textbooks, workbooks and software. The
laboratory layout along with the equipment allows further on different kind of training. Whenever the hardware is not
used, normal classroom training can be conducted by use of the computer systems. For this purpose, the set-up of the
laboratory avoids a narrow view of the instructor and its displays.
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Modular Production System

The Modular Production System, in short MPS, allows industrial automation systems of different levels of complexity
to be modelled, respectively training contents to be covered. MPS is universal, modular and open to further system
expansion. This allows the system to be adapted to trainees’ prior knowledge and experience. Simple functions and
sequences form the basis up to complex production systems on a small scale, but including an option of gradually
being expanded to a complex integrated system. The picture further below, Picture M_02, shows part of an entire
MPS Transfer Line in combination with MPS Stations. However, within the conceptualisation on hand the focus is
only made on the transfer line stations. Whenever an extension of the laboratory is required, more MPS Stations or
applications may be added, therefore a general introduction will follow in the proceeding paragraph. However, several
other laboratory within the Teciam concept will provide more MPS Stations anyway, so that the focus clearly remains
on the transfer line technology.

Picture M_02: Example of a combination of MPS Transfer Line and MPS Stations

The MPS Transfer Line range of products consists of different stations, providing different kind of core competencies
and applications according to the needs and requirements to be trained. Different stations can be combined according
to the material flow, building up a complete small production line. The stations further on can be separated as well,
allowing an approach of the core competence training of each station’s major technology. Even a closed transfer line in
form of a square can be build up easily, and material flow can be organised in both directions.

Whenever MPS Stations need to be combined or being intended for separation, no additional wiring
or programming is necessary. This safes extraordinary time which can be very well used for the major
subject: training purposes. Further on, all MPS Stations can be controlled according to local industrial
standards, fostering the employability of trainees.
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System Overview

The MPS Transfer Line consists of various modules, stations and systems used for training purposes within the
conceptualisation on hand of factory automation. As aforesaid, Festo Didactic usually provides such stations focussing
each on a certain technology accordingly. However, the transfer lines that will be used within this concept is just one
out of four, which is the transfer line having an AC motor included. However, the Mechatronic modules which are
attached on top of the transfer line will be used almost completely, except for the technology of RFID, which will follow
in other laboratories within Teciam. In addition, workpieces can be used directly on the conveyor belts of the transfer
lines, or a workpiece carrier can be used instead to carry the workpieces from application to application. The picture as
follows, Picture M_03, provides an idea of the transfer line variations.

Picture M_03: Examples of the MPS Transfer Line system
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Transfer Line Trolley

Whenever the transfer line is not intended to be build up in a closed loop square, then the stations are being placed
on a special trolley as shown in the picture further below, Picture M_04. Apart from the transfer line, the trolley holds
as well all the necessary equipment for programming and control, in the laboratory on hand this is mainly the power
supply and the logic controller module as well as the frequency converter. The trolley provides even more options for
any future expansion if required. The trolley has exactly the same width than the transfer line so that all various transfer
lines can easily be combined or being used separately.

Picture M_04: Example of the MPS Transfer Line Trolley
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Technology Contents

The following overview and table, Table M_01, provides an overview of the technologies used for training purposes
within the conceptualisation on hand of factory automation, partly automated. As aforesaid, Festo Didactic usually
provides such equipment sets focussing each on a certain technology accordingly.

Equipment

Features and training contents

PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

The EduTrainer concept, together with the programming tool Step 7, allows

AS-Interface CP343-2

in the first case basic training in standardized programming languages such

EduTrainer Concept

as ladder diagram, instruction list or function chart according to IEC-1131-3.
Further on, Step 7 specific tools such as programming and simulation tools
are included, providing a real industrial developing tool for logical controllers.

Stacking magazine module

The module separates workpieces from a magazine.

Drill hole monitoring module

The module monitors whether there is a drill hole in workpieces. To do this, a
test pin is inserted into the workpiece (with a solenoid). An inductive proximity
sensor monitors if the test pin has reached its end position.

Turning module

The module turns workpieces. The workpieces on the conveyor belt are
detected by an optical diffuse sensor. A linear slide, swivel cylinder and linear
gripper are used in the module.

Drilling module

The module drills workpieces (symbolically). The workpieces on the conveyor
belt are detected by an optical diffuse sensor. The drilling machine is moved
by a pneumatic linear slide.

Measuring module analogue

The module checks the height of workpieces. The workpieces on the conveyor
belt are detected by an optical diffuse sensor. An analogue laser distance
sensor is mounted above the workpiece. The measuring range of the sensor
is 0 – 30 mm with 0 – 10 V analogue output and 2 PNP switching outputs. The
switching outputs can be freely configured using the teach-in function.

Sorting gate module, pneumatic

The module sorts workpieces onto a slide. The workpieces on the conveyor
belt are detected by an optical diffuse sensor. A second sensor (inductive)
above the workpiece detects if the workpiece needs to be sorted onto the
slide. Sorting is carried out using a sorting gate, which is actuated by a
pneumatic rotary cylinder.

Ejection module, pneumatic

The module sorts workpieces onto a slide. The workpieces on the conveyor
belt are detected by an optical diffuse sensor. A second sensor (capacitive)
above the workpiece detects if the workpiece needs to be sorted onto the slide.
Sorting is carried out using a slide gate, which is actuated by a pneumatic
linear cylinder.

Inspection camera module

The module sorts workpieces onto a slide. An intelligent colour camera with
integrated lighting detects the workpieces on the conveyor belt and sorts them
onto the slide depending on various criteria. Sorting is carried out using a slide
gate, which is actuated by a pneumatic linear cylinder.

Table M_01: Training contents and features of the modules
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Training Aims and Core Competencies

According to the equipment sets as described in the previous paragraph, the following tables, Tables M_02 to M_11,
provide an overview of the training aims and core competencies which should be achieved by conducting appropriate
training in factory automation.

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

Structure and components of a programmable logic controller

AS-Interface CP343-2

Input- and Output modules of the SIMATIC Series

EduTrainer Concept

Describing the function, construction principles and operations
Describing the programming structure of a PLC program
Programming using digital and analogue signals
Programming using AS-Interface and Profibus-DP

Table M_02: Training aims of PLC

Equipment
Stacking magazine module

Training aims and core competencies
Components and basic functions
Mechanical and electrical integration
Various different sensors
Adjusting sensors and positions
Programming the stack magazine module
Commissioning, fault finding and trouble-shooting

Table M_03: Training aims of the Stacking magazine module

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Drill hole monitoring module

Components and basic functions
Mechanical and electrical integration
Electrical solenoid actuator
Inductive sensors
Programming the drill hole monitoring module
Commissioning, fault finding and trouble-shooting

Table M_04: Training aims of the Drill hole monitoring module

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Turning module

Components and basic functions
Mechanical and electrical integration
Pneumatic swivel cylinder and linear gripper
Pneumatic linear slide
Programming the turning module
Commissioning, fault finding and trouble-shooting

Table M_05: Training aims of the Turning module
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Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Drilling module

Components and basic functions
Mechanical and electrical integration
Electrical drilling application
Pneumatic linear slide
Programming the drilling module
Commissioning, fault finding and trouble-shooting

Table M_06: Training aims of the Drilling module

Equipment
Measuring module analogue

Training aims and core competencies
Components and basic functions
Mechanical and electrical integration
Optical diffuse sensor
Analogue measurement and analogue signal output
Programming the measuring module
Commissioning, fault finding and trouble-shooting

Table M_07: Training aims of the Measuring module analogue

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Sorting gate module, pneumatic

Components and basic functions
Mechanical and electrical integration
Optical diffuse and inductive sensor
Pneumatic rotary cylinder
Programming the sorting gate module
Commissioning, fault finding and trouble-shooting

Table M_08: Training aims of the Sorting gate module, pneumatic

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Ejection module, pneumatic

Components and basic functions
Mechanical and electrical integration
Optical diffuse and capacitive sensor
Pneumatic linear cylinder
Programming the ejection module
Commissioning, fault finding and trouble-shooting

Table M_09: Training aims of the Ejection module, pneumatic
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Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Inspection camera module

Components and basic functions
Mechanical and electrical integration
Intelligent colour camera with integrated lighting
Slide gate with linear cylinder
Programming the inspection camera module
Commissioning, fault finding and trouble-shooting

Table M_10: Training aims of Inspection camera module

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Micromaster EduTrainer

Electrical components, elements and basic function

MM 420

Flow current control (FCC)
Multipoint characteristic curves
Parametrisation of acceleration and return times
Resonance frequencies
Parametrisation by means of software configuration

Table M_11: Training aims of the Micromaster EduTrainer MM 420

Laboratory Facilities

To be able to conduct sustainable training, especially whereby hands-on training cannot be neglected, it is indispensable
to provide adequate training equipment and facilities for the trainer as well as for students. Laboratory design, work
environment as well as equipment design is an important factor to conduct technical training. Regarding the equipment
itself, Festo Didactic uses solely real industrial equipment to compose its technology packages.

Training, especially hands-on training in the technical field is only efficient when an appropriate
laboratory environment is provided. Thus, a comprehensive approach starts with the laboratory design
itself, is further to be recognized within the workstation as well as the major part, the equipment itself.
Through the medium of design, students should be already motivated to discover the technical subtlety!

On the one hand side, real industrial equipment facilitates the approach of bridging the gap between institutional
based training and training on the job. Thus, students are being trained on equipment which they will face later on in
real industrial processes. On the other hand side, real industrial components are more reliable regarding the period
of operation, upgradeability and spare parts if required. Another important aspect is safety, security as well as the
training of maintenance and service.
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Laboratory Design

The laboratory on hand for partly automation technology in factory automation is designed to host altogether twelve
students, working in groups of two trainees on six trolleys equipped with the transfer line AC motor as well as three
times all the modules being explained in Tables M_03 to M_10, and in addition six student tables as it can be seen in the
virtual impression of this laboratory in the picture further below, Picture M_05. As already mentioned, one major aspect
of the design is to provide the trainees an unrestrained view on the teachers desk as well as the boards. Further on, the
computer systems are located close to the workstation, in order to be implemented in a blended-learning arrangement
and therefore being connected to the equipment. Whenever hands-on training is taking place, both trainees can work
on the workstation, or one trainee is using the equipment and the other one is using the computer system. Apart from
the major equipment, accessories such as a computer network, central power supply as well as central compressed-air
supply are taken into account, but not explicitly drawn in the layout. In order to provide a nice and warm ambient of the
laboratory, curtains, posters and flowers should be a decorative matter.

Picture M_05: Virtual impression of the laboratory for factory automation

Laboratory Accessories

In order to provide an adequate learning arrangement, several laboratory accessories should be implemented in the
training environment. As aforesaid, this is for instance a computer network, which may be realized as a client-server
based architecture. This allows the trainer gaining access to the students’ computers and the possibility to check
which kind of exercises they have performed successfully. Further on, the network allows the students to print on the
laboratory printer. Last but not least, whenever a Web Based Media Library is being implemented, then trainees shall
also obtain access to the intranet of the institution. Further accessories, such as a printer, a projector, storage shelves
as well as whiteboards and chairs are obvious.
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Equipment Details

Learning with innovative technology, practice-orientated training and demand driven training with industrial
components provides all trainees with the necessary confidence for everyday work and their future employability.
Therefore the following paragraphs provide an overview of the equipment items for one student workplace following
the structure of the transfer lines as shown in Table M_01.

PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

The equipment set EduTrainer PLC comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity

AS-Interface CP343-2

refers to one single equipment set to be supplied.

1 1x EduTrainer Universal with Siemens 314C-2PN/DP			
2 1x S7 CP343-2 AS-Interface master module				
3 1x 24 digital inputs 			
4 1x 16 digital outputs			
5 1x 4 analogue inputs			
6 1x 2 analogue outputs			
7 1x EduTrainer mounting rack in the size of A4			
8 1x Various input and output plugs, accessories			
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Stacking Magazine Module

The stack magazine comprises of the major components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to
one single equipment module.

1 1x Stacking magazine module, completely assembled			
2 1x Electrical connection system			
3 1x Pneumatic cylinder with end position sensing			
4 1x Stack magazine unit			
5 1x Valve termainl			
6 1x Cables, connectors and accessories			

Drill Hole Monitoring Module

The drill hole monitoring comprises of the major components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers
to one single equipment module.

1 1x Drill hole monitoring module, completely assembled			
2 1x Electrical connection system			
3 1x Solenoid pin module			
4 1x Inductive proximity switch			
5 1x Side slide module			
6 1x Cables, connectors and accessories			
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Turning Module

The turning module comprises of the major components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to
one single equipment module.

1 1x Turning module, completely assembled			
2 2x Electrical connection blocks			
3 1x Optical diffuse sensor			
4 1x Linear slide, swival cylinder and linear gripper			
5 1x Valve termainl			
6 1x Cables, connectors and accessories			

Drilling Module

The drilling module comprises of the major components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to
one single equipment module.

1 1x Drilling module, completely assembled			
2 1x Electrical connection system			
3 1x Electrical drilling machine			
4 1x Pneumatic linear slide			
5 1x Valve terminal			
6 1x Cables, connectors and accessories			
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Measuring Module, Analogue

The analogue measuring module comprises of the major components as shown and listed below. Each item and
quantity refers to one single equipment module.

1 1x Measuring module, completely assembled			
2 1x Electrical connection system				
3 1x Optical diffuse sensor			
4 1x Analogue distance laser sensor			
5 1x Side guide module			
6 1x Cables, connectors and accessories			

Sorting Gate Module

The sorting gate module comprises of the major components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers
to one single equipment module.

1 1x Sorting gate module, completely assembled			
2 1x Electrical connection system			
3 1x Optical diffuse sensor			
4 1x Sorting gate module			
5 1x Valve terminal			
6 1x Cables, connectors and accessories			
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Ejection Module, Pneumatic

The pneumatic ejection module comprises of the major components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity
refers to one single equipment module.

1 1x Pneumatic ejection module, completely assembled			
2 1x Electrical connection block			
3 1x Capacitive sensor and optical diffuse sensor			
4 1x Slide gate with linear cylinder			
5 1x Valve termainl			
6 1x Cables, connectors and accessories			

Inspection Camera Module

The inspection camera module comprises of the major components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity
refers to one single equipment module.

1 1x Inspection camera module, completely assembled			
2 1x Electrical connection system			
3 1x Intelligent colour camera with integrated lighting			
4 1x Side slide for sorting out			
5 1x Valve terminal			
6 1x Cables, connectors and accessories			
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Micromaster EduTrainer

The equipment set Micromaster EduTrainer MM 420 comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each
item and quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x Complete A4 board including MM 420 frequency converter			
2 1x Accessories			

Accessories for Factory Automation

To provide a complete viable system, several important accessories are strongly recommended, therefore the following
table lists further details. Some minor accessories will not be shown, such as cables, connectors or power supply
cables. In case no central compressed air is available then also compressors will need to be added.

1 1x Power supply unit for mounting frame on trolley			
2 1x Universal cable set, 4mm, incl. safety plugs			
3 1x Syslink cables 			
4 1x Digital multimeter			
5 1x Programming adaptors for PLC with USB connection			
6 1x Set of connection units, cables			
7 1x Set of workpieces			
8 1x Set of workpiece carriers			
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Teaching Media

What is the best training equipment for teaching purposes without appropriate teaching material? To provide an
answer to this question, Festo Didactic offers a wide range of teaching media to put a holistic concept of technical
training on firm footing.

Training, especially technical training including a hands-on approach is only efficient with the right blend
of media! Therefore three major aspects need to be considered: real industrial equipment for teaching
purposes, appropriate software along with the blended-learning approach and finally teachware in
forms of textbooks, exercises, data sheets and workbooks.

In the following paragraphs, the teaching media part is split into the section of teachware, whereby textbooks and
workbooks will be mentioned. Further on, one section will provide an overview about the software media which
supports the teacher as well as the trainee according to the equipment details as described.

Textbooks and Workbooks

The following table, Table M_12, presents all textbooks, workbooks and exercise media according to the technology
packages in the field of PLC, MPS Transfer Line and modules.

MPS® Transfer System
Frequency Converter
MM420
Workbook
With CD-ROM

Equipment

Workbooks, Textbooks and Exercises

PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

Programmable logic controllers, basic level textbook

AS-Interface CP343-2

Automating with SIMATIC, textbook
Automating with STEP7 in STL and SCL, textbook
Automating with STEP7 in LAD and FBD, textbook
PLC, basic level workbook

MPS Transfer Line

Turning module workbook
Analogue measuring module workbook
Pneumatic ejection module workbook
MM420 frequency converter workbook

Festo Didactic
C96113 EN

Table M_12: Overview of teachware such as books, workbooks and exercises

Software

Following our approach of providing expedient training concepts, the following paragraphs provide all information
regarding the range of software based media in the field of sensorics, logic controllers, fieldbus technology and various
others. In the first case, trainees can gather some preliminary experience in the field of sensorics or fieldbus technology
by using so-called Web Based Media, which could be accessible via the intranet, but also as a local installation. Once
students have acquired some background information about various technologies, hands-on exercises on the real
industrial equipment should corroborate this knowledge. Afterwards simulation and measuring software tools in
combination with the hardware allows the trainee to foster its skills and knowledge in the corresponding technical
field. This educational approach follows our ideas of establishing a blended-learning arrangement. The following
paragraphs provide all necessary information about software tools to understand the right way of its designated usage.
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Sensor Technology 1

The first part of sensor technology focuses on sensors in pneumatics for about two hours of learning time. This training
program deals in detail with the sensors used to detect end position on cylinders and with pressure and flow sensors
in pneumatic systems. Based on a complex example from industrial practice, trainees are taught to select suitable
sensors. The necessary basic knowledge for this is provided in the technical knowledge and components modules, to
which trainees can refer at any time. All training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the narrative
text can be viewed on the sitemap. The picture as follows, Picture M_06, provides an idea its appearance.

Picture M_06: WBT Sensor Technology 1 and 2

Sensor Technology 2

The second part of sensor technology focuses on sensors for object detection for about two hours of learning time. This
training program deals in detail with the sensors used to detect objects in automated systems. Based on a complex
example from industrial practice, trainees are taught to select the suitable sensors. The necessary basic knowledge
for this is provided in the technical knowledge and components modules, to which students can refer at any time. All
training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the narrative text can be viewed on the sitemap. The
picture above, Picture M_06, provides an idea of its design.

Fieldbus Technology

The multimedia and interactive training program will teach trainees the basics of Fieldbus technology. It is suitable
for beginners who would like to get an overview of the subject. Animations are used to illustrate various practical
examples. All relevant terms on the subject of bus technology can be found in the integrated lexicon. In total, this web
based training program provides about two hours of learning time.

Machine Vision

Machine Vision, the use of camera systems in production, is a relatively young, but swiftly growing area in automation
technology. This web based training unit deals with industrial image processing, from the creation of images up to
the evaluation of the information in the picture. Working from actual practical industrial applications, students can
follow all the steps in the image processing project in a practical manner. The basic knowledge required for this is
clearly explained in the individual chapters of the technical knowledge module. In the components module, cameras
and lighting systems are presented using examples. About four hours of learning time is provided by this programme.
© Festo Didactic GmbH & Co. KG • Teciam 3.0
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Electric Drives 1

The Electric Drives 1 interactive multimedia training program provides an interesting introduction to the world of electric
motors. The first section sets out the basic principles of electric drives. The second section illustrates the construction
and functioning of DC motors, while the third section deals with the special features of AC motors. All sections together
provide about four hours of training time. The picture as follows, Picture M_07, provides an idea of its design.

Electric Drives 2

The Electric Drives 2 training program further explores the material covered in Electric Drives 1 and also includes new
topic areas. This training program is suitable for beginners and advanced students. The first two chapters address the
topic of controlling DC and AC motors. The third chapter focuses on the energy efficiency of electric drives, looking at
economic and environmental aspects. This web based media provides about four hours of learning time. The picture as
follows, Picture M_07, provides an idea of its appearance.

Picture M_07: WBT Electric Drives 1 and 2

Siemens Step 7 Professional

The Siemens software Step 7 professional contains the programming languages Statement List (STL), Function
Chart (FCH) and Ladder Diagram (LDR) (basic package) as well as STEP 7-SCL, STEP 7-GRAPH, Distributed Safety, S7Technology software package and distributed intelligence iMap. It facilitates the realisation of networked solutions with
SIMATIC S7-300/-400 systems, SIMATIC C7. The professional version of this software package also contains the S7PLCSIM simulation software. By using the simulation software S7-PLCSIM it is possible to carry out the functional test
of the SIMATIC S7 user blocks on PG/PC regardless of the availability of the target hardware. Detection and elimination
of program errors are therefore possible at a much earlier stage during the development of the PLC program.
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CIROS Mechatronics

CIROS Mechatronics is the virtual learning environment for Mechatronics with a focus on PLC controlled systems. It
offers an ideal working environment for PLC programming based on Siemens Step 7 and includes a virtual learning
environment for the mechatronic training system MPS, which will be integrated in another laboratory conceptualisation.
The comprehensive model library contains 3D process models of all MPS stations, various conveyor systems and a high
bay warehouse. When networked with the CIROS Automation Suite, this can be extended or modified. The picture as
follows, Picture M_08, provides an impression of its appearance.

Picture M_08: CIROS Mechatronics

Activation of the models can be done immediately from the integrated virtual S7-PLC, from Step 7 of the simulated
SIMATIC Controller S7-PLCSIM or via the Easy-Port of any other external hardware PLC. In manual mode single-step
movements can be performed and compiled to form flow sequences without programming. Additionally, powerful
error simulation with multiple error scenarios including adjustment errors for sensors. Setting errors is password
protected. Locating and eliminating errors can be logged and the results can be evaluated, thus enabling trainees to
design effective training for systematic commissioning and repair in the event of malfunctions within the simulation
environment. Last but not least, 3D real time simulation with all the features of CIROS Studio.

Mechatronics Assistant

The Mechatronics Assistant, designed to cover all training aspects for MPS in particular, is a tool for every purpose.
The time previously lost researching, copying, collating, stapling and distributing is a thing of the past. The new
Mechatronics Assistant is a syllabus-oriented, structured archive as a software application in which instructors and
trainees can easily find the documentation for the classes, at any time. Altogether more than 20000 various documents
are comprising the Mechatronic Assistant, ranging from exercises, data sheets, assembly instructions up to wiring and
functioning diagrams.
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Installation and Training

One important aspect before conducting training using the factory automation environment as well as the various
software tools is to provide the right installation of the equipment, infrastructure, accessories, tools and the
corresponding facilities. This will be accomplished by Festo Didactic experts within the field of Mechatronics, having
a profound experience and being able to meet any local requirements. In case further laboratories will be established
having the same set of equipment and software tools, then training can however take place in parallel and together.

Training, especially training in the technical field, is only efficient when all trainers involved are extensively
trained in their designated field and training approach. Only well trained and motivated trainers are able
to motivate students thereafter, therefore any kind of the so-called ‘train-the-trainer’ aspect should not
be neglected. Upon necessity, revision training should be considered on a frequent basis.

In case the laboratory conceptualisation on hand will be established as a stand-alone laboratory solution, a training
duration of at least eight to ten days is recommended. As aforesaid, in case the laboratory of factory automation is part
of various laboratory installations, then this time could possible be covered in related laboratories respectively other
technologies.

Further Information

As already mentioned, since Festo Didactic is constantly further developing and adding new equipment and software
media to its existing wide range, further and latest information can always be accessed using the website of Festo
Didactic, www.festo-didactic.com. This also includes further information regarding installation requirements.
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Introduction

Based on the definition of Industrial Automation and Mechatronics, this conceptualisation on hand focuses now on
systems instead of single and stand alone technologies, all in the segment of partly automated systems with the core
focus on process automation. One of the most significant as well as more complex technologies regarding Industrial
Automation and Mechatronics is the technology dealing with continuous processes, and the corresponding process
control engineering technology. Typical technical applications can be found in the petrochemical field, food production
or any other application whereby level, temperature, flow and pressure are the major process values to be supervised
and controlled. Therefore the following technology concept covers all major fields of the technologies stated above, but
focussing on the basic control functions of process engineering and supervisory control as it exists in many industrial
sectors in reality. Within this conceptualisation, students and trainees shall gather preliminary experience and knowhow about the control of continuous processes as well as the technologies of instrumentation. The following picture,
Picture N_01, shows an example of process control in focus.

Picture N_01: Example of process automation

Training Approach

Based on Festo Didactics experience, training being conducted in the field of process automation within partly
automated systems and its applications is taking place in a group of two trainees. This fosters not only the technical
experience and knowledge, but also the soft-skills and communication attempt. Trainees work on so-called MPS PA
Stations, in particular within this laboratory on the Compact Workstation, comprising of various control systems and
applications together with computer systems. Therefore one trainee can make use of the real equipment whilst the
other trainee is programming and simulating offline. Together with the hardware equipment, other training media
are being used, such as textbooks, workbooks and software. The laboratory layout along with the equipment allows
further on different kind of training. Whenever the hardware is not used, normal classroom training can be conducted
by use of the computer systems. For this purpose, the set-up of the laboratory avoids a narrow view of the instructor
and its displays.
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Diversified Training

Within this laboratory, the equipment is first of all entirely homogenous, meaning that all six MPS PA Compact
Workstations are identical. Upon necessity, single processes can be carried out on each station as well as an opportunity
to combine the single stations. However, combinations of stations will be fostered within related laboratories at a
higher level in Teciam. Therefore even more complex systems can be build up in order to come a step closer to industrial
reality. Another feature of the compact workstation is that all pipings are not fixed, meaning that trainees are able to
change the initial setting of each station to corroborate their skills within this technical subtlety. Whenever basic skills
and knowledge is acquired, more complex processes can be carried out, and even common tools such as Matlab can be
integrated as well in order to study digital filters, step control and further possible scenarios.

Compact Workstation

The MPS PA Compact Workstation System, in short MPS PA CWS, allows process engineering of different levels of
complexity to be modelled. The compact workstation is universal, modular and open to further system expansion. This
allows the system to be adapted to trainees’ prior knowledge and experience. Simple functions and sequences form
the basis up to complex control approaches on a small scale, but including an option of gradually being expanded to a
more complex system. Due to its modularity, the single workstations may be even combined upon ones’ own initiative.

Whenever workstations need to be combined or being intended for separation, additional piping and
programming is necessary. Based on the easy to use piping system, which is used to build up the pipe
system on each station, this task can be done by simple connection assembly. This safes extraordinary
time which can be very well used for the major subject: training purposes. Further on, the stations can be
controlled according to local industrial standards, fostering the employability of trainees.

In its current set-up, all workstations are being controlled by an industrial controller, a logic controller as well as a
visualization software tool together with the implementation of a touch panel. Whenever other control technologies
need to be implemented, for instance using other industrial controllers or software tools to control the units, it is easily
possible due to the existing standardization of the industrial interfaces. This allows further on the implementation of
other core subjects. As it is presented in the picture as follows, Picture N_02, the workstation system is build up on a
well engineered basis, consisting of a mobile trolley, whereby a profile plate is placed and fixed on top of it. On top of
the profile plate, all components building up the stations are hosted, such as the water reservoirs, the piping system
as well as valves, heating elements or else. The mobile trolley ensures a solid basis for the exercises to be carried out,
further on its mobility provides an easy combination or separation of the stations as mentioned already. In the base
of the trolley, an air cooler is being installed to cool the water, in particular when carrying out experiments using the
temperature control functions. The controller as well as all other electrical components are fixed on electrical mounting
frames on the rear panel, providing a clear visible division of the different components. Within this concept, only
controllers of Siemens as well as software control are being integrated, but other control concepts are also possible
upon request following the approach of Festo Didactic to provide training as close to the industry whenever possible.
As a possible expansion, so-called EduKit PA training equipment can be integrated as an additional learning objective,
and then further topics and learning contents such as energy monitoring is possible. Last but not least, special systems
are also available upon request, which are focusing for example on sanitation and fresh water respectively waste water
management. However, as aforesaid, within this conceptualisation the main and initial focus shall be made on the
compact workstation including the control options solely.
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Picture N_02: Example and impressions of the compact workstation
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Technology Contents

The following overview and table, Table N_01, provides an overview of the technologies used for training purposes
within the conceptualisation on hand of process automation, partly automated. As aforesaid, Festo Didactic usually
provides such equipment focussing each on a certain technology accordingly.

Equipment

Features and training contents

Compact Workstation

The compact workstation system comprises all four technologies as
aforesaid, such as level control, flow control, temperature control and
pressure control. Whenever all four process variables need to be controlled,
the task of controlling is getting stepwise more sophisticated. Therefore it is
indispensable to corroborate basic experience with the single processes first
before being able to control the entire setup.

PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

The EduTrainer concept, together with the programming tool Step 7, allows

EduTrainer Concept

in the first case basic training in standardized programming languages such
as ladder diagram, instruction list or function chart according to IEC-1131-3.
Further on, Step 7 specific tools such as programming and simulation tools
are included, providing a real industrial developing tool for logical controllers.

Industrial Controller

The SIPART DR19 is a real industrial controller, allowing different kind of control

Sipart DR19

technologies, such as setting the process parameters according to time gains
or action time. Further on, all different kind of sensors can be implemented,
providing training on an industrial controller of the latest technology.

Table N_01: Training contents and features of the equipment

Picture N_03: Visualisation of closed-loop processes
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Training Aims and Core Competencies

According to the equipment as described in the previous paragraph, the following tables, Tables N_02 to N_04, provide
an overview of the training aims and core competencies which should be achieved by conducting appropriate training
in process automation.

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Compact Workstation

Mechanical, electrical and piping setup of the station
Flow sensors and flow control
Pressure sensors and pressure control
Analogue ultrasonic sensors for level control
Temperature sensors and temperature control
Visualization of process engineering

Table N_02: Training aims of the compact workstation

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

Structure and components of a programmable logic controller

EduTrainer Concept

Input- and Output modules of the SIMATIC Series
Describing the function, construction principles and operations
Describing the programming structure of a PLC program
Programming using digital and analogue signals
Programming using AS-Interface and Profibus-DP

Table N_03: Training aims of PLC

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Industrial Controller

Basics of industrial controllers

SIPART DR19

Basics of P-Controllers, I-Controllers, D-Controllers
Basics of PI-Controllers
Basics of PD-Controllers
Basics of PID-Controllers
Open and Closed-loop technologies

Table N_04: Training aims of the industrial controller
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Laboratory Facilities

To be able to conduct sustainable training, especially whereby hands-on training cannot be neglected, it is indispensable
to provide adequate training equipment and facilities for the trainer as well as for students. Laboratory design, work
environment as well as equipment design is an important factor to conduct technical training. Regarding the equipment
itself, Festo Didactic uses solely real industrial equipment to compose its technology packages.

Training, especially hands-on training in the technical field is only efficient when an appropriate
laboratory environment is provided. Thus, a comprehensive approach starts with the laboratory design
itself, is further to be recognized within the workstation as well as the major part, the equipment itself.
Through the medium of design, students should be already motivated to discover the technical subtlety!

On the one hand side, real industrial equipment facilitates the approach of bridging the gap between institutional
based training and training on the job. Thus, students are being trained on equipment which they will face later on in
real industrial processes. On the other hand side, real industrial components are more reliable regarding the period
of operation, upgradeability and spare parts if required. Another important aspect is safety, security as well as the
training of maintenance and service.

Laboratory Design

The laboratory on hand for partly automation technology in process automation is designed to host altogether twelve
students, working in groups of two trainees on six trolleys equipped with the system and components according to the
tables N_02 to N_4, and in addition six student tables as it can be seen in the virtual impression of this laboratory in
the picture further below, Picture N_04. As already mentioned, one major aspect of the design is to provide the trainees
an unrestrained view on the teachers desk as well as the boards.

Picture N_04: Virtual impression of the laboratory for process automation
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Further on, the computer systems are located close to the workstation, in order to be implemented in a blendedlearning arrangement and therefore being connected to the equipment. Whenever hands-on training is taking place,
both trainees can work on the workstation, or one trainee is using the equipment and the other one is using the
computer system. Apart from the major equipment, accessories such as a computer network, central power supply as
well as central compressed-air supply are taken into account, but not explicitly drawn in the layout. In order to provide
a nice and warm ambient of the laboratory, curtains, posters and flowers should be a decorative matter.

Laboratory Accessories

In order to provide an adequate learning arrangement, several laboratory accessories should be implemented in the
training environment. As aforesaid, this is for instance a computer network, which may be realized as a client-server
based architecture. This allows the trainer gaining access to the students’ computers and the possibility to check
which kind of exercises they have performed successfully. Further on, the network allows the students to print on the
laboratory printer. Last but not least, whenever a Web Based Media Library is being implemented, then trainees shall
also obtain access to the intranet of the institution. Further accessories, such as a printer, a projector, storage shelves
as well as whiteboards and chairs are obvious.

Equipment Details

Learning with innovative technology, practice-orientated training and demand driven training with industrial
components provides all trainees with the necessary confidence for everyday work and their future employability.
Therefore the following paragraphs provide an overview of the equipment items for one student workplace following
the structure of the equipment as shown in Table N_01.

PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

The equipment set EduTrainer PLC comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity
refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x EduTrainer Universal with Siemens 314C-2PN/DP				
2 1x 24 digital inputs 			
3 1x 16 digital outputs			
4 1x 4 analogue inputs			
5 1x 2 analogue outputs			
6 1x EduTrainer mounting rack in the size of A4			
7 1x Various input and output plugs, accessories			
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Compact Workstation

The equipment set MPS PA Compact Workstation comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item
and quantity refers to one single station and learning arrangement.

1 1x Comapct Workstation completely assembled on profile plate			
2 1x Pressure reservoir, 2 x water tanks, plug-in tube system			
3 2x Capacitive sensors, 2x float switches, 1x ultrasound and flow sensor		
4 1x Pressure sensor, 1x temperature sensor PT100			
5 1x Pump, proportional directional control valve, ball valve			
6 1x I/O connnection board, measuring transducer, motor controller		
7 1x I/O terminal, SysLink, analogue terminal			
8 1x Accessories, cables, tools, trolley, touch panel			

The four controlled systems in the MPS PA Compact Workstation can each be operated individually. Using a
corresponding controller, the level and flow rate controlled system can be set up as a cascade control system. The
design of the sensors and valve actuators allows the use of both continuous (e.g. P, I, PI, PID) and discontinuous
controllers (e.g. two-point controllers) in testing. The pumps can be controlled using either direct actuation or speed
adjustment. With the flow rate and pressure controlled systems, the manipulated variable of the controller can also
be used to operate a proportional directional control valve. A two-way ball valve with a pneumatic process actuator
is installed in the return between the elevated tank and the lower reservoir. The two-way ball valve can be used to
simulate a ‘load’ for disturbance variable compensation in the level controlled system.

N-10
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Industrial Controller

The equipment set of the industrial controller SIPART DR19 comprises of the components as shown and listed below.
Each item and quantity refers to one single station and learning arrangement.

1 1x SIPART DR19 with serial interface integrated into an ER frame			
2 1x PDM Software for parameterising and configuring the DR controller		
3 1x Set of cables for serial data, I/O data and analogue data			

Accessories for Process Automation

To provide a complete viable system, several important accessories are strongly recommended, therefore the following
table lists further details. Some minor accessories will not be shown, such as cables, connectors or power supply
cables. In case no central compressed air is available then also compressors will need to be added.

1 1x Power supply unit for mounting frame on trolley			
2 1x Universal cable set, 4mm, incl. safety plugs			
3 1x SysLink cables 			
4 1x Digital multimeter			
5 1x Programming adaptors for PLC with USB connection			
6 1x Set of connection units, cables			
7 1x Cooling unit with heat exchanger (picture left)			
8 1x Set of tools, pipe cutter, spare pipes			
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Teaching Media

What is the best training equipment for teaching purposes without appropriate teaching material? To provide an
answer to this question, Festo Didactic offers a wide range of teaching media to put a holistic concept of technical
training on firm footing.

Training, especially technical training including a hands-on approach is only efficient with the right blend
of media! Therefore three major aspects need to be considered: real industrial equipment for teaching
purposes, appropriate software along with the blended-learning approach and finally teachware in
forms of textbooks, exercises, data sheets and workbooks.

In the following paragraphs, the teaching media part is split into the section of teachware, whereby textbooks and
workbooks will be mentioned. Further on, one section will provide an overview about the software media which
supports the teacher as well as the trainee according to the equipment details as described.

Textbooks and Workbooks

The following table, Table N_05, presents all textbooks, workbooks and exercise media according to the technology
packages in the field of process automation and control.

MPS® PA
Arbeitsbuch

Equipment

Workbooks, Textbooks and Exercises

PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

Programmable logic controllers, basic level textbook
Automating with SIMATIC, textbook
Automating with STEP7 in STL and SCL, textbook
Automating with STEP7 in LAD and FBD, textbook
PLC, basic level workbook

Compact Workstation

Workbook MPS PA Compact Workstation
Handling description MPS PA Compact Workstation
Working sheets and solutions

548590 DE

Documentation on CD Rom
Table N_05: Overview of teachware such as books, workbooks and exercises

Software

Following our approach of providing expedient training concepts, the following paragraphs provide all information
regarding the range of software based media in the field of instrumentation, logic controllers, open and closed-loop
and various others. In the first case, trainees can gather some preliminary experience in the field of sensorics or
closed-loop technology by using so-called Web Based Media, which could be accessible via the intranet, but also
as a local installation. Once students have acquired some background information about various technologies,
hands-on exercises on the real industrial equipment should corroborate this knowledge. Afterwards simulation and
measuring software tools in combination with the hardware allows the trainee to foster its skills and knowledge in
the corresponding technical field. This educational approach follows our ideas of establishing a blended-learning
arrangement. The following paragraphs provide all necessary information about software tools to understand the right
way of its designated usage.
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Sensor Technology 1

The first part of sensor technology focuses on sensors in pneumatics for about two hours of learning time. This training
program deals in detail with the sensors used to detect end position on cylinders and with pressure and flow sensors
in pneumatic systems. Based on a complex example from industrial practice, trainees are taught to select suitable
sensors. The necessary basic knowledge for this is provided in the technical knowledge and components modules, to
which trainees can refer at any time. All training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the narrative
text can be viewed on the sitemap. The picture as follows, Picture N_05, provides an idea its appearance.

Picture N_05: WBT Sensor Technology 1 and 2

Sensor Technology 2

The second part of sensor technology focuses on sensors for object detection for about two hours of learning time. This
training program deals in detail with the sensors used to detect objects in automated systems. Based on a complex
example from industrial practice, trainees are taught to select the suitable sensors. The necessary basic knowledge
for this is provided in the technical knowledge and components modules, to which students can refer at any time. All
training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the narrative text can be viewed on the sitemap. The
picture above, Picture N_05, provides an idea of its design.

Open- and Closed-Loop Control

The training program uses practical examples to show the difference between open- and closed-loop control in
automation. Easy-to-understand tasks are used first to examine the overall process of a simple functioning system.
Later sections then look at different types of controllers, the different ways in which signals are represented and
processed and the ways in which programs are implemented. In total, this web based training program provides about
two hours of learning time.

Process Automation

Basic principles of process automation are being covered by this web based media programme for about four hours of
learning time. The training programme deals with the broad spectrum of technical process automation in a concise way.
The characteristics and special features of process automation are conveyed in a simple manner via images from actual
real-life situations, graphic representations of physical technical processes and animated processes which trainees can
manage and control.
© Festo Didactic GmbH & Co. KG • Teciam 3.0
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FluidLab Process Automation

FluidLab for process engineering, also denominated as FluidLab PA process, is the ideal way of getting started within
the field of open- and closed-loop technologies. In a later stage, it can also be combined with real equipment and
therefore realistic processes, however, at this stage willingly avoided. In other laboratories related to the field of
process automation the software will be used once again but this time as an integrated tool to control, operate and also
perform condition monitoring. The picture as follows, Picture N_06, provides an impression of its appearance. Further
below is also an overview in form of a table, Table N_06, providing some features of FluidLab Process Automation.

Picture N_06: FluidLab Process Automation

Software Feature
Simple Application of Complex Relationship

Description
The clear menu structure proceeds from the commissioning of
the EduKit PA or Compact Workstation to the process engineering
using the example of a bottling plant.

Menu: Virtual Reactor

Animated by a sequencer, observing, analysing and documenting
the simulated processes. Production according to customer order
and assessing and responding to error messages are in demand.

Menu: FluidSim

Trainees develop and immediately test control-technology
relationships, whether virtual or real. Programs like process
sequences in FluidSim: circuits, logic diagram and GRAFCET.

Menu: Virtual PLC - Actuating with Step 7

Trainees learn the basics of PLC programming and the logical
processing of binary and analogue signals. Thereafter the program
is being tested on a virtual or real model.

Menu: Filling with Excel Interface

Fluid Lab PA is transmitted order data from MS Excel via the DDE
interface, for example the number and volume of the bottles.
Conversely, the current status of the plant, for instance the level of
the storage tanks, is reported.

Table N_06: Features of FluidLab Process Automation
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Siemens Step 7 Professional

The Siemens software Step 7 professional contains the programming languages Statement List (STL), Function
Chart (FCH) and Ladder Diagram (LDR) (basic package) as well as STEP 7-SCL, STEP 7-GRAPH, Distributed Safety, S7Technology software package and distributed intelligence iMap. It facilitates the realisation of networked solutions with
SIMATIC S7-300/-400 systems, SIMATIC C7. The professional version of this software package also contains the S7PLCSIM simulation software. By using the simulation software S7-PLCSIM it is possible to carry out the functional test
of the SIMATIC S7 user blocks on PG/PC regardless of the availability of the target hardware. Detection and elimination
of program errors are therefore possible at a much earlier stage during the development of the PLC program.

WinCC Flexible

Siemens SIMATIC WinCC and SIMATIC WinCC Flexible are computer based control and monitoring systems designed
for the visualisation and control of processes, sequences and machines. Within the Teciam conceptualisation on hand,
mainly WinCC Flexible shall be used to visualize processes on various touch panels being integrated into different
hardware systems. Integrated are further a range of engineering tools for configuring SIMATIC HMI operator units,
the control element of SIMATIC C7 units, SIMOTION and SINUMERIK panel PCs and the computer based visualisation
software WinCC flexible runtime. Together with Siemens Step 7, all digital and analogue control parts are being
realised. Obviously, within the industry various other visualisation and monitoring tools are available such as InTouch,
or software environments from manufacturers of complete DCS plant applications, however, this would go far beyond
the learning objectives of the entire Teciam composition.

EPLAN Education

The EPLAN Education software includes altogether three programs, which are EPLAN Electric P8, EPLAN Fluid as well
as EPLAN PPE. The concept deftly bridges the gap between industrial practice and the requirements of training and
further education. Integrated electrical and fluid engineering, electrical, measurement and control technology enable
mechatronic design processes to be conveyed comprehensively. This means that anyone, whether during training,
studies or later in practical applications, can design an entire functional system, based on the knowledge from the
classroom which can be transferred to real life practical applications. The EPLAN software also includes a broad range
of training documentation, online help and video demos. EPLAN Electric P8 is the new CAE dimension for effective
planning of complex electrotechnical control systems, including support for PLCs, bus systems and assembly planning.
A technological lead can be gained with optional graphics and object orientation, variant construction and workgroup
engineering. EPLAN Fluid is meant for specialist and logic controlled development of hydraulic, pneumatic, cooling,
lubrication and refrigeration systems. EPLAN Fluid combines CAD functionality with unique logic and automatizes
documentation, including test functions and standards compliance checks. Additionally, EPLAN PPE (Process Plant
Engineering) represents professional planning of electrical, measurement and control technology and design of process
engineering machines and systems. The EPLAN PPE engineering system supports the entire planning of a system, from
the creation of system overviews, P&ID diagrams, management of process control tasks to comprehensive automation
technology documentation. Last but not least, with EPLAN Pro Panel it is possible to layout mounting panels and
enclosures in 3D and to derive the corresponding documentation and production drawings accurately, simply and
rapidly. The optional module supports cross-discipline designing of electrical engineering and fluid power – in an
integrated project database.
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Installation and Training

One important aspect before conducting training using the process automation environment as well as the various
software tools is to provide the right installation of the equipment, infrastructure, accessories, tools and the
corresponding facilities. This will be accomplished by Festo Didactic experts within the field of Mechatronics, having
a profound experience and being able to meet any local requirements. In case further laboratories will be established
having the same set of equipment and software tools, then training can however take place in parallel and together.

Training, especially training in the technical field, is only efficient when all trainers involved are extensively
trained in their designated field and training approach. Only well trained and motivated trainers are able
to motivate students thereafter, therefore any kind of the so-called ‘train-the-trainer’ aspect should not
be neglected. Upon necessity, revision training should be considered on a frequent basis.

In case the laboratory conceptualisation on hand will be established as a stand-alone laboratory solution, a training
duration of at least eight to ten days is recommended. As aforesaid, in case the laboratory of process automation is
part of various laboratory installations, then this time could possible be covered in related laboratories respectively
other technologies.

Further Information

As already mentioned, since Festo Didactic is constantly further developing and adding new equipment and software
media to its existing wide range, further and latest information can always be accessed using the website of Festo
Didactic, www.festo-didactic.com. This also includes further information regarding installation requirements.
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Introduction

Based on the definition of Industrial Automation and Mechatronics, this conceptualisation on hand focuses now
on systems within the level of so-called fully automated systems, with the core focus on factory automation and
production systems. As it can be seen in the introduction part of Teciam, altogether three laboratory concepts are being
considered for production systems. The conceptualisation on hand focuses on serial production systems, whereby the
material flow is only arranged in one direction, and the workpieces will remain mainly on the conveyor belts. Most of
Festo Didactic training solutions covering the so-called serial production is being conducted on equipment packages
and learning systems in the range of MPS, Modular Production System, providing expedient exercises by hands-on
training as well as in-depth technology training. Further on, blended-learning arrangements are implemented wherever
applicable to provide insights and further opportunities to simulate, demonstrate and even control partly automated
applications. The picture as follows, Picture O_01, shows one example of training on fully automated systems.

Picture O_01: Example of the MPS Systems

Training Approach

Based on Festo Didactics experience, training being conducted in the field of factory automation within fully automated
systems and serial production and its applications is taking place in a group of two trainees. This fosters not only
the technical experience and knowledge, but also the soft-skills and communication attempt. Trainees work on socalled MPS Stations comprising of various stations and applications together with computer systems. Therefore one
trainee can make use of the real equipment whilst the other trainee is programming and simulating offline. Together
with the hardware equipment, other training media are being used, such as textbooks, workbooks and software. The
laboratory layout along with the equipment allows further on different kind of training. Whenever the hardware is not
used, normal classroom training can be conducted by use of the computer systems. For this purpose, the set-up of the
laboratory avoids a narrow view of the instructor and its displays.
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Within this laboratory, the equipment is not totally homogenous, meaning that a few MPS Stations are identical, but
the entire production lines that can be arranged are different. The reason for this is that the field of modular production
technology is too diversified, but the core competencies should be still trained in parallel, which is the major approach
regarding this laboratory, providing an extensive insight of industrial possibilities nowadays. Further on, training on the
so-called MPS Stations is more complex as well as flexible. Due to the modularity, it is possible to separate the stations
of each line, so that special competencies can be imparted by locating the stations to other computer systems in the
laboratory. Initially, the first training sequences shall be carried out on separated stations anyway, only at a later stage
the combination shall be arranged, except for the combination of Robot and Assembly.

Modular Production System

The Modular Production System, in short MPS, allows industrial automation systems of different levels of complexity
to be modelled, respectively training contents to be covered. MPS is universal, modular and open to further system
expansion. This allows the system to be adapted to trainees’ prior knowledge and experience. Simple functions and
sequences form the basis up to complex production systems on a small scale, but including an option of gradually
being expanded to a complex integrated system.

Picture O_02: Examples of the MPS Transfer Line system

The picture above, Picture O_02, shows part of an entire MPS range of stations. Whenever an extension of the laboratory
is required, more MPS Stations or applications may be added. However, several other laboratory conceptualisation
within the Teciam concept will provide more MPS Stations anyway, so that the focus clearly remains on the serial
production technology.
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Whenever MPS Stations need to be combined or being intended for separation, no additional wiring
or programming is necessary. This safes extraordinary time which can be very well used for the major
subject: training purposes. Further on, all MPS Stations can be controlled according to local industrial
standards, fostering the employability of trainees.

Technology Contents

The following overview and table, Table O_01, provides an overview of the MPS Stations and equipment used for
training purposes within the conceptualisation on hand of serial production, fully automated. As aforesaid, Festo
Didactic usually provides such equipment and stations focussing each on a certain technology accordingly.

Equipment

Features and training contents

PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

The EduTrainer concept, together with the programming tool Step 7, allows

AS-Interface CP343-2

in the first case basic training in standardized programming languages such

EduTrainer Concept

as ladder diagram, instruction list or function chart according to IEC-1131-3.
Further on, Step 7 specific tools such as programming and simulation tools
are included, providing a real industrial developing tool for logical controllers.

Distribution Station

At the beginning of each production line, the Distribution Station separates
workpieces from a stack magazine, stored in magazine tube, and transfers it
to the first downstream station, according to the entire material flow. Like in
reality, basic parts to be further processed are being inserted in the process
here.

Testing Station

After inserting basic parts into the production line, the parts are being tested by
the Testing Station whether they are suitable for further processing. Including
different sensors as well as a measuring module, the core technology in this
stage is the quality assurance as well as aspects of the recognition of different
colours in an industrial production process.

Processing Station

The core competency of the Processing Station is based in the field of electrical
drives. Furthermore, the usage of an indexing table is of great importance of
any kind of an automated system. Therefore this station combines different
electrical actuators simulating a process of testing and drilling.

Handling Station

Whenever items to be processed need to be replaced or handled, the use of
different handling devices are needed. The technology contents of this station
are mostly related to the packaging industry, therefore this station comprises
the core competency of handling as well as gripping.

Buffer Station

Whenever material is being handled and moved in automated production
systems, the items to be processed further need to be stored for some time,
very often before the bottleneck process of a production. Therefore the
Buffer Station is one example related to real processes how to store items
temporarily in a constant process. The core technology apart from buffering is
the right application of recognition.

Table O_01: Training contents and features of MPS stations
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Equipment

Features and training contents

Robot Station

The most complex and for sure the most flexible handling device in an

Assembly Station

industrial environment is for sure a robot. Therefore this learning arrangement,
consisting of a robot and an assembly station, deals solely with an application
of assembling parts using a robot. Different learning strategies can be applied
in the range of teaching, simulating as well as programming a robot as well as
in combination with an assembly task to be fulfilled by a robotics application.

Pick and Place Station

Handling materials using the technology of vacuum are widely implemented
in production processes. Therefore the Pick & Place Station is build up around
this technology. Together with the latest handling devices in the field of
pneumatics, the competencies of this station are for sure applicable in the
modern industrial reality.

Fluidic Muscle Station

Due to its constant improvement, pneumatics in general is widely used and
will be used very often in the future in every production process. The Fluidic
Muscle Station comprises one of the latest improvements of pneumatics, as
the name already expresses, a fluidic muscle acting like a cylinder.

Separating Station

The task of the separation station is similar to the buffering process including
an opportunity to differentiate workpieces according to their drilled hole
depth. Therefore different workpieces can be separated from the normal
material flow to the downstream station.

Sorting Station

At the end of the production line, an application of sorting the completely
manufactured parts is realized. The Sorting Station comprises different kind
of color and material recognition in order to be able to sort correctly, therefore
providing its training contents accordingly.

Storing Station

Storing materials within a production process or at the end of any production
line is a very important technology and is being realized in a lot varieties
nowadays. This station is being equipped with a rotary servo drive as well as
linear cylinders placing the workpiece into a three different storage levels.
Gripping, moving and rotating are the major core competencies of this station.

Table O_01: Training contents and features of MPS stations
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Training Aims and Core Competencies

According to the equipment and stations as described in the previous paragraph, the following tables, Tables O_02
to O_14, provide an overview of the training aims and core competencies which should be achieved by conducting
appropriate training in the field of serial production technology.

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

Structure and components of a programmable logic controller

AS-Interface CP343-2

Input- and Output modules of the SIMATIC Series

EduTrainer Concept

Describing the function, construction principles and operations
Describing the programming structure of a PLC program
Programming using digital and analogue signals
Programming using AS-Interface and Profibus-DP

Table O_02: Training aims of PLC

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Distribution Station

Mechanical setup and components of the station
Vacuum gripper technology
Pneumatic linear and rotary drives
Separation of workpieces
Handling applications
Commissioning, fault finding and trouble-shooting

Table O_03: Training aims of the Distribution Station

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Testing Station

Mechanical setup and components of the station
Use of rodless cylinders
Optical and capacitive sensors with digital switching behavior
Operation and applications of analog sensors
Analog signal processing
Commissioning, fault finding and trouble-shooting

Table O_04: Training aims of the Testing Station

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Processing Station

Mechanical setup and components of the station
Rotary indexing table
Quality check application
Drilling application
Various electrical actuators
Commissioning, fault finding and trouble-shooting

Table O_05: Training aims of the Processing Station
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Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Handling Station

Mechanical setup and components of the station
Pneumatic grippers
Pneumatic linear drives
Control of a handling device
Separation of workpieces with a linear drive
Commissioning, fault finding and trouble-shooting

Table O_06: Training aims of the Handling Station

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Buffer Station

Mechanical setup and components of the station
Electrical drives
Buffering and separating workpieces
Light barriers and various sensors
Pneumatic separation module
Commissioning, fault finding and trouble-shooting

Table O_07: Training aims of the Buffer Station

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Robot Station

Fundamentals of robot technology
Robot terminology
Robot programming
Commissioning of the entire sequence
Teaching a robot using the handheld device
Safety and security applications

Table O_08: Training aims of the Robot Station

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Assembly Station

Mechanical setup of a station
Correct wiring of electrical components
Correct application of limit switches
Introduction and application of automated assembly
Commissioning of the entire sequence
Integration of the station and combination with robot station

Table O_09: Training aims of the Assembly Station
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Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Pick & Place Station

Mechanical setup and components of the station
Vacuum technology
Easy pick & place applications
Handling applications
Linear slide units
Commissioning, fault finding and trouble-shooting

Table O_10: Training aims of the Pick & Place Station

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Fluidic Muscle Station

Mechanical setup and components of the station
Fluidic muscle technology
Semi rotary actuators
Linear drives
Punching applications
Commissioning, fault finding and trouble-shooting

Table O_11: Training aims of the Fluidic Muscle Station

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Separating Station

Fundamentals of control technology
Separation of workpieces
Analogue and digital sensors
Recognition application for depth
Pneumatic branching gate
Safety and security applications

Table O_12: Training aims of the Separating Station

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Sorting Station

Mechanical setup of a station
Recognition of materials and colors
Sorting applications
Light barriers
Separation applications
Integration of the station and combination with robot station

Table O_13: Training aims of the Sorting Station
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Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Storing Station

Mechanical setup and components of the station
Storing of materials
Color recognition
Rotary and linear drives
Gripper technology
Commissioning, fault finding and trouble-shooting

Table O_14: Training aims of the Storing Station

Laboratory Facilities

To be able to conduct sustainable training, especially whereby hands-on training cannot be neglected, it is indispensable
to provide adequate training equipment and facilities for the trainer as well as for students. Laboratory design, work
environment as well as equipment design is an important factor to conduct technical training. Regarding the equipment
itself, Festo Didactic uses solely real industrial equipment to compose its technology packages.

Training, especially hands-on training in the technical field is only efficient when an appropriate
laboratory environment is provided. Thus, a comprehensive approach starts with the laboratory design
itself, is further to be recognized within the stations as well as the major part, the equipment itself.
Through the medium of design, students should be already motivated to discover the technical subtlety!

On the one hand side, real industrial equipment facilitates the approach of bridging the gap between institutional
based training and training on the job. Thus, students are being trained on equipment which they will face later on in
real industrial processes. On the other hand side, real industrial components are more reliable regarding the period
of operation, upgradeability and spare parts if required. Another important aspect is safety, security as well as the
training of maintenance and service.

Laboratory Design

The laboratory for serial production is designed to host altogether twelve students, working in groups of two trainees
on various of the MPS Stations and six student tables as it can be seen in the virtual impression of this laboratory in
the picture further below, Picture O_03. In the picture, currently the stations are being combined to form an entire
production line, but as aforesaid, in the beginnings trainees start to work on single and separated stations which
will then be moved next to the student tables. As already mentioned, one major aspect of the design is to provide
the trainees an unrestrained view on the teachers desk as well as the stations and boards. Further on, the computer
systems are located close to the workstation, in order to be implemented in a blended-learning arrangement and
therefore being connected to the equipment. Whenever hands-on training is taking place, one trainee can work on
the station, whilst the others use the programming environment on the computer. Apart from the major equipment,
accessories such as a computer network and central power supply are taken into account, but not explicitly drawn in
the layout. In order to provide a nice and warm ambient of the laboratory, curtains, posters and flowers should be a
decorative matter. The picture as well further down, Picture O_04, shows an optional arrangement of the station apart
from the line arrangement.
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Picture O_03: Virtual impression of the laboratory for serial production

Equipment Details

Learning with innovative technology, practice-orientated training and demand driven training with industrial
components provides all trainees with the necessary confidence for everyday work and their future employability.
Therefore the following paragraphs provide an overview of the equipment items for this conceptualisation on hand
following the structure of the MPS Stations as shown in Table O_01.

Picture O_04: Optional arrangement of the MPS Stations
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PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

The equipment set and concept of EduTrainer PLC comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item
and quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied.

1 1x EduTrainer Universal with Siemens 314C-2PN/DP			
2 1x S7 CP343-2 AS-Interface master module				
3 1x 24 digital inputs 			
4 1x 16 digital outputs			
5 1x 4 analogue inputs			
6 1x 2 analogue outputs			
7 1x EduTrainer mounting rack in the size of A4			
8 1x Various input and output plugs, accessories			

Even though within this conceptualisation on hand only Siemens controllers are being mentioned, it is however and
of course possible to integrate various other controllers from other suppliers such as Festo, Mitsubishi, Panasonic,
Allen Bradley and various others. Due to the open connectivity and flexibility of MPS such an integration can be
accomplished easily.

Distribution Station

The MPS Distribution Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers
to one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS Station Distribution completely assembled and tested			
2 1x MPS Trolley			
3 1x MPS Controle Console			
4 1x Stack magazin			
5 1x Changer module with vacuum gripper			
6 1x Vacuum switch			
7 1x On-off valve with filter regulation valve			
8 1x Set of cables, connectors and accessories			

Function of Distribution Station

The MPS Distribution Station separates workpieces. Up to eight workpieces are stored in the magazine tube of the stack
magazine. A double-acting cylinder pushes the workpieces out individually. The changer module grips the separated
workpiece with a vacuum gripper. Driven by a rotary cylinder, the swivel arm of the changer moves the workpiece to the
transfer point of the downstream station.
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Testing Station

The MPS Testing Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to one
single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS Station Testing completely assembled and tested			
2 1x MPS Trolley			
3 1x MPS Controle Console			
4 1x Lifting module			
5 1x Measuring module			
6 1x Pneumatic slide module			
7 1x On-off valve with filter regulation valve			
8 1x Set of cables, connectors and accessories			

Function of Testing Station

The MPS Station Testing station detects the various properties of the workpieces inserted. It differentiates workpieces
with the aid of an optical and a capacitive sensor. A retroreflective sensor monitors whether the operating space is free
before the workpiece is raised with a linear cylinder. An analog sensor measures the height of the workpiece. A linear
cylinder guides correct workpieces via the upper air slide to the next station. Incorrect workpieces are rejected .

Processing Station

The MPS Processing Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to
one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS Station Processing completely assembled and testete			
2 1x MPS Trolley			
3 1x MPS Controle Console			
4 1x Testing module			
5 1x Drilling module			
6 1x Rotary indexing table			
7 1x Clamping and ejection module			
8 1x Set of cables, connectors and accessories			

Function of Processing Station

In the processing station, the workpieces are tested and processed on a rotary indexing table. This station only uses
electrical drives. The rotary indexing table is driven by a DC motor. The table is positioned by a relay circuit, with the
position of the table being detected by an inductive sensor. On the rotary indexing table, the workpieces are tested
and drilled in two parallel processes. A solenoid actuator with an inductive sensor checks that the workpieces are
inserted in the correct position. During drilling, the workpiece is clamped by a solenoid actuator. Finished workpieces
are passed on via the electrical branch.
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Handling Station

The MPS Handling Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to
one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS Station Handling completely assembled and tested			
2 1x MPS Trolley			
3 1x MPS Controle Console			
4 1x PicAlpha module electrical			
5 1x DC motor controller			
6 1x Smart cubic valve terminal			
7 1x On-off valve with filter regulation valve			
8 1x Set of cables, connectors and accessories			

Function of Handling Station

The MPS Handling Station is equipped with a flexible two-axis handling device. Workpieces inserted into the holder
are detected by an optical diffuse sensor. The handling device picks up the workpieces from there with the aid of a
pneumatic gripper. The gripper is equipped with an optical sensor which differentiates between ‘black’ and ‘non-black’
workpieces. The workpieces can be placed on different slides according to this criterion. Other sorting criteria can be
defined if the station is combined with other stations. Workpieces can also be transferred to a down-stream station

Buffer Station

The MPS Buffer Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to one
single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS Station Buffer completely assembled and tested			
2 1x MPS Trolley			
3 1x MPS Controle Console			
4 1x Conveyor module with DC motor			
5 1x Pneumatic separator module			
6 1x Diffuse and through-beam sensor			
7 1x On-off valve with filter regulation valve			
8 1x Set of cables, connectors and accessories			

Function of Buffer Station

The MPS Buffer Station can buffer and separate up to five workpieces. Diffuse sensors at the beginning of the conveyor
detect the inserted workpieces. Light barriers upstream and downstream of the separator control the process: If the
transfer point is free, the separator passes on a workpiece. This is actuated by a short-stroke cylinder with a deflection
mechanism. The end positions of the short-stroke cylinder are detected by means of end-position sensors.
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Robot Station

The MPS Robot Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to one
single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS Station Robot, completely assembled including trolley			
2 1x Robot Mitsubishi RV-2SDB			
3 1x Robot Controller 			
4 1x Techbox as handheld device R32TB			
5 1x Retaining module			
6 1x Pneumatic gripper			
7 1x Angled slided module and stack magazine module			
8 1x Set of cables, accessories and tools		

Function of Robot Station

The MPS Robot Station can transport workpieces that are fed via a slide and place them in an assembly retainer.
The sensor in the gripper enables the robot to differentiate workpieces by colour (black/not black). The sensor in
the assembly retainer monitors the orientation of the workpiece. From the assembly retainer the robot sorts the
workpieces into various magazines or passes them on to the downstream station. Combination with the assembly
station facilitates the assembly of workpieces.

Assembly Station

The MPS Processing Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to
one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS Station Assembly, completely assembled including trolley		
2 1x Separating module for springs			
3 1x Piston pallet module			
4 1x Stack magazin module for end caps			
5 1x Syslink connection terminal			
6 1x Valve terminal			
7 1x On-off valve with air filtration			
8 1x Set of cables, accessories and tools			

Function of Assembly Station

The MPS Assembly Station works in conjunction with the robot station. It supplies cylinder components for the
assembly process: A double-acting cylinder pushes the cylinder caps out of the stacking magazine. The pistons are
stored on a pallet. A double-acting cylinder pushes the springs out of a slim magazine.
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Pick & Place Station

The MPS Pick & Place Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers
to one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS Station Pick & Place completely assembled and tested			
2 1x MPS Trolley			
3 1x MPS Controle Console			
4 1x Pick & Place module			
5 1x Sorting gate and separator module			
6 1x Vacuum valve			
7 1x On-off valve with filter regulation valve			
8 1x Set of cables, connectors and accessories			

Function of Pick & Place Station

The MPS Pick & Place Station is equipped with a two-axis Pick & Place module. Workpiece housings placed on the
conveyor are detected by the diffuse sensor. The workpiece is transported to the pneumatic separator on the conveyor
belt and detected by a second diffuse sensor. The Pick & Place module picks up a workpiece insert from the slide and
places it on the workpiece housing. The complete workpiece (housing and insert) is released by the separator and
transported to the end of the conveyor belt. A light barrier detects the workpiece at the end of the conveyor belt.

Fluidic Muscle Station

The MPS Fluidic Muscle Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers
to one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS Station Fluidic Muscle completely assembled and tested			
2 1x MPS Trolley			
3 1x MPS Controle Console			
4 1x Rotary and linear transfer module			
5 1x Fluidic muscle press module			
6 1x Pressure sensor			
7 1x On-off valve with filter regulation valve			
8 1x Set of cables, connectors and accessories			

Function of Fluidic Muscle Station

The MPS Fluidic Muscle Press Station presses workpiece inserts into housings. The rotary-linear changer positions
the housing with the insert laid on top beneath the press. The fluidic muscle carries out the pressing process. The
rotary-linear changer then transports the finished workpiece to the transfer position. A diffuse sensor mounted on
the changer arm for workpiece interrogation. The pressing force is monitored and displayed by an analog pressure
sensor. The pressing speed and depth can be set both manually – via flow control valve and pressure regulator – and
electronically with the proportional pressure regulator
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Separating Station

The MPS Separating Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to
one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS Station Separating completely assembled and tested			
2 1x MPS Trolley			
3 1x MPS Controle Console			
4 2x Conveyor module with DC motor			
5 1x Diffuse sensor analogue			
6 1x Pneumatic sorting gate			
7 1x On-off valve with filter regulation valve			
8 1x Set of cables, connectors and accessories			

Function of Separating Station

The MPS Separating Station differentiates workpieces based on their drilled hole depth and separates them into two
different material flow directions. Workpieces placed on the conveyor are transported to the depth measurement point.
An analogue diffuse sensor checks the drilled hole. Workpieces of the type cylinder are transported to the end of the
conveyor. Workpieces of the type housing are directed towards the rear via the second conveyor using a pneumatic
branching gate with rotary drive. Fibre-optic through beam sensors with optical sensors monitor the material flow.

Sorting Station

The MPS Processing Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to
one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS Station Sorting completely assembled and tested			
2 1x MPS Trolley			
3 1x MPS Controle Console			
4 3x Pneumatic sorting gate module			
5 1x Stopper module			
6 1x Inductive and retro-reflective sensor			
7 1x On-off valve with filter regulation valve			
8 1x Set of cables, connectors and accessories			

Function of Sorting Station

The MPS Sorting Station sorts workpieces onto three slides. Workpieces placed on the start of the conveyor are detected
by a diffuse sensor. Sensors upstream of the stopper detect the workpiece properties (black, red, metal). Branches,
which are actuated by short-stroke cylinders via a deflector, allow sorting of workpieces onto the appropriate slides. A
retro-reflective sensor monitors the level of the slides.
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Storing Station

The MPS Storing Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to one
single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS Station Storing completely assembled and tested			
2 1x MPS Trolley			
3 1x MPS Controle Console			
4 1x Electrical mini slide module			
5 1x Motor controller SFC-DC and Servo motor MTR-DCI			
6 1x Colour sensor and shelves			
7 1x On-off valve with filter regulation valve			
8 1x Set of cables, connectors and accessories			

Function of Storing Station

The MPS Storing Station places workpieces in and takes workpieces out of storage using a pneumatic gripper. The
station is equipped with three storage levels, with a level each for six red, six silver and six black workpieces. The rotary
movement is performed by an electrical servo drive and the stroke movement is executed using an electrical linear axis
with separate controllers each. During placement into storage, a workpiece inserted in the holder module is detected
using the colour sensor. The workpiece is placed in the next free compartment in the corresponding storage level based
on the colour. Removal of workpieces is possible as well.

Accessories for Serial Production

To provide a complete viable system, several important accessories are strongly recommended, therefore the following
table lists further details. Some minor accessories will not be shown, such as cables, connectors or power supply
cables. In case no central compressed air is available then also compressors will need to be added.

1 1x Power supply unit for each station except robot 			
2 1x Universal cable set, 4mm, incl. safety plugs (one set for laboratory)		
3 2x Syslink cables for each station except robot 			
4 6x Digital multimeter			
5 1x Programming adaptors for PLC with USB connection for each PLC		
6 1x Set of connection units, cables			
7 1x Set of workpieces			
8 1x Set of tools, accessories			
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Teaching Media

What is the best training equipment for teaching purposes without appropriate teaching material? To provide an
answer to this question, Festo Didactic offers a wide range of teaching media to put a holistic concept of technical
training on firm footing.

Training, especially technical training including a hands-on approach is only efficient with the right blend
of media! Therefore three major aspects need to be considered: real industrial equipment for teaching
purposes, appropriate software along with the blended-learning approach and finally teachware in
forms of textbooks, exercises, data sheets and workbooks.

In the following paragraphs, the teaching media part is split into the section of teachware, whereby textbooks and
workbooks will be mentioned. Further on, one section will provide an overview about the software media which
supports the teacher as well as the trainee according to the equipment details as described.

Textbooks and Workbooks

The following table, Table O_15, presents all textbooks, workbooks and exercise media according to the technology
packages in the field of serial production.

Station Verteilen

Equipment

Workbooks, Textbooks and Exercises

PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

Programmable logic controllers, basic level textbook

Ausbildungsunterlage

Automating with SIMATIC, textbook
Automating with STEP7 in STL and SCL, textbook
Automating with STEP7 in LAD and FBD, textbook
PLC, basic level workbook
MPS Station Robot

Documentation on CD Rom
Handling description

538957 DE
11/03

Basics of robot programming
MPS Stations

Documentation on CD Rom
Handling descriptions
Training documentation for MPS
Training document process optimisation

Table O_15: Overview of teachware such as books, workbooks and exercises
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Software

Following our approach of providing expedient training concepts, the following paragraphs provide all information
regarding the range of software based media in the field of Mechatronics. In the first case, trainees can gather some
preliminary experience in the field of sensorics or actuators technology by using so-called Web Based Media, which
could be accessible via the intranet, but also as a local installation. Once students have acquired some background
information about various technologies, hands-on exercises on the real industrial equipment should corroborate this
knowledge. Afterwards simulation and measuring software tools in combination with the hardware allows the trainee
to foster its skills and knowledge in the corresponding technical field. This educational approach follows our ideas
of establishing a blended-learning arrangement. The following paragraphs provide all necessary information about
software tools to understand the right way of its designated usage.

Sensor Technology 1

The first part of sensor technology focuses on sensors in pneumatics for about two hours of learning time. This training
program deals in detail with the sensors used to detect end position on cylinders and with pressure and flow sensors
in pneumatic systems. Based on a complex example from industrial practice, trainees are taught to select suitable
sensors. The necessary basic knowledge for this is provided in the technical knowledge and components modules, to
which trainees can refer at any time. All training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the narrative
text can be viewed on the sitemap. The picture as follows, Picture O_05, provides an idea its appearance.

Picture O_05: WBT Sensor Technology 1 and 2

Sensor Technology 2

The second part of sensor technology focuses on sensors for object detection for about two hours of learning time. This
training program deals in detail with the sensors used to detect objects in automated systems. Based on a complex
example from industrial practice, trainees are taught to select the suitable sensors. The necessary basic knowledge
for this is provided in the technical knowledge and components modules, to which students can refer at any time. All
training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the narrative text can be viewed on the sitemap. The
picture above, Picture O_05, provides an idea of its design.
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Fieldbus Technology

The multimedia and interactive training program will teach trainees the basics of Fieldbus technology. It is suitable
for beginners who would like to get an overview of the subject. Animations are used to illustrate various practical
examples. All relevant terms on the subject of bus technology can be found in the integrated lexicon. In total, this web
based training program provides about two hours of learning time.

Actuators - DC Motor

Using the everyday example of a car park access control system, the trainee learns the basics of a mechatronic system.
Building on this, the training program determines what function the actuators have in the controller. A DC motor is
then studied in more detail as an example of a typical actuator, for example its structure and the laws which govern its
operation. Further chapters cover speed control and the use of data sheets as well as the transmission ratios which can
be achieved by using a gearbox. This web based media provides about two hours of learning time.

Mechatronics Assistant

The Mechatronics Assistant, designed to cover all training aspects for MPS in particular, is a tool for every purpose.
The time previously lost researching, copying, collating, stapling and distributing is a thing of the past. The new
Mechatronics Assistant is a syllabus-oriented, structured archive as a software application in which instructors and
trainees can easily find the documentation for the classes, at any time. Altogether more than 20000 various documents
are comprising the Mechatronic Assistant, ranging from exercises, data sheets, assembly instructions up to wiring and
functioning diagrams. The picture as follows, Picture O_06, provides an idea of its design and appearance.

Picture O_06: Mechatronics Assistant

Siemens Step 7 Professional

The Siemens software Step 7 professional contains the programming languages Statement List (STL), Function
Chart (FCH) and Ladder Diagram (LDR) (basic package) as well as STEP 7-SCL, STEP 7-GRAPH, Distributed Safety, S7Technology software package and distributed intelligence iMap. It facilitates the realisation of networked solutions with
SIMATIC S7-300/-400 systems, SIMATIC C7. The professional version of this software package also contains the S7PLCSIM simulation software. By using the simulation software S7-PLCSIM it is possible to carry out the functional test
of the SIMATIC S7 user blocks on PG/PC regardless of the availability of the target hardware. Detection and elimination
of program errors are therefore possible at a much earlier stage during the development of the PLC program.
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CIROS Mechatronics

CIROS Mechatronics is the virtual learning environment for Mechatronics with a focus on PLC controlled systems. It
offers an ideal working environment for PLC programming based on Siemens Step 7 and includes a virtual learning
environment for the mechatronic training system MPS, which will be integrated in another laboratory conceptualisation.
The comprehensive model library contains 3D process models of all MPS stations, various conveyor systems and a high
bay warehouse. When networked with the CIROS Automation Suite, this can be extended or modified. The picture as
follows, Picture O_07, provides an impression of its appearance.

Picture O_07: CIROS Mechatronics

Activation of the models can be done immediately from the integrated virtual S7-PLC, from Step 7 of the simulated
SIMATIC Controller S7-PLCSIM or via the Easy-Port of any other external hardware PLC. In manual mode single-step
movements can be performed and compiled to form flow sequences without programming. Additionally, powerful
error simulation with multiple error scenarios including adjustment errors for sensors. Setting errors is password
protected. Locating and eliminating errors can be logged and the results can be evaluated, thus enabling trainees to
design effective training for systematic commissioning and repair in the event of malfunctions within the simulation
environment. Last but not least, 3D real time simulation with all the features of CIROS Studio.

CIROS Advanced Mechatronics

CIROS Advanced Mechatronics is the virtual learning environment for Mechatronics with the focus on MPS Stations
which are allocated in a combination or even arranged as a serial production line, as mentioned within this
conceptualisation on hand. Features, functionality, libraries and appearance are similar to CIROS Mechatronics.
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CIROS Robotics

CIROS Robotics is ideally suited for learning how to program and commission industrial robot systems. The program
offers a large number of different robot models. The integrated training program on robotics conveys everything from
the basic principles of handling technology to the use of robots in space missions. All the required basic knowledge for
automation with robots is conveyed by the integrated CIROS Robotics Assistant which offers numerous graphics and
animations to explain technical terms and facts, videos on a large number of industrial applications involving industrial
robots, sample programs for every robot work cell, technical documentation including instructions on processing. The
picture as follows, Picture O_08, provides an idea of its design and appearance.

Picture O_08: CIROS Robotics

CIROS Robotics includes as well a 3D real-time simulation with all the features of CIROS Studio. Additionally, a
programming environment for IRL (Industrial Robot Language), programming languages Movemaster Command and
Melfa Basic IV for the class of Mitsubishi robot systems. Further to this, a comprehensive library with more than twenty
predefined robot work cells enables trainees to go directly to commissioning and programming of robot applications:
from simple pick and place tasks right up to plants with numerous robot systems.
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Installation and Training

One important aspect before conducting training using the serial production environment as well as the various
software tools is to provide the right installation of the equipment, infrastructure, accessories, tools and the
corresponding facilities. This will be accomplished by Festo Didactic experts within the field of Mechatronics, having
a profound experience and being able to meet any local requirements. In case further laboratories will be established
having the same set of equipment and software tools, then training can however take place in parallel and together.

Training, especially training in the technical field, is only efficient when all trainers involved are extensively
trained in their designated field and training approach. Only well trained and motivated trainers are able
to motivate students thereafter, therefore any kind of the so-called ‘train-the-trainer’ aspect should not
be neglected. Upon necessity, revision training should be considered on a frequent basis.

In case the laboratory conceptualisation on hand will be established as a stand-alone laboratory solution, a training
duration of at least ten to fifteen days is recommended. As aforesaid, in case the laboratory of serial production is part
of various laboratory installations, then this time could possible be covered in related laboratories respectively other
technologies.

Further Information

As already mentioned, since Festo Didactic is constantly further developing and adding new equipment and software
media to its existing wide range, further and latest information can always be accessed using the website of Festo
Didactic, www.festo-didactic.com. This also includes further information regarding installation requirements.
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Introduction

Based on the definition of Industrial Automation and Mechatronics, this conceptualisation on hand focuses now on
systems within the level of so-called fully automated systems, with the core focus on factory automation and production
systems. As it can be seen in the introduction part of Teciam, altogether three laboratory concepts are being considered
for production systems. The conceptualisation on hand focuses on parallel production systems, whereby the material
flow, respectively workpiece carriers can be arranged in various direction, and the workpieces can also be taken out
of the conveyor belts for further assembly or storage purposes, therefore processes in parallel are possible. Most of
Festo Didactic training solutions covering the so-called parallel production is being conducted on equipment packages
and learning systems in the range of MPS, Modular Production System, providing expedient exercises by hands-on
training as well as in-depth technology training. Further on, blended-learning arrangements are implemented wherever
applicable to provide insights and further opportunities to simulate, demonstrate and even control partly automated
applications. The picture as follows, Picture P_01, shows one example of training on fully automated systems.

Picture P_01: Example of the MPS 500 Series

Training Approach

Based on Festo Didactics experience, training being conducted in the field of flexible production system technology
is taking place in groups of two persons. This fosters not only the technical experience and knowledge, but also the
soft-skills and communication attempt. Two groups of trainees work in parallel on various MPS Stations surrounding
a conveyor system, in combination with computer systems located on several desks. Together with the hardware
equipment, other training media are being used, such as textbooks, workbooks and software. The laboratory layout
along with the equipment allows further on different kind of training. Whenever the hardware is not used, normal
classroom training can be conducted by use of the computer. For this purpose, the set-up of the laboratory avoids a
narrow view of the instructor and its displays.
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Within this laboratory, the equipment is not totally homogenous, meaning that a few MPS Stations are identical, but
the entire production combinations as arranged attached to the conveyor are different. The reason for this is that
the field of modular production technology is too diversified, but the core competencies should be still trained in
parallel, which is the major approach regarding this laboratory, providing an extensive insight of industrial possibilities
nowadays. Further on, training on the so-called MPS Stations is more complex as well as flexible. Due to the modularity,
it is possible to separate the stations, so that special competencies can be imparted by locating the stations to other
computer systems in the laboratory. Initially, the first training sequences shall be carried out on a combination of two
stations as well as the stand-alone conveyor anyway, only at a later stage the combined stations shall be attached to
the conveyor and the entire production sequence shall be trained and experienced.

Modular Production System

The Modular Production System, in short MPS, allows industrial automation systems of different levels of complexity
to be modelled, respectively training contents to be covered. MPS is universal, modular and open to further system
expansion. This allows the system to be adapted to trainees’ prior knowledge and experience. Simple functions and
sequences form the basis up to complex production systems on a small scale, but including an option of gradually
being expanded to a complex integrated system.

Picture P_02: Examples of MPS Stations and a conveyor module

The picture above, Picture P_02, shows part of an entire MPS 500 series whereby various combinations of MPS Stations
are attached to the conveyor in order to form so-called production cells. Each cell can handle workpieces at the same
time, this is the reason why a production process can be organised in a parallel form. Therefore also the supervision
and control is entirely different from a linear production arrangement.
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Whenever MPS Stations need to be combined or being intended for separation, no additional wiring
or programming is necessary. This safes extraordinary time which can be very well used for the major
subject: training purposes. Further on, all MPS Stations can be controlled according to local industrial
standards, fostering the employability of trainees.

Technology Contents

The following overview and table, Table P_01, provides an overview of the MPS Stations and equipment used for
training purposes within the conceptualisation on hand of parallel production, fully automated. As aforesaid, Festo
Didactic usually provides such equipment and stations focussing each on a certain technology accordingly.

Equipment

Features and training contents

PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

The EduTrainer concept, together with the programming tool Step 7, allows

AS-Interface CP343-2

in the first case basic training in standardized programming languages such

EduTrainer Concept

as ladder diagram, instruction list or function chart according to IEC-1131-3.
Further on, Step 7 specific tools such as programming and simulation tools
are included, providing a real industrial developing tool for logical controllers.

Distribution Station

At the beginning of each production line, the Distribution Station separates
workpieces from a stack magazine, stored in magazine tube, and transfers it
to the first downstream station, according to the entire material flow. Like in
reality, basic parts to be further processed are being inserted in the process
here.

Testing Station

After inserting basic parts into the production line, the parts are being tested by
the Testing Station whether they are suitable for further processing. Including
different sensors as well as a measuring module, the core technology in this
stage is the quality assurance as well as aspects of the recognition of different
colours in an industrial production process.

Processing Station

The core competency of the Processing Station is based in the field of electrical
drives. Furthermore, the usage of an indexing table is of great importance of
any kind of an automated system. Therefore this station combines different
electrical actuators simulating a process of testing and drilling.

Handling Station

Whenever items to be processed need to be replaced or handled, the use of
different handling devices are needed. The technology contents of this station
are mostly related to the packaging industry, therefore this station comprises
the core competency of handling as well as gripping.

Robot Station

The most complex and for sure the most flexible handling device in an

Assembly Station

industrial environment is for sure a robot. Therefore this learning arrangement,
consisting of a robot and an assembly station, deals solely with an application
of assembling parts using a robot. Different learning strategies can be applied
in the range of teaching, simulating as well as programming a robot as well as
in combination with an assembly task to be fulfilled by a robotics application.

Table P_01: Training contents and features of MPS stations
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Equipment

Features and training contents

Sorting Station

At the end of the production arrangement, an application of sorting the
completely manufactured parts is realized. The Sorting Station comprises
different kind of color and material recognition in order to be able to sort
correctly, therefore providing its training contents accordingly.

Storage System AS-RS

The finished products are being transported to the automatic storage /
retrieval system. If the Sorting Station at the next workplace is not present,
not ready, or already full, the products are stored in the automatic storage /
retrieval system.

Conveyor Belt

The central part of the entire production process is the intelligent conveyor
belt whereby all other stations are being attached. By means of the conveyor,
pallets are being transported from station to station in a closed loop
arrangement.

Table P_01: Training contents and features of MPS stations

Material Flow

Material flow between the work cells is undertaken by the pallet conveyor system, as the previous picture, Picture
P_02, shows. The pallets remain always on the conveyor, meaning that no station is taking the pallet from the conveyor
in order to process it further. Material transfer between the conveyor and the workcell is by means of slides, handling
devices or the robot station. The pallet conveyor system with a base frame made of aluminium profiles further comprises
AC drives, frequency converters for variable speed, a maximum of six work positions as well as eight workpiece carriers.
Networking with AS-Interface is also included as well as a control cabinet with Siemens programmable logic controllers.

Control Concept

In order to achieve simple and easy-to-follow communication between the stations and the conveyor system, Festo
decided not to implement a complex and variable process. The workpieces pass through the system sequentially, always
starting at the distributing station and always ending at the sorting station. Further details regarding the expressions
and the stations are given further below. If other stations are connected to the system, passage through these is
determined by the conveyor system, therefore the expression of an intelligent conveyor system at the beginnings. Each
workcell connected is started by a maximum of four digital signals from the conveyor system as soon as a pallet with a
workpiece arrives at the indexing unit assigned. In other words, the workcell is activated by the workpiece on the pallet.
This makes the system very robust and fault-tolerant in the event of manual intervention as often to be expected in a
training environment. There is also the possibility of logging workcells onto or out of the conveyor system. This allows
work cells to be temporarily disconnected, for example to carry out training at a different location as already stated.
Stations created as project work can also be easily connected to the conveyor system using the project interface.
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Workplaces and Processes

As already mentioned, the conveyor belt provides a maximum of so-called six workcells or workplaces ‘WP’ to be easily
connected and implemented into the process according to the material flow. The laboratory on hand consists of one
conveyor belt as well as six workcells. The workpiece used for all processes in the system is a short-stroke cylinder. The
workpiece runs sequentially through all stations. The process applies for the full version of the system, as the following
overview and table, Table P_02, presents.

Workplace

Process

WP1 Incoming Goods

Workpieces are being transferred to the pallet conveyor system via the MPS
Station Distributing and Testing.

WP2 Processing of Goods

A handling station is used in order to remove the workpiece from the conveyor
system and to place it on the rotary indexing table. The workpiece is processed
and then placed back on the pallet by the handling device.

WP3 Quality Assurance

The camera checks whether the workpieces can be assembled. The result is
passed on to the assembly workplace. Reject parts are segregated.

WP4 Assembling of Goods

The MPS Robot and Assembly Station removes the body from the conveyor
system and mounts the cylinder. Reject parts are being segregated.

WP5 Storage of Goods

The finished products are being transported to the automatic storage and
retrieval system. If the sorting station at the next workplace is not present,
not ready, or already full, the products are stored in the automatic storage and
retrieval system.

WP6 Outgoing Goods

If the outgoing goods station is ready, the products are either stored there or
products are retrieved from the automatic storage / retrieval system.

Table P_02: Overview of the workplaces and processes

Whenever MPS Stations are combined and connected to the conveyor belt forming a flexible production
process following the material flow, a wide range of training can be conducted apart from every single
station’s technology or core competency field. In the laboratory on hand, training of observing, production
planning as well as management fields can be trained. Last but not least, industrial communication
should be a matter of training as well.
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Training Aims and Core Competencies

According to the equipment and stations as described in the previous paragraph, the following tables, Tables P_03
to P_13, provide an overview of the training aims and core competencies which should be achieved by conducting
appropriate training in the field of parallel production technology.

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

Structure and components of a programmable logic controller

AS-Interface CP343-2

Input- and Output modules of the SIMATIC Series

EduTrainer Concept

Describing the function, construction principles and operations
Describing the programming structure of a PLC program
Programming using digital and analogue signals
Programming using AS-Interface and Profibus-DP

Table P_03: Training aims of PLC

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Distribution Station

Mechanical setup and components of the station
Vacuum gripper technology
Pneumatic linear and rotary drives
Separation of workpieces
Handling applications
Commissioning, fault finding and trouble-shooting

Table P_04: Training aims of the Distribution Station

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Testing Station

Mechanical setup and components of the station
Use of rodless cylinders
Optical and capacitive sensors with digital switching behavior
Operation and applications of analog sensors
Analog signal processing
Commissioning, fault finding and trouble-shooting

Table P_05: Training aims of the Testing Station

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Processing Station

Mechanical setup and components of the station
Rotary indexing table
Quality check application
Drilling application
Various electrical actuators
Commissioning, fault finding and trouble-shooting

Table P_06: Training aims of the Processing Station
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Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Handling Station

Mechanical setup and components of the station
Pneumatic grippers
Pneumatic linear drives
Control of a handling device
Separation of workpieces with a linear drive
Commissioning, fault finding and trouble-shooting

Table P_07: Training aims of the Handling Station

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Robot Station

Fundamentals of robot technology
Robot terminology
Robot programming
Commissioning of the entire sequence
Teaching a robot using the handheld device
Safety and security applications

Table P_08: Training aims of the Robot Station

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Assembly Station

Mechanical setup of a station
Correct wiring of electrical components
Correct application of limit switches
Introduction and application of automated assembly
Commissioning of the entire sequence
Integration of the station and combination with robot station

Table P_09: Training aims of the Assembly Station

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Sorting Station

Mechanical setup of a station
Recognition of materials and colors
Sorting applications
Light barriers
Separation applications
Integration of the station and combination with robot station

Table P_10: Training aims of the Sorting Station
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Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Conveyor System

Structure and components of a programmable logic controller
Input- and Output modules of the SIMATIC Series
Describing the function, construction principles and operations
Describing the programming structure of a PLC program
Programming using digital and analogue signals
Programming using AS-Interface and Profibus-DP

Table P_11: Training aims of the conveyor

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Storage and Retrieval System

Industrial communication networks and bus systems
AC-Drives and electrical components
Controlling the material flow
Controlling the entire sequence
Industrial applications of material flow
Systematic troubleshooting in a production system

Table P_12: Training aims of the AS-RS Storage System

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Camera Inspection Station

Camera vision systems
Quality assurance by means of a camera system
Cameras used in industrial processes
Image processing in production processes
HMI Interface of industrial image processing
Programming image processing for industrial purposes

Table P_13: Training aims of the Camera System

Laboratory Facilities

To be able to conduct sustainable training, especially whereby hands-on training cannot be neglected, it is indispensable
to provide adequate training equipment and facilities for the trainer as well as for students. Laboratory design, work
environment as well as equipment design is an important factor to conduct technical training. Regarding the equipment
itself, Festo Didactic uses solely real industrial equipment to compose its training environment.

Training, especially hands-on training in the technical field is only efficient when an appropriate
laboratory environment is provided. Thus, a comprehensive approach starts with the laboratory design
itself, is further to be recognized within the stations as well as the major part, the equipment itself.
Through the medium of design, students should be already motivated to discover the technical subtlety!
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On the one hand side, real industrial equipment facilitates the approach of bridging the gap between institutional
based training and training on the job. Thus, students are being trained on equipment which they will face later on in
real industrial processes. On the other hand side, real industrial components are more reliable regarding the period
of operation, upgradeability and spare parts if required. Another important aspect is safety, security as well as the
training of maintenance and service.

Laboratory Design

The laboratory for parallel production is designed to host altogether twelve students, working in groups of two trainees
on various of the MPS Stations and six student tables as it can be seen in the virtual impression of this laboratory in
the picture further below, Picture P_03. In the picture, currently the stations are being combined and attached to the
conveyor belt, but as aforesaid, in the beginnings trainees start to work on single and separated stations which will then
be moved next to the student tables. As already mentioned, one major aspect of the design is to provide the trainees
an unrestrained view on the teachers desk as well as the stations and boards. Further on, the computer systems are
located close to the workstation, in order to be implemented in a blended-learning arrangement and therefore being
connected to the equipment. Whenever hands-on training is taking place, one trainee can work on the station, whilst
the others use the programming environment on the computer. Apart from the major equipment, accessories such as
a computer network and central power supply are taken into account, but not explicitly drawn in the layout. In order
to provide a nice and warm ambient of the laboratory, curtains, posters and flowers should be a decorative matter.

Picture P_03: Virtual impression of the laboratory for parallel production

Equipment Details

Learning with innovative technology, practice-orientated training and demand driven training with industrial
components provides all trainees with the necessary confidence for everyday work and their future employability.
Therefore the following paragraphs provide an overview of the equipment items for this conceptualisation on hand
following the structure of the MPS Stations as shown in Table P_01.
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PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

The equipment set and concept of EduTrainer PLC comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item
and quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied.

1 1x EduTrainer Universal with Siemens 314C-2PN/DP			
2 1x S7 CP343-2 AS-Interface master module				
3 1x 24 digital inputs 			
4 1x 16 digital outputs			
5 1x 4 analogue inputs			
6 1x 2 analogue outputs			
7 1x EduTrainer mounting rack in the size of A4			
8 1x Various input and output plugs, accessories			

Even though within this conceptualisation on hand only Siemens controllers are being mentioned, it is however and
of course possible to integrate various other controllers from other suppliers such as Festo, Mitsubishi, Panasonic,
Allen Bradley and various others. Due to the open connectivity and flexibility of MPS such an integration can be
accomplished easily.

Distribution Station

The MPS Distribution Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers
to one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS Station Distribution completely assembled and tested			
2 1x MPS Trolley			
3 1x MPS Controle Console			
4 1x Stack magazin			
5 1x Changer module with vacuum gripper			
6 1x Vacuum switch			
7 1x On-off valve with filter regulation valve			
8 1x Set of cables, connectors and accessories			

Function of Distribution Station

The MPS Distribution Station separates workpieces. Up to eight workpieces are stored in the magazine tube of the stack
magazine. A double-acting cylinder pushes the workpieces out individually. The changer module grips the separated
workpiece with a vacuum gripper. Driven by a rotary cylinder, the swivel arm of the changer moves the workpiece to the
transfer point of the downstream station.
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Testing Station

The MPS Testing Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to one
single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS Station Testing completely assembled and tested			
2 1x MPS Trolley			
3 1x MPS Controle Console			
4 1x Lifting module			
5 1x Measuring module			
6 1x Pneumatic slide module			
7 1x On-off valve with filter regulation valve			
8 1x Set of cables, connectors and accessories			

Function of Testing Station

The MPS Station Testing station detects the various properties of the workpieces inserted. It differentiates workpieces
with the aid of an optical and a capacitive sensor. A retroreflective sensor monitors whether the operating space is free
before the workpiece is raised with a linear cylinder. An analog sensor measures the height of the workpiece. A linear
cylinder guides correct workpieces via the upper air slide to the next station. Incorrect workpieces are rejected .

Processing Station

The MPS Processing Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to
one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS Station Processing completely assembled and testete			
2 1x MPS Trolley				
3

1x MPS Controle Console			

4 1x Testing module			
5 1x Drilling module			
6 1x Rotary indexing table			
7 1x Clamping and ejection module			
8 1x Set of cables, connectors and accessories			

Function of Processing Station

In the processing station, the workpieces are tested and processed on a rotary indexing table. This station only uses
electrical drives. The rotary indexing table is driven by a DC motor. The table is positioned by a relay circuit, with the
position of the table being detected by an inductive sensor. On the rotary indexing table, the workpieces are tested
and drilled in two parallel processes. A solenoid actuator with an inductive sensor checks that the workpieces are
inserted in the correct position. During drilling, the workpiece is clamped by a solenoid actuator. Finished workpieces
are passed on via the electrical branch.
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Handling Station

The MPS Handling Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to
one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS Station Handling completely assembled and tested			
2 1x MPS Trolley			
3 1x MPS Controle Console			
4 1x PicAlpha module electrical			
5 1x DC motor controller			
6 1x Smart cubic valve terminal			
7 1x On-off valve with filter regulation valve			
8 1x Set of cables, connectors and accessories			

Function of Handling Station

The MPS Handling Station is equipped with a flexible two-axis handling device. Workpieces inserted into the holder
are detected by an optical diffuse sensor. The handling device picks up the workpieces from there with the aid of a
pneumatic gripper. The gripper is equipped with an optical sensor which differentiates between ‘black’ and ‘non-black’
workpieces. The workpieces can be placed on different slides according to this criterion. Other sorting criteria can be
defined if the station is combined with other stations. Workpieces can also be transferred to a down-stream station

Assembly Station

The MPS Processing Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to
one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS Station Assembly, completely assembled including trolley		
2 1x Separating module for springs			
3 1x Piston pallet module				
4

1x Stack magazin module for end caps			

5 1x Syslink connection terminal			
6 1x Valve terminal				
7

1x On-off valve with air filtration			

8 1x Set of cables, accessories and tools			

Function of Assembly Station

The MPS Assembly Station works in conjunction with the robot station. It supplies cylinder components for the
assembly process: A double-acting cylinder pushes the cylinder caps out of the stacking magazine. The pistons are
stored on a pallet. A double-acting cylinder pushes the springs out of a slim magazine.
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Robot Station

The MPS Robot Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to one
single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS Station Robot, completely assembled including trolley			
2 1x Robot Mitsubishi RV-2SDB			
3 1x Robot Controller 			
4 1x Techbox as handheld device R32TB			
5 1x Retaining module			
6 1x Pneumatic gripper			
7 1x Angled slided module and stack magazine module				
8

Function of Robot Station

1x Set of cables, accessories and tools		

The MPS Robot Station can transport workpieces that are fed via a slide and place them in an assembly retainer.
The sensor in the gripper enables the robot to differentiate workpieces by colour (black/not black). The sensor in
the assembly retainer monitors the orientation of the workpiece. From the assembly retainer the robot sorts the
workpieces into various magazines or passes them on to the downstream station. Combination with the assembly
station facilitates the assembly of workpieces.

Sorting Station

The MPS Processing Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to
one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS Station Sorting completely assembled and tested			
2 1x MPS Trolley			
3 1x MPS Controle Console				
4

3x Pneumatic sorting gate module			

5 1x Stopper module			
6 1x Inductive and retro-reflective sensor			
7 1x On-off valve with filter regulation valve				
8

Function of Sorting Station

1x Set of cables, connectors and accessories			

The MPS Sorting Station sorts workpieces onto three slides. Workpieces placed on the start of the conveyor are detected
by a diffuse sensor. Sensors upstream of the stopper detect the workpiece properties (black, red, metal). Branches,
which are actuated by short-stroke cylinders via a deflector, allow sorting of workpieces onto the appropriate slides. A
retro-reflective sensor monitors the level of the slides.
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Conveyor System

The Conveyor System comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to one
single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x Conveyor system completely assembled and tested			
2 1x 3000 mm x 500 mm aluminium base frame			
3 6x Workplace stations prepared including stop gates			
4 1x Control cabinet with PLC			
5 1x Motor controller			
6 1x AS-Interface network included			
7 1x On-off valve with filter regulation valve			
8 1x Set of cables, connectors and accessories			

Function of Conveyor System

Material flow between the work cells is undertaken by the pallet conveyor system, which is the central unit of the
system. Starting on the material input cell the parts are transported to the different stations. When a pallet arrives on
the next working position an optical sensor checks the availability of a workpiece. The pallets remain on the conveyor,
while the parts are taken into the stations. Material transfer between the conveyor and the work cell is by means of
slide, handling device or robot.

Camera Inspection System

The Camera Inspection System comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers
to one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x Vision system, completely assembled, including trolley			
2 1x 1/2” CMOS colour global shutter progressive scan sensor			
3 1x Resolution of 752 x 480 Pixel			
4 1x CS-Mount, C-Mount as optics			
5 1x 2 Inputs, 3 Outputs as digital in and outputs			
6 1x Integrated red light RJ - 45			
7 1x 10/100 Mbps Ethernet connection			
8 1x Set of cables, accessories and tools			

Function of Camera Inspection

The quality assurance cell consists of an intelligent image processing system with Ethernet Interface for visualisation
and an I/O Interface for communication with the conveyor to perform measurement and quality check tasks. The parts
remain on the pallet on the conveyor and are checked if there is any case of defect. To work with the singular station
a swivel arm allows turning the camera for 180° to make measurements on the trolley. The intelligent camera SBOC is
an industrial high- end photoelectric sensor that easily adapt to new applications. Festo has combined the industry’s
latest CMOS imaging technology with image processing software to create an easy-to-use but powerful inspection tool.
The colour SBOC can be easily installed, because all components are wrapped up in a compact unit. The sensor offers
on-board Ethernet connectivity for remote diagnostics, setup and troubleshooting from anywhere in the world using
the internet. To control and program the camera, the powerful image processing software CheckOpti is used.
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Storage and Retrieval System

The Storage and Retrieval System comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity
refers to one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x Storage system completely assembled and tested			
2 1x 20 ( 5 rows with 4 stock locations) storage locations			
3 1x 3 axis Cartesian robot system			
4 1x Servo drives with incremental generator			
5 1x Pneumatic parallel gripper			
6 1x 12 Sensors included (8x proximity switch, 4x micro switch)			
7 1x On-off valve with filter regulation valve			
8 1x Set of cables, connectors and accessories			

Function of Storage and Retrieval

Shelf storage unit with 5 shelves for a total of 20 workpieces. The storage and retrieval process is realized with the shelf
control unit consisting of 2 electrical positioning axes including incremental transducers (X/Z) and a pneumatic linear
axis (Y) equipped with a pneumatic parallel gripper.

Teaching Media

What is the best training equipment for teaching purposes without appropriate teaching material? To provide an
answer to this question, Festo Didactic offers a wide range of teaching media to put a holistic concept of technical
training on firm footing.

Training, especially technical training including a hands-on approach is only efficient with the right blend
of media! Therefore three major aspects need to be considered: real industrial equipment for teaching
purposes, appropriate software along with the blended-learning approach and finally teachware in
forms of textbooks, exercises, data sheets and workbooks.

In the following paragraphs, the teaching media part is split into the section of teachware, whereby textbooks and
workbooks will be mentioned. Further on, one section will provide an overview about the software media which
supports the teacher as well as the trainee according to the equipment details as described.
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Textbooks and Workbooks

The following table, Table P_14, presents all textbooks, workbooks and exercise media according to the technology
packages in the field of parallel production.

Station Verteilen

Equipment

Workbooks, Textbooks and Exercises

PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

Programmable logic controllers, basic level textbook

Ausbildungsunterlage

Automating with SIMATIC, textbook
Automating with STEP7 in STL and SCL, textbook
Automating with STEP7 in LAD and FBD, textbook
PLC, basic level workbook
MPS Station Robot

Documentation on CD Rom
Handling description

538957 DE
11/03

Basics of robot programming
MPS Stations, Conveyor System and Storage

Documentation on CD Rom
Handling descriptions
Training documentation for MPS
Training document process optimisation

Table P_14: Overview of teachware such as books, workbooks and exercises

Software

Following our approach of providing expedient training concepts, the following paragraphs provide all information
regarding the range of software based media in the field of Mechatronics. In the first case, trainees can gather some
preliminary experience in the field of sensorics or fieldbus technology by using so-called Web Based Media, which
could be accessible via the intranet, but also as a local installation. Once students have acquired some background
information about various technologies, hands-on exercises on the real industrial equipment should corroborate this
knowledge. Afterwards simulation and measuring software tools in combination with the hardware allows the trainee
to foster its skills and knowledge in the corresponding technical field. This educational approach follows our ideas
of establishing a blended-learning arrangement. The following paragraphs provide all necessary information about
software tools to understand the right way of its designated usage.

Sensor Technology 1

The first part of sensor technology focuses on sensors in pneumatics for about two hours of learning time. This training
program deals in detail with the sensors used to detect end position on cylinders and with pressure and flow sensors
in pneumatic systems. Based on a complex example from industrial practice, trainees are taught to select suitable
sensors. The necessary basic knowledge for this is provided in the technical knowledge and components modules, to
which trainees can refer at any time. All training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the narrative
text can be viewed on the sitemap. The picture as follows, Picture P_04, provides an idea its appearance.
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Picture P_04: WBT Sensor Technology 1 and 2

Sensor Technology 2

The second part of sensor technology focuses on sensors for object detection for about two hours of learning time. This
training program deals in detail with the sensors used to detect objects in automated systems. Based on a complex
example from industrial practice, trainees are taught to select the suitable sensors. The necessary basic knowledge
for this is provided in the technical knowledge and components modules, to which students can refer at any time. All
training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the narrative text can be viewed on the sitemap. The
picture above, Picture P_04, provides an idea of its design.

Fieldbus Technology

The multimedia and interactive training program will teach trainees the basics of Fieldbus technology. It is suitable
for beginners who would like to get an overview of the subject. Animations are used to illustrate various practical
examples. All relevant terms on the subject of bus technology can be found in the integrated lexicon. In total, this web
based training program provides about two hours of learning time.

Machine Vision

Machine Vision, the use of camera systems in production, is a relatively young, but swiftly growing area in automation
technology. This web based training unit deals with industrial image processing, from the creation of images up to
the evaluation of the information in the picture. Working from actual practical industrial applications, students can
follow all the steps in the image processing project in a practical manner. The basic knowledge required for this is
clearly explained in the individual chapters of the technical knowledge module. In the components module, cameras
and lighting systems are presented using examples. About four hours of learning time is provided by this programme.
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Mechatronics Assistant

The Mechatronics Assistant, designed to cover all training aspects for MPS in particular, is a tool for every purpose.
The time previously lost researching, copying, collating, stapling and distributing is a thing of the past. The new
Mechatronics Assistant is a syllabus-oriented, structured archive as a software application in which instructors and
trainees can easily find the documentation for the classes, at any time. Altogether more than 20000 various documents
are comprising the Mechatronic Assistant, ranging from exercises, data sheets, assembly instructions up to wiring and
functioning diagrams. The picture as follows, Picture P_05, provides an idea of its design and appearance.

Picture P_05: Mechatronics Assistant

Siemens Step 7 Professional

The Siemens software Step 7 professional contains the programming languages Statement List (STL), Function
Chart (FCH) and Ladder Diagram (LDR) (basic package) as well as STEP 7-SCL, STEP 7-GRAPH, Distributed Safety, S7Technology software package and distributed intelligence iMap. It facilitates the realisation of networked solutions with
SIMATIC S7-300/-400 systems, SIMATIC C7. The professional version of this software package also contains the S7PLCSIM simulation software. By using the simulation software S7-PLCSIM it is possible to carry out the functional test
of the SIMATIC S7 user blocks on PG/PC regardless of the availability of the target hardware. Detection and elimination
of program errors are therefore possible at a much earlier stage during the development of the PLC program.

WinCC

SIMATIC WinCC is a PC-based control and monitoring system. WinCC is designed for the visualization and control of
processes, sequences, and machines. Its powerful process coupling, particularly to the SIMATIC family, and secure
data archiving, mean that WinCC can offer highly available solutions for control and instrumentation systems. The
basic system, which is industry and technology-generic, allows universal use in automation applications. The package
consists of a configuration and development system and a runtime system for 256 variables. Coupling with S7 and
profibus is integrated into the package.
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CIROS Mechatronics

CIROS Mechatronics is the virtual learning environment for Mechatronics with a focus on PLC controlled systems. It
offers an ideal working environment for PLC programming based on Siemens Step 7 and includes a virtual learning
environment for the mechatronic training system MPS, which will be integrated in another laboratory conceptualisation.
The comprehensive model library contains 3D process models of all MPS stations, various conveyor systems and a high
bay warehouse. When networked with the CIROS Automation Suite, this can be extended or modified. The picture as
follows, Picture P_06, provides an impression of its appearance.

Picture P_06: CIROS Mechatronics

Activation of the models can be done immediately from the integrated virtual S7-PLC, from Step 7 of the simulated
SIMATIC Controller S7-PLCSIM or via the Easy-Port of any other external hardware PLC. In manual mode single-step
movements can be performed and compiled to form flow sequences without programming. Additionally, powerful
error simulation with multiple error scenarios including adjustment errors for sensors. Setting errors is password
protected. Locating and eliminating errors can be logged and the results can be evaluated, thus enabling trainees to
design effective training for systematic commissioning and repair in the event of malfunctions within the simulation
environment. Last but not least, 3D real time simulation with all the features of CIROS Studio.

CIROS Advanced Mechatronics

CIROS Advanced Mechatronics is the virtual learning environment for Mechatronics with the focus on MPS Stations
which are allocated in a combination or even arranged as a serial production line, as mentioned within this
conceptualisation on hand. Features, functionality, libraries and appearance are similar to CIROS Mechatronics.
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CIROS Robotics

CIROS Robotics is ideally suited for learning how to program and commission industrial robot systems. The program
offers a large number of different robot models. The integrated training program on robotics conveys everything from
the basic principles of handling technology to the use of robots in space missions. All the required basic knowledge for
automation with robots is conveyed by the integrated CIROS Robotics Assistant which offers numerous graphics and
animations to explain technical terms and facts, videos on a large number of industrial applications involving industrial
robots, sample programs for every robot work cell, technical documentation including instructions on processing. The
picture as follows, Picture P_07, provides an idea of its design and appearance.

Picture P_07: CIROS Robotics

CIROS Robotics includes as well a 3D real-time simulation with all the features of CIROS Studio. Additionally, a
programming environment for IRL (Industrial Robot Language), programming languages Movemaster Command and
Melfa Basic IV for the class of Mitsubishi robot systems. Further to this, a comprehensive library with more than twenty
predefined robot work cells enables trainees to go directly to commissioning and programming of robot applications:
from simple pick and place tasks right up to plants with numerous robot systems.

CIROS Automation Suite

CIROS Automation Suite, which is the overall software package within the CIROS family, including CIROS Mechatronics,
CIROS Advanced Mechatronics and CIROS Robotics includes further CIROS Production, in order to simulate and design
complete production facilities. The appearance and the design are already being shown in CIROS Robotics and CIROS
Mechatronics.
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Installation and Training

One important aspect before conducting training using the parallel production environment as well as the various
software tools is to provide the right installation of the equipment, infrastructure, accessories, tools and the
corresponding facilities. This will be accomplished by Festo Didactic experts within the field of Mechatronics, having
a profound experience and being able to meet any local requirements. In case further laboratories will be established
having the same set of equipment and software tools, then training can however take place in parallel and together.

Training, especially training in the technical field, is only efficient when all trainers involved are extensively
trained in their designated field and training approach. Only well trained and motivated trainers are able
to motivate students thereafter, therefore any kind of the so-called ‘train-the-trainer’ aspect should not
be neglected. Upon necessity, revision training should be considered on a frequent basis.

In case the laboratory conceptualisation on hand will be established as a stand-alone laboratory solution, a training
duration of at least ten to fifteen days is recommended. As aforesaid, in case the laboratory of parallel production is
part of various laboratory installations, then this time could possible be covered in related laboratories respectively
other technologies.

Further Information

As already mentioned, since Festo Didactic is constantly further developing and adding new equipment and software
media to its existing wide range, further and latest information can always be accessed using the website of Festo
Didactic, www.festo-didactic.com. This also includes further information regarding installation requirements.
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Introduction

Based on the definition of Industrial Automation and Mechatronics, this conceptualisation on hand focuses now
on systems within the level of so-called fully automated systems, with the core focus on factory automation and
production systems. As it can be seen in the introduction part of Teciam, altogether three laboratory concepts are
being considered for production systems. The conceptualisation on hand focuses on multiple production, which is
mainly based on two flexible production machines, one for turning and one for milling applications, and further by a
robot system attached to a portal drive feeding the machines with the pieces to be machined and processed. Further
on, blended-learning arrangements are implemented wherever applicable to provide insights and further opportunities
to simulate, demonstrate and even control flexible automation and flexible manufacturing technology applications, as
an example can be seen in the picture further below, Picture Q_01.

Picture Q_01: Example of a multiple production system

Training Approach

Based on Festo Didactics experience, training being conducted in the field of multiple production systems is based
on an individual approach, at least when it comes to the operational level of the machines. Due to safety reasons,
trainees shall perform these tasks on their own with the support by the laboratory engineer. However, development
of the programs or simulation the entire application can be accomplished as group work. This fosters not only the
technical experience and knowledge, but also the soft-skills and communication attempt. Together with the hardware
equipment, other training media are being used, such as textbooks, workbooks and software. The laboratory layout
along with the equipment allows further on different kind of training. Whenever the hardware is not used, normal
classroom training can be conducted by use of the computer. For this purpose, the set-up of the laboratory avoids a
narrow view of the instructor and its displays.
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Within this laboratory, the equipment is not totally homogenous, meaning that some features of the machines are
identical, but still the core applications are different. Further to this, the robot together with the linear drive module as
well as the parts buffer are not identical too. Therefore the training approach is based on a so-called level and systems
approach, and the entire production application has to be regarded as one system. The system is called MicroFMS,
Flexible Manufacturing System, having eight core applications which will be further described in the proceeding
paragraph. The picture as follows, Picture Q_02, provides a virtual impression of the MicorFMS.

Picture Q_02: Virtual impression of a MicroFMS application

MicroFMS Applications

The following overview and table, Table Q_01, provides an overview of the eight core applications and key sequences
which are integrated into this laboratory conceptualisation on hand.

Application

Features and processes

Buffering

Buffering unprocessed parts and workpieces to be machined.

Separation

Separation of parts and workpieces.

CNC Loading

Loading both CNC machines with an industrial robot portal system.

CNC Machining

Processing of the parts and workpieces with the CNC Mill and CNC Turn.

Workpiece Removal

Removal of the processed workpieces with the industrial robot portal.

Buffering

Buffering of the finished parts and workpieces.

SCADA Control

Implementation of a Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition application.

DNC

Implementation of DNC control.

Table Q_01: Applications and features of the MicroFMS application
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Technology Contents

The following overview and table, Table Q_02, provides an overview of the single stations, modules and machines
used for training purposes within the conceptualisation on hand of multiple and flexible production, all in the range of
factory automation within the level of fully automated applications.

Equipment

Features and training contents

EMCO Train Concept Keyboard

The train concept of EMCO includes one of the most important features

Interchangeable Control

within the range of CAD/CAM and CNC technologies, which is the idea of
the interchangeable control. Therefore the keyboard allows to train the
major suppliers of CNC controls among industry, which is Siemens, Fanuc
and Haidenhain. In combination with a virtual environment, trainees start
to program, design and simulate by means of computers together with the
keyboards, before the real production machines will be included.

EMCO Concept Mill 250

The EMCO Concept MILL 250 fits all demands in the field of advanced milling
training due to the latest technical and quality industry standards. The
machine is housed in an extremely low torsion cast construction. Hardened
guide ways and preloaded, zero-play recirculation ball screws by the axle
drives ensure long service life and absolute precision throughout the machines
life-span. The flexible control concept is unique. The machine is controlled
by a commercial computer system. On this computer the current industrial
controls can be simulated by means of CNC software developed by EMCO,
WinNC. This software corresponds in operation and function to the control
of manufacturer`s original control system, as already mentioned above. The
operator works with the original control and can thus become familiar with all
control aspects. The change to another control system is possible in about one
minute. For this purpose the control specific keyboard is exchanged and the
different control software is loaded on the computer.

EMCO Concept Turn 250

EMCO Concept Turn 250 is equipped with an extremely solid machine base,
thermosymmetric headstock, high-precision spindle bearing, pre-stressed
guideways in all axes and a fast tool turret. Equipped with these features the
CNC training machine Concept TURN 250 does not fall short of the industrial
machines, and provides therefore all features needed for a successful and
sustainable training approach for turning applications. The machine is
controlled by a commercial computer system. On this computer the current
industrial controls can be simulated by means of CNC software developed by
EMCO, WinNC. This software corresponds in operation and function to the
control of manufacturer`s original control system, as already mentioned above.
The operator works with the original control and can thus become familiar with
all control aspects. The change to another control system is possible in about
one minute. For this purpose the control specific keyboard is exchanged and
the different control software is loaded on the computer.

Table Q_02: Training contents and features of MicroFMS equipment
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Equipment

Features and training contents

Linear Portal Drive and Buffer

Automatic control and loading as well as unloading of the CNC machines is
undertaken by an industrial robot that travels on a linear axis. Unmachined
parts are fed to the first production process via two conveyors. This facilitates
feeding of two different unmachined parts, for example aluminium and brass.
The workpieces undergo turning and milling in sequence and are then placed
on the third conveyor. The buffer station comprises three conveyor belt as
buffers, mounted on trolley with a profile plate. Conveyor 1 and 2 for buffering
and separation of cylindrical unmachined parts in the size of 30 mm or 40 mm.
Conveyor 3 is meant for buffering and separation of cylindrical finished parts
with a base area of at least 30 mm in diameter. The linear axis consists of
a rigid aluminium base frame, equipped with an industrial linear slide with
preloaded ball bearings for smooth and precise positioning.

Industrial Robot

The industrial robot is a six axis real industrial robot that can handle parts up
to a total weight of 3,5 kg. It is attached to the linear slide in order to feed the
CNC machines, or to move processed or unprocessed parts and workpieces
from or to the buffer station.

Table Q_02: Training contents and features of MicroFMS equipment

Picture Q_03: Example of a feeding robot on a linear slide
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Control Concept Level 1

Within the MicroFMS system, two different control concepts are being implemented. The Level 1 control concept is
based on an I/O communication. A modern robot controller allows multi-tasking functions and it includes external I/O
cards, Ethernet communication and a large memory capacity for complex programs. Each CNC machine in the MicroFMS
system has its own PC controller. This allows various industrial controllers to be installed on the PC, such as Siemens
810/820, 810D/840D, Heidenhain TNC 355 or the Win-CAM CAD/CAM system. An optional control panel allows the
user interface of the desired controller to be simulated. Therefore Level 1 is an automated buffering operation based
on I/O communication between the robot controller and the CNC machine. The central control of the automated buffer
operation is undertaken by the robot controller itself. The buffer operation can be started and be stopped using the
control panel at the robot. The Level 1 control concept allows automated processing of the unprocessed parts buffer.
If different workpieces are to be manufactured, the appropriate program is selected directly at the CNC machines.
Communication between the robot and the CNC machines, such as start and stop of CNC machining, task complete
message, opening and closing of the door, is undertaken by setting and reading the I/O signals of the CNC machine’s
robotics interface by the robot controller.

Control Concept Level 2

Control concept Level 2 includes the flexible buffer operation with a SCADA system and DNC as well. The Robot, both
CNC machines as well as the cell PC including the CAD/CAM environment are interconnected via Ethernet. The DNC
commands are passed from the cell PC to the CNC machines via the available DNC interface by means of a RS232 or TCP/
IP protocol. Therefore the control concept of Level 2 corresponds to the full functionality of the Flexible Manufacturing
System within this conceptualisation on hand. Each unprocessed workpiece in the buffer is assigned a specific process
plan. This allows various workpieces to be machined on the system. The cell PC loads the appropriate CNC programs
for the workpiece into the CNC machines via DNC. Therefore the entire application can centrally controlled and be
monitored.

Material Flow

Regarding the material flow through the system, altogether six different steps can be described. Step 1: Rough material
is buffered on the conveyor. A pneumatically operated stopper is used to distribute the incoming parts, one by one
to the robot picking position. An optical sensor is installed to assure that only one part is released to this position
and to give the signal to the stopper: ‘ready for next workpiece‘. Step 2: As aforesaid, the robot grippes the rough
workpiece after receiving the information from the optical sensor: ‘new workpiece is available’. Step 3: The workpiece
is fed into one of the CNC machines by the robot. It is placed onto the clamping unit, after releasing the work-piece,
the robot gives the information to the CNC controller: ’WP ready to be clamped’. Step 4: The automatic clamping takes
place, the robot moves out of the CNC machining area, the machine door closes automatically and the CNC processing
starts. It could be either the CNC lathing or the milling application. Step 5: The processed part is picked out of the
CNC machine, after a signal communication between the CNC controller and the robot controller, the robot gets the
task: ’pick and place on outgoing conveyor’. Step 6: The robot places the processed workpieces onto the conveyor for
’material output’. These could be lather or milled workpieces, or even a combination of both. The conveyor feeds the
workpiece to the next stopper.
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Training Aims and Core Competencies

According to the equipment as described in the previous paragraph, the following tables, Tables Q_03 to Q_07, provide
an overview of the training aims and core competencies which should be achieved by conducting appropriate training
in CNC technologies as well as in robotics and entire production environments.

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

EMCO Train Concept Keyboard

Basic functions and elements

Interchangeable Control

Initial drawing and designing simple contours

EMCO CAM Concept

Automatic and interactive creation of a NC program
Three dimensional simulation of machining progress
Implementation of the keyboard into the virtual environment
Complex workpieces for milling and turning

Table Q_03: Training aims of EMCO Train Concept

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

EMCO Concept Mill 250

Machine, components, elements and basic function
Safety and security when using machines
Fundamental control, first steps and initialization
Loading programs, changing programs, program modification
Processing simple workpieces
Complex programs and workpieces

Table Q_04: Training aims of EMCO Concept Mill 250

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

EMCO Concept Turn 250

Machine, components, elements and basic function
Safety and security when using machines
Fundamental control, first steps and initialization
Loading programs, changing programs, program modification
Processing simple workpieces
Complex programs and workpieces

Table Q_05: Training aims of EMCO Concept Turn 250

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Buffering Station

Machine, components, elements and basic function
Handling processed and unprocessed metal workpieces
Getting familiar with DC drives
Different sensors and signals
Valves and cylinders as mechanical actors
Installation and commissioning

Table Q_06: Training aims of the Buffer Station
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Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Industrial Robot

Fundamentals of robot technology
Robot terminology
Robot programming
Commissioning of the entire sequence as a feeding robot
Teaching a robot using the handheld device
Safety and security applications

Table Q_07: Training aims of the industrial robot

Laboratory Facilities

To be able to conduct sustainable training, especially whereby hands-on training cannot be neglected, it is indispensable
to provide adequate training equipment and facilities for the trainer as well as for students. Laboratory design, work
environment as well as equipment design is an important factor to conduct technical training. Regarding the equipment
itself, Festo Didactic uses solely real industrial equipment to compose its training environment.

Training, especially hands-on training in the technical field is only efficient when an appropriate
laboratory environment is provided. Thus, a comprehensive approach starts with the laboratory design
itself, is further to be recognized within the stations as well as the major part, the equipment itself.
Through the medium of design, students should be already motivated to discover the technical subtlety!

On the one hand side, real industrial equipment facilitates the approach of bridging the gap between institutional
based training and training on the job. Thus, students are being trained on equipment which they will face later on in
real industrial processes. On the other hand side, real industrial components are more reliable regarding the period
of operation, upgradeability and spare parts if required. Another important aspect is safety, security as well as the
training of maintenance and service.

Laboratory Design

The laboratory for Multiple Production is initially designed to host altogether eight students, working independently
on the keyboards and the programming environment. Under certain conditions the number of students however may
be doubled, then a group of two trainees works on the keyboard and virtual environment, as the picture further below,
Picture Q_04, presents. Stepwise individual trainees will also be trained on the CNC production machines as well as
the linear portal with the robot. Certain training topics however can also be accomplished in group work. As already
mentioned, one major aspect of the design is to provide the trainees an unrestrained view on the teachers desk as well
as the boards. Further on, the computer systems are located close to the keyboards, in order to be implemented in a
blended-learning arrangement and therefore being connected to the equipment. Whenever hands-on training is taking
place, one trainee can work on one of the CNC machines, whilst the others use the virtual design and programming
environment on the computer. Apart from the major equipment, accessories such as a computer network and central
power supply are taken into account, but not explicitly drawn in the layout. In order to provide a nice and warm ambient
of the laboratory, curtains, posters and flowers should be a decorative matter.
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Picture Q_04: Virtual impression of the laboratory for multiple production

Laboratory Accessories

In order to provide an adequate learning arrangement, several laboratory accessories should be implemented in the
training environment. As aforesaid, this is for instance a computer network, which may be realized as a client-server
based architecture. This allows the trainer gaining access to the students’ computers and the possibility to check
which kind of exercises they have performed successfully. Further on, the network allows the students to print on the
laboratory printer. Last but not least, whenever a Web Based Media Library is being implemented, then trainees shall
also obtain access to the intranet of the institution. Further accessories, such as a printer, a projector, storage shelves
as well as whiteboards and chairs are obvious.

Equipment Details

Learning with innovative technology, practice-orientated training and demand driven training with industrial
components provides all trainees with the necessary confidence for everyday work and their future employability.
Therefore the following paragraphs provide an overview of the equipment items for one student workplace as well one
time the machines, the robot and the linear portal following the structure of the equipment as shown in Table Q_01.

Q-10
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EMCO Train Concept Keyboard

The programming and control keyboard comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and

Interchangeable Control

quantity refers to one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x Interchangeable keyboard with Sinumeric board			
2 1x Computer screen attached to the keyboard			
3 1x CAMConcept software environment				
4 1x WinNC software environment			
5 1x Win3D-View software environment			
6 1x Set of accessories			
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EMCO Concept Mill 250

The EMCO Concept Mill 250 machines comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity
refers to one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x EMCO Concept Mill 250 basic machine			
2 1x High drive speed with 7 kW drive power and up to 10.000 rpm			
3 1x 20 station tool magazine				
4 1x Sinumeric control board 810/840D			
5 1x Pneumatic controlled vice and door			
6 1x Traverse paths X/Y/Z

350 / 250 / 300 mm			

7 1x Spindle bearing D = 40 mm			
8 1x Clamping surface ( LxW) 500 x 300 mm			
9 1x Maximum table load 100 kg			
10 1x Machine dimensions (LxDxH) 1600 x 1700 x 2200 mm			
11 1x Tool set and accesssories			

Q-12
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EMCO Concept Turn 250

The EMCO Concept Turn 250 machines comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity
refers to one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x EMCO Concept Turn 250 basic machine			
2 1x High drive speed with 5,5 kW drive power and up to 6.300 rpm			
3 1x 12 station tool magazine				
4 1x Sinumeric control board 810/840D			
5 1x Pneumatic controlled vice and door			
6 1x Traverse paths X/Z

100 / 300 mm			

7 1x Spindle bore D = 30 mm			
8 1x Maximum turning length 255 mm for chuck parts with tailstock		
9 1x Central oil lubrication			
10 1x Machine dimensions (LxDxH) 1700 x 1270 x 1820 m			
11 1x Tool set and accesssories			
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Industrial Robot

The industrial robot comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to one
single robot system. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x Mitsubishi Robot RV-3SDB			
2 1x Vertical articulated robot system			
3 1x 6 degrees of freedom			
4 1x Pneumatic parallel gripper included			
5 1x Robot controller and teaching interface unit			
6 1x AC Servo closed loop drive units			
7 1x Velocity of 5,5m / s			
8 1x Number of possible programs is 88			
9 1x 64 bit RISC and DSP processor			
10 1x Set of accessories and tools			
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Buffering Station and Linear Drive Portal

The buffering station as well as the linear portal drive system comprises of the components as shown and listed below.
Each item and quantity refers to one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x Buffer station and linear portal completely assembled and tested		
2 1x Aluminium base frame of portal with 3000 mm in length			
3 1x Preload ball bearings as linear slide bearings			
4 1x Tooth belt with AC Servo motor as linear drive unit			
5 1x Dimensions of buffer station (L/W/H) 700 / 700 / 788 mm			
6 3x Conveyor belt, length 700 mm as buffering units			
7 1x Pneumatic separation unit			
8 1x Control panel with Start / Stop / Reset / Status / Emergency Stop		
9 1x Valve terminal and filer regulator valve			
10 1x Set of cables, tools, accessories			

Accessories for CNC

To provide a complete viable system, several important accessories are strongly recommended, therefore the following
table lists further details. Some minor accessories will not be shown, such as cables, connectors or power supply
cables. In case no central compressed air is available then also compressors will need to be added.

1 1x Power tools			
2 1x Set of workpieces, set of raw materials			
3 1x Set of safety requirements such as glasses, gloves, first aid case		
4 1x Dust bin for metal 			
5 1x Additional workbench for each machine			
6 1x Set of tools for each CNC machine			
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Teaching Media

What is the best training equipment for teaching purposes without appropriate teaching material? To provide an
answer to this question, Festo Didactic and EMCO offers a wide range of teaching media to put a holistic concept of
technical training on firm footing.

Training, especially technical training including a hands-on approach is only efficient with the right blend
of media! Therefore three major aspects need to be considered: real industrial equipment for teaching
purposes, appropriate software along with the blended-learning approach and finally teachware in
forms of textbooks, exercises, data sheets and workbooks.

In the following paragraphs, the teaching media part is split into the section of teachware, whereby textbooks and
workbooks will be mentioned. Further on, one section will provide an overview about the software media which
supports the teacher as well as the trainee according to the equipment details as described.

Textbooks and Workbooks

The following table, Table Q_08, presents all textbooks, workbooks and exercise media according to the technology
packages in the field of CNC technology as well as robotics.

Equipment

Workbooks, Textbooks and Exercises

EMCO Train Concept

Documentation on CD Rom
Course materials
Drawings, exercises, various documentation

EMCO Concept Mill 250 / Turn 250

CNC Textbook and Basic Principles
Book of solutions for CNC Textbook
Machine manuals and descriptions

Industrial Robot Systems

Documentation on CD Rom
Handling description
Basics of robot programming

Table Q_08: Overview of teachware such as books, workbooks and exercises

Software

Following our approach of providing expedient training concepts, the following paragraphs provide all information
regarding the range of software based media in the field of CNC technology, CAD/CAM as well as robotics, simulation
and control. In the first case, trainees can gather some preliminary experience in the field of CNC technology by using
so-called Web Based Media, which could be accessible via the intranet, but also as a local installation. Once students
have acquired some background information about various technologies, hands-on exercises on the real industrial
equipment should corroborate this knowledge. Afterwards simulation and virtual environment software tools in
combination with the hardware allows the trainee to foster its skills and knowledge in the corresponding technical
field. This educational approach follows our ideas of establishing a blended-learning arrangement. The following
paragraphs provide all necessary information about software tools to understand the right way of its designated usage.
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EMCO Campus

EMCO Campus is a multimedia program that teaches all the basics of modern CNC technology. The cleverly-designed
teaching format makes even complex concepts easy to grasp and learn. Interactive dialog features allow the students
to progress at their own pace. Views are displayed using attractive 3D and 2D graphics, animations, and videos,
stainable improving the success of the learning process.

EMCO WinTutorial

EMCO WinTutorials is a multimedia training software. Through working on a specific project with a practical aim,
the user receives realistic, step-by-step training on programming CNC machines effectively. The project: step by
step towards a fully functioning one cylinder 4-stroke engine. Using WinTutorial, the user completes training at all
the essential workstations and produces all the required workpieces, from workpiece diagrams and programming
sentences to manufacturing parts. WinTutorial is suitable for all EMCO machine types, especially for theory classes
without machines.

EMCO CAMConcept

CAMConcept is an innovative software for complete CAD/CAM and NC training, from design to production. All the core
functions of CAD programs are available. Clear graphical CNC cycles allow rapid programming, while 3D simulations
and collision checks guarantee reliable program monitoring. The picture as follows, Picture Q_05, provides an idea of
the appearance of CAMConcept as well as Win3D-View.

Picture Q_05: Virtual impression of CAMConcept and Win3D-View.

EMCO WinNC

The Sinumerik 810D/840D is part of the changeable control WinNC. WinNC allows the user to learn all CNC industry
controls that are common on the market, on a single machine. One of these controls is the 810D/840D. It corresponds in
handling and function the particular original control and it can be used on a commercial PC. The user has the possibility
to work on the PC as well as on the machine control and gets familiar with all aspects of control programming in detail.
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Sensor Technology 1

The first part of sensor technology focuses on sensors in pneumatics for about two hours of learning time. This training
program deals in detail with the sensors used to detect end position on cylinders and with pressure and flow sensors
in pneumatic systems. Based on a complex example from industrial practice, trainees are taught to select suitable
sensors. The necessary basic knowledge for this is provided in the technical knowledge and components modules, to
which trainees can refer at any time. All training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the narrative
text can be viewed on the sitemap. The picture as follows, Picture Q_06, provides an idea its appearance.

Picture Q_06: WBT Sensor Technology 1 and 2

Sensor Technology 2

The second part of sensor technology focuses on sensors for object detection for about two hours of learning time. This
training program deals in detail with the sensors used to detect objects in automated systems. Based on a complex
example from industrial practice, trainees are taught to select the suitable sensors. The necessary basic knowledge
for this is provided in the technical knowledge and components modules, to which students can refer at any time. All
training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the narrative text can be viewed on the sitemap. The
picture above, Picture Q_06, provides an idea of its design.
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CIROS Robotics

CIROS Robotics is ideally suited for learning how to program and commission industrial robot systems. The program
offers a large number of different robot models. The integrated training program on robotics conveys everything from
the basic principles of handling technology to the use of robots in space missions. All the required basic knowledge for
automation with robots is conveyed by the integrated CIROS Robotics Assistant which offers numerous graphics and
animations to explain technical terms and facts, videos on a large number of industrial applications involving industrial
robots, sample programs for every robot work cell, technical documentation including instructions on processing. The
picture as follows, Picture Q_07, provides an idea of its design and appearance.

Picture Q_07: CIROS Robotics

CIROS Robotics includes as well a 3D real-time simulation with all the features of CIROS Studio. Additionally, a
programming environment for IRL (Industrial Robot Language), programming languages Movemaster Command and
Melfa Basic IV for the class of Mitsubishi robot systems. Further to this, a comprehensive library with more than twenty
predefined robot work cells enables trainees to go directly to commissioning and programming of robot applications:
from simple pick and place tasks right up to plants with numerous robot systems.

CIROS Automation Suite

CIROS Automation Suite, which is the overall software package within the CIROS family, including CIROS Mechatronics,
CIROS Advanced Mechatronics and CIROS Robotics includes further CIROS Production, in order to simulate and design
complete production facilities. The appearance and the design are already being shown in CIROS Robotics and CIROS
Mechatronics. Further to this, CIROS Production is at the same time also the MES System, the Manufacturing Execution
System for the MicroFMS, meaning this software is the production management tool, providing parts list, storage
management, order management and finally supervision as well.
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Installation and Training

One important aspect before conducting training using the multiple production environment as well as the various
software tools is to provide the right installation of the equipment, infrastructure, accessories, tools and the
corresponding facilities. This will be accomplished by Festo Didactic experts within the field of Mechatronics, having
a profound experience and being able to meet any local requirements. In case further laboratories will be established
having the same set of equipment and software tools, then training can however take place in parallel and together.

Training, especially training in the technical field, is only efficient when all trainers involved are extensively
trained in their designated field and training approach. Only well trained and motivated trainers are able
to motivate students thereafter, therefore any kind of the so-called ‘train-the-trainer’ aspect should not
be neglected. Upon necessity, revision training should be considered on a frequent basis.

In case the laboratory conceptualisation on hand will be established as a stand-alone laboratory solution, a training
duration of at least ten to fifteen days is recommended. As aforesaid, in case the laboratory of multiple production is
part of various laboratory installations, then this time could possible be covered in related laboratories respectively
other technologies.

Further Information

As already mentioned, since Festo Didactic is constantly further developing and adding new equipment and software
media to its existing wide range, further and latest information can always be accessed using the website of Festo
Didactic, www.festo-didactic.com. This also includes further information regarding installation requirements.
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Introduction

One of the most significant as well as more complex technologies regarding Industrial Automation, Process Engineering
and Mechatronics is the technology dealing with continuous processes, and the corresponding process control and
process automation engineering technology. Typical technical applications can be found in the petrochemical field,
food production, chemical production or any other application whereby level, temperature, flow and pressure are
the major process values to be supervised and controlled. Further to these process variables, applications such
as mixing, filtering, reactor or even bottling can be found in various industries nowadays. Therefore the following
technology concept covers all major fields of the technologies stated above, focussing on the more complex control
functions of process engineering and supervisory control as it exists in many industrial sectors in reality. Within
this conceptualisation, students and trainees may gather preliminary experience and know-how about the control
of continuous processes as well as the technologies of instrumentation, but will also learn and corroborate their
knowledge in combined applications as a step closer to industrial reality. The following picture, Picture R_01, shows
an example of process control.

Picture R_01: Example of a combined application in process automation

Training Approach

Based on Festo Didactics experience, training being conducted in the field of process automation technology is taking
place in groups of two trainees. This fosters not only the technical experience and knowledge, but also the softskills and communication attempt. All trainees in the process control laboratory on hand work on so-called Modular
Production Systems - Process Automation, in short MPS-PA, in combination with a computer system located on a
desk. Together with the hardware equipment, other training media are being used, such as textbooks, workbooks and
software. The laboratory layout along with the equipment allows further on different kind of training. Whenever the
hardware is not used, normal classroom training can be conducted by use of the computer systems in the centre of
the laboratory. For this purpose, the set-up of the laboratory avoids a narrow view of the instructor and its displays.
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Diversified Training

Within this laboratory, the equipment is not entirely homogenous, meaning that all four MPS-PA Stations are different
in terms of function, control variable and respectively the process. Upon necessity, single processes can be carried out
on each station, but the major training attempt shall be conducted on the combined stations comprising four stations
in total. Therefore even more complex systems can be build up in order to come a step closer to industrial reality.
Another feature of the MPS-PA Stations is that all pipings are not fixed, meaning that trainees are able to change the
initial setting of each station to corroborate their skills within this technology subtlety. Even a combination of industrial
automation processes is possible, but such an application shall be taken into account in a separate laboratory. Apart
from the stations technologies, various control opportunities are taken into account as well. These are logic controllers
as well as software based control applications whereby a visualisation system is implemented as well, just as it can be
seen in real industrial processes nowadays.

Modular Production Process Automation

The Modular Production Systems - Process Automation, in short MPS-PA, allows process engineering and control of
different levels of complexity to be modelled. MPS-PA is universal, modular and open to further system expansion. This
allows the system to be adapted to trainees’ prior knowledge and experience. Simple functions and sequences form
the basis up to complex control approaches on a small scale, but including an option of gradually being expanded to a
more complex system. Due to its modularity, the single MPS-PA Stations may be even separated and combined upon
ones’ own initiative.

Whenever MPS-PA Systems need to be combined or being intended for separation, additional piping and
programming is necessary. Based on the easy to use piping system, which is used to build up the pipe
system on each station, this task can be done by simple connection assembly. This safes extraordinary
time which can be very well used for the major subject: training purposes. Further on, all MPS-PA Stations
can be controlled according to local industrial standards, fostering the employability of trainees.

In its current set-up, all MPS-PA Stations are being controlled by an industrial logic controller, a real industrial controller
as well as a visualization software tool. Whenever other control technologies need to be implemented, it is easily
possible due to the existing standardization of the industrial interfaces. This allows further on the implementation of
other core subjects. As it is presented in the above picture, Picture R_01, a MPS-PA combined system is build up on
a well engineered basis, consisting of mobile trolleys, whereby a profile plate in the size of 700 to 700 mm is placed
and fixed on top. On top of the profile plate, all components building up the stations are hosted, such as the water
reservoirs, the piping system as well as valves, heating elements or else. The mobile trolley ensures a solid basis for
the exercises to be carried out, further on its mobility provides an easy combination or separation of the stations as
mentioned already. The controller as well as all other electrical components are fixed on electrical mounting frames on
the rear panel, providing a clear visible division of the different components. Last but not least, the trolley used for the
temperature station can also host the cooling element whenever exercises with heating need to be carried out. Within
this concept on hand, only PLC and industrial controllers of Siemens as well as software control are being explained,
but other control concepts are also possible upon request. Further to the control opportunities, a touch screen panel is
fixed on each station allowing the supervision and control of each station.
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Technology Contents

The following overview and table, Table R_01, provides an overview of the single stations and equipment used for
training purposes within the conceptualisation on hand of process automation, all in the range of fully automated
applications.

Equipment

Features and training contents

PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

The EduTrainer concept, together with the programming tool Step 7, allows

EduTrainer Concept

in the first case basic training in standardized programming languages such
as ladder diagram, instruction list or function chart according to IEC-1131-3.
Further on, Step 7 specific tools such as programming and simulation tools
are included, providing a real industrial developing tool for logical controllers.

MPS-PA 204

The system is made up of the filtration, mixing, reactor and bottling stations.
The filtration station filters a liquid. The filtrate is pumped from the first tank
into the second tank through the filter using various process valves. The
filtered liquid is then fed into the first tank in the mixing station. The mixing
station mixes different recipes from three reservoir tanks. The finished mixture
is pumped to the reactor station, where it is tempered. Depending on the
recipe selected, different temperature profiles with different stirring times
are activated. The bottling station fills the liquid into bottles. These bottles
are transported to the filling position via conveyors. A pneumatic separator
separates the bottles. The bottles are filled with different filling quantities
from the dosing tank in accordance with the recipe selected.

Industrial Controller

The SIPART DR19 is a real industrial controller, allowing different kind of control

Sipart DR19

technologies, such as setting the process parameters according to time gains
or action time. Further on, all different kind of sensors can be implemented,
providing training on an industrial controller of the latest technology.

Table R_01: Training contents and features of the equipment

Picture R_02: Visualisation of closed-loop processes
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Training Aims and Core Competencies

According to the equipment as described in the previous paragraph, the following tables, Tables R_02 to R_07, provide
an overview of the training aims and core competencies which should be achieved by conducting appropriate training
in process automation.

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

Structure and components of a programmable logic controller

EduTrainer Concept

Input- and Output modules of the SIMATIC Series
Describing the function, construction principles and operations
Describing the programming structure of a PLC program
Programming using digital and analogue signals
Programming using AS-Interface and Profibus-DP

Table R_02: Training aims of PLC

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

MPS-PA Station Filtration

Elements and components of the station
Knife gate applications in process automation
Semi-rotary valves for process engineering
Filtering applications
Cleaning of filters
Butterfly valves in process control

Table R_03: Training aims of the filtration station

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

MPS-PA Station Mixing

Elements and components of the station
Two-way ball valve application in processes
Using controlling pumps
Mixing of different liquids
Control of level and flow
Analogue signal converters

Table R_04: Training aims of the mixing station

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

MPS-PA Station Reactor

Elements and components of the station
Tempering of liquids
Various filling levels and control
Temperature control
Cooling applications with a pump
Stirring applications of liquids

Table R_05: Training aims of the reactor station
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Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

MPS-PA Station Bottling

Elements and components of the station
Dosing and filling applications
Separating of bottles for filling
Filling application for bottles
Drive technology of conveyors
Level control application

Table R_06: Training aims of the bottling station

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Industrial Controller

Basics of industrial controllers

SIPART DR19

Basics of P-Controllers, I-Controllers, D-Controllers
Basics of PI-Controllers
Basics of PD-Controllers
Basics of PID-Controllers
Open and Closed-loop technologies

Table R_07: Training aims of the industrial controller

Laboratory Facilities

To be able to conduct sustainable training, especially whereby hands-on training cannot be neglected, it is indispensable
to provide adequate training equipment and facilities for the trainer as well as for students. Laboratory design, work
environment as well as equipment design is an important factor to conduct technical training. Regarding the equipment
itself, Festo Didactic uses solely real industrial equipment to compose its training environment.

Training, especially hands-on training in the technical field is only efficient when an appropriate
laboratory environment is provided. Thus, a comprehensive approach starts with the laboratory design
itself, is further to be recognized within the stations as well as the major part, the equipment itself.
Through the medium of design, students should be already motivated to discover the technical subtlety!

On the one hand side, real industrial equipment facilitates the approach of bridging the gap between institutional
based training and training on the job. Thus, students are being trained on equipment which they will face later on in
real industrial processes. On the other hand side, real industrial components are more reliable regarding the period
of operation, upgradeability and spare parts if required. Another important aspect is safety, security as well as the
training of maintenance and service.
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Laboratory Design

The laboratory for process engineering and process automation technology is designed to host altogether between
eight and sixteen students in parallel, working in groups of two trainees on two times four MPS-PA stations, as well
as eight computer tables as it can be seen in the layout ad picture as follows, Picture K_03. As already mentioned,
one major aspect of the design is to provide the trainees an unrestrained view on the teachers desk as well as the
boards, whenever the major training is being conducted by means of the computers at the side of the laboratory.
Further on, the computer systems are located close to the MPS-PA stations in order to be implemented in a blendedlearning arrangement and therefore being connected to the equipment, which is indispensable regarding this
laboratory. Whenever hands-on training is taking place, both trainees can work on the stations, or one trainee is using
the equipment and the other one is using the computer system. Apart from the major equipment, accessories such as
a computer network, central power supplies as well as central compressed-air supply are taken into account, but not
explicit drawn in the layout. Last but not least, to provide a nice and warm ambient of the laboratory itself, curtains,
posters and flowers should be a decorative matter.

Picture R_03: Virtual impression of the laboratory for process automation

Laboratory Accessories

In order to provide an adequate learning arrangement, several laboratory accessories should be implemented in the
training environment. As aforesaid, this is for instance a computer network, which may be realized as a client-server
based architecture. This allows the trainer gaining access to the students’ computers and the possibility to check
which kind of exercises they have performed successfully. Further on, the network allows the students to print on the
laboratory printer. Last but not least, whenever a Web Based Media Library is being implemented, then trainees shall
also obtain access to the intranet of the institution. Further accessories, such as a printer, a projector, storage shelves
as well as whiteboards and chairs are obvious.
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Equipment Details

Learning with innovative technology, practice-orientated training and demand driven training with industrial
components provides all trainees with the necessary confidence for everyday work and their future employability.
Therefore the following paragraphs provide an overview of the equipment items for one station, respectively each
station once, following the structure of the equipment as shown in Table Q_01.

PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

The equipment set EduTrainer PLC comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity
refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

1 1x EduTrainer Universal with Siemens 314C-2PN/DP			
2 1x 24 digital inputs 			
3 1x 16 digital outputs			
4 1x 4 analogue inputs			
5 1x 2 analogue outputs			
6 1x EduTrainer mounting rack in the size of A4			
7 1x Various input and output plugs, accessories			

Industrial Controller

The equipment set of the industrial controller SIPART DR19 comprises of the components as shown and listed below.
Each item and quantity refers to one single station and learning arrangement.

1 1x SIPART DR19 with serial interface integrated into an ER frame			
2 1x PDM Software for parameterising and configuring the DR controller		
3 1x Set of cables for serial data, I/O data and analogue data			
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MPS-PA Station Filtration

The filtration station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to one
single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS-PA Station Filtration completely assembled and tested			
2 1x Trolley			
3 1x Touchpanel Siemens TP177B			
4 1x Electrical connection board			
5 1x Butterfly valve with semi rotary drive			
6 1x Knife gate with COPAC drive			
8 2x Water reservoirs			
9 1x Piping system including connectors			
10 1x Set of tools, cables, accessories			

Function of Station Filtration

The filtration station filters liquids. The filtrate is pumped from the first tank into the second tank through the filter
using a knife gate. The filtered liquid reaches the second tank via a butterfly valve with pneumatic semi rotary drive.
The filtered liquid can be pumped onwards to the next station using a separate pump. The filter can be rinsed using a
rinse program. Regulated compressed air is additionally blown through the filter to loosen deposits.

R-10
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MPS-PA Station Mixing

The mixing station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to one single
station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS-PA Station Mixing completely assembled and tested			
2 1x Trolley			
3 1x Touchpanel Siemens TP177B			
4 1x Electrical connection board			
5 3x Pneumatic two-way ball valves			
6 1x Set of various sensors			
8 4x Water reservoirs			
9 1x Piping system including connectors			
10 1x Set of tools, cables, accessories			

Function of Station Filtration

The mixing station mixes different recipes from three reservoir tanks. The liquid from one of the three reservoir tanks is
pumped into the main tank in a controlled manner by opening the respective two-way ball valve. The finished mixture
can be pumped to the next station via a second pump, or pumped back to the reservoir tank.
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MPS-PA Station Reactor

The reactor station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to one
single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS-PA Station Reactor completely assembled and tested			
2 1x Trolley			
3 1x Touchpanel Siemens TP177B			
4 1x Electrical connection board			
5 1x Heating element			
6 1x Stirring unit			
8 1x Water reservoirs			
9 1x Piping system including connectors			
10 1x Set of tools, cables, accessories			

Function of Station Reactor

The reactor station tempers a liquid. Depending on the recipe selected, different temperature profiles with different
stirring times are activated. A cooling pump is activated to cool the liquid. The tempered liquid can be pumped onwards
to the next station using a separate pump.
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MPS-PA Station Bottling

The bottling station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to one
single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS-PA Station Bottling completely assembled and tested			
2 1x Trolley			
3 1x Touchpanel Siemens TP177B			
4 1x Electrical connection board			
5 2x Conveyor belt unit with stopper modules			
6 1x Dosing valve for filling application			
8 2x Water reservoirs			
9 1x Piping system including connectors			
10 1x Set of tools, cables, accessories			

Function of Station Bottling

The reactor station tempers a liquid. Depending on the recipe selected, different temperature profiles with different
stirring times are activated. A cooling pump is activated to cool the liquid. The tempered liquid can be pumped onwards
to the next station using a separate pump.
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Accessories for Process Automation

To provide a complete viable system, several important accessories are strongly recommended, therefore the following
table lists further details. Some minor accessories will not be shown, such as cables, connectors or power supply
cables. In case no central compressed air is available then also compressors will need to be added.

1 1x Power supply unit for mounting frame on trolley			
2 1x Universal cable set, 4mm, incl. safety plugs			
3 1x SysLink cables 			
4 1x Digital multimeter			
5 1x Programming adaptors for PLC with USB connection			
6 1x Set of connection units, cables			
7 1x Cooling unit with heat exchanger (picture left)			
8 1x Set of tools, pipe cutter, spare pipes			

Teaching Media

What is the best training equipment for teaching purposes without appropriate teaching material? To provide an
answer to this question, Festo Didactic offers a wide range of teaching media to put a holistic concept of technical
training on firm footing.

Training, especially technical training including a hands-on approach is only efficient with the right blend
of media! Therefore three major aspects need to be considered: real industrial equipment for teaching
purposes, appropriate software along with the blended-learning approach and finally teachware in
forms of textbooks, exercises, data sheets and workbooks.

In the following paragraphs, the teaching media part is split into the section of teachware, whereby textbooks and
workbooks will be mentioned. Further on, one section will provide an overview about the software media which
supports the teacher as well as the trainee according to the equipment details as described.

Textbooks and Workbooks

The following table, Table R_08, presents all textbooks, workbooks and exercise media according to the technology
packages in the field of process automation and control.

Equipment

Workbooks, Textbooks and Exercises

PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

Programmable logic controllers, basic level textbook
Automating with SIMATIC, textbook
Automating with STEP7 in STL and SCL, textbook
Automating with STEP7 in LAD and FBD, textbook
PLC, basic level workbook

MPS-PA Workstations

Workbook MPS PA Workstations
Handling descriptions MPS PA Workstations
Working sheets and solutions

Table R_08: Overview of teachware such as books, workbooks and exercises
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Software

Following our approach of providing expedient training concepts, the following paragraphs provide all information
regarding the range of software based media in the field of instrumentation, logic controllers, open and closed-loop
and various others. In the first case, trainees can gather some preliminary experience in the field of sensorics or
closed-loop technology by using so-called Web Based Media, which could be accessible via the intranet, but also
as a local installation. Once students have acquired some background information about various technologies,
hands-on exercises on the real industrial equipment should corroborate this knowledge. Afterwards simulation and
measuring software tools in combination with the hardware allows the trainee to foster its skills and knowledge in
the corresponding technical field. This educational approach follows our ideas of establishing a blended-learning
arrangement. The following paragraphs provide all necessary information about software tools to understand the right
way of its designated usage.

Sensor Technology 1

The first part of sensor technology focuses on sensors in pneumatics for about two hours of learning time. This training
program deals in detail with the sensors used to detect end position on cylinders and with pressure and flow sensors
in pneumatic systems. Based on a complex example from industrial practice, trainees are taught to select suitable
sensors. The necessary basic knowledge for this is provided in the technical knowledge and components modules, to
which trainees can refer at any time. All training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the narrative
text can be viewed on the sitemap. The picture as follows, Picture R_04, provides an idea its appearance.

Picture R_04: WBT Sensor Technology 1 and 2

Sensor Technology 2

The second part of sensor technology focuses on sensors for object detection for about two hours of learning time. This
training program deals in detail with the sensors used to detect objects in automated systems. Based on a complex
example from industrial practice, trainees are taught to select the suitable sensors. The necessary basic knowledge
for this is provided in the technical knowledge and components modules, to which students can refer at any time. All
training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the narrative text can be viewed on the sitemap. The
picture above, Picture R_04, provides an idea of its design.
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Open- and Closed-Loop Control

The training program uses practical examples to show the difference between open- and closed-loop control in
automation. Easy-to-understand tasks are used first to examine the overall process of a simple functioning system.
Later sections then look at different types of controllers, the different ways in which signals are represented and
processed and the ways in which programs are implemented. In total, this web based training program provides about
two hours of learning time.

Process automation

Basic principles of process automation are being covered by this web based media programme for about four hours of
learning time. The training programme deals with the broad spectrum of technical process automation in a concise way.
The characteristics and special features of process automation are conveyed in a simple manner via images from actual
real-life situations, graphic representations of physical technical processes and animated processes which trainees can
manage and control.

Siemens Step 7 Professional

The Siemens software Step 7 professional contains the programming languages Statement List (STL), Function
Chart (FCH) and Ladder Diagram (LDR) (basic package) as well as STEP 7-SCL, STEP 7-GRAPH, Distributed Safety, S7Technology software package and distributed intelligence iMap. It facilitates the realisation of networked solutions with
SIMATIC S7-300/-400 systems, SIMATIC C7. The professional version of this software package also contains the S7PLCSIM simulation software. By using the simulation software S7-PLCSIM it is possible to carry out the functional test
of the SIMATIC S7 user blocks on PG/PC regardless of the availability of the target hardware. Detection and elimination
of program errors are therefore possible at a much earlier stage during the development of the PLC program.

WinCC Flexible

Siemens SIMATIC WinCC and SIMATIC WinCC Flexible are computer based control and monitoring systems designed
for the visualisation and control of processes, sequences and machines. Within the Teciam conceptualisation on hand,
mainly WinCC Flexible shall be used to visualize processes on various touch panels being integrated into different
hardware systems. Integrated are further a range of engineering tools for configuring SIMATIC HMI operator units,
the control element of SIMATIC C7 units, SIMOTION and SINUMERIK panel PCs and the computer based visualisation
software WinCC flexible runtime. Together with Siemens Step 7, all digital and analogue control parts are being
realised. Obviously, within the industry various other visualisation and monitoring tools are available such as InTouch,
or software environments from manufacturers of complete DCS plant applications, however, this would go far beyond
the learning objectives of the entire Teciam composition.
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FluidLab Process Automation

FluidLab for process engineering, also denominated as FluidLab PA process, is the ideal way of getting started within
the field of open- and closed-loop technologies. In a later stage, it can also be combined with real equipment and
therefore realistic processes, however, at this stage willingly avoided. In other laboratories related to the field of
process automation the software will be used once again but this time as an integrated tool to control, operate and also
perform condition monitoring. The picture as follows, Picture R_05, provides an impression of its appearance. Further
below is also an overview in form of a table, Table R_09, providing some features of FluidLab Process Automation.

Picture R_05: FluidLab Process Automation

Software Feature
Simple Application of Complex Relationship

Description
The clear menu structure proceeds from the commissioning of
the EduKit PA or Compact Workstation to the process engineering
using the example of a bottling plant.

Menu: Virtual Reactor

Animated by a sequencer, observing, analysing and documenting
the simulated processes. Production according to customer order
and assessing and responding to error messages are in demand.

Menu: FluidSim

Trainees develop and immediately test control-technology
relationships, whether virtual or real. Programs like process
sequences in FluidSim: circuits, logic diagram and GRAFCET.

Menu: Virtual PLC - Actuating with Step 7

Trainees learn the basics of PLC programming and the logical
processing of binary and analogue signals. Thereafter the program
is being tested on a virtual or real model.

Menu: Filling with Excel Interface

Fluid Lab PA is transmitted order data from MS Excel via the DDE
interface, for example the number and volume of the bottles.
Conversely, the current status of the plant, for instance the level of
the storage tanks, is reported.

Table R_09: Features of FluidLab Process Automation
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Installation and Training

One important aspect before conducting training using the process automation environment as well as the various
software tools is to provide the right installation of the equipment, infrastructure, accessories, tools and the
corresponding facilities. This will be accomplished by Festo Didactic experts within the field of Mechatronics, having
a profound experience and being able to meet any local requirements. In case further laboratories will be established
having the same set of equipment and software tools, then training can however take place in parallel and together.

Training, especially training in the technical field, is only efficient when all trainers involved are extensively
trained in their designated field and training approach. Only well trained and motivated trainers are able
to motivate students thereafter, therefore any kind of the so-called ‘train-the-trainer’ aspect should not
be neglected. Upon necessity, revision training should be considered on a frequent basis.

In case the laboratory conceptualisation on hand will be established as a stand-alone laboratory solution, a training
duration of at least ten to twelve days is recommended. As aforesaid, in case the laboratory of process automation is
part of various laboratory installations, then this time could possible be covered in related laboratories respectively
other technologies.

Further Information

As already mentioned, since Festo Didactic is constantly further developing and adding new equipment and software
media to its existing wide range, further and latest information can always be accessed using the website of Festo
Didactic, www.festo-didactic.com. This also includes further information regarding installation requirements.
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Introduction

Whenever industrial training needs to be as close as possible to the entire industrial sector covering food production,
beverage applications, diary products as well as agro-industries such as powdery products, fertilizing production and
many more, then the main two technologies of factory automation as well as process automation need to be trained
in parallel, or even at the same time. For sure, the entire range of these industry sectors is quite complex and for sure
sophisticated, but the range of applications within this technology is too important, especially in the field of so-called
fully automated systems, and should therefore be part of every trainees skill and knowledge development. Therefore
the following technology concept covers all major fields of the technologies stated above. Festo Didactics training
equipment covering the so-called fully automated systems in industrial automation in combination with process
automation is being conducted on a teaching factory solution called Agro, Food and Beverage Training Factory, in short
AFB-Factory, providing expedient exercises by hands-on training as well as in depth technology training. Further on,
blended-learning arrangements are implemented wherever applicable to provide insights and further opportunities
to simulate, demonstrate and even control industrial automation and process control technology applications. The
following picture, Picture S_01, shows an example of an entire system whereby process control tasks are being
combined with material handling and packaging systems.

Picture S_01: Example of a hybrid teaching factory solution

Training Approach

Based on Festo Didactics experience, training being conducted in the field of factory automation in combination with
process automation system technology is taking place in groups of two persons. This fosters not only the technical
experience and knowledge, but also the soft-skills and communication attempt. Two groups of trainees work in parallel
on various stations surrounding a conveyor system, in combination with computer systems located on several desks.
Together with the hardware equipment, other training media are being used, such as textbooks, workbooks and
software. The laboratory layout along with the equipment allows further on different kind of training. Whenever the
hardware is not used, normal classroom training can be conducted by use of the computer systems in the laboratory.
For this purpose, the set-up of the laboratory avoids a narrow view of the instructor and its displays.
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Diversified Training

The central part of this learning arrangement is the intelligent conveyor belt system in combination with different
stations arranged in so-called factory zones. Additionally, new technologies are implemented shifting this training
environment closer to real industrial applications, for example one of the newest trends in industry such as RFID
technology. Due to the flexibility of the stations, which can be separated from the conveyor belt or from each other
upon necessity, different kind of training is possible. For sure, within this laboratory, aspects of basic training should
not come to the fore, therefore all training should be seen as a coherence of basic and advanced training which should
be already achieved at this level of Teciam. One major aspect of this laboratory is the part of operating and observing,
by means of different kind of communication possibilities such as fieldbus systems or industrial Ethernet, as well as
visualization and SCADA tools.

AFB Factory Zones

As aforesaid, the entire teaching factory solution can be divided into different factory zones according to typical type
of processes as in reality. Therefore, the following table, Table S_01, provides an overview of the zones in particular.

Factory Zone

Process

Zone 1

Continuous Process: Zone 1 represents the continuous process or batch
process of the entire teaching factory solution. For example, this could be the
juice processing in a beverage production or sand within a cement production
process. In the teaching factory on hand, it is liquid which is being processed
further.

Zone 2

Bottling and Feeding Automation: Zone 2 stands for the application which
fills the liquid into bottles. This is one major process in the entire field of food
production for example, but in general a very important field of training since
industrial automation and process control are being combined. Further to the
filling process itself, bottles are being handled and therefore various handling
technologies are being covered as well concerning training aspects. An option
here is the filling of bulk goods. However, RFID is implemented in both cases.

Zone 3

Cap Production and Handling: Zone 3 is more related to industrial automation
since the cap for closing the bottles is being handled, processed and finally
being transported to the bottling station to be put onto the filled bottles.

Zone 4

Transport, Packaging and Logistics: Zone 4 overtakes the task of handling the
palletised bottles after being filled and closed by the bottling application. As
well as Zone 3, Zone 4 is related as well to Industrial Automation. The overall
procss here is to produce so-called six-packs, which are then handled on carriers on the conveyor belt and being transported from station to station.

Zone 5

Zone 5 represents the application of recycling. Full and closed bottles are
being opened and vacuumed by a robot application. The liquid or the bulk
goods are being sent back to the desired reservoirs. Also here the RFID label
can be resetted so that the empty bottles enter the process once again.

Table S_01: AFB Factory zones and applications
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Communication Concept Level 1

The basic communication system of the AFB Factory is easy to understand, reliable and being implemented in various
of Festo Didactic training factories. Standardized I/O communication ports with IEEE488 connectors such in the
warehouse, the goods issue station, the packaging station and the central conveyor system. LED indicators makes
it easy to observe the signal flow of the communication procedure. The communication concept allows realising
of different configurations of the AFB Factory. Therefore the stations can be arranged in many different ways, all
completely without reprogramming. This allows to adapt the factory layout according to the current training system.
Further expansions of the system with additional stations or additional networking can easily be realised.

Communication Concept Level 2

Level 2 of the control concept comprises of process visualisation and control with a SCADA system. For a state-ofthe-art control of all different stations of the AFB Factory a SCADA system is implemented to the system. All different
stations are communicating via TCP-IP with the SCADA controller, in the case on hand a computer system. The SCADA
application allows monitoring of signals, trend display, remote operating of different tasks and supervising of all
processes.

Communication Concept Level 3

Level 3 includes an order and manufacturing execution system with AFB MES-RT. The AFB MES-RT allows to use the AFB
as a complete lean factory. From customer definition up to order scheduling all necessary steps can be carried out. The
AFB MES-RT includes as well data matrix coding of the six-packs. In real time the data base of the MES is actualised
and the booking of each single position of an order can be tracked, monitored and supervised. The MES generates as
well all documents like ‘Order confirmation’ or ‘Customer invoice’ in real time automatically. The AFB MES-RT enables a
professional and extreme flexible work on all factory levels, just like in reality.

Didactic Concept

The workpieces in form of the cap for closing the bottles pass through the system sequentially, always starting at the
distributing station and always ending at the bottling station. Within this sequence, several so-called MPS Stations
can be added or removed from the sequence, at least a buffer and handling station is needed in order to provide the
caps to the bottling application. Further details regarding the expressions and the stations are given further below. If
other MPS Stations are connected to the system, passage through these is determined by a controller program and
light barriers, but no additional wiring is necessary. Concerning the didactic concept, students can therefore learn
on some stations separately before being able to handle the entire sequence, although the skills and knowledge
should be already achieved by appropriate training in other laboratories. The liquid itself, being produced in Zone
1, flows through different stations as well, in the factory application on hand through so-called MPS-PA Stations.
Likewise single MPS-PA Stations can be added or removed within this sequence. Eventually all MPS-PA Stations can
be removed from the entire application, for this purpose an additional tank is available on the bottling station whereby
the liquid to be filled into the bottles is being kept. From the process of Zone 1, the liquid, or even bulk goods as well,
is always being pumped into the tank on the bottling station. Therefore the entire sequence of fluid production can be
separated eventually. Although one of the MPS-PA Station is a filling station as well, this task is taken into account as
a quality station for sequential liquid control, therefore bottles are not being closed here. Regarding the major bottling
application within Zone 2, this is actually a single station whereby empty bottles are being fed by means of a conveyor
belt. Once an empty bottle reaches the filling application, it is being put onto an indexing table and is filled according
to the settings of the application. From there onwards a next step is to put the cap onto the filled bottle beforehand the
bottle is being removed from the indexing table.
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Afterwards filled and closed bottles are being put on an additional conveyor device, once three bottles are available
at the end of this feeder a handling device takes all three bottles together and handles them into a six-pack carrier,
provided the logistic zone is ready with an empty six-pack carrier. The logistics zone itself consists of an intelligent
conveyor system whereby several stations can be added or removed from the entire sequence. Once the bottling
device is being connected to the conveyor it is being recognized as one station in the control sequence. Other stations,
apart from the bottling device of Zone 2, surrounding the conveyor in the factory application on hand are two storage
applications for the six-pack carrier. One of the storehouses applications provides empty six-pack carriers as well as
stores loaded six-pack carriers into the storehouse application. The second storing device can only remove carriers
from the conveyor system contrary to the other one which can provide carriers as well. Both storage and pallet handling
applications are programmed so that if one storage place is full, the other one is overtaking the task until, by manual
interference, the original setup of the factory solution is the case. Last but not least, the robot recycling station can
empty full bottles by removing the cap as well as vacuum the liquid, respectively the bulk goods. However within
the conceptualisation on hand bulk goods is not considered, but can be implemented as an option. Therefore the
entire technical application, as already mentioned, is just a step away from industrial reality. For sure, software and
visualization control are part of the teaching factory solution as well. Therefore training can be conducted in fields such
as communication and networking, supervisory control, programming and RFID technology as well. An overview of
training contents as well as competency contents is provided in one of the following chapters.

Picture S_02: Possible expansion of a hybrid teaching factory solution with bulk goods
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MPS-PA and MPS Stations

The Modular Production Systems - Process Automation, in short MPS-PA, as well as the Modular Production System,
in short MPS, are major parts of the teaching factory solution on hand. Therefore the following paragraphs provide an
short overview of these systems.

MPS-PA Stations

The Modular Production Systems - Process Automation, in short MPS-PA, allows process engineering and control of
different levels of complexity to be modelled. MPS-PA is universal, modular and open to further system expansion. This
allows the system to be adapted to trainees’ prior knowledge and experience. Simple functions and sequences form
the basis up to complex control approaches on a small scale, but including an option of gradually being expanded to a
more complex system. Due to its modularity, the single MPS-PA Stations may be even separated and combined upon
ones’ own initiative.

Whenever MPS-PA Systems need to be combined or being intended for separation, additional piping and
programming is necessary. Based on the easy to use piping system, which is used to build up the pipe
system on each station, this task can be done by simple connection assembly. This safes extraordinary
time which can be very well used for the major subject: training purposes. Further on, all MPS-PA Stations
can be controlled according to local industrial standards, fostering the employability of trainees.

In its current set-up, all MPS-PA Stations are being controlled by an industrial logic controller, a real industrial controller
as well as a visualization software tool. Whenever other control technologies need to be implemented, it is easily
possible due to the existing standardization of the industrial interfaces. This allows further on the implementation
of other core subjects. A MPS-PA combined system is build up on a well engineered basis, consisting of mobile
trolleys, whereby a profile plate in the size of 700 to 700 mm is placed and fixed on top. On top of the profile plate,
all components building up the stations are hosted, such as the water reservoirs, the piping system as well as valves,
heating elements or else. The mobile trolley ensures a solid basis for the exercises to be carried out, further on its
mobility provides an easy combination or separation of the stations as mentioned already. The controller as well as
all other electrical components are fixed on electrical mounting frames on the rear panel, providing a clear visible
division of the different components. Last but not least, the trolley used for the temperature station can also host the
cooling element whenever exercises with heating need to be carried out. Within this concept on hand, only PLC and
industrial controllers of Siemens as well as software control are being explained, but other control concepts are also
possible upon request. Further to the control opportunities, a touch screen panel is fixed on each station allowing the
supervision and control of each station.

MPS Stations

The Modular Production System, in short MPS, allows industrial automation systems of different levels of complexity
to be modelled, respectively training contents to be covered. MPS is universal, modular and open to further system
expansion. This allows the system to be adapted to trainees’ prior knowledge and experience. Simple functions and
sequences form the basis up to complex production systems on a small scale, but including an option of gradually
being expanded to a complex integrated system.
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Whenever an extension of the laboratory is required, more MPS Stations or applications may be added. However,
several other laboratory conceptualisation within the Teciam concept will provide more MPS Stations anyway, so that
the focus clearly remains on the serial production technology. In addition to this, the space between the recycling
station and the bottling station is also limited, therefore it is not recommended to add more MPS Stations anyway.

Whenever MPS Stations need to be combined or being intended for separation, no additional wiring
or programming is necessary. This safes extraordinary time which can be very well used for the major
subject: training purposes. Further on, all MPS Stations can be controlled according to local industrial
standards, fostering the employability of trainees.

Technology Contents

The following overview and table, Table S_02, provides an overview of the stations and equipment used for training
purposes within the conceptualisation on hand of hybrid automation, fully automated. As aforesaid, Festo Didactic
usually provides such equipment and stations focussing each on a certain technology accordingly.

Equipment

Features and training contents

PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

The EduTrainer concept, together with the programming tool Step 7, allows

AS-Interface CP343-2

in the first case basic training in standardized programming languages such

EduTrainer Concept

as ladder diagram, instruction list or function chart according to IEC-1131-3.
Further on, Step 7 specific tools such as programming and simulation tools
are included, providing a real industrial developing tool for logical controllers.

Distribution Station

At the beginning of the cap feeding line, the Distribution Station separates
caps from a stack magazine, stored in magazine tube, and transfers it to the
first downstream station, according to the entire material flow. Like in reality,
basic parts to be further processed are being inserted in the process here.

Buffer Station

Whenever material is being handled and moved in automated production
systems, the items to be processed further need to be stored for some time,
very often before the bottleneck process of a production. Therefore the
Buffer Station is one example related to real processes how to store items
temporarily in a constant process. The core technology apart from buffering is
the right application of recognition.

Handling Station

Whenever items to be processed need to be replaced or handled, the use of
different handling devices are needed. The technology contents of this station
are mostly related to the packaging industry, therefore this station comprises
the core competency of handling as well as gripping.

Table S_02: Training contents and features of the stations
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Equipment

Features and training contents

MPS-PA 204

The system is made up of the filtration, mixing, reactor and bottling stations.
The filtration station filters a liquid. The filtrate is pumped from the first tank
into the second tank through the filter using various process valves. The
filtered liquid is then fed into the first tank in the mixing station. The mixing
station mixes different recipes from three reservoir tanks. The finished mixture
is pumped to the reactor station, where it is tempered. Depending on the
recipe selected, different temperature profiles with different stirring times
are activated. The bottling station fills the liquid into bottles. These bottles
are transported to the filling position via conveyors. A pneumatic separator
separates the bottles. The bottles are filled with different filling quantities
from the dosing tank in accordance with the recipe selected.

Intelligent Conveyor System

Material flow between the AFB Stations is undertaken by the pallet conveyor
system. It is the central unit of the ZONE 4 in the AFB Factory. The pallets
remain on the conveyor, while the six-packs are taken into the stations.
Material transfer between the conveyor and the stations is realized by means
of handling systems.

Bottling Station

The Bottling Station offers a wide range of different functions found in food
industries: bottle feeding with conveyor, indexing table, filling of bottles with
special filling device and handling of caps with a handling device. The cell is
PLC controlled and is equipped with a touch panel for operation. For filling of
different liquids a second tank is available and it is possible to choose the
type of liquid on the touch panel. The bottling cell is ideal both for integrated
application as part of a AFB Factory and for use as an individual station. The
bottling station comprises two reservoir tanks and allows filling of different
recipes. The station is controlled via a PLC Edutrainer. Operating takes place
via a touch panel. This allows monitoring of messages and the display of the
different status informations of the actuators of the station. The bottles are
equipped with RFID technology. Process data is stored and evaluated directly
with the bottles.

Packaging Station

The Packaging Station utilizes a full industrial, high precision 2 axis pneumatic
handling device in the typical Festo Didactic workstation environment for
packaging of bottles. The bottles are delivered on a conveyor belt. Due to the
three fold gripper, the handling device can pick up 3 bottles simultaneously
and place them into the box. After this, in the second pick & place sequence,
another 3 bottles are placed into the box. With the help of a camera system
the box arriving via the transport system is checked whether it is empty or not.

Industrial Controller

The SIPART DR19 is a real industrial controller, allowing different kind of control

Sipart DR19

technologies, such as setting the process parameters according to time gains
or action time. Further on, all different kind of sensors can be implemented,
providing training on an industrial controller of the latest technology.

Table S_02: Training contents and features of the stations
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Equipment

Features and training contents

Automatic Warehouse Station

The high bay warehouse is designed to store up to 16 containers (six-packs)
with dimensions of 160 x 160 mm. Each of the 4 shelves can store 4 containers.
The warehouse is mounted on a rigid aluminium base frame with profile plate.
The handling of the containers takes place by the means of a Cartesian rack
feeder with servo drives.

Incoming and Outgoing Station

The In/Out station is mounted on a profile plate with rigid aluminium profile
base frame in the typical Festo Didactic workstation design. An industrial 3
axis handling device can pick up containers with bottles and place them to
one of two output slides. Another slide is placed to feed empty containers (sixpacks) to the system. The station is controlled by an industrial controller and
managed by a set of push buttons and indicators as well as an Emergency Stop
button, placed at the front side of the station.

Unpacking Station

The Unpackaging Station utilizes a full industrial, high precision 2 axis
pneumatic handling device in the typical Festo Didactic workstation
environment for unpackaging of bottles. The bottles are delivered in sixpacks. Due to the three fold gripper, the handling device can pick up 3 bottles
simultaneously and place them from the six-pack onto the conveyor. After this,
in the second pick & place sequence, another 3 bottles are placed onto the
conveyor.

Robot Recycling Station

The robot separates the caps from the bottles and empties the bottles. Caps
are replaced in the magazine of the distributing station. With the help of a
conveyor, bottles are transported to the bottling station. The robot controller
controls in this station as well the conveyor, the separator and the clamping
device.

Table S_02: Training contents and features of the stations

Picture S_03: Visualisation of closed-loop processes in AFB Factory
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Training Aims and Core Competencies

According to the equipment as described in the previous paragraph, the following tables, Tables S_03 to S_17, provide
an overview of the training aims and core competencies which should be achieved by conducting appropriate training
in hybrid automation.

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

Structure and components of a programmable logic controller

EduTrainer Concept

Input- and Output modules of the SIMATIC Series
Describing the function, construction principles and operations
Describing the programming structure of a PLC program
Programming using digital and analogue signals
Programming using AS-Interface and Profibus-DP

Table S_03: Training aims of PLC

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Distribution Station

Mechanical setup and components of the station
Vacuum gripper technology
Pneumatic linear and rotary drives
Separation of workpieces
Handling applications
Commissioning, fault finding and trouble-shooting

Table S_04: Training aims of the Distribution Station

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Buffer Station

Mechanical setup and components of the station
Electrical drives
Buffering and separating workpieces
Light barriers and various sensors
Pneumatic separation module
Commissioning, fault finding and trouble-shooting

Table S_05: Training aims of the Buffer Station

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Handling Station

Mechanical setup and components of the station
Pneumatic grippers
Pneumatic linear drives
Control of a handling device
Separation of workpieces with a linear drive
Commissioning, fault finding and trouble-shooting

Table S_06: Training aims of the Handling Station
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Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

MPS-PA Station Filtration

Elements and components of the station
Knife gate applications in process automation
Semi-rotary valves for process engineering
Filtering applications
Cleaning of filters
Butterfly valves in process control

Table S_07: Training aims of the filtration station

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

MPS-PA Station Mixing

Elements and components of the station
Two-way ball valve application in processes
Using controlling pumps
Mixing of different liquids
Control of level and flow
Analogue signal converters

Table S_08: Training aims of the mixing station

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

MPS-PA Station Reactor

Elements and components of the station
Tempering of liquids
Various filling levels and control
Temperature control
Cooling applications with a pump
Stirring applications of liquids

Table S_09: Training aims of the reactor station

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

MPS-PA Station Bottling

Elements and components of the station
Dosing and filling applications
Separating of bottles for filling
Filling application for bottles
Drive technology of conveyors
Level control application

Table S_10: Training aims of the bottling station
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Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Packaging Station

Setup of the station and basic elements

Unpacking Station

Industrial high precision handling axis
Industrial grippers
Vision camera system
Conveyor belts
PLC programming, fault finding and troubleshooting

Table S_11: Training aims of the packaging station

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Industrial Controller

Basics of industrial controllers

SIPART DR19

Basics of P-Controllers, I-Controllers, D-Controllers
Basics of PI-Controllers
Basics of PD-Controllers
Basics of PID-Controllers
Open and Closed-loop technologies

Table S_12: Training aims of the industrial controller

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Automatic Warehouse Station

Setup of the station and basic elements
Industrial high precision handling devices and Cartesian robots
Industrial grippers
Storage and retrieval applications
Touchpanel programming
PLC programming, fault finding and troubleshooting

Table S_13: Training aims of the automatic warehouse station

Equipment
Incoming and Outgoing Station

Training aims and core competencies
Setup of the station and basic elements
Industrial high precision pneumatic handling axis
Industrial grippers
Palletising applications
Conveyor belts
PLC programming, fault finding and troubleshooting

Table S_14: Training aims of the incoming and outgoing station
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Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Robot Recycling Station

Fundamentals of robot technology
Robot terminology
Robot programming
Commissioning of the entire sequence of recycling
Teaching a robot using the handheld device
Safety and security applications

Table S_15: Training aims of the robot recyling station

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Intelligent Conveyor System

Setup of the station and basic elements
AC motor technology and electrical drive technology
Frequency inverters
Pallet identification
AS-Interface fieldbus technology
PLC programming, fault finding and troubleshooting

Table S_16: Training aims of the conveyor belt

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Filling and Bottling Station

Setup of the station and basic elements
Industrial high precision handling axis
Industrial grippers
Vision camera system
Conveyor belts
PLC programming, fault finding and troubleshooting

Table S_17: Training aims of the filling and bottling

Picture S_04: Impresion of the filling and bottling application
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Laboratory Facilities

To be able to conduct sustainable training, especially whereby hands-on training cannot be neglected, it is indispensable
to provide adequate training equipment and facilities for the trainer as well as for students. Laboratory design, work
environment as well as equipment design is an important factor to conduct technical training. Regarding the equipment
itself, Festo Didactic uses solely real industrial equipment to compose its training environment.

Training, especially hands-on training in the technical field is only efficient when an appropriate
laboratory environment is provided. Thus, a comprehensive approach starts with the laboratory design
itself, is further to be recognized within the stations as well as the major part, the equipment itself.
Through the medium of design, students should be already motivated to discover the technical subtlety!

On the one hand side, real industrial equipment facilitates the approach of bridging the gap between institutional
based training and training on the job. Thus, students are being trained on equipment which they will face later on in
real industrial processes. On the other hand side, real industrial components are more reliable regarding the period
of operation, upgradeability and spare parts if required. Another important aspect is safety, security as well as the
training of maintenance and service.

Laboratory Design

The laboratory for hybrid automation and industrial technologies is designed to host altogether between twelve
and sixteen students in parallel, working in groups of two trainees on the stations and the system, as well as eight
computer tables as it can be seen in the layout ad picture as follows, Picture S_05. As already mentioned, one major
aspect of the design is to provide the trainees mostly an unrestrained view on the teachers desk as well as the boards,
whenever the major training is being conducted by means of the computers at the side of the laboratory. Further on,
the computer systems are located close to the stations in order to be implemented in a blended-learning arrangement
and therefore being connected to the equipment, which is indispensable regarding this laboratory. Whenever hands-on
training is taking place, both trainees can work on the stations, or one trainee is using the equipment and the other
one is using the computer system. Apart from the major equipment, accessories such as a computer network, central
power supplies as well as central compressed-air supply are taken into account, but not explicit drawn in the layout.
Last but not least, to provide a nice and warm ambient of the laboratory itself, curtains, posters and flowers should be
a decorative matter.

Laboratory Accessories

In order to provide an adequate learning arrangement, several laboratory accessories should be implemented in the
training environment. As aforesaid, this is for instance a computer network, which may be realized as a client-server
based architecture. This allows the trainer gaining access to the students’ computers and the possibility to check
which kind of exercises they have performed successfully. Further on, the network allows the students to print on the
laboratory printer. Last but not least, whenever a Web Based Media Library is being implemented, then trainees shall
also obtain access to the intranet of the institution. Further accessories, such as a printer, a projector, storage shelves
as well as whiteboards and chairs are obvious.
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Picture S_05: Virtual impression of the hybrid automation laboratory

Equipment Details

Learning with innovative technology, practice-orientated training and demand driven training with industrial
components provides all trainees with the necessary confidence for everyday work and their future employability.
Therefore the following paragraphs provide an overview of the equipment items for one station, respectively each
station once, following the structure of the equipment as shown in Table S_02.

PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

The equipment set EduTrainer PLC comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity

AS-Interface CP343-2

refers to one single equipment set to be supplied in a so-called Systainer.

EduTrainer Concept
1 1x EduTrainer Universal with Siemens 314C-2PN/DP			
2 1x 24 digital inputs 			
3 1x 16 digital outputs			
4 1x 4 analogue inputs			
5 1x 2 analogue outputs			
6 1x EduTrainer mounting rack in the size of A4			
7 1x Various input and output plugs, accessories			
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Distribution Station

The MPS Distribution Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers
to one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS Station Distribution completely assembled and tested			
2 1x MPS Trolley				
3 1x MPS Controle Console			
4 1x Stack magazin			
5 1x Changer module with vacuum gripper			
6 1x Vacuum switch			
7 1x On-off valve with filter regulation valve			
8 1x Set of cables, connectors and accessories			

Function of Distribution Station

The MPS Distribution Station separates workpieces. Up to eight workpieces are stored in the magazine tube of the stack
magazine. A double-acting cylinder pushes the workpieces out individually. The changer module grips the separated
workpiece with a vacuum gripper. Driven by a rotary cylinder, the swivel arm of the changer moves the workpiece to the
transfer point of the downstream station.

Handling Station

The MPS Handling Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to
one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS Station Handling completely assembled and tested			
2 1x MPS Trolley			
3 1x MPS Controle Console			
4 1x PicAlpha module pneumatic			
5 1x Modification of the station to be attached to the bottling station		
6 1x Smart cubic valve terminal			
7 1x On-off valve with filter regulation valve			
8 1x Set of cables, connectors and accessories			

Function of Handling Station

The MPS Handling Station is equipped with a flexible two-axis handling device. Workpieces inserted into the holder
are detected by an optical diffuse sensor. The handling device picks up the workpieces from there with the aid of a
pneumatic gripper. The gripper is equipped with an optical sensor which differentiates between ‘black’ and ‘non-black’
workpieces. The workpieces can be placed on different slides according to this criterion. Other sorting criteria can be
defined if the station is combined with other stations. Workpieces can also be transferred to a down-stream station
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Buffer Station

The MPS Buffer Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to one
single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS Station Buffer completely assembled and tested			
2 1x MPS Trolley			
3 1x MPS Controle Console			
4 1x Conveyor module with DC motor			
5 1x Pneumatic separator module			
6 1x Diffuse and through-beam sensor			
7 1x On-off valve with filter regulation valve			
8 1x Set of cables, connectors and accessories			

Function of Buffer Station

The MPS Buffer Station can buffer and separate up to five workpieces. Diffuse sensors at the beginning of the conveyor
detect the inserted workpieces. Light barriers upstream and downstream of the separator control the process: If the
transfer point is free, the separator passes on a workpiece. This is actuated by a short-stroke cylinder with a deflection
mechanism. The end positions of the short-stroke cylinder are detected by means of end-position sensors.

MPS-PA Station Filtration

The filtration station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to one
single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS-PA Station Filtration completely assembled and tested			
2 1x Trolley			
3 1x Touchpanel Siemens TP177B				
4 1x Electrical connection board			
5 1x Butterfly valve with semi rotary drive			
6 1x Knife gate with COPAC drive			
8 2x Water reservoirs			
9 1x Piping system including connectors			
10 1x Set of tools, cables, accessories			

Function of Station Filtration

The filtration station filters liquids. The filtrate is pumped from the first tank into the second tank through the filter
using a knife gate. The filtered liquid reaches the second tank via a butterfly valve with pneumatic semi rotary drive.
The filtered liquid can be pumped onwards to the next station using a separate pump. The filter can be rinsed using a
rinse program. Regulated compressed air is additionally blown through the filter to loosen deposits.
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MPS-PA Station Mixing

The mixing station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to one single
station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS-PA Station Mixing completely assembled and tested			
2 1x Trolley			
3 1x Touchpanel Siemens TP177B			
4 1x Electrical connection board			
5 3x Pneumatic two-way ball valves			
6 1x Set of various sensors			
8 4x Water reservoirs			
9 1x Piping system including connectors			
10 1x Set of tools, cables, accessories			

Function of Station Filtration

The mixing station mixes different recipes from three reservoir tanks. The liquid from one of the three reservoir tanks is
pumped into the main tank in a controlled manner by opening the respective two-way ball valve. The finished mixture
can be pumped to the next station via a second pump, or pumped back to the reservoir tank.

MPS-PA Station Reactor

The reactor station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to one
single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS-PA Station Reactor completely assembled and tested			
2 1x Trolley			
3 1x Touchpanel Siemens TP177B			
4 1x Electrical connection board			
5 1x Heating element			
6 1x Stirring unit			
8 1x Water reservoirs			
9 1x Piping system including connectors			
10 1x Set of tools, cables, accessories			

Function of Station Reactor

The reactor station tempers a liquid. Depending on the recipe selected, different temperature profiles with different
stirring times are activated. A cooling pump is activated to cool the liquid. The tempered liquid can be pumped onwards
to the next station using a separate pump.
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MPS-PA Station Bottling

The bottling station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to one
single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x MPS-PA Station Bottling completely assembled and tested			
2 1x Trolley			
3 1x Touchpanel Siemens TP177B			
4 1x Electrical connection board			
5 2x Conveyor belt unit with stopper modules			
6 1x Dosing valve for filling application			
8 2x Water reservoirs			
9 1x Piping system including connectors			
10 1x Set of tools, cables, accessories			

Function of Station Bottling

The reactor station tempers a liquid. Depending on the recipe selected, different temperature profiles with different
stirring times are activated. A cooling pump is activated to cool the liquid. The tempered liquid can be pumped onwards
to the next station using a separate pump.

Packaging Station

The packing station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to one
single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x AFB Packing Station completely assembled and tested			
2 1x Station base frame			
3 1x High precision 2 axis handling system			
4 1x Electrical connection board			
5 2x Conveyor belt unit with stopper module			
6 1x Gripper for bottles			
8 1x Control console			
9 1x Vision camera module			
10 1x Set of tools, cables, accessories			

Function of Station Packaging

With a high-precision 2-axis industrial handling system, 2 by 3 bottles are packed into each six-pack on the order
compilation station. The bottles are carried on conveyor belts to the handling station. A high-speed camera checks the
six-packs. The camera features a built-in controller which handles the complete image evaluation process.
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Automatic Warehouse

The warehouse station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to one
single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x AFB Warehouse completely assembled and tested			
2 1x Station base frame				
3 1x High precision 3 axis Cartesian handling system			
4 1x Electrical connection board			
5 1x Rodless linear unit with precision guides			
6 1x Gripper for six-pack carriers			
8 1x Control console			
9 1x Motor control			
10 1x Set of tools, cables, accessories			

Function of Station Automatic Warehouse

The automatic warehouse can hold up to 16 six-packs on 4 levels each with 4 bays. A cartesian 3-axis handling system is
used for stock movement. 2 toothed belt axes are driven by intelligent servomotors with an integrated servo amplifier,
controller and bus interface. The third axis is executed as a rodless linear unit with precision guides.

Incoming and Outgoing Station

The incoming and outgoing station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity
refers to one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x AFB Incoming and Outgoing Station completely assembled and tested		
2 1x Station base frame			
3 1x High precision 3 axis pneumatic handling system			
4 1x Electrical connection board			
5 1x Two slide units for six-pack carriers			
6 1x Gripper for six-pack carriers			
8 1x Control console			
9 1x Valve terminal and filer control valve			
10 1x Set of tools, cables, accessories			

Function of Station Incoming Outgoing

Full six-packs awaiting shipping are placed by the pneumatic 3-axis handling unit on one of the two outgoing goods
ramps. The handling unit features a pneumatic linear gripper to grip the six-packs. The axes used are pneumatic linear
axes developed specially for industrial assembly and handling systems. Empty six-packs can be fed in by way of the
incoming goods conveyor.
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Robot Recycling Station

The robot recycling station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to
one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x AFB Robot Recycling Station completely assembled and tested			
2 1x Station base frames			
3 1x High precision Mitsubishi robot			
4 1x Robot controller unit and handheld teaching device			
5 1x Vacuum application			
6 1x Gripper for caps of the bottles			
8 1x Control console			
9 1x Conveyor modules, stop modules and guides			
10 1x Set of tools, cables, accessories			

Function of Robot Recycling

Full and closed bottles are being opened and vacuumed by a robot application. The liquid or the bulk goods are being sent back to the desired reservoirs. Also here the RFID label can be resetted so that the empty bottles enter the
process once again.

Intelligent Conveyor System

The packing station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to one
single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x AFB Conveyor System completely assembled and tested			
2 1x Station base frame			
3 1x Control cabinet			
4 1x Electrical connection board			
5 4x Conveyor belt unit with stopper module and carrier recognition		
6 4x AC motors and frequency inverter				
8 1x Control console			
9 1x AS-Interface communication bus system included			
10 1x Set of tools, cables, accessories			

Function of Conveyor System

The material flow within the AFB lines is implemented by the pallet transport system. The six-packs are conveyed to
the individual stations on pallets which are equipped with an identification system. The transport system features 4
stop points, and can be expanded at any time. The belt segments are driven by 4 AC motors. The control is handled by
a PLC with frequency inverter, professionally housed in the control cabinet. Communication with the stop points is via
AS interface. The pneumatic stoppers are controlled using industrial valve terminals.
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Filling and Bottling Station

The filling and bottling station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers
to one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x AFB Filling and Bottling Station completely assembled and tested		
2 1x Station base frame			
3 1x Reservoir tank			
4 1x Electrical connection board			
5 1x Dosing unit for filling			
6 1x Conveyor belt including stop modules			
8 1x Control console			
9 1x Touch panel			
10 1x Set of tools, cables, accessories			

Function of Station Filling and Bottling

The filling station includes a large number of functions typical to the food industry: Bottle feed by conveyor, dosing
with a dosing cylinder, filling and capping on a rotary indexing table. The station can be operated both as a stand-alone
unit or in conjunction with other stations. In stand-alone operation the caps must be fed manually. When operated
in conjunction with other stations, the caps can be fed by way of a handling station. Filled and capped bottles are
forwarded by conveyor to the next station for order compilation. The liquid being filled is stored in a tank on the station.
The tank can be filled manually or way of additional process stations. The station is controlled by a logic controller
unit and operator control is via touch panel. Individual step and continuous cycle options are available. Status and
messages are indicated graphically on the panel.

Accessories for Hybrid Automation

To provide a complete viable system, several important accessories are strongly recommended, therefore the following
table lists further details. Some minor accessories will not be shown, such as cables, connectors or power supply
cables. In case no central compressed air is available then also compressors will need to be added.

1 1x Power supply unit for mounting frame on trolley			
2 1x Universal cable set, 4mm, incl. safety plugs			
3 1x SysLink cables 			
4 1x Digital multimeter			
5 1x Programming adaptors for PLC with USB connection			
6 1x Set of connection units, cables			
7 1x Cooling unit with heat exchanger (picture left)			
8 1x Set of tools, pipe cutter, spare pipes			
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Teaching Media

What is the best training equipment for teaching purposes without appropriate teaching material? To provide an
answer to this question, Festo Didactic offers a wide range of teaching media to put a holistic concept of technical
training on firm footing.

Training, especially technical training including a hands-on approach is only efficient with the right blend
of media! Therefore three major aspects need to be considered: real industrial equipment for teaching
purposes, appropriate software along with the blended-learning approach and finally teachware in
forms of textbooks, exercises, data sheets and workbooks.

In the following paragraphs, the teaching media part is split into the section of teachware, whereby textbooks and
workbooks will be mentioned. Further on, one section will provide an overview about the software media which
supports the teacher as well as the trainee according to the equipment details as described.

Textbooks and Workbooks

The following table, Table S_18, presents all textbooks, workbooks and exercise media according to the technology
packages in the field of hybrid automation and control.

Station Verteilen

Equipment

Workbooks, Textbooks and Exercises

PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

Programmable logic controllers, basic level textbook

Ausbildungsunterlage

Automating with SIMATIC, textbook
Automating with STEP7 in STL and SCL, textbook
Automating with STEP7 in LAD and FBD, textbook
PLC, basic level workbook
MPS-PA Workstations

Workbook MPS PA Workstations
Handling descriptions MPS PA Workstations

538957 DE
11/03

Working sheets and solutions
MPS Station Robot

Documentation on CD Rom
Handling description
Basics of robot programming

MPS Stations

Documentation on CD Rom
Handling descriptions
Training documentation for MPS
Training document process optimisation

AFB Factory Stations

Documentation on CD Rom
Handling descriptions

Table S_18: Overview of teachware such as books, workbooks and exercises
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Software

Following our approach of providing expedient training concepts, the following paragraphs provide all information
regarding the range of software based media in the field of instrumentation, logic controllers, open and closed-loop ,
hybrid automation and various others. In the first case, trainees can gather some preliminary experience in the field of
sensorics or closed-loop technology by using so-called Web Based Media, which could be accessible via the intranet,
but also as a local installation. Once students have acquired some background information about various technologies,
hands-on exercises on the real industrial equipment should corroborate this knowledge. Afterwards simulation and
measuring software tools in combination with the hardware allows the trainee to foster its skills and knowledge in
the corresponding technical field. This educational approach follows our ideas of establishing a blended-learning
arrangement. The following paragraphs provide all necessary information about software tools to understand the right
way of its designated usage.

Sensor Technology 1

The first part of sensor technology focuses on sensors in pneumatics for about two hours of learning time. This training
program deals in detail with the sensors used to detect end position on cylinders and with pressure and flow sensors
in pneumatic systems. Based on a complex example from industrial practice, trainees are taught to select suitable
sensors. The necessary basic knowledge for this is provided in the technical knowledge and components modules, to
which trainees can refer at any time. All training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the narrative
text can be viewed on the sitemap. The picture as follows, Picture S_06, provides an idea its appearance.

Picture S_06: WBT Sensor Technology 1 and 2

Sensor Technology 2

The second part of sensor technology focuses on sensors for object detection for about two hours of learning time. This
training program deals in detail with the sensors used to detect objects in automated systems. Based on a complex
example from industrial practice, trainees are taught to select the suitable sensors. The necessary basic knowledge
for this is provided in the technical knowledge and components modules, to which students can refer at any time. All
training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the narrative text can be viewed on the sitemap. The
picture above, Picture S_06, provides an idea of its design.
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Open- and Closed-Loop Control

The training program uses practical examples to show the difference between open- and closed-loop control in
automation. Easy-to-understand tasks are used first to examine the overall process of a simple functioning system.
Later sections then look at different types of controllers, the different ways in which signals are represented and
processed and the ways in which programs are implemented. In total, this web based training program provides about
two hours of learning time.

Process automation

Basic principles of process automation are being covered by this web based media programme for about four hours of
learning time. The training programme deals with the broad spectrum of technical process automation in a concise way.
The characteristics and special features of process automation are conveyed in a simple manner via images from actual
real-life situations, graphic representations of physical technical processes and animated processes which trainees can
manage and control.

Siemens Step 7 Professional

The Siemens software Step 7 professional contains the programming languages Statement List (STL), Function
Chart (FCH) and Ladder Diagram (LDR) (basic package) as well as STEP 7-SCL, STEP 7-GRAPH, Distributed Safety, S7Technology software package and distributed intelligence iMap. It facilitates the realisation of networked solutions with
SIMATIC S7-300/-400 systems, SIMATIC C7. The professional version of this software package also contains the S7PLCSIM simulation software. By using the simulation software S7-PLCSIM it is possible to carry out the functional test
of the SIMATIC S7 user blocks on PG/PC regardless of the availability of the target hardware. Detection and elimination
of program errors are therefore possible at a much earlier stage during the development of the PLC program.

WinCC and WinCC Flexible

Siemens SIMATIC WinCC and SIMATIC WinCC Flexible are computer based control and monitoring systems designed
for the visualisation and control of processes, sequences and machines. Within the Teciam conceptualisation on hand,
mainly WinCC Flexible shall be used to visualize processes on various touch panels being integrated into different
hardware systems. Integrated are further a range of engineering tools for configuring SIMATIC HMI operator units,
the control element of SIMATIC C7 units, SIMOTION and SINUMERIK panel PCs and the computer based visualisation
software WinCC flexible runtime. Together with Siemens Step 7, all digital and analogue control parts are being
realised. Obviously, within the industry various other visualisation and monitoring tools are available such as InTouch,
or software environments from manufacturers of complete DCS plant applications, however, this would go far beyond
the learning objectives of the entire Teciam composition.
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FluidLab Process Automation

FluidLab for process engineering, also denominated as FluidLab PA process, is the ideal way of getting started within
the field of open- and closed-loop technologies. In a later stage, it can also be combined with real equipment and
therefore realistic processes, however, at this stage willingly avoided. In other laboratories related to the field of
process automation the software will be used once again but this time as an integrated tool to control, operate and also
perform condition monitoring. The picture as follows, Picture S_07, provides an impression of its appearance. Further
below is also an overview in form of a table, Table S_19, providing some features of FluidLab Process Automation.

Picture S_07: FluidLab Process Automation

Software Feature
Simple Application of Complex Relationship

Description
The clear menu structure proceeds from the commissioning of
the EduKit PA or Compact Workstation to the process engineering
using the example of a bottling plant.

Menu: Virtual Reactor

Animated by a sequencer, observing, analysing and documenting
the simulated processes. Production according to customer order
and assessing and responding to error messages are in demand.

Menu: FluidSim

Trainees develop and immediately test control-technology
relationships, whether virtual or real. Programs like process
sequences in FluidSim: circuits, logic diagram and GRAFCET.

Menu: Virtual PLC - Actuating with Step 7

Trainees learn the basics of PLC programming and the logical
processing of binary and analogue signals. Thereafter the program
is being tested on a virtual or real model.

Menu: Filling with Excel Interface

Fluid Lab PA is transmitted order data from MS Excel via the DDE
interface, for example the number and volume of the bottles.
Conversely, the current status of the plant, for instance the level of
the storage tanks, is reported.

Table S_19: Features of FluidLab Process Automation
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Fieldbus Technology

The multimedia and interactive training program will teach trainees the basics of Fieldbus technology. It is suitable
for beginners who would like to get an overview of the subject. Animations are used to illustrate various practical
examples. All relevant terms on the subject of bus technology can be found in the integrated lexicon. In total, this web
based training program provides about two hours of learning time.

Actuators - DC Motor

Using the everyday example of a car park access control system, the trainee learns the basics of a mechatronic system.
Building on this, the training program determines what function the actuators have in the controller. A DC motor is
then studied in more detail as an example of a typical actuator, for example its structure and the laws which govern its
operation. Further chapters cover speed control and the use of data sheets as well as the transmission ratios which can
be achieved by using a gearbox. This web based media provides about two hours of learning time.

Mechatronics Assistant

The Mechatronics Assistant, designed to cover all training aspects for MPS in particular, is a tool for every purpose.
The time previously lost researching, copying, collating, stapling and distributing is a thing of the past. The new
Mechatronics Assistant is a syllabus-oriented, structured archive as a software application in which instructors and
trainees can easily find the documentation for the classes, at any time. Altogether more than 20000 various documents
are comprising the Mechatronic Assistant, ranging from exercises, data sheets, assembly instructions up to wiring and
functioning diagrams. The picture as follows, Picture S_08, provides an idea of its design and appearance.

Picture S_08: Mechatronics Assistant

Machine Vision

Machine Vision, the use of camera systems in production, is a relatively young, but swiftly growing area in automation
technology. This web based training unit deals with industrial image processing, from the creation of images up to
the evaluation of the information in the picture. Working from actual practical industrial applications, students can
follow all the steps in the image processing project in a practical manner. The basic knowledge required for this is
clearly explained in the individual chapters of the technical knowledge module. In the components module, cameras
and lighting systems are presented using examples. About four hours of learning time is provided by this programme.
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CIROS Robotics

CIROS Robotics is ideally suited for learning how to program and commission industrial robot systems. The program
offers a large number of different robot models. The integrated training program on robotics conveys everything from
the basic principles of handling technology to the use of robots in space missions. All the required basic knowledge for
automation with robots is conveyed by the integrated CIROS Robotics Assistant which offers numerous graphics and
animations to explain technical terms and facts, videos on a large number of industrial applications involving industrial
robots, sample programs for every robot work cell, technical documentation including instructions on processing. The
picture as follows, Picture S_09, provides an idea of its design and appearance.

Picture S_09: CIROS Robotics

CIROS Robotics includes as well a 3D real-time simulation with all the features of CIROS Studio. Additionally, a
programming environment for IRL (Industrial Robot Language), programming languages Movemaster Command and
Melfa Basic IV for the class of Mitsubishi robot systems. Further to this, a comprehensive library with more than twenty
predefined robot work cells enables trainees to go directly to commissioning and programming of robot applications:
from simple pick and place tasks right up to plants with numerous robot systems.

CIROS Automation Suite

CIROS Automation Suite, which is the overall software package within the CIROS family, including CIROS Mechatronics,
CIROS Advanced Mechatronics and CIROS Robotics includes further CIROS Production, in order to simulate and design
complete production facilities. The appearance and the design are already being shown in CIROS Robotics and CIROS
Mechatronics. Further to this, CIROS Production is at the same time also the MES System, the Manufacturing Execution
System.
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Installation and Training

One important aspect before conducting training using the hybrid automation environment as well as the various
software tools is to provide the right installation of the equipment, infrastructure, accessories, tools and the
corresponding facilities. This will be accomplished by Festo Didactic experts within the field of Mechatronics, having
a profound experience and being able to meet any local requirements. In case further laboratories will be established
having the same set of equipment and software tools, then training can however take place in parallel and together.

Training, especially training in the technical field, is only efficient when all trainers involved are extensively
trained in their designated field and training approach. Only well trained and motivated trainers are able
to motivate students thereafter, therefore any kind of the so-called ‘train-the-trainer’ aspect should not
be neglected. Upon necessity, revision training should be considered on a frequent basis.

In case the laboratory conceptualisation on hand will be established as a stand-alone laboratory solution, a training
duration of at least twelve to fifteen days is recommended. As aforesaid, in case the laboratory of hybrid automation
is part of various laboratory installations, then this time could possible be covered in related laboratories respectively
other technologies.

Further Information

As already mentioned, since Festo Didactic is constantly further developing and adding new equipment and software
media to its existing wide range, further and latest information can always be accessed using the website of Festo
Didactic, www.festo-didactic.com. This also includes further information regarding installation requirements.
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Introduction

By means of the latest developments within the section of material handling, production organisation and the entire
range of intercompany logistics, the conceptualisation on hand focuses now in particular on the combination of
production, material handling and logistics with the latest technologies used within the industry, for example mobile
robots serving as automated guided vehicles and also RFID technology. From the production organisational point of
view, production and logistics management can also be taught within this laboratory on hand by means of the latest
software developments and solutions. Certain training contents are based on standard training solutions from Festo
Didactic, however, within the constellation and arrangement as it will be further described completely new training
topics can be professionally covered. All Festo Didactic training is being conducted on several packages and stations,
which are divided into technical fields relevant to the topic to be taught, providing expedient exercises by hands-on
training as well as in depth technology training. Further on, blended-learning arrangements are implemented wherever
applicable to provide insights and further opportunities to simulate, demonstrate and even control real circuits
and applications, as the following picture, Picture T_01 presents as the so-called ProLog Factory, which can also be
considered as one of the teaching factory solutions from Festo Didactic within the range of totally integrated systems
and solutions.

Picture T_01: Example of the ProLog Factory solution

Training Approach

Based on Festo Didactics experience, training being conducted in the field of automation in combination with
production process, material transport and system technology is taking place in groups of two persons. This fosters
not only the technical experience and knowledge, but also the soft-skills and communication attempt. The groups of
trainees work in parallel on various stations surrounding a platform, in combination with computer systems located
on several desks. Together with the hardware equipment, other training media are being used, such as textbooks,
workbooks and software. The laboratory layout along with the equipment allows further on different kind of training.
Whenever the hardware is not used, normal classroom training can be conducted by use of the computer systems in
the laboratory. For this purpose, the set-up of the laboratory avoids a narrow view of the instructor and its displays.
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Diversified Training

Within the ProLog Factory training solution on hand, altogether three main areas can be defined. The first area or zone is
the production line, where products are being produced. Here also the Modular Production System, MPS, will be used.
The second zone is the commissioning station, where the orders are being picked, just like in real industrial processes.
The last main area is the warehouse zone, where the orders on pallets are buffered and finally being delivered. Within
the system, apart from MPS Stations also Robotino will be used as the automated guided vehicle or autonomous robot
performing the delivery process. Even though certain stations and also Robotino is known, however, due to certain
modifications the entire system provides by far more training contents and core competencies as compared to the
stand-alone solutions. Additionally, system level training concepts are more in focus than each individual technology
since this is already covered within the levels of partly and fully automation.

Material Flow

The processes and the material flow in the ProLog Factory system is an image of a real production and distributing
enterprise. There are buffers and magazines for raw materials, and a storage for single products. According to the
customer orders, the products are transported just in sequence, in short JIS, to the commissioning robot, which is
also being described as the commissioning zone as aforesaid. The pallets are stored in a high bay storage. The mobile
robots are equipped with a fork on a telescope arm and work as a fork lift to reach the positions of the racking.

T-4
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Modular Production System

The Modular Production System, in short MPS, allows industrial automation systems of different levels of complexity
to be modelled, respectively training contents to be covered. MPS is universal, modular and open to further system
expansion. This allows the system to be adapted to trainees’ prior knowledge and experience.

Picture T_02: The MPS Stations in the ProLog Factory system

Simple functions and sequences form the basis up to complex production systems on a small scale, but including an
option of gradually being expanded to a complex integrated system. The picture above, Picture T_02, shows part of
an entire MPS range of stations used within the system of ProLog Factory. Whenever an extension of the laboratory
is required, more MPS Stations or applications may be added. However, several other laboratory conceptualisation
within the Teciam concept will provide more MPS Stations anyway, so that the focus clearly remains on the material
and logistics part and related technologies.

Whenever MPS Stations need to be combined or being intended for separation, no additional wiring
or programming is necessary. This safes extraordinary time which can be very well used for the major
subject: training purposes. Further on, all MPS Stations can be controlled according to local industrial
standards, fostering the employability of trainees.

Robotino

The basic Robotino system comprises already various technologies such as motors, controllers, wireless connectivity,
various different sensors and a camera system. Together with the computer various programming languages as well as
communication training contents can be very well covered. Within ProLog, the Robotino is equipped with a lifting device
and a fork gripper in order to overtake the logistics part of the entire system.
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Technology Contents

The following overview and table, Table T_01, provides an overview of the MPS Stations, the Robot Station, Robotino
and equipment used for training purposes within the conceptualisation on hand of material and logistics. As aforesaid,
Festo Didactic usually provides such equipment and stations focussing each on a certain technology accordingly.

Equipment

Features and training contents

PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

The EduTrainer concept, together with the programming tool Step 7, allows

EduTrainer Concept

in the first case basic training in standardized programming languages such
as ladder diagram, instruction list or function chart according to IEC-1131-3.
Further on, Step 7 specific tools such as programming and simulation tools
are included, providing a real industrial developing tool for logical controllers.

Distribution Station ProLog

At the beginning of the production line, the Distribution Station provides
workpieces from three stack magazines, stored each in a magazine tube, and
transfers it to the first downstream station, according to the entire material
flow. Like in reality, basic parts to be further processed are being inserted in
the process here.

Testing Station ProLog

After inserting basic parts into the production line, the parts are being tested by
the Testing Station whether they are suitable for further processing. Including
different sensors as well as a measuring module, the core technology in this
stage is the quality assurance as well as aspects of the recognition of different
colours in an industrial production process.

Pick and Place Station ProLog

Handling materials using the technology of vacuum are widely implemented
in production processes. Therefore the Pick & Place Station is build up around
this technology. Together with the latest handling devices in the field of
pneumatics, the competencies of this station are for sure applicable in the
modern industrial reality.

Fluidic Muscle Station ProLog

Due to its constant improvement, pneumatics in general is widely used and
will be used very often in the future in every production process. The Fluidic
Muscle Station comprises one of the latest improvements of pneumatics, as
the name already expresses, a fluidic muscle acting like a cylinder.

Storing Station ProLog

Storing materials within a production process or at the end of any production
line is a very important technology and is being realized in a lot varieties
nowadays. This station is being equipped with a rotary servo drive as well as
linear cylinders placing the workpiece into a three different storage levels.
Gripping, moving and rotating are the major core competencies of this station.

Separating Station ProLog

The Separating station can differentiate workpieces by means of depth
sensing and separate them in two directions. The workpiece to be checked is
transported on a conveyor underneath an optical sensor. This sensor checks
the product for the drilled hole depth or whether the insert is present, for
example. Depending on the result, the workpiece will be separated out from
the material flow. This is either done on the main conveyor or a deflector is
activated to divert the workpiece to another conveyor.

Table T_01: Training contents and features of ProLog Factory
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Equipment

Features and training contents

Sorting Station ProLog

At the end of the production line, an application of sorting the completely
manufactured parts is realized. The Sorting Station comprises different kind of
colour and material recognition in order to be able to sort correctly, therefore
providing its training contents accordingly.

Commissioning Robot Station

The robot station can commission workpieces that are fed via a conveyor and
place them on a pallet. The empty pallet is fed via a slide on the station. Three
local buffers for pallets enable the independence of the material flow.

Robotino ProLog

The basic Robotino system comprises already various technologies such as
motors, controllers, wireless connectivity, various different sensors and a
camera system. Together with the computer various programming languages
as well as communication training contents can be very well covered. Within
ProLog, the Robotino is equipped with a lifting device and a fork gripper in
order to overtake the logistics part of the entire system.

Robotino Environment

The Robotino working area is a platform in the size of 2m x 2m for Robotino
including an aluminium base. The area consists of three output slides for
customer orders, one input slide for returned empty pallets, and two slides
to change pallets with the commissioning robot. With the help of aluminium
taped lines on the floor Robotino can find its position with the help of an
inductive sensor.

Table T_01: Training contents and features of ProLog Factory

Picture T_03: Impression of the ProLog Factory
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Training Aims and Core Competencies

According to the equipment and stations as described in the previous paragraph, the following tables, Tables T_02
to T_11, provide an overview of the training aims and core competencies which should be achieved by conducting
appropriate training in the field of production, processes, material and logistics.

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

Structure and components of a programmable logic controller

EduTrainer Concept

Input- and Output modules of the SIMATIC Series
Describing the function, construction principles and operations
Describing the programming structure of a PLC program
Programming using digital and analogue signals
Programming using AS-Interface and Profibus-DP

Table T_02: Training aims of PLC

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Distribution Station ProLog

Mechanical setup and components of the station
Conveyor belt with DC motor technology
Gravity fed magazine units with double acting cylinder
Separation of workpieces
Programming the distribution sequence
Commissioning, fault finding and trouble-shooting

Table T_03: Training aims of the Distribution Station ProLog

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Testing Station ProLog

Mechanical setup and components of the station
Use of rodless cylinders
Optical and capacitive sensors with digital switching behavior
Operation and applications of analog sensors
Analog signal processing
Commissioning, fault finding and trouble-shooting

Table T_04: Training aims of the Testing Station ProLog

Equipment
Pick & Place Station ProLog

Training aims and core competencies
Mechanical setup and components of the station
Vacuum technology
Easy pick & place applications
Handling applications
Linear slide units
Commissioning, fault finding and trouble-shooting

Table T_05: Training aims of the Pick & Place Station ProLog
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Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Fluidic Muscle Station ProLog

Mechanical setup and components of the station
Fluidic muscle technology
Semi rotary actuators
Linear drives
Punching applications
Commissioning, fault finding and trouble-shooting

Table T_06: Training aims of the Fluidic Muscle Station ProLog

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Storing Station ProLog

Mechanical setup and components of the station
Storing of materials
Color recognition
Rotary and linear drives
Gripper technology
Commissioning, fault finding and trouble-shooting

Table T_07: Training aims of the Storing Station ProLog

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Separating Station ProLog

Fundamentals of control technology
Separation of workpieces
Analogue and digital sensors
Recognition application for depth
Pneumatic branching gate

(similar picture)

Safety and security applications

Table T_08: Training aims of the Separating Station ProLog

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Sorting Station ProLog

Mechanical setup of a station
Recognition of materials and colors
Sorting applications
Light barriers
Separation applications
Integration of the station and combination with robot station

Table T_09: Training aims of the Sorting Station ProLog
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Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Commissioning Robot Station

Fundamentals of robot technology
Robot terminology
Robot programming
Commissioning of the entire sequence
Teaching a robot using the handheld device
Safety and security applications

Table T_10: Training aims of the Commissioning Robot Station

Equipment

Training aims and core competencies

Robotino ProLog

Robotino, electrical components, elements and basic function
Basic programming using RobotinoView software
Advanced programming using C, C++, Java and other languages
Using distance sensors and inductive sensor for moving Robotino
Using the camera module for moving Robotino
Wireless communication, access points and networks

Table T_11: Training aims of Robotino ProLog

Laboratory Facilities

To be able to conduct sustainable training, especially whereby hands-on training cannot be neglected, it is indispensable
to provide adequate training equipment and facilities for the trainer as well as for students. Laboratory design, work
environment as well as equipment design is an important factor to conduct technical training. Regarding the equipment
itself, Festo Didactic uses solely real industrial equipment to compose its technology packages.

Training, especially hands-on training in the technical field is only efficient when an appropriate
laboratory environment is provided. Thus, a comprehensive approach starts with the laboratory design
itself, is further to be recognized within the stations as well as the major part, the equipment itself.
Through the medium of design, students should be already motivated to discover the technical subtlety!

On the one hand side, real industrial equipment facilitates the approach of bridging the gap between institutional
based training and training on the job. Thus, students are being trained on equipment which they will face later on in
real industrial processes. On the other hand side, real industrial components are more reliable regarding the period
of operation, upgradeability and spare parts if required. Another important aspect is safety, security as well as the
training of maintenance and service.
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Laboratory Design

The laboratory for material and logistics is designed to host altogether between eight and sixteen students, working
individually or in groups of two trainees on various of the MPS Stations, the Robot Station and with the Robotino
as well as the software environment situated on eight student tables as it can be seen in the virtual impression of
this laboratory in the picture further below, Picture T_04. In the picture, currently the stations are being combined
to form an entire production line, but as aforesaid, in the beginnings trainees start to work on single and separated
stations which will then be moved next to the student tables and the computer systems. As already mentioned, one
major aspect of the design is to provide the trainees an unrestrained view on the teachers desk as well as the stations
and boards. Further on, the computer systems are located close to the workstation, in order to be implemented in a
blended-learning arrangement and therefore being connected to the equipment. Whenever hands-on training is taking
place, one trainee can work on the station, whilst the others use the programming environment on the computer. Apart
from the major equipment, accessories such as a computer network and central power supply are taken into account,
but not explicitly drawn in the layout. In order to provide a nice and warm ambient of the laboratory, curtains, posters
and flowers should be a decorative matter.

Picture T_04: Virtual impression of the laboratory for material and logistics

Laboratory Accessories

In order to provide an adequate learning arrangement, several laboratory accessories should be implemented in the
training environment. As aforesaid, this is for instance a computer network, which may be realized as a client-server
based architecture. This allows the trainer gaining access to the students’ computers and the possibility to check
which kind of exercises they have performed successfully. Further on, the network allows the students to print on the
laboratory printer. Last but not least, whenever a Web Based Media Library is being implemented, then trainees shall
also obtain access to the intranet of the institution.

Equipment Details

Learning with innovative technology, practice-orientated training and demand driven training with industrial
components provides all trainees with the necessary confidence for everyday work and their future employability.
Therefore the following paragraphs provide an overview of the equipment items for this conceptualisation on hand
following the structure of the stations as shown in Table T_01.
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PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

The equipment set and concept of EduTrainer PLC comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item
and quantity refers to one single equipment set to be supplied.

1 1x EduTrainer Universal with Siemens 314C-2PN/DP			
2 1x Integrated power supply				
3 1x 24 digital inputs 			
4 1x 16 digital outputs			
5 1x 4 analogue inputs			
6 1x 2 analogue outputs			
7 1x EduTrainer mounting rack in the size of A4			
8 1x Various input and output plugs, accessories			

Even though within this conceptualisation on hand only Siemens controllers are being mentioned, it is however and
of course possible to integrate various other controllers from other suppliers such as Festo, Mitsubishi, Panasonic,
Allen Bradley and various others. Due to the open connectivity and flexibility of MPS such an integration can be
accomplished easily.

Distribution Station ProLog

The Distribution Station ProLog comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers
to one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x Station Distribution completely assembled and tested			
2 1x Trolley			
3 1x Controle Console			
4 3x Stack magazin			
5 1x Conveyor module with guide rails			
6 1x DC motor			
7 1x On-off valve with filter regulation valve			
8 1x Set of cables, connectors and accessories			

Function of Distribution Station

At the beginning of the production line, the Distribution Station provides workpieces from three stack magazines,
stored each in a magazine tube, and transfers it to the first downstream station via the conveyor belt, according to the
entire material flow. Like in reality, basic parts to be further processed are being inserted in the process here.

T-12
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Testing Station ProLog

The ProLog Testing Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to
one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x ProLog Station Testing completely assembled and tested			
2 1x MPS Trolley			
3 1x MPS Controle Console			
4 1x Lifting module			
5 1x Measuring module			
6 1x Pneumatic slide module			
7 1x On-off valve with filter regulation valve			
8 1x Set of cables, connectors and accessories			

Function of Testing Station

The ProLog Station Testing station detects the various properties of the workpieces inserted. It differentiates workpieces
with the aid of an optical and a capacitive sensor. A retroreflective sensor monitors whether the operating space is free
before the workpiece is raised with a linear cylinder. An analog sensor measures the height of the workpiece. A linear
cylinder guides correct workpieces via the upper air slide to the next station. Incorrect workpieces are rejected .

Pick & Place Station ProLog

The ProLog Pick & Place Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers
to one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x ProLog Station Pick & Place completely assembled and tested			
2 1x MPS Trolley			
3 1x MPS Controle Console			
4 1x Pick & Place module			
5 1x Sorting gate and separator module			
6 1x Vacuum valve			
7 1x On-off valve with filter regulation valve			
8 1x Set of cables, connectors and accessories			

Function of Pick & Place Station

The ProLog Pick & Place Station is equipped with a two-axis Pick & Place module. Workpiece housings placed on the
conveyor are detected by the diffuse sensor. The workpiece is transported to the pneumatic separator on the conveyor
belt and detected by a second diffuse sensor. The Pick & Place module picks up a workpiece insert from the slide and
places it on the workpiece housing. The complete workpiece (housing and insert) is released by the separator and
transported to the end of the conveyor belt. A light barrier detects the workpiece at the end of the conveyor belt.
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Fluidic Muscle Station ProLog

The ProLog Fluidic Muscle Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity
refers to one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x ProLog Station Fluidic Muscle completely assembled and tested		
2 1x MPS Trolley			
3 1x MPS Controle Console			
4 1x Rotary and linear transfer module			
5 1x Fluidic muscle press module			
6 1x Pressure sensor			
7 1x On-off valve with filter regulation valve			
8 1x Set of cables, connectors and accessories			

Function of Fluidic Muscle Station

The ProLog Fluidic Muscle Press Station presses workpiece inserts into housings. The rotary-linear changer positions
the housing with the insert laid on top beneath the press. The fluidic muscle carries out the pressing process. The
rotary-linear changer then transports the finished workpiece to the transfer position. A diffuse sensor mounted on
the changer arm for workpiece interrogation. The pressing force is monitored and displayed by an analog pressure
sensor. The pressing speed and depth can be set both manually – via flow control valve and pressure regulator – and
electronically with the proportional pressure regulator

Storing Station ProLog

The ProLog Storing Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to
one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x ProLog Station Storing completely assembled and tested			
2 1x MPS Trolley			
3 1x MPS Controle Console			
4 1x Electrical mini slide module			
5 1x Motor controller SFC-DC and Servo motor MTR-DCI			
6 1x Colour sensor and shelves			
7 1x On-off valve with filter regulation valve			
8 1x Set of cables, connectors and accessories			

Function of Storing Station

The ProLog Storing Station places workpieces in and takes workpieces out of storage using a pneumatic gripper. The
station is equipped with three storage levels, with a level each for six red, six silver and six black workpieces. The rotary
movement is performed by an electrical servo drive and the stroke movement is executed using an electrical linear axis
with separate controllers each. During placement into storage, a workpiece inserted in the holder module is detected
using the colour sensor. The workpiece is placed in the next free compartment in the corresponding storage level based
on the colour. Removal of workpieces is possible as well.
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Separating Station ProLog

The ProLog Separating Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers
to one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x ProLog Station Separating completely assembled and tested			
2 1x MPS Trolley			
3 1x MPS Controle Console			
4 2x Conveyor module with DC motor			
5 1x Diffuse sensor analogue and depth measuring module			
6 1x Pneumatic sorting gate			
7 1x On-off valve with filter regulation valve			
8 1x Set of cables, connectors and accessories			

Function of Separating Station

The ProLog Separating station can differentiate workpieces by means of depth sensing and separate them in two
directions. The workpiece to be checked is transported on a conveyor underneath an optical sensor. This sensor checks
the product for the drilled hole depth or whether the insert is present, for example. Depending on the result, the
workpiece will be separated out from the material flow. This is either done on the main conveyor or a deflector is
activated to divert the workpiece to another conveyor.

Sorting Station ProLog

The ProLog Processing Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers
to one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x ProLog Station Sorting completely assembled and tested			
2 1x MPS Trolley			
3 1x MPS Controle Console			
4 3x Pneumatic sorting gate module			
5 1x Stopper module			
6 1x Inductive and retro-reflective sensor			
7 1x On-off valve with filter regulation valve			
8 1x Set of cables, connectors and accessories			

Function of Sorting Station

The ProLog Sorting Station sorts workpieces onto three slides. Workpieces placed on the start of the conveyor are
detected by a diffuse sensor. Sensors upstream of the stopper detect the workpiece properties (black, red, metal).
Branches, which are actuated by short-stroke cylinders via a deflector, allow sorting of workpieces onto the appropriate
slides. A retroreflective sensor monitors the level of the slides.
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Commissioning Robot Station

The ProLog Commissioning Robot Station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and
quantity refers to one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x ProLog Station Robot, completely assembled including trolley			
2 1x Robot Mitsubishi RV-2SDB			
3 1x Robot Controller 			
4 1x Techbox as handheld device R32TB			
5 1x Retaining module			
6 1x Pneumatic gripper			
7 1x Commissioning bench for carriers and workpieces			
8 1x Set of cables, accessories and tools		

Function of Fluidic Muscle Station

The robot station can commission workpieces that are fed via a conveyor and place them on a pallet. The empty pallet
is fed via a slide on the station. Three local buffers for pallets enable the independence of the material flow.

Robotino ProLog

The ProLog Robotino comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to one
single Robotino. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x ProLog Robotino			
2 1x Lifting module with fork 			
3 1x Camera vision system			
4 1x Set of distance sensors			
5 1x Inductive sensor			
6 1x Controller board			
7 1x Gyroscope sensor			
8 1x Set of batteries, cables, tools and accessories			

Function of Robotino

The basic Robotino system comprises already various technologies such as motors, controllers, wireless connectivity,
various different sensors and a camera system. Together with the computer various programming languages as well as
communication training contents can be very well covered. Within ProLog, the Robotino is equipped with a lifting device
and a fork gripper in order to overtake the logistics part of the entire system.
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Accessories for Materials and Logistics

To provide a complete viable system, several important accessories are strongly recommended, therefore the following
table lists further details. Some minor accessories will not be shown, such as cables, connectors or power supply
cables. In case no central compressed air is available then also compressors will need to be added.

1 1x Power supply unit for each station except robot 			
2 1x Universal cable set, 4mm, incl. safety plugs (one set for laboratory)		
3 2x Syslink cables for each station except robot 			
4 2x Digital multimeter			
5 1x Programming adaptors for PLC with USB connection for each PLC		
6 1x Set of connection units, cables			
7 1x Set of workpieces, pallets and carriers			
8 1x Set of tools, accessories			

Teaching Media

What is the best training equipment for teaching purposes without appropriate teaching material? To provide an
answer to this question, Festo Didactic offers a wide range of teaching media to put a holistic concept of technical
training on firm footing.

Training, especially technical training including a hands-on approach is only efficient with the right blend
of media! Therefore three major aspects need to be considered: real industrial equipment for teaching
purposes, appropriate software along with the blended-learning approach and finally teachware in
forms of textbooks, exercises, data sheets and workbooks.

In the following paragraphs, the teaching media part is split into the section of teachware, whereby textbooks and
workbooks will be mentioned. Further on, one section will provide an overview about the software media which
supports the teacher as well as the trainee according to the equipment details as described.

Textbooks and Workbooks

The following table, Table T_12, presents all textbooks, workbooks and exercise media according to the technology
packages in the field of programming, production and robotics.

Station Verteilen

Equipment

Workbooks, Textbooks and Exercises

PLC Siemens 314C-2PN/DP

Programmable logic controllers, basic level textbook

Ausbildungsunterlage

Automating with SIMATIC, textbook
PLC, basic level workbook
MPS Station Robot and Robotino

Handling description and Workbook
Basics of robot programming

MPS Stations
538957 DE
11/03

Handling descriptions
Training documentation for MPS
Training document process optimisation

Table T_12: Overview of teachware such as books, workbooks and exercises
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Software

Following our approach of providing expedient training concepts, the following paragraphs provide all information
regarding the range of software based media in the field of Mechatronics. In the first case, trainees can gather some
preliminary experience in the field of sensorics or actuators technology by using so-called Web Based Media, which
could be accessible via the intranet, but also as a local installation. Once students have acquired some background
information about various technologies, hands-on exercises on the real industrial equipment should corroborate this
knowledge. Afterwards simulation and measuring software tools in combination with the hardware allows the trainee
to foster its skills and knowledge in the corresponding technical field. This educational approach follows our ideas
of establishing a blended-learning arrangement. The following paragraphs provide all necessary information about
software tools to understand the right way of its designated usage.

Sensor Technology 1

The first part of sensor technology focuses on sensors in pneumatics for about two hours of learning time. This training
program deals in detail with the sensors used to detect end position on cylinders and with pressure and flow sensors
in pneumatic systems. Based on a complex example from industrial practice, trainees are taught to select suitable
sensors. The necessary basic knowledge for this is provided in the technical knowledge and components modules, to
which trainees can refer at any time. All training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the narrative
text can be viewed on the sitemap. The picture as follows, Picture T_05, provides an idea its appearance.

Picture T_05: WBT Sensor Technology 1 and 2

Sensor Technology 2

The second part of sensor technology focuses on sensors for object detection for about two hours of learning time. This
training program deals in detail with the sensors used to detect objects in automated systems. Based on a complex
example from industrial practice, trainees are taught to select the suitable sensors. The necessary basic knowledge
for this is provided in the technical knowledge and components modules, to which students can refer at any time. All
training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the narrative text can be viewed on the sitemap. The
picture above, Picture T_05, provides an idea of its design.
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Fieldbus technology

The multimedia and interactive training program will teach trainees the basics of Fieldbus technology. It is suitable
for beginners who would like to get an overview of the subject. Animations are used to illustrate various practical
examples. All relevant terms on the subject of bus technology can be found in the integrated lexicon. In total, this web
based training program provides about two hours of learning time.

Actuators - DC motor

Using the everyday example of a car park access control system, the trainee learns the basics of a mechatronic system.
Building on this, the training program determines what function the actuators have in the controller. A DC motor is
then studied in more detail as an example of a typical actuator, for example its structure and the laws which govern its
operation. Further chapters cover speed control and the use of data sheets as well as the transmission ratios which can
be achieved by using a gearbox. This web based media provides about two hours of learning time.

Mechatronics Assistant

The Mechatronics Assistant, designed to cover all training aspects for MPS in particular, is a tool for every purpose.
The time previously lost researching, copying, collating, stapling and distributing is a thing of the past. The new
Mechatronics Assistant is a syllabus-oriented, structured archive as a software application in which instructors and
trainees can easily find the documentation for the classes, at any time. Altogether more than 20000 various documents
are comprising the Mechatronic Assistant, ranging from exercises, data sheets, assembly instructions up to wiring and
functioning diagrams. The picture as follows, Picture T_06, provides an idea of its design and appearance.

Picture T_06: Mechatronics Assistant

Siemens Step 7 Professional

The Siemens software Step 7 professional contains the programming languages Statement List (STL), Function
Chart (FCH) and Ladder Diagram (LDR) (basic package) as well as STEP 7-SCL, STEP 7-GRAPH, Distributed Safety, S7Technology software package and distributed intelligence iMap. It facilitates the realisation of networked solutions with
SIMATIC S7-300/-400 systems, SIMATIC C7. The professional version of this software package also contains the S7PLCSIM simulation software. By using the simulation software S7-PLCSIM it is possible to carry out the functional test
of the SIMATIC S7 user blocks on PG/PC regardless of the availability of the target hardware. Detection and elimination
of program errors are therefore possible at a much earlier stage during the development of the PLC program.
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CIROS Mechatronics

CIROS Mechatronics is the virtual learning environment for Mechatronics with a focus on PLC controlled systems. It
offers an ideal working environment for PLC programming based on Siemens Step 7 and includes a virtual learning
environment for the mechatronic training system MPS, which will be integrated in another laboratory conceptualisation.
The comprehensive model library contains 3D process models of all MPS stations, various conveyor systems and a high
bay warehouse. When networked with the CIROS Automation Suite, this can be extended or modified. The picture as
follows, Picture T_07, provides an impression of its appearance.

Picture T_07: CIROS Mechatronics

Activation of the models can be done immediately from the integrated virtual S7-PLC, from Step 7 of the simulated
SIMATIC Controller S7-PLCSIM or via the Easy-Port of any other external hardware PLC. In manual mode single-step
movements can be performed and compiled to form flow sequences without programming. Additionally, powerful
error simulation with multiple error scenarios including adjustment errors for sensors. Setting errors is password
protected. Locating and eliminating errors can be logged and the results can be evaluated, thus enabling trainees to
design effective training for systematic commissioning and repair in the event of malfunctions within the simulation
environment. Last but not least, 3D real time simulation with all the features of CIROS Studio.

CIROS Advanced Mechatronics

CIROS Advanced Mechatronics is the virtual learning environment for Mechatronics with the focus on MPS Stations
which are allocated in a combination or even arranged as a serial production line, as mentioned within this
conceptualisation on hand. Features, functionality, libraries and appearance are similar to CIROS Mechatronics.
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CIROS Robotics

CIROS Robotics is ideally suited for learning how to program and commission industrial robot systems. The program
offers a large number of different robot models. The integrated training program on robotics conveys everything from
the basic principles of handling technology to the use of robots in space missions. All the required basic knowledge for
automation with robots is conveyed by the integrated CIROS Robotics Assistant which offers numerous graphics and
animations to explain technical terms and facts, videos on a large number of industrial applications involving industrial
robots, sample programs for every robot work cell, technical documentation including instructions on processing. The
picture as follows, Picture T_08, provides an idea of its design and appearance.

Picture T_08: CIROS Robotics

CIROS Robotics includes as well a 3D real-time simulation with all the features of CIROS Studio. Additionally, a
programming environment for IRL (Industrial Robot Language), programming languages Movemaster Command and
Melfa Basic IV for the class of Mitsubishi robot systems. Further to this, a comprehensive library with more than twenty
predefined robot work cells enables trainees to go directly to commissioning and programming of robot applications:
from simple pick and place tasks right up to plants with numerous robot systems.
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WinCC

SIMATIC WinCC is a PC-based control and monitoring system. WinCC is designed for the visualization and control of
processes, sequences, and machines. Its powerful process coupling, particularly to the SIMATIC family, and secure
data archiving, mean that WinCC can offer highly available solutions for control and instrumentation systems. The
basic system, which is industry and technology-generic, allows universal use in automation applications. The package
consists of a configuration and development system and a runtime system for 256 variables. Coupling with S7 and
profibus is integrated into the package.

Robotino SIM Professional

Robotino SIM Professional is an ideal virtual learning environment for working with Robotino. Identifying differences
based on actual behaviour is the key to grasping, analysing and understanding new physical and technical phenomena.
The software enables trainees to create any virtual 3D working environments for Robotino and then to simulate the
program created. The Robotino library includes additional components such as grippers, slides, laser scanners and
workpieces. Students are notified of new components in the library via the Internet. The editor and the complete
model library in LabCreator provide trainees with an outstanding working environment for quickly and easily creating
attractive virtual scenarios for Robotino. The Robotino simulation model comprises the geometric model with three
omnidirectional drives, two inductive analogue sensors, two digital optical sensors, nine distances sensors, a camera,
sensor in the chassis protection strip.

Installation and Training

One important aspect before conducting training using the material and logistics environment as well as the
various software tools is to provide the right installation of the equipment, infrastructure, accessories, tools and the
corresponding facilities. This will be accomplished by Festo Didactic experts within the field of Mechatronics, having
a profound experience and being able to meet any local requirements. In case further laboratories will be established
having the same set of equipment and software tools, then training can however take place in parallel and together.

Training, especially training in the technical field, is only efficient when all trainers involved are extensively
trained in their designated field and training approach. Only well trained and motivated trainers are able
to motivate students thereafter, therefore any kind of the so-called ‘train-the-trainer’ aspect should not
be neglected. Upon necessity, revision training should be considered on a frequent basis.

In case the laboratory conceptualisation on hand will be established as a stand-alone laboratory solution, a training
duration of at least ten to fifteen days is recommended. As aforesaid, in case the laboratory of material and logistics
is part of various laboratory installations, then this time could possible be covered in related laboratories respectively
other technologies.

Further Information

As already mentioned, since Festo Didactic is constantly further developing and adding new equipment and software
media to its existing wide range, further and latest information can always be accessed using the website of Festo
Didactic, www.festo-didactic.com. This also includes further information regarding installation requirements.
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Introduction

As one of the most complex and for sure more sophisticated laboratory conceptualisation within this holistic concept of
Teciam, iCIM represents the laboratory of production organisation and optimisation within the level of totally integrated
systems. iCIM is nowadays considered to be one of the most important as well as complex technologies regarding
industrial automation, manufacturing and mechatronics covering the technology dealing with totally integrated,
intelligent as well as industrial computer integrated manufacturing technologies, in short iCIM technologies. iCIM
skills are system level skills. By applying these skills, enterprises will become more competitive in their market with
an increased efficiency regarding the production and at the same time an increased quality. The costs of production
decreases and the flexibility increase by strictly establishing clear data structures, the so-called iCIM database
structure, and further on well defined communication methods. Therefore this laboratory concept deals solely with the
technologies as aforesaid, the following picture, Picture U_01, provides an idea of an iCIM system.

Picture U_01: Example of an iCIM solution

Diversified Technologies

Industrial networks and fieldbus systems according to international standards shall be implemented to provide
communication channels with high availability and reliability. Specific product cycle times become shorter and shorter,
but with the right approach and applying computer assisted, CA-Technologies such as CAD, computer added design and
CAE, computer assisted engineering difficulties can be overcome. Thus, the environment on hand requires graduates
being able to handle entire systems from system level skills up to high complex and sophisticated coherence between
processes. Last but not least, a profound knowledge concerning plant operative functions as well as technical functions
in engineering technologies and management know-how such as the shop-floor-management should be gathered.
Therefore the following technology concept covers all major fields of the technologies stated above. Festo Didactics
training covering the so-called totally integrated system technologies is conducted on different manufacturing
processes surrounding an industrial conveyor belt as well as learning arrangements, providing expedient exercises by
hands-on training as well as in depth technology training. Further on, blended-learning arrangements are implemented
wherever applicable to provide insights and further opportunities to simulate, demonstrate and even control.
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The answer to most of industrial needs and requirements concerning manufacturing is an iCIM training
arrangement, the most efficient way to offer students the chance to obtain knowledge, skills and foster
their employability for their later careers in integrated systems and enterprise management. Especially
after having obtained skills and knowledge in partly automated and fully automated systems, iCIM
rounds up a holistic approach in overcoming industrial challenges nowadays. Just a small step away
from real industrial environments.

Training Solution iCIM

All iCIM training solutions by Festo Didactic are so-called customized solutions, due to the system arrangement out of
a wide range of proven software and hardware modules as well as subsystems. Therefore the iCIM training solution is
absolutely modular, flexible and open to any kind of system modification, such as an upgrade to current training needs
and requirements. Further on, based on this modularity, different training approaches are possible to provide an in
depth training solution as close to industrial demands as possible. One possible configuration is being shown in the
following picture, Picture U_02, however, within the conceptualisation on hand a different system configuration will be
chosen and described respectively.

Picture U_02: Example of an iCIM solution
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Didactic Concept of iCIM

As already mentioned above, the entire iCIM training solution is completely modular, flexible and open to any kind
of training approach. The iCIM system solution comprises three major fields, which is design, electronic resource
planning, in short ERP, as well as the entire process of the shop floor level. For sure, in overcoming the difficulties of
the right approach of conducting training on the entire iCIM training solution, it is possible to start with a subsystem in
the field of iCIM technology. For instance, if training is being conducted covering the material flow, one processing unit
as well as a robot and assembly process are in operation, but without design and ERP. By means of this subsystem,
training can be conducted especially covering the shop floor level skills by means of the SCADA controller. Stepwise
more modules may be added to form stepwise a totally integrated skill level approach concerning training. Once
trainees have imparted their skills and knowledge on the shop floor level, stepwise processes may be implemented
in the training, for example a quality assurance process, the iCIM ERP software tool as well as a CAD/CAM part of the
laboratory. Therefore the modular and flexible iCIM training solution provides stepwise a skills and knowledge training
covering different system level skills, up to the entire iCIM environment as already shown in the previous pictures,
Picture P_01 and Picture P_02.

Training Competencies

As already stated above, iCIM skills are system level skills. Therefore the focus within the training on an iCIM training
solution is based on integrated processes, which can be separately controlled according to the training requirements.
The following table, Table P_01, provides an overview of several core competencies which shall be achieved stepwise
based on appropriate training on totally interacted solutions.

Equipment

System level skills and core competencies

iCIM

Plant management and quality management
Electronic resource planning ERP
Production planning and plant simulation
Order fulfilment management
Supervisory control
Shop floor management
CAD/CAM integrated skills
CNC technologies
Robot and assembly cells
Industrial communication skills
Vision control in processes
Plant database structures
Computer added engineering CAE

Table U_01: Training contents and system level skills
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Basics of Operation

As graphically shown in one of the previous pictures, Picture U_01 or Picture U_02, the centre of an iCIM system is a
pallet conveyor system surrounded by several different stations. Depending on the process of either the entire system
or a sub process, different stations are being activated of the iCIM training solution by means of software tools. On the
shop floor level, this is controlled by the SCADA software, in other process routines processes are being activated by
using the ERP software. In the following, several stations are being described regarding the basic modes of operation.

Conveyor System

The task of the pallet conveyor is to transfer the pallets with workpieces from the storehouse to different stations and
vice versa. To accomplish its given task, a number of carriers circle on the conveyor, ready to overtake a pallet and
bring it to its designated process cell. The carriers are coded by means of memory chips or RFID technology, which are
read out at the carrier stop gates. Stop gates are placed at all process cells being implemented around the conveyor
system. The codes of all carriers in the iCIM system are different. When a carrier reaches a stop gate, the carrier code
is being read out by the conveyor PLC controller and is being send to the CELL/LINE controller for online tracking and
visualization. On the other hand, the CELL/LINE controller sends the next command to the iCIM system according to the
process plans. In general, signals are transferred to the conveyor controller by means of an industrial fieldbus system,
for example Profibus DP or Industrial Ethernet.

Automatic Storage and Retrieval System

The Automated Storage and Retrieval System (AS/RS) consists of two main components: the rigid, welded steel
construction for the shelves, and the carthesian robot with its controller. Both, the shelf and the robot are high reliable,
professional and industrial level products, with high precision and less of maintenance. The linear slides of the robot
are equipped with ball bearings or roller guides for low noise and high position accuracy. The pallets are moved by a
special gripper with movement to the shelf and to the conveyor position as well. The four axes of the robot are closed
loop controlled by means of encoders in each axis. The shelf positions can be teached easily using the touch panel.
The axis can be moved manually, and the positions can be stored into the PLC memory. Communication between the
Controller and the motors is realized via CAN bus, communication to the CELL/LINE Controller takes place via Ethernet.
The Automated Storage and Retrieval System has the task to store all materials of the iCIM plant which is raw material,
purchased parts, produced workpieces and final products. The parts are stored on pallets in the shelves. The gripper
moves the pallets from the conveyor system to the shelves and vice versa. The storage can be divided in several zones.
This means, that different types of material can be stored in special shelves. For example, finished parts should be
stored always in designated shelves. This feature is useful to keep a clear structure in the AS/RS.

Flexible Robot Assembly Cell

The Flexible Robot Assembly Cell is designed to utilize a full industrial, high precision and high performance industrial
robot for assembly tasks. Beginning from simple pick and place of the pallets up to assembling a thermometer in the
correct orientation by means of a Robot Vision System all levels of complexity are covered. The cell can, however, be
restructured for handling other workpieces within the kinematic range of the robot. The robot cells are ideal both for
integrated application as part of an ICIM system and for use as an individual station. The Flexible Robot Assembly
Cell has the task to assemble products, for example a family of desk sets, which can consist of a base plate, one
thermometer, one hygrometer, or one magnet plate, one penholder and one pen. More than a hundred different
product variations can be build by varying the selection, position and materials. The base plate and the pen holder
are subparts, supplied on pallets by the conveyor system. The robot puts the pallets onto the local pallet buffers. The
additional parts are located in local magazines in the station. After the assembly process, the pallet with end product
and the empty penholder pallet are put back to the conveyor system.
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Flexible Robot Feeder

The Flexible Robot Feeder is designed to utilize a full industrial, high precision and high performance industrial robot
with additional linear slide to feed up to two CNC machines. The linear axis consists of a rigid aluminium base frame,
equipped with a Festo industrial linear slide with preloaded ball bearings for smooth and precise positioning. Local
pallet buffers as well as local magazines for raw material ensure independence of the material flow cycle time in networked CIM operation and enables you to operate the station in stand alone FMS mode, if desired. The Flexible Robot
Feeder has the task to manage the material flow in the FMS system. Workpiece pallets supplied by a conveyor system
or an automated guided vehicle are picked up by the robot and placed to one of the pallet buffers. The raw materials
which are placed on the pallets are fed into the CNC tool machines to be processed according the process planning.
The processed parts are placed back to the pallets. For local operation raw material is stored in the local magazines.
The robot attached to the flexible robot feeder is a high precision industrial robot being able to carry workpieces up to
a total weight of 3,5 kg.

Pallet Handling and Quality Station

The Pallet Handling and Quality Station performs a quality check by the means of analogue measuring probe. A fully
industrial X/Z pneumatic handling device, a conveyor belt for pallet transport and the precise measuring tool provides
a perfect overview of industrial handling and quality check processes. Control takes place by a logic controller with analogue and digital inputs and outputs. The PLC is networked to the CIM SCADA controller via Ethernet communication.
The station is designed for integrated application as part of a iCIM system as well as for use as an individual station.
Pallets loaded with workpieces are picked up from the conveyor belt by the electropneumatic XZ-handling device and
are placed at the transport belt, which moves them under the measuring tool. Driven by a pneumatic linear actuator,
the probe moves down and detects the diameter of holes in the workpieces. This is a very typical industrial application
in various production processes. After the measuring process, the pallets with tested products are put back to the
conveyor system. Parts which have failed the test are moved to the stations output position.

EMCO Concept Mill 250

The EMCO Concept MILL 250 fits all demands in the field of advanced milling training due to the latest technical and
quality industry standards. The machine is housed in an extremely low torsion cast construction. Hardened guide ways
and preloaded, zero-play recirculation ball screws by the axle drives ensure long service life and absolute precision
throughout the machines life-span. The flexible control concept is unique. The machine is controlled by a commercial
computer system. On this computer the current industrial controls can be simulated by means of CNC software
developed by EMCO, WinNC. This software corresponds in operation and function to the control of manufacturer`s
original control system, as already mentioned above. The operator works with the original control and can thus become
familiar with all control aspects.

EMCO Concept Turn 250

EMCO Concept Turn 250 is equipped with an extremely solid machine base, thermosymmetric headstock, highprecision spindle bearing, pre-stressed guideways in all axes and a fast tool turret. Equipped with these features the
CNC training machine Concept TURN 250 does not fall short of the industrial machines, and provides therefore all
features needed for a successful and sustainable training approach for turning applications. The machine is controlled
by a commercial computer system. On this computer the current industrial controls can be simulated by means of
CNC software developed by EMCO, WinNC. This software corresponds in operation and function to the control of
manufacturer`s original control system, as already mentioned above. The operator works with the original control and
can thus become familiar with all control aspects.
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Laboratory Facilities

To be able to conduct sustainable training, especially whereby hands-on training cannot be neglected, it is indispensable
to provide adequate training equipment and facilities for the trainer as well as for students. Laboratory design, work
environment as well as equipment design is an important factor to conduct technical training. Regarding the equipment
itself, Festo Didactic uses solely real industrial equipment to compose its training environment.

Training, especially hands-on training in the technical field is only efficient when an appropriate
laboratory environment is provided. Thus, a comprehensive approach starts with the laboratory design
itself, is further to be recognized within the stations as well as the major part, the equipment itself.
Through the medium of design, students should be already motivated to discover the technical subtlety!

On the one hand side, real industrial equipment facilitates the approach of bridging the gap between institutional
based training and training on the job. Thus, students are being trained on equipment which they will face later on in
real industrial processes. On the other hand side, real industrial components are more reliable regarding the period
of operation, upgradeability and spare parts if required. Another important aspect is safety, security as well as the
training of maintenance and service.

Laboratory Design

The laboratory for iCIM designed to host altogether between eight and sixteen students, working individually or in
groups of two trainees on various of the stations and on the CAD/CAM keyboards as well as the software environment
situated on eight student tables as it can be seen in the virtual impression of this laboratory in the picture further
below, Picture U_03. In the picture, currently the stations are being combined to form an entire production process, but
as aforesaid, in the beginnings trainees start to work on single and separated stations which will then be moved next
to the student tables and the computer systems. As already mentioned, one major aspect of the design is to provide
the trainees an unrestrained view on the teachers desk as well as the stations, machines and boards. Further on, the
computer systems are located close to the workstation, in order to be implemented in a blended-learning arrangement
and therefore being connected to the equipment. Whenever hands-on training is taking place, one trainee can work
on the station, whilst the others use the programming environment on the computer. Apart from the major equipment,
accessories such as a computer network and central power supply are taken into account, but not explicitly drawn in
the layout. In order to provide a nice and warm ambient of the laboratory, curtains, posters and flowers should be a
decorative matter.

Laboratory Accessories

In order to provide an adequate learning arrangement, several laboratory accessories should be implemented in the
training environment. As aforesaid, this is for instance a computer network, which may be realized as a client-server
based architecture. This allows the trainer gaining access to the students’ computers and the possibility to check
which kind of exercises they have performed successfully. Further on, the network allows the students to print on the
laboratory printer. Last but not least, whenever a Web Based Media Library is being implemented, then trainees shall
also obtain access to the intranet of the institution. Further accessories, such as a printer, a projector, storage shelves
as well as whiteboards and chairs are obvious.
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Picture U_03: Virtual impression of the laboratory for production optimisation

Equipment Details

Learning with innovative technology, practice-orientated training and demand driven training with industrial components
and systems provides all trainees with the necessary confidence for everyday work and their future employability.
Therefore the following paragraphs provide an overview of the equipment items for one system following the structure
of operational explanations of each equipment and system.

Conveyor System

The iCIM conveyor pallet transport system comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and
quantity refers to one single conveyor. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x iCIM Conveyor System completely assembled and tested			
2 1x Station base frame			
3 1x Control cabinet			
4 1x Electrical connection board			
5 4x Conveyor belt unit with stopper module and carrier recognition		
6 4x AC motors and frequency inverter			
8 1x Control console			
9 1x Profibus DP and Ethernet included			
10 1x Set of tools, cables, accessories			
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Automatic Storage and Retrieval System

The iCIM storage system AS/RS comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers
to one single storage system. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x iCIM AS/RS completely assembled and tested			
2 1x Welded station base frame			
3 1x Control cabinet			
4 1x Touch panel			
5 1x Cartesian four axis shelf type			
6 1x 40 storage locations for pallets 			
8 1x Closed loop DC servo drives with CAN bus			
9 1x Ethernet communication with SCADA included			
10 1x Set of tools, cables, accessories			

Flexible Robot Assembly Cell

The iCIM robot assembly cell comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to
one single robot assembly station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x iCIM Flexible Robot Assembly Cell completely assembled and tested		
2 1x Aluminium station base frame			
3 1x Control cabinet				
4 1x Contol console			
5 1x Mitsubishi six axis industrial robot			
6 1x Vision camera inspection module included			
8 1x Storage locations for pallets and workpieces			
9 1x Robot controller and teaching unit			
10 1x Set of tools, cables, accessories			

Flexible Robot Feeder and Robot

The iCIM robot feeder and robot arm comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity
refers to one single robot feeder station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x Mitsubishi Robot RV-3SDB			
2 1x Vertical articulated robot system			
3 1x 6 degrees of freedom			
4 1x Pneumatic parallel gripper included			
5 1x Robot controller and teaching interface unit			
6 1x Aluminium base frame of portal with 3000 mm in length			
7 1x Preload ball bearings as linear slide bearings			
8 1x Tooth belt with AC Servo motor as linear drive unit			
9 1x Pneumatic clamping and separation unit			
10 1x Set of tools, cables, accessories			
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Pallet Handling and Quality Station

The iCIM pallet handling and quality station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and
quantity refers to one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x iCIM pallet handling station completely assembled and tested			
2 1x Aluminium station base frame			
3 1x Control cabinet			
4 1x Pneumatic linear drives and pneumatic grippers			
5 1x Conveyor module 700 mm with DC motor			
6 1x Measuring module included			
8 1x Valve terminal and accesories			
9 1x Ethernet communication included			
10 1x Set of tools, cables, accessories			

EMCO Concept Mill 250

The EMCO Concept Mill 250 machines comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity
refers to one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x EMCO Concept Mill 250 basic machine			
2 1x High drive speed with 7 kW drive power and up to 10.000 rpm			
3 1x 20 station tool magazine				
4 1x Sinumeric control board 810/840D			
5 1x Pneumatic controlled vice and door			
6 1x Traverse paths X/Y/Z

350 / 250 / 300 mm			

7 1x Spindle bearing D = 40 mm			
8 1x Clamping surface ( LxW) 500 x 300 mm			
9 1x Maximum table load 100 kg			
10 1x Tool set and accesssories			

EMCO Concept Turn 250

The EMCO Concept Turn 250 machines comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity
refers to one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x EMCO Concept Turn 250 basic machine			
2 1x High drive speed with 5,5 kW drive power and up to 6.300 rpm			
3 1x 12 station tool magazine				
4 1x Sinumeric control board 810/840D			
5 1x Pneumatic controlled vice and door			
6 1x Traverse paths X/Z

100 / 300 mm				

7 1x Spindle bore D = 30 mm			
8 1x Maximum turning length 255 mm for chuck parts with tailstock		
9 1x Central oil lubrication			
10 1x Tool set and accesssories			
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Camera Inspection System

The Camera Inspection System comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers
to one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x Vision system, completely assembled, including trolley			
2 1x 1/2” CMOS colour global shutter progressive scan sensor			
3 1x Resolution of 752 x 480 Pixel			
4 1x CS-Mount, C-Mount as optics			
5 1x 2 Inputs, 3 Outputs as digital in and outputs			
6 1x Integrated red light RJ - 45			
7 1x 10/100 Mbps Ethernet connection			
8 1x Set of cables, accessories and tools			

EMCO Train Concept Keyboard

The programming and control keyboard comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and

Interchangeable Control

quantity refers to one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x Interchangeable keyboard with Sinumeric board			
2 1x Computer screen attached to the keyboard			
3 1x CAMConcept software environment				
4 1x WinNC software environment			
5 1x Win3D-View software environment			
6 1x Set of accessories			

Accessories for iCIM

To provide a complete viable system, several important accessories are strongly recommended, therefore the following
table lists further details. Some minor accessories will not be shown, such as cables, connectors or power supply
cables. In case no central compressed air is available then also compressors will need to be added.

1 1x Power tools			
2 1x Set of workpieces, set of raw materials			
3 1x Set of safety requirements such as glasses, gloves, first aid case		
4 1x Dust bin for metal 			
5 1x Additional workbench for each machine			
6 1x Set of tools for each CNC machine			
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Teaching Media

What is the best training equipment for teaching purposes without appropriate teaching material? To provide an
answer to this question, Festo Didactic and EMCO offers a wide range of teaching media to put a holistic concept of
technical training on firm footing.

Training, especially technical training including a hands-on approach is only efficient with the right blend
of media! Therefore three major aspects need to be considered: real industrial equipment for teaching
purposes, appropriate software along with the blended-learning approach and finally teachware in
forms of textbooks, exercises, data sheets and workbooks.

In the following paragraphs, the teaching media part is split into the section of teachware, whereby textbooks and
workbooks will be mentioned. Further on, one section will provide an overview about the software media which
supports the teacher as well as the trainee according to the equipment details as described.

Textbooks and Workbooks

The following table, Table U_02, presents all textbooks, workbooks and exercise media according to the technology
packages in the field of CNC technology as well as robotics.

Equipment

Workbooks, Textbooks and Exercises

EMCO Train Concept

Documentation on CD Rom
Course materials
Drawings, exercises, various documentation

EMCO Concept Mill 250 / Turn 250

CNC Textbook and Basic Principles
Book of solutions for CNC Textbook
Machine manuals and descriptions

Industrial Robot Systems

Documentation on CD Rom

iCIM System

Handling description
Basics of robot programming

Table U_02: Overview of teachware such as books, workbooks and exercises

Software

Following our approach of providing expedient training concepts, the following paragraphs provide all information
regarding the range of software based media in the field of CNC technology, CAD/CAM, CIM, SCADA as well as robotics,
simulation and control. In the first case, trainees can gather some preliminary experience in the field of sensorics, vision
systems and CNC technology by using so-called Web Based Media, which could be accessible via the intranet, but also
as a local installation. Once students have acquired some background information about various technologies, handson exercises on the real industrial equipment should corroborate this knowledge. Afterwards simulation and virtual
environment software tools in combination with the hardware allows the trainee to foster its skills and knowledge
in the corresponding technical field. This educational approach follows our ideas of establishing a blended-learning
arrangement. The following paragraphs provide all necessary information about software tools to understand the right
way of its designated usage.
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EMCO Campus

EMCO Campus is a multimedia program that teaches all the basics of modern CNC technology. The cleverly-designed
teaching format makes even complex concepts easy to grasp and learn. Interactive dialog features allow the students
to progress at their own pace. Views are displayed using attractive 3D and 2D graphics, animations, and videos,
stainable improving the success of the learning process.

EMCO WinTutorial

EMCO WinTutorials is a multimedia training software. Through working on a specific project with a practical aim,
the user receives realistic, step-by-step training on programming CNC machines effectively. The project: step by
step towards a fully functioning one cylinder 4-stroke engine. Using WinTutorial, the user completes training at all
the essential workstations and produces all the required workpieces, from workpiece diagrams and programming
sentences to manufacturing parts. WinTutorial is suitable for all EMCO machine types, especially for theory classes
without machines.

EMCO CAMConcept

CAMConcept is an innovative software for complete CAD/CAM and NC training, from design to production. All the core
functions of CAD programs are available. Clear graphical CNC cycles allow rapid programming, while 3D simulations
and collision checks guarantee reliable program monitoring. The picture as follows, Picture U_04, provides an idea of
the appearance of CAMConcept as well as Win3D-View.

Picture U_04: Virtual impression of CAMConcept and Win3D-View.

EMCO WinNC

The Sinumerik 810D/840D is part of the changeable control WinNC. WinNC allows the user to learn all CNC industry
controls that are common on the market, on a single machine. One of these controls is the 810D/840D. It corresponds in
handling and function the particular original control and it can be used on a commercial PC. The user has the possibility
to work on the PC as well as on the machine control and gets familiar with all aspects of control programming in detail.
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Sensor Technology 1

The first part of sensor technology focuses on sensors in pneumatics for about two hours of learning time. This training
program deals in detail with the sensors used to detect end position on cylinders and with pressure and flow sensors
in pneumatic systems. Based on a complex example from industrial practice, trainees are taught to select suitable
sensors. The necessary basic knowledge for this is provided in the technical knowledge and components modules, to
which trainees can refer at any time. All training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the narrative
text can be viewed on the sitemap. The picture as follows, Picture U_05, provides an idea its appearance.

Picture U_05: WBT Sensor Technology 1 and 2

Sensor Technology 2

The second part of sensor technology focuses on sensors for object detection for about two hours of learning time. This
training program deals in detail with the sensors used to detect objects in automated systems. Based on a complex
example from industrial practice, trainees are taught to select the suitable sensors. The necessary basic knowledge
for this is provided in the technical knowledge and components modules, to which students can refer at any time. All
training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the narrative text can be viewed on the sitemap. The
picture above, Picture U_05, provides an idea of its design.

Fieldbus Technology

The multimedia and interactive training program will teach trainees the basics of Fieldbus technology. It is suitable
for beginners who would like to get an overview of the subject. Animations are used to illustrate various practical
examples. All relevant terms on the subject of bus technology can be found in the integrated lexicon. In total, this web
based training program provides about two hours of learning time.

Machine Vision

Machine Vision, the use of camera systems in production, is a relatively young, but swiftly growing area in automation
technology. This web based training unit deals with industrial image processing, from the creation of images up to
the evaluation of the information in the picture. Working from actual practical industrial applications, students can
follow all the steps in the image processing project in a practical manner. The basic knowledge required for this is
clearly explained in the individual chapters of the technical knowledge module. In the components module, cameras
and lighting systems are presented using examples. About four hours of learning time is provided by this programme.
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CIROS Robotics

CIROS Robotics is ideally suited for learning how to program and commission industrial robot systems. The program
offers a large number of different robot models. The integrated training program on robotics conveys everything from
the basic principles of handling technology to the use of robots in space missions. All the required basic knowledge for
automation with robots is conveyed by the integrated CIROS Robotics Assistant which offers numerous graphics and
animations to explain technical terms and facts, videos on a large number of industrial applications involving industrial
robots, sample programs for every robot work cell, technical documentation including instructions on processing. The
picture as follows, Picture U_06, provides an idea of its design and appearance.

Picture U_06: CIROS Robotics

CIROS Robotics includes as well a 3D real-time simulation with all the features of CIROS Studio. Additionally, a
programming environment for IRL (Industrial Robot Language), programming languages Movemaster Command and
Melfa Basic IV for the class of Mitsubishi robot systems. Further to this, a comprehensive library with more than twenty
predefined robot work cells enables trainees to go directly to commissioning and programming of robot applications:
from simple pick and place tasks right up to plants with numerous robot systems.

CIROS Automation Suite

CIROS Automation Suite, which is the overall software package within the CIROS family, including CIROS Mechatronics,
CIROS Advanced Mechatronics and CIROS Robotics includes further CIROS Production, in order to simulate and design
complete production facilities. The appearance and the design are already being shown in CIROS Robotics and CIROS
Mechatronics. Further to this, CIROS Production is at the same time also the MES System, the Manufacturing Execution
System and SCADA control environment.
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Siemens Step 7 Professional

The Siemens software Step 7 professional contains the programming languages Statement List (STL), Function
Chart (FCH) and Ladder Diagram (LDR) (basic package) as well as STEP 7-SCL, STEP 7-GRAPH, Distributed Safety, S7Technology software package and distributed intelligence iMap. It facilitates the realisation of networked solutions with
SIMATIC S7-300/-400 systems, SIMATIC C7. The professional version of this software package also contains the S7PLCSIM simulation software. By using the simulation software S7-PLCSIM it is possible to carry out the functional test
of the SIMATIC S7 user blocks on PG/PC regardless of the availability of the target hardware. Detection and elimination
of program errors are therefore possible at a much earlier stage during the development of the PLC program.

Installation and Training

One important aspect before conducting training using the CIM system and environment as well as the various software
tools is to provide the right installation of the equipment, infrastructure, accessories, tools and the corresponding
facilities. This will be accomplished by Festo Didactic experts within the field of Mechatronics and CIM Systems, having
a profound experience and being able to meet any local requirements. In case further laboratories will be established
having the same set of equipment and software tools, then training can however take place in parallel and together.

Training, especially training in the technical field, is only efficient when all trainers involved are extensively
trained in their designated field and training approach. Only well trained and motivated trainers are able
to motivate students thereafter, therefore any kind of the so-called ‘train-the-trainer’ aspect should not
be neglected. Upon necessity, revision training should be considered on a frequent basis.

In case the laboratory conceptualisation on hand will be established as a stand-alone laboratory solution, a training
duration of at least twelve to fifteen days is recommended. As aforesaid, in case the laboratory of production
optimisation is part of various laboratory installations, then this time could possible be covered in related laboratories
respectively other technologies.

Further Information

As already mentioned, since Festo Didactic is constantly further developing and adding new equipment and software
media to its existing wide range, further and latest information can always be accessed using the website of Festo
Didactic, www.festo-didactic.com. This also includes further information regarding installation requirements.
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Introduction

The entire production processes, respectively the products to be produced, are nowadays constantly being improved,
modified or even completely changed within a tremendous short time due to customer demands, market needs and
requirements, latest developments and further being exposed to global competition. Additionally, high expenditures
for energy and materials are also a great influential factor in regards to production organisation, material, logistics as
well as resource planning. Further to this, such factors together have also an extraordinary influence on one of the key
topics of companies which is time to market. Therefore the conceptualisation on hand focuses in particular on such
very important issues, whereby the teaching factory solution can be entirely rearranged on a daily basis, representing
various different production processes within the industry at present as well as a solution whereby future production
can be trained and also observed. Various universities and leading solution providers worldwide have already initiated
study and research programs whereby future production is the main focus. Based on existing solutions, however,
more or less fixed installations, Festo Didactic developed a new teaching factory solution named Transfer Factory,
or MPS Transfer Factory, as it can be seen in the picture as follows, Picture V_01. Apart from hardware solutions, a
very important and at the same time a very interesting research field is the entire software environment whereby
production arrangements can be changed on a daily basis, in certain cases on hourly basis or even less, and still
control, observation and process data need to be accurate and on time. Up till now, such challenges were difficult to be
trained and experienced within a learning environment, however, with the new Transfer Factory, a solution is now being
available in overcoming all the difficulties concerning such trainings and skill development.

Picture V_01: Example of a MPS Transfer Factory training solution

Diversified Training

As aforesaid, the main approach within this conceptualisation on hand is a constant modification of the production
process arrangement. Therefore each production cell has its own mobile unit, and can therefore easily be moved and
being combined in a complete new production layout. Obviously, based on the available number of stations this has
certain restrictions, but still offers the opportunity for students to be trained on a complete new arrangement on a daily
basis, which offers umpteen new learning objectives providing an expedient platform for discovering the technical
subtlety, apart from single and combined technologies being part of the teaching factory solution on hand.
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Didactic Concept of Transfer Factory

As already mentioned in the previous paragraphs, the complete system of MPS Transfer Factory is entirely modular. The
main modularity is based on each production cell or application module, which is the fact due to a mobile application
cell. In addition, on certain cells and modules a possibility is given to attach different smaller applications, which all
provide a different production step, such as stacking, drilling or turning. Therefore each module or production cell itself
can be further modified providing again various different learning objectives. This however does not apply for the robot
or warehouse application for example, it is mainly possible on the transfer cells and modules. Therefore initial training
may start on separated modules with various different applications before the entire teaching factory will be stepwise
being build up, and further being changed in regards to the layout on a frequent basis. Likewise in other laboratory
conceptualisation within Teciam, in particular in the totally integrated level, the main focus shall not be given to
training contents which are considered as stand alone technologies. The main training focus shall therefore remain on
the aspect of arranging and rearranging production facilities in a frequent manner, which are also system level skills.

Training Competencies

As already stated above, training contents refer to system level skills. Therefore the focus within the training on a
Transfer Factory training solution is based on integrated processes, which can be separately controlled according to the
training requirements. The following table, Table V_01, provides an overview of several core competencies which shall
be achieved stepwise based on appropriate training on fully integrated solutions.

Equipment

System level skills and core competencies

MPS Transfer Factory

Plant management and material management
Production planning and plant simulation
Production and factory layout and design
Order fulfilment management
Supervisory control and visualisation
Shop floor management
RFID technology
Pallet handling and workpiece handling
Robot and assembly cells
Industrial communication skills
Vision control in processes
Plant database structures
Production organisation and future production developments

Table V_01: Training contents and system level skills

Basics of Operation

As already mentioned, MPS Transfer Factory comprises various modules or production cells as well as applications to
be attached to certain of the modules. Therefore, the paragraphs as follows provide an overview of the main modules
and its applications. Later on, also the attachments in form of applications will be described. Minor equipment and
accessories however will not be part of this explanation.
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Linear Transfer Module

The linear transfer module is designed for up to two applications to be attached and is therefore equipped with two
independent controls. This is the reason why this module offers two opposite and independent workplaces. Two
parallel conveyors, moving in the opposite direction, are able to transport carriers to the working positions accordingly.
On each working position a separate application can be implemented without great effort. The workpiece parameters
are stored in a RFID Chip on the workpiece carrier and by means of this information the action on the application
module will be accomplished. With the help of the patented, passive redirections at the end of the conveyors, the linear
transfer module can be changed within some seconds to a closed loop material flow, and therefore also being intended
for complete separate and individual training scenario. The basis of the transfer module is a stable and robust base
made out of aluminium profiles as well as a steel plate. Integrated control cabinets on both sides of the module are also
part of the cell. Two conveyor systems for transport of the workpiece carriers in two directions (left and right) including
the corresponding stopping positions are included. Last but not least, two control panels consisting of a touch panel as
well as emergency stop is also an integral part of this station.

High Bay Rack Module

The automatic high bay rack module including its Cartesian robot system serves as a storing and unstoring of pallets
process. By means of a conveyor system the pallets are being transported to the Cartesian robot system whereby the
robot overtakes the pallets in order to store them in one of the existing shelves. In the unstoring process, the robot
removes pallets carrying a workpiece from the shelves and places them onto an empty pallet carrier on the conveyor.
The workpiece parameters are stored in a RFID Chip on the workpiece carrier and the information is being exchanged
during the storing process to the controller of the high bay rack. By means of the patented, passive redirection at each
end of the conveyors, the automatic high bay rack can be changed within some seconds to a closed loop material flow
storage process, and therefore also being intended for complete separate and individual training scenario. The basis
of the high bay rack station is a stable and robust base made out of aluminium profiles as well as a steel plate. An
integrated control cabinet on the front side of the module is also part of this cell. The Cartesian robot system comprises
two electrical driven linear axis as well as one axis driven pneumatically with an attached pneumatic gripper. Two
conveyor systems for transport of the workpiece carriers in two directions (left and right) including the corresponding
stopping position are included. Last but not least, two control panels consisting of a touch panel as well as emergency
stop is also an integral part of this station. Altogether sixteen shelf positions are available on the station.

Shunt Module

The shunt module is made for sorting out carriers and can be equipped with an additional application module and
one logic controller board. On one of the conveyor modules a stopping unit is being integrated serving as the working
position. In case an application module is attached at the stopping position, the process can be accomplished as soon
as the carrier with a workpiece arrives. The workpiece parameters itself are stored in a RFID Chip on the workpiece
carrier and by means of this information the process on the application module takes place. Two rectangular conveyors
allow branching off carriers. By means of the patented, passive redirection at each end of the conveyors, the shunt
module can be changed within some seconds to a closed loop material flow storage process, and therefore also being
intended for complete separate and individual training scenario. The basis of the high bay rack station is a stable and
robust base made out of aluminium profiles as well as a steel plate. An integrated control cabinet on the front side of
the module is also part of this cell. Two conveyor systems for transport of the workpiece carriers in two directions (left
and right) including the corresponding stopping position are included as well as the shunt part. Last but not least, one
control panel consisting of a touch panel as well as emergency stop is also an integral part of this station.
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Robot Assembly Cell

The robot assembly cell is designed for the assembly of workpieces with by means of a six axis robot. For this reason,
two parallel conveyors moving in the opposite direction are responsible for the transport of the workpiece carriers. On
one of the conveyors a stopping unit is included. The workpiece parameters are stored on a RFID chip mounted on the
workpiece carrier and by means of this information the process on the robot cell is being accomplished, the robot is
assembling a casing with a PCB board. By means of the patented, passive redirection at each end of the conveyors,
the automatic high bay rack can be changed within some seconds to a closed loop material flow storage process, and
therefore also being intended for complete separate and individual training scenario. The basis of the high bay rack
station is a stable and robust base made out of aluminium profiles as well as a steel plate. Further to this, magazines
and fixtures for the assembly process, the robot, the gripper for the robot as well as the robot controller are as well
essential parts of this station. Two conveyor systems for transport of the workpiece carriers in two directions (left and
right) including the corresponding stopping position are included. Last but not least, one control panel consisting of a
touch panel as well as emergency stop is also an integral part of this station.

Application Attachments

As already stated above, in particular on the linear transfer module as well as the shunt module, it is easily possible
to attach certain processes on top of each module. At present the table as follows, Table V_02, provides an overview
about the possible attachments as well as the functioning.

Attachment

Function and Process

Stack Magazine

The application module stacking magazine can be used with the transfer line
module or the shunt module. Workpiece covers are stored in the stacking
magazine and are singularised when an empty pallet arrives on the conveyor.

Drilling Application

The application module drilling can be assembled on a linear transfer module
or on a shunt module. Two drilling spindles can be moved in z-direction, as
well as in x-direction. With this unit it is possible to make two pairs of drilling

(picture example left)

holes in the workpiece.

Pneumatic Press Application

The application module force fitting can be used on a linear transfer module
or a shunt module. The two covers arriving on the carrier on the conveyor are
assembled with the help of a pneumatic press process.

Turning Application

The application module turning can be used on a linear transfer module or
a shunt module. The workpieces arriving on the carrier on the conveyor are
turned with the help of a pneumatic handling unit.

Vision System Application

The application module vision inspection can be integrated on a linear transfer
module or on a shunt module. A powerful industrial vision inspection system
checks the workpieces with an optical check.

Table V_02: Attachment applications and the functioning
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Separating and Combining Modules

As mentioned in the previous paragraphs, each main module is a mobile production cell having each a certain function
with the capability of attaching certain modules mainly to the linear transfer module or the shunt module, without
the need of great efforts such as wiring, tubing or else. However, the revolution of the Transfer Factory is being
accomplished by the concept of moving, separating and combining stations. In each cell, casters can be moved out
pneumatically, lifting up each cell for movements within the laboratory, and the being lowered again with the help
of these pneumatically driven casters. This ensures again a stable and solid position when the cell is being moved
and rearranged. The picture as follows, Picture V_02, provides an idea of the separation. All cables, power supplies,
networks as well as compressed air are all integrated in one single plug connection, so that stations can be connected
or being separated by just plugging in or removing one single plug. This makes the entire training and teaching factory
solution completely modular.

Picture V_02: Separating or combining Trabsfer Factory modules

Laboratory Facilities

To be able to conduct sustainable training, especially whereby hands-on training cannot be neglected, it is indispensable
to provide adequate training equipment and facilities for the trainer as well as for students. Laboratory design, work
environment as well as equipment design is an important factor to conduct technical training. Regarding the equipment
itself, Festo Didactic uses solely real industrial equipment to compose its training environment.

Training, especially hands-on training in the technical field is only efficient when an appropriate
laboratory environment is provided. Thus, a comprehensive approach starts with the laboratory design
itself, is further to be recognized within the stations as well as the major part, the equipment itself.
Through the medium of design, students should be already motivated to discover the technical subtlety!
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On the one hand side, real industrial equipment facilitates the approach of bridging the gap between institutional
based training and training on the job. Thus, students are being trained on equipment which they will face later on in
real industrial processes. On the other hand side, real industrial components are more reliable regarding the period
of operation, upgradeability and spare parts if required. Another important aspect is safety, security as well as the
training of maintenance and service.

Laboratory Design

The laboratory for production organisation is designed to host altogether between eight and sixteen students, working
individually or in groups of two trainees on various of the stations as well as the software environment situated on
eight student tables as it can be seen in the virtual impression of this laboratory in the picture further below, Picture
V_03. In the picture, currently the stations are being combined to form an entire production process, but as aforesaid,
in the beginnings trainees start to work on single and separated stations which will then be moved next to the student
tables and the computer systems. As already mentioned, one major aspect of the design is to provide the trainees
an unrestrained view on the teachers desk as well as the stations, machines and boards. Further on, the computer
systems are located close to the workstation, in order to be implemented in a blended-learning arrangement and
therefore being connected to the equipment. Whenever hands-on training is taking place, one trainee can work on
the station, whilst the others use the programming environment on the computer. Apart from the major equipment,
accessories such as a computer network and central power supply are taken into account, but not explicitly drawn in
the layout. In order to provide a nice and warm ambient of the laboratory, curtains, posters and flowers should be a
decorative matter.

Picture V_03: Virtual impression of the Transfer Factory laboratory
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Laboratory Accessories

In order to provide an adequate learning arrangement, several laboratory accessories should be implemented in the
training environment. As aforesaid, this is for instance a computer network, which may be realized as a client-server
based architecture. This allows the trainer gaining access to the students’ computers and the possibility to check
which kind of exercises they have performed successfully. Further on, the network allows the students to print on the
laboratory printer. Last but not least, whenever a Web Based Media Library is being implemented, then trainees shall
also obtain access to the intranet of the institution. Further accessories, such as a printer, a projector, storage shelves
as well as whiteboards and chairs are obvious.

Equipment Details

Learning with innovative technology, practice-orientated training and demand driven training with industrial components
and systems provides all trainees with the necessary confidence for everyday work and their future employability.
Therefore the following paragraphs provide an overview of the equipment items for one system following the structure
of operational explanations of each equipment and system.

Linear Transfer Module

The linear transfer module station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity
refers to one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x Linear transfer module completely assembled and tested			
2 1x Station base frame			
3 2x Control cabinet			
4 2x Siemens S7-315-2 PN/DP logic controller included			
5 1x Set of DC motors for conveyor belt 			
6 2x Conveyor modules			
7 2x Workpice positions for possible module attachment			
8 2x TP177B touch panel included			
9 1x Size of station 1200 mm to 800 mm			
10 1x Set of necessary accessories			
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Shunt Module

The shunt module station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to
one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x Shunt module completely assembled and tested			
2 1x Station base frame			
3 2x Control cabinet			
4 2x Siemens S7-315-2 PN/DP logic controller included			
5 1x Set of DC motors for conveyor belt 			
6 2x Conveyor modules and branch conveyor modules			
7 1x Workpiece position for possible module attachment			
8 1x TP177B touch panel included			
9 1x Size of station 1200 mm to 1100 mm			
10 1x Set of necessary accessories			

High Bay Rack Module

The high bay rack station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to one
single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x High bay rack station completely assembled and tested			
2 1x Station base frame			
3 2x Control cabinet			
4 2x Siemens S7-315-2 PN/DP logic controller included			
5 1x Set of DC motors for conveyor belt 			
6 2x Conveyor modules			
7 1x 3 axis cartesian robot system with 2 electrical and 1 pneumatic axis		
8 2x TP177B touch panel included			
9 1x Size of station 1200 mm to 800 mm			
10 1x Set of necessary accessories			

Robot Assembly Cell

The robot assembly station comprises of the components as shown and listed below. Each item and quantity refers to
one single station. Some components and accessories are however omitted willingly.

1 1x Robot assembly station completely assembled and tested			
2 1x Control console and cabinet included			
3 2x Siemens S7-315-2 PN/DP logic controller included			
4 1x Working position included			
5 1x RV-3SDB robot arm included			
6 1x Robot controller and teaching unit included				
7 2x Conveyor belt and DC motors included			
8 1x Gripper for robot arm included			
9 1x Size of station 1200 mm to 1300 mm			
10 1x Set of necessary accessories			
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Picture V_04: MPS Transfer System Robot Assembly Station

Accessories for Transfer Factory

To provide a complete viable system, several important accessories are strongly recommended, therefore the following
table lists further details. Some minor accessories will not be shown, such as cables, connectors or power supply
cables. In case no central compressed air is available then also compressors will need to be added.

1 1x Set of modules to be attached to the stations			
2 1x Set of workpieces and set of carriers			
3 1x Set of programming adaptors and accessories			
4 1x Set of SysLink Cables 			
5 1x RFID environment included			
6 1x Set of tools and accessories			
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Teaching Media

What is the best training equipment for teaching purposes without appropriate teaching material? To provide an
answer to this question, Festo Didactic offers a wide range of teaching media to put a holistic concept of technical
training on firm footing.

Training, especially technical training including a hands-on approach is only efficient with the right blend
of media! Therefore three major aspects need to be considered: real industrial equipment for teaching
purposes, appropriate software along with the blended-learning approach and finally teachware in
forms of textbooks, exercises, data sheets and workbooks.

In the following paragraphs, the teaching media part is split into the section of teachware, whereby textbooks and
workbooks will be mentioned. Further on, one section will provide an overview about the software media which
supports the teacher as well as the trainee according to the equipment details as described.

Textbooks and Workbooks

The following table, Table V_03, presents all textbooks, workbooks and exercise media according to the technology
packages in the field of production organisation.

Equipment

Workbooks, Textbooks and Exercises

PLC Siemens 315-2 PN/DP

Programmable logic controllers, basic level textbook
Automating with SIMATIC, textbook
Automating with STEP7 in STL and SCL, textbook
Automating with STEP7 in LAD and FBD, textbook
PLC, basic level workbook

Robot Assembly Station

Documentation on CD Rom
Handling description
Basics of robot programming

Transfer Stations and Attachment Modules

Handling descriptions
Training documentation
Training document process optimisation

Table V_03: Overview of teachware such as books, workbooks and exercises
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Software

Following our approach of providing expedient training concepts, the following paragraphs provide all information
regarding the range of software based media in the field of Mechatronics. In the first case, trainees can gather some
preliminary experience in the field of sensorics or fieldbus technology by using so-called Web Based Media, which
could be accessible via the intranet, but also as a local installation. Once students have acquired some background
information about various technologies, hands-on exercises on the real industrial equipment should corroborate this
knowledge. Afterwards simulation and measuring software tools in combination with the hardware allows the trainee
to foster its skills and knowledge in the corresponding technical field. This educational approach follows our ideas
of establishing a blended-learning arrangement. The following paragraphs provide all necessary information about
software tools to understand the right way of its designated usage.

Sensor Technology 1

The first part of sensor technology focuses on sensors in pneumatics for about two hours of learning time. This training
program deals in detail with the sensors used to detect end position on cylinders and with pressure and flow sensors
in pneumatic systems. Based on a complex example from industrial practice, trainees are taught to select suitable
sensors. The necessary basic knowledge for this is provided in the technical knowledge and components modules, to
which trainees can refer at any time. All training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the narrative
text can be viewed on the sitemap. The picture as follows, Picture V_05, provides an idea its appearance.

Picture V_05: WBT Sensor Technology 1 and 2

Sensor Technology 2

The second part of sensor technology focuses on sensors for object detection for about two hours of learning time. This
training program deals in detail with the sensors used to detect objects in automated systems. Based on a complex
example from industrial practice, trainees are taught to select the suitable sensors. The necessary basic knowledge
for this is provided in the technical knowledge and components modules, to which students can refer at any time. All
training content is taught by means of audio clips. Additionally, the narrative text can be viewed on the sitemap. The
picture above, Picture V_05, provides an idea of its design.
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Fieldbus Technology

The multimedia and interactive training program will teach trainees the basics of Fieldbus technology. It is suitable
for beginners who would like to get an overview of the subject. Animations are used to illustrate various practical
examples. All relevant terms on the subject of bus technology can be found in the integrated lexicon. In total, this web
based training program provides about two hours of learning time.

Machine Vision

Machine Vision, the use of camera systems in production, is a relatively young, but swiftly growing area in automation
technology. This web based training unit deals with industrial image processing, from the creation of images up to
the evaluation of the information in the picture. Working from actual practical industrial applications, students can
follow all the steps in the image processing project in a practical manner. The basic knowledge required for this is
clearly explained in the individual chapters of the technical knowledge module. In the components module, cameras
and lighting systems are presented using examples. About four hours of learning time is provided by this programme.

Siemens Step 7 Professional

The Siemens software Step 7 professional contains the programming languages Statement List (STL), Function
Chart (FCH) and Ladder Diagram (LDR) (basic package) as well as STEP 7-SCL, STEP 7-GRAPH, Distributed Safety, S7Technology software package and distributed intelligence iMap. It facilitates the realisation of networked solutions with
SIMATIC S7-300/-400 systems, SIMATIC C7. The professional version of this software package also contains the S7PLCSIM simulation software. By using the simulation software S7-PLCSIM it is possible to carry out the functional test
of the SIMATIC S7 user blocks on PG/PC regardless of the availability of the target hardware. Detection and elimination
of program errors are therefore possible at a much earlier stage during the development of the PLC program.

WinCC

SIMATIC WinCC is a PC-based control and monitoring system. WinCC is designed for the visualization and control of
processes, sequences, and machines. Its powerful process coupling, particularly to the SIMATIC family, and secure
data archiving, mean that WinCC can offer highly available solutions for control and instrumentation systems. The
basic system, which is industry and technology-generic, allows universal use in automation applications. The package
consists of a configuration and development system and a runtime system for 256 variables. Coupling with S7 and
profibus is integrated into the package.
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CIROS Robotics

CIROS Robotics is ideally suited for learning how to program and commission industrial robot systems. The program
offers a large number of different robot models. The integrated training program on robotics conveys everything from
the basic principles of handling technology to the use of robots in space missions. All the required basic knowledge for
automation with robots is conveyed by the integrated CIROS Robotics Assistant which offers numerous graphics and
animations to explain technical terms and facts, videos on a large number of industrial applications involving industrial
robots, sample programs for every robot work cell, technical documentation including instructions on processing. The
picture as follows, Picture V_06, provides an idea of its design and appearance.

Picture V_06: CIROS Robotics

CIROS Robotics includes as well a 3D real-time simulation with all the features of CIROS Studio. Additionally, a
programming environment for IRL (Industrial Robot Language), programming languages Movemaster Command and
Melfa Basic IV for the class of Mitsubishi robot systems. Further to this, a comprehensive library with more than twenty
predefined robot work cells enables trainees to go directly to commissioning and programming of robot applications:
from simple pick and place tasks right up to plants with numerous robot systems.

CIROS Automation Suite

CIROS Automation Suite, which is the overall software package within the CIROS family, including CIROS Mechatronics,
CIROS Advanced Mechatronics and CIROS Robotics includes further CIROS Production, in order to simulate and design
complete production facilities. The appearance and the design are already being shown in CIROS Robotics and CIROS
Mechatronics.
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Installation and Training

One important aspect before conducting training using the production organisation environment as well as the
various software tools is to provide the right installation of the equipment, infrastructure, accessories, tools and the
corresponding facilities. This will be accomplished by Festo Didactic experts within the field of Mechatronics, having
a profound experience and being able to meet any local requirements. In case further laboratories will be established
having the same set of equipment and software tools, then training can however take place in parallel and together.

Training, especially training in the technical field, is only efficient when all trainers involved are extensively
trained in their designated field and training approach. Only well trained and motivated trainers are able
to motivate students thereafter, therefore any kind of the so-called ‘train-the-trainer’ aspect should not
be neglected. Upon necessity, revision training should be considered on a frequent basis.

In case the laboratory conceptualisation on hand will be established as a stand-alone laboratory solution, a training
duration of at least ten to fifteen days is recommended. As aforesaid, in case the laboratory of production organisation
is part of various laboratory installations, then this time could possible be covered in related laboratories respectively
other technologies.

Further Information

As already mentioned, since Festo Didactic is constantly further developing and adding new equipment and software
media to its existing wide range, further and latest information can always be accessed using the website of Festo
Didactic, www.festo-didactic.com. This also includes further information regarding installation requirements.
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